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AUTHOR’S NOTE

The Dias is the two year product of a young man’s imagination –
indeed, this, my first novel, was started when I was just 16. You are
most probably reading this as a short Preview of which I hope you
enjoy; the opening chapters of The Dias set the pace for the rest of the
novel. Else you may have chosen to download the entire manuscript for
free – perhaps you’ve even shelled out for a paperback copy and are
reading this on an actual page (I must admit, I much prefer reading
something that I can actually hold and flit through).
The Dias was a listed contendor in the Wow Factor’s writing
competition of 2004. Emma Cahill, once editor of Snowbooks, said it
was both “engaging and intriguing”, and fantasy agent John Jarrold
said, “I enjoyed it”. Of course, there was always a “but” (as there so
often is), but it did give me a kind of rejected encouragement.
The Dias is, I must admit, a typical fantasy romp. Yet it has (to me,
anyway) an original flavour. I hope you enjoy it, and who knows, if
enough of you like it I may actually get round to finishing the second
novel! Because, alas, this was always going to be another trilogy. Sorry.
My new novel, The Guardian, will be available through Lulu in late
2008.

Finally, this is for my friends and family, wherever you will roam.
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Chapter 1:

THE HEIR OF HENDEN

Something was out there. The lair, lost amongst the darkness within the
empty mountain ranges, grew uncertain in the silence. There was
movement – structured, cohesive. Deadly. The shadows manoeuvred,
closing in on the cave’s gaping mouth.
Thor had been woken by a twinge in his aura. His focused mind
sensed something untoward within his hideaway’s vicinity, and he left
the comfort of his straw bed to investigate. Through a crack in one of
the cave’s walls he looked down across the valley path, his eyes
scanning the snow-cropped road and dark vegetation that tumbled
around it. He was not alone, he was sure of it. He had spent years living
amongst the solitude of Naynon’s mountains, finally retiring there to
escape the frantic escapades of his early life. For he was old now; old
and tired – the oldest of the eight to cross The Colossal Ocean all those
years back – and now he liked to spend much of his time residing in
blissful meditation when the moon was at its fullest. And he had
become accustomed to the sound of the darkness; his ears fine-tuned to
the night’s eerie frequency. And tonight something was out of key.
He felt his aging heart gather speed. The freezing winter weather had
already disrupted his natural metabolism, for the homeland from which
he had travelled was the hottest in the world. The only seasons were the
dry and the wet, and he still had a stubborn dislike for the cold even
now. Pearly sweat glistened across his dark skin as his temperature
climbed, his muscles pumping with adrenaline. Get out Thor; you are in
danger here.
Then an army of shadows detached themselves from the darkened
undergrowth, sauntering across the paths like ghosts, disappearing from
view directly beneath him. Thor’s breath caught in his throat, his stance
frozen as he heard the quiet yet distinct sound of infringement from the
cave’s main passageway. This cannot be in the realms of possibility, he
thought to himself. He had been discovered? It didn’t bare thinking
about – Naynon had been a perfect sanctuary for a decade, the small
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country’s population compacted far in the East where the mountains
crumbled to plains – the nearest set of prying eyes residing nearly fifty
miles off… And the only people who knew he was here were his last
employers: The Council of The Shallows, a senate sect that helped to
govern the continent.
The Council had brought him and the others over in the first place in a
bid to improve intercontinental relations. He had a unique ability – a
magical ability that had originally been used in covert operations – and
tonight he feared he might have to call upon it once again. Those
shadows that were surrounding his hideout were certainly not Council
members. They were barbarians. The same barbarians that had overrun
Naynon in the last couple of months and claimed it for their own – the
country fell around him, and he had watched helpless. But now the
barbarians were here, on his own doorstep (quite literally), and that
made him angrier than ever.
He began to creep through the constricting tunnel, bare feet silent on
the cold stone, and eased a look from the upper landing to the main
passageway below. The steps and gravelled floor were only semivisible by the eerie light venting through the narrow cave openings
from the moon.
He shot a look across the landing to a small room at the opposite end,
where a single lit wall-torch illuminated the rocky threshold. That room
housed Thor’s communicator, an uncommon device that allowed the
transmitter’s mind to leave their own body and contact another. He had
only recently mastered the art, for it took a special skill that few people
were able to manifest. Though he’d have to warn The Council – he had
been found – those barbarians had somehow located his whereabouts…
He really feared for the others – they were even more allied to The
Council than he was: they were all still active, whereas he’d retired
from duty long ago.
Movement caught his eye, and he levered slowly round to face the
main stairwell. A group of barbarians were beginning to ascend,
unaware of his presence, towards him. He felt rage blossom inside
every cell, and the synapse-conductors in his fingers prickled with
vengeance. So they thought they could assassinate Thor, did they.
He was as still as a statue as they approached him, an invisible part of
the darkness even though he stood in full view at the top of the stairs.
The only thing that would give away his position was movement, and
he was as still as the stone he stood on. The barbarians continued to
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ascend slowly, their adjusting eyes seeing their target though not
actually noticing him. It wasn’t until he was a mere metre away that the
lead barbarian spotted Thor’s eyes glistening with motive, and he
jumped in shock. The small man he was stalking suddenly became
apparent in front of him. “What ze… Oh my Gö-d zat his him!” the
barbarian cried, reaching immediately for his sword.
Thor was ready though, raising his hands in front of him – adopting
the stance that had silenced so many in the past. Lightning leapt from
his fingertips, swallowing the shrieking barbarian posse and enveloping
them in a luminous net. Every muscle inside their bodies contracted,
and spasms gripped them amongst the darkness as they tumbled away at
Thor’s wake. Their hearts were halted for eternity.
His fingers still shook with intensity as the electricity numbed away,
electrons still emanating at his presence. He had forgotten how good
zapping people felt. And they deserved it… the numbers they had
massacred in their bloody crusade – clutching the country in claws of
sheer terror… He afforded himself a couple of frantic breaths, his gaze
still fixed on the barbarian bodies lying still at the wake of the stairs.
Then he smiled to himself in relief: Thor wasn’t going to give up the
ghost so easy; it’d take more than a bunch of dirty barbarians to finish
him.
He thought instantly of the communicator – The Council would still
have to be informed, that was imperative. He had been discovered.
Even though he was hidden like a needle in a hay field, they had found
him. And that meant that they had been informed – The Council was
not as secure as it should be… a traitor to the very continent was
amongst the most learned men to ever grace… He was interrupted in a
very bizarre fashion. The communicator came hurtling past him,
exploding into the wall and fragmenting on impact. Thor jumped out of
his skin as the twin magnetic bars catapulted from their sockets and the
metal body casket hinged open, releasing a silky silver mist into the air:
the communicator’s heart.
“What is going on in the place that is here?” Thor spun round as the
communicator’s shattered frame clunked around his feet. His heart took
a tumble.
A barbarian was standing at the other end of the landing, gingerly
chewing the end of a cigar and tapping his drawn sword against his leg.
He cocked his head at Thor’s shocked expression. “Well, well, well. Mr
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Thor. Such a pleasure. Decided a communicator was too dangerous to
be hanging round a silly boy like you’s…” He began to walk over.
“Indeed stop right there!” Thor commanded, scooting down a couple
of steps and raising his hands at the barbarian. “You will tell me how
you knew where I housed!”
The barbarian scoffed, soggy tobacco dripping from the edge of his
mouth across his beard. He was not mute and absent like the others –
his character was distinct – and his accent was Laizwerthian. He had
crossed The Sea to be a part of this operation and wasn’t about to fail it.
“I’m not going to tell you’s anything, old man. I’m going to do what I
came for: kill you’s.” He began walking forwards again.
Thor was in no mood for threats. He was also too old to think about
capturing, sedating and interrogating an arrogant barbarian, so he
decided to end the confrontation there and then. He let the lightning
swarm from his fingertips once more, adrenaline pulsing along on the
staggered energy waves, the vicinity illuminated in an extraterrestrial
blue. Though the barbarian didn’t stop walking, and nor did he stop
smiling. He merely lifted his left hand roof-wards, and the lightning jet
heading towards him immediately jumped in course, veering off to
rotate spherically above his palm. And that’s where it stayed: the
electricity ejected from Thor was drawn magnet-like to that one point,
spinning a beautifully luminous lightning orb, inflating continuously
larger.
Thor’s expression dropped in total shock and he lost the ability of his
limbs. He had just witnessed the counter-magic to his thunder –
something that simply did not make sense… Next thing he knew, a
burning pain straddled his side and he was tumbling… tumbling
backwards… suspended in free fall upon the air… Stairs bludgeoned
against his body, sharp and cold, and he cascaded out at their wake
amongst the lifeless bodies.
His breathing was wet and weak as he looked up, a sordid, sticky red
framing him where he lay. The Laizwerthian stood out luminous at the
top of the stairs, his sword bloodied, his stance tall and trim. He gently
brought the spinning lightning ball close to his lips and inserted the
cigar end into it, sparking it alight. The guy sure knew how to make a
point. He then slung the sphere into one of the corridors, illuminating
the passage in a sparking frenzy as the walls seared.
Thor coughed where he lay, unable to manoeuvre himself into the
shadows, and the barbarian’s stare held him as he descended the stairs.
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“How did you,” Thor choked, “…you know how to counter-act my
thunder?”
The barbarian stood over him; smiling beneath his beard, smoke
wafting from the brazened end of his cigar. He spoke softly, “you’s are
not going to believe this ‘ere.” He looked down at Thor’s watering
eyes, and the blood flowing out over his coffee skin. Then he spoke one
word – a name – smoke shifting between his toothy grin. “Ttordâk.”
Thor’s eyes widened. “That is indeed impossible… Ttordâk is…”
“Dead?” The barbarian smiled, raising his sword. “Then it must be
impossible, mustn’t it.” The blade descended like a ghostly guillotine
and Thor felt it sink deep into his chest, his eyes closing as the final
threads of life began to leave him.
*
The air smelled sweet around Hayden’s Regal Sector. Sandy-wood,
stringy clouds looked upon the cobbled streets and thatch roofs; the
stone dwellings smelling of cooking, terracotta and the peaceful breezy
air. The palace overlooked them from a high, and people wandered
lazily through the market squares at its wake. Oddly enough, the wealth
of this part of the capital was as big a problem as the slums - from
Zylas’s point of view anyway. He had lived all fifteen years of his short
life amongst the Royal and rich – being the only grandson of King
Diadon ensured that. Living in the palace grounds with the elaborate
rooms and gardens, and the household servants there to wait on him
hand and foot. Though he soon realised that this luxury wasn’t what
Hayden, and indeed the rest of the world, was really like for the
majority. Poverty. Sickness. Death. Selfishness was a Human survival
technique – ‘as long as I’m happy’ and so on. But how could you be
truly happy and care in a world with so much suffering?
The death of his parents had put everything into perspective. His
mother had died three years earlier whilst on holiday – his father a year
after that in a tragic accident. Zylas had felt alone. He had realised that
life was so fickle – that you had to take every opportunity that arose. He
wanted to see the world – to help. He now longed to escape the Royal
Grounds more than ever.
There were very few children his own age around. And the few that
he did come into contact with were from families of Dukes and Lords,
and were, if you’ll excuse the phrase, rather stuck up. Zylas often heard
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the bratty little snobs saying things like “I’m much too important to join
in silly games like that, Daddy will have a fit,” and “Clear the way,
royalty coming through.”
Zylas found it difficult to relate to any of them: all he sought was
adventure, and the most exciting thing his peers’ got up to was their
weekly pet washing sessions: “Now keep still Rufus II, it’s time to
wash your other ear now,” and such like. Most didn’t even want to
participate in the Fencing lessons at school in case they got bruised.
It left Zylas looking longingly upon the shallow streets just outside
the Quarter’s gates – out of bounds, as it were – picturing life outside
the rigid restrictions of the Royals. He imagined mountains and forests
and rivers, all out there but only alive through his geography books.
And he did love to read – anything and everything, as long as it filled
his head with new ideas and revelations. And he did want to understand
– anything and everything. And you could only really understand
through experience.
School was almost obsolete in that department. There was only so
much that you could learn from books – and Zylas had made sure he
had squeezed every drop from every subject. But it never really
explained the important things in life – ‘You can’t put the human spirit
into an equation’ he often said. But Fencing gave him hope – he had
learnt more philosophy there than anywhere else. It was the main
reason he enjoyed it so much to tell the truth. And he couldn’t wait for
his sixteenth birthday in a year’s time, when he would be presented
with a proper sword. It was a Coming of Age type of thing – to
symbolise wisdom, or something like that. But Zylas didn’t believe a
judgement on wisdom should be based on age.
He was transfixed in a dreamy concoction of harrowing thoughts on
one typical winter morning. He sat silently at an individual desk, head
propped, staring blankly out the nearby window at the snow-cropped
fields and scraggy branches. The classroom was old and rustic, smelling
of ancient damp and must, as was the preacher who stood before him
and his classmates.
“…And that is how Gö-d teaches us to do good.” The preacher smiled
at the contingent, shaded with darkness and creased with age. His eyes
fell on Zylas, who had remained blank and wayward during the lesson,
and still looked longingly through the frosty glass. The preacher
frowned – Zylas’s attention had been waning recently. It was a concern
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to, well, everyone. “Zylas?” He waited for a moment, “What did I just
say?”
Zylas looked up innocently, and let his eyes fall to the scoured
terracotta timber. He had been daydreaming again. New information
just wasn’t interesting if it wasn’t exactly new, and Zylas had
contemplated the universe and religion for so long that he doubted the
preacher could inform him of anything he didn’t already know. He felt
the object around his neck send him an encouraging jolt of persuasion;
the preacher was just a silly old man whose only knowledge resided
amongst his selection of Holy Books. And even that knowledge was
somewhat questionable: Zylas had often had to correct him of some
amateur misinterpretations. He didn’t flinch as he spoke. “You said
‘Zylas’, sir.”
The preacher, who had expected a short apology, opened his mouth,
slightly stunned. “I don’t think we need a class clown – I’m sorry.”
“So am I. I didn’t realising that looking out of the window was now a
humorous act.” Zylas felt the object warm at this cheekiness beneath his
tunic; that’s right, you tell the preacher what’s what. He leant back in
the chair, his stare meeting the preacher’s eyes full on. His classmates
had all looked round tutting.
Zylas didn’t flinch – didn’t even blink. “You were on about Gö-od
Kàrmâ – the untranslatable. It originated from The Roan-Roe Region
so its literal meaning remains unknown to us. We just call it Gö-d. And
how it apparently teaches us to live good lives.”
There was something about his tone that the preacher didn’t like.
Apparently? “I’m not exactly sure what you are trying to get at Zylas.
There are hundreds of statements that morally justify living good
lives…”
Zylas scoffed a laugh, and then he actually stood so as to elevate
himself higher than the preacher’s small frame. “Yes, there are:
numerous.” He gave another ironic chuckle. “But yet again you seem to
have got the wrong end of the stick, because this has absolutely nothing
to do with the laws of reincarnation.” He was just about to denounce
everything the preacher had spent the lesson talking about. And he
didn’t really care. “You’ve been on about reincarnation as if it judges
your life before you are reborn – and then punishes or rewards you
accordingly!?”
The preacher had gone slightly red and timid. “Yes… th… that is
what our interpretations are – you live a good life…”
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“That is what your interpretations are.” Zylas was looking at him in a
belittling fashion. “And guess what: they’re wrong. But I suppose it
wouldn’t be the first time…”
“Zylas!” The preacher had grown stern. “Reincarnation is a tool to
elevate the spirit. Living a good life will do this, whilst living a bad one
will constrict it…”
“No, actually, it won’t.” Zylas spoke simply, and his words were met
by a biting silence. “It is a tool to elevate the spirit, though everyone
will experience poverty – all kinds of poverty – at sometime even if
they always live good lives. That is the only way the soul can learn
every lesson.”
The preacher shook his head disdainfully. “Zylas, I think you’ve gone
far enough thank you…”
Zylas wasn’t finished though. He rarely was. “We’re experiencing
poverty at a level never experience before.” He’s breathing had
intensified. “You’re saying that the poor must have been terrible people
in their previous lives…”
“And you’re saying?”
“That that’s not true at all! They are learning lessons that we could
never learn in our lives and that’s the only reason why they’re poverty
stricken.”
The preacher was unimpressed. “That’s very dainty, young man, but
what do you say to that?” He pointed to the board where a verse had
been written out in chalk:
Give your love for all to keep and you will find you’ve love to reap;
If you intend to hold it whole then you will live a lonely soul.
Oweny
Zylas gave an exasperated sigh. “That’s nothing to do with
reincarnation! It’s the first law of karma; give and you receive – it’s not
saying ‘live a good life and you’ll be rewarded in the next one’!” He
felt frustration flood his body. Reincarnation was really so simple:
Every life is presented with different types of problems, and each
problem is an opportunity to elevate and balance the soul. Disease and
disability are not punishments; they are essential learning curves. It’d
make so many people so much stronger if only they’d realise…
“Zylas,” the preacher was stern as he interrupted his thoughts.
“You’re going to get yourself in serious trouble.”
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Zylas’s mood wasn’t helped by this statement. “Well if you’re right
then I must have done something seriously wrong. Putting up with you
lot is hell.” There was a deadly silence as Zylas sat back down again.
The rest of the class were looking over, with a distinct air of ‘that batty
Zylas has gone too far this time, even if he is the King’s grandson’.
Some of them didn’t even realise they’d been insulted.
The preacher had turned beetroot at being undermined by one of his
students. Well, by being publicly humiliated by one of his students.
Especially since the student happened to be Zylas. There’d been talk –
whispers amongst the highest-ranking staff. Something was going on…
“You can see me after class,” he said sternly, and Zylas fell silent. He
had gone too far this time, swallowed up by the moment – nothing like
this had ever happened before. Well, not until recently.
The object he wore had turned cold and dismissive all of a sudden – it
was somehow the instigator of that entire episode, and now it was if it
had fled to leave him face the consequences alone. But it was an
inanimate object! There was nothing manipulative about it at all… was
there? He stared hard at the wooden surface, his pounding heart slowly
subsiding. Something was wrong. Something was dreadfully wrong.
Zylas didn’t look up until the school gong echoed its call and his
classmates had scuttled away, leaving him silent and still. The preacher
was looking at him hard, his expression wrought with concern more
than anger, and there was a sedative moment when the only sound was
the gentle tick of the quartz-stone wall-clock.
“This is not like you at all Zylas,” the preacher said eventually,
wandering slowly over to sit on the edge of his desk. “You are always
so pleasant and bright.”
“Yes sir, I’m sorry.” Zylas dipped his head again.
“I understand that the work is beneath you – that you are having your
own ideas…”
Zylas looked up sharply. “What’s wrong with having new ideas?”
The preacher sighed. “Because new ideas are always controversial.
People have been persecuted for scientific theories that were deemed
impossible at first glance,” He smiled shortly. “The insecurity of
change. It is not a good idea to publicly denounce traditional thinking,
no matter how right you are. You’ll find yourself with a nasty
backlash.”
Zylas dropped his eyes. “Fear is natural. Anger is not.”
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The preacher pursed his lips. “What is going on, Zy?”
“I honestly don’t really know. But it’s something to do with this
thing.” Zylas reached into his tunic and pulled out the object. A golden
tipped, hourglass globe was being beaten from the inside by a flurry of
swirling mist, the particles shimmering in a splendid array of the
spectrum.
The preacher’s expression seemed to darken, and he moved his head
sharply away. It had happened. Damn, the wheels were in motion.
“Whatever this is,” Zylas said, unaware of the preacher’s reaction.
“It’s as if it’s… I don’t know…” He looked mutely at the object,
turning it over in his hands, the golden chain beginning to twist. “It was
my dad’s you see, and he left it for me when he died.” He looked deep
into the dazzling mist. “And now it’s mine.”
The preacher stood cautiously. “That object is rare, Zylas. I cannot
tell you anything about it. You’ll have to ask your grandfather – when
he isn’t too busy being King that is.” The preacher smiled, somewhat
sadly. “Do you think you may be having repercussions from your
father’s death?”
Zylas scowled. “It happened over two years ago. You can’t live in the
past and hope to live in the present at the same time.”
The preacher gave a sympathetic nod of his head. “That is very wise,”
he said.
“But,” Zylas again looked down to the strange object, feeling it warm
at his fingers. “I feel like it’s a sort of bond – you know? Between me
and my dad. That it’s still got a bit of him in it.”
The preacher frowned and began to walk to the door. “It’s been
giving you problems for months, Zy. Your moods swing from high to
low…”
“I know, I know.” Zylas joined him at the door, stuffing the object
back under his tunic. “It has got something to do with it. One minute it
feels invitingly warm, the next it’s frustratingly cold and absent.”
The preacher nodded, even though he didn’t completely understand.
“Like I said, your grandfather will probably know more than I do.”
‘That wouldn’t be difficult’ Zylas thought. Preachers didn’t
particularly seem to know a lot. “I’m sorry for what I said, I didn’t
mean to offend anyone…”
“I know you didn’t.” The preacher lofted open the door with a
chuckle, cobwebs splitting upon the architrave. “I’ve been keeping you
from your next lesson. What is it?”
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“Fencing.” Zylas was missing his favourite pastime.
The preacher grinned. “I bet you’re giving Som a right old battle by
now – you’re as skilled with a sword as you are gifted with intelligence,
so I hear.” He laughed to himself. Zylas gave a polite smile. “Though I
think you may be out of luck – I think Som has been given the day off
his teaching timetable today – got more important things to do, or
something...”
Zylas’s stomach sunk. Great, first he had had a vicious outburst in
Religion, and now Fencing may be cancelled. What a day this was
turning out to be.
“Don’t hold me to that mind,” the preacher added. “Som is slightly
unorthodox.” Zylas smiled to himself. So the preacher did know
something. “Anyway, you just need to learn to think before you speak.”
Zylas nodded, stepping out into the corridor. “Yes sir. Thank you.”
He turned and began to walk away. Think before you speak?! What an
idiot! He had been thinking too much – that was the problem. Well no,
actually, it wasn’t: the strange object that hung round his neck was the
problem. Though he didn’t realise how much of a problem it would turn
out to be.
*
Hayden’s stables were not the biggest in the country. Tourists found
this strange when they saw them, though the Keeper who looked after
them merely replied that more people visited the capital than left it.
They were situated just outside the palace grounds near the northern
gate, the timber framing old and rustic, and the corrugated metal that
roofed it beginning to rust. Whenever Zylas passed it he was reminded
of his history books: he was sure the architect must have also been
designing in the style of the Classical stone temples and accidentally
got his plans mixed up. It looked like Laizwerth’s Great Parthenon in
miniature, but made out of wood and iron. It wasn’t a ruin though.
The Keeper was eating his evening meal in the courtyard, his back
against one of the wall panels. The sky above him was darkening, the
candle illuminating his food circled by gnats. Usually he’d hear the
gentle guffaw of the Tonder Beasts from behind the wood, though they
were silent for some reason. Tonders were the new horse – had been for
the last couple of centuries actually; ever since trot-plague had
decimated the numbers of the legendary stallion to near extinction.
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Course there were still a few left, though those horses were old and
only used in emergencies, or when a King was wanting to be a little
special. Tonders were smaller, though could never be described as tiny.
They were an accidental evolution between the bear and dog families –
nature inventing a temperamental snarler that could speak. They could
argue too – viciously – their claws raking and their hinged jaws
snapping. If you ever called one an overgrown hyena to their face they
wouldn’t be best pleased, though it would be quite an accurate
portrayal.
The Keeper thought about checking on the Beasts, though decided he
couldn’t be bothered. They had been behaving strange lately – spiteful
backchat and none-compliance with the simplest of tasks – though he
decided to blame it on their age. He inched his head to look at the
entrance slightly, and decided that that was a good enough
investigation. They’d be asleep or something – settling down earlier as
the nights drew longer. He leant back in his chair as he set his plate
down. That’s right: they’d be fast asleep.
They weren’t. The small Tonder group were perseveringly silent,
though they weren’t thinking of sleep – their minds were captivated by
some devious measure that had been hounding at them for several days.
White Patch lay quiet in his stable, his roving eyes scanning the other
nine abodes through the chain-linked mesh. It was nearly time – he
could feel it on the air. The time he had been waiting for – the time all
Tonders had been waiting for – each second was a second nearer to a
new era; the era where the word human would be rendered obsolete.
They had scorned the world for long enough – their time was due its
end. He cast an apprehensive look to the opposite corner where the
Tonder called Rag was lying. He was the only one in the way. The
others would succumb no problem – they’d be in with the rebellion – he
could see the nervousness in their expressions, their eyes were weak.
But Rag was a different matter; he would not be swayed – he was the
only potential hindrance to this operation. White Patch observed him in
the darkness from the corner of his eye. And hindrances needed to be
exterminated.
And then it hit them. White Patch felt the nausea amongst the air
particles – the faint whisper that only the keenest senses would pick up.
He looked hard at the hay to concentrate, though could hear bodies
collapsing all around him – the Tonders were under the Lord’s spell at
last. All of them except Rag, who had stood up precariously.
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And then there was an eerie silence – the eye before the final surge of
the storm. The eight Tonders rose steadily – automatically –
immediately in tune with each other… in tune with the order. White
Patch smiled as he strolled up to the chinks of his mesh, the others
following suit, mindful of Rag who was slowly backing to the corner of
his stable in confusion. Then, in a furious torrent, a flurry of claws and
snapping jaws emanated through the network, and the flimsy mesh
squealed at the abuse.
The Keeper had heard something whilst he was sitting; the sound of
commotion from within the stables themselves, and he was now
venturing slowly inside. The darkness was uncanny, dust fluttering
around in the few light slats that punctured the roof, and his heart was
gathering speed like a steam train.
“Hello?” The disturbance was coming from deeper inside – the
persistent clinking sound foreign to him. He picked a skewer out from
the wall brackets and brandished it out nervously, stepping through the
soggy hay and clumps of dirt.
The Tonder stables came into view from around the corner and he
stopped walking suddenly, letting the skewer drop to his side. His
mouth hung open in shock, but it was too late to turn and run. They
were on him in a second.
*
Zylas found the mahogany fencing huts deserted, and he sighed deeply,
his hopes dashed. Just when he really needed Som’s martial arts
training, and all the calming philosophies that went with it – they were
second nature to him, almost as if he had been practising the art for
years and years… He took a meditative minute, letting his metabolism
and brainwaves slow their flustered pace, breathing in the refreshing
fragrance of the amber wood. ‘Slow down, Zy’ he commanded himself,
reopening his eyes and letting his focused mind settle on the gentle
swish of the tall Yokra trees. He hadn’t felt so frustrated in a long time.
But what with all those barbarian skirmishes in Henden’s northerly
neighbours, Laizwerth and Naynon… the world was going mad.
He walked despondently through the palace’s rear gardens, the path
shadowed by wilting willows and congested with brown-ochre leaves.
The southern marble towers climbed tall towards the sky, their pinnacle
domes flushed with gold. Zylas pressed forward towards the private
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pier, down the granite steps and past the crystal moats that meandered
through the landings. Seagulls cooed upon the sea as he reached the
pier’s balcony, and he sat on the curved lip of a fountain channel as the
waves oscillated calmly below.
Fallen leaves rotted all around him, turning from peach to a dogged
brown, and the sky was dank and miserable. Zylas sat quietly with a
contemplative ether, each deep draw of breath startlingly cold. What
has this thing got to do with everything? Zylas pulled it from his tunic,
its reflection rippled on the surface. The object was cold and dismissive
in his palm, posing question after troubling question. It stared at him
almost mockingly, the curving globe speckled with golden light. I won’t
let you get the better of me. Today was a one off.
No Zylas, today was just the beginning.
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Chapter 2:

SHIPPER’S SILENCE

Som was a funny man. Not exactly as a comedian, but because his
manner was strange and aloof. He was far from home, so to speak – an
obvious foreigner – all who saw him knew he wasn’t of The Shallows
origin. He spoke with a very strange dialect and accent, and was also of
strangely nominal size (Zylas was easily a head taller). He was also
famed for a rare and monumental breed of magic in which he could
carve the earth, making it dance at his flowing words and hands, though
these were only rumours – no one Zylas knew had ever seen him do it.
But the most obvious thing, the thing that made city dwellers look
twice, was the colour of his skin. Due to the temperate climate of The
Shallows, its people were a milky white, though Som was strikingly
dark, his ethnic origins being amongst desert and overpowering heat.
He was strolling flustered through the Central corridors, the figures in
the white marble walls leering at him as he passed. He had grown used
to the gothic-influenced architecture of Henden’s grandeur, the intricate
buttresses and vaulted ceilings, though it was the huge domes that
topped the palace that made him feel really at home. He had helped to
design them, his Byzantine roots echoing in his ideas as he recalled the
breathtaking sights of Hagia Sophia back in The Roan-Roe Region. The
memory sent chills down his spine and he had to stop briefly to catch
his breath. I shall return there some day he told himself, the etching
vaporising as he re-focused his mind.
“Som!” The preacher called him from atop a first floor landing,
jolting him back to his senses. “Som!”
Som turned as the preacher scampered down the twisting staircase,
each quartz step studded with violet amethysts. “Preacher? Are you in
the state of anxiousness?”
The preacher met him breathlessly, ushering him under the secluded
shelter of a four-centred arch. They were suddenly plagued in shadow.
“It’s about Zylas. It’s happened. What you were worried about has
happened.”
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Som’s expression dropped in horror. “The colour?”
“Oh no – no. It’s his attitude that’s changed. He had a terrible
outburst today – and he blamed it on the object.” The preacher expected
Som’s worried expression, and felt down himself. “Som, what is going
on? What is that, that thing?”
Som shook his head quickly. “That is not for your concern.”
The preacher couldn’t hide his disappointment. “He said his father
had given it to him.”
Som nodded. “He must indeed believe that.”
“He’s felt a bond between it, Som. He can feel his father in that misty
globe…”
Som swallowed thickly, checking to make sure they were not being
eavesdropped. “He has become dependent on it?”
The preacher nodded. “Undoubtedly so. What about King Diadon?”
“He still does not believe everything he has been told – he is too
frightened to be believing. But we are not blessed with many options –
the barbarians have progressed to Laizwerth rapidly. They’ll move
south until they hit Henden.”
It was the preacher’s turn to look worried. “But the object has never
turned black as far as I can tell.”
Som gave a bitter look to the floor. “It may only be a matter of time.
Like I said, Diadon is not believing - he’s made it quite clear that he
intends to use the communicator if and when he needs to, and said that
tiptoeing around it on a convict’s whim is ‘utterly ridiculous’. Despite
the fact that the convict is The One himself!” Som allowed himself an
exasperated sigh. “He did insist he should be kept informed, as well. He
said if anything happened to Zylas or the Di… or the object, he’d have
to have a word.”
“A word!?” The preacher sank deeper into the shadows. “Zylas
needs more than a bloody word…”
Som swallowed thickly again. “You are right, but Diadon will not act
on something he believes is farcically untrue.”
“Fair enough I suppose – but how can he be forced to believe…”
“He can’t be forced to believe,” Som said, somewhat irritably. “The
One himself has relayed his theories on this unfortunate chain of events,
and the King has made his feelings on them pretty well known. He
doesn’t believe them. He doesn’t believe them, but what else is it that
we have got?”
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*
Zylas was walking through the palace’s Royal Halls, the entire sector
reserved only for the Royal Family, and those closest to them. There
were no snotty-nosed kids in these silver-silk draped, jewel encrusted,
intricately carven corridors. They had to make do with the second-best
Luxury Suites. Scandalous.
The corridor widened and straightened, light flooding in from the
arch-shaped windows in the right hand wall that peered down into the
courtyard below. The mountains in the distance, bathed in tangles of
forest, were shadowed by mist and fog. The wind rattled the golden
window frames as he stalked on in frustration, passing the gigantic
tapestries and frescoes that hung from the green-marbled wall.
Figurines of the legendary phoenixes and unicorns encircled them, with
the just-as-legendary knights who had valiantly duelled them into
extinction.
“Isn’t life peaceful,” Zylas muttered sarcastically to himself, stopping
beside a doorway to look at a huge battle painting that engrossed the far
wall.
“It is if you’ve got a peaceful mind.” The King had appeared in the
adjacent threshold, holding a couple of leathery old books against his
sapphire-blue robe. His silver hair and beard were long and finely
combed, and his eyes were sparkling as Zylas turned.
“Hi granddad, didn’t know you were there.” Zylas turned back to the
painting.
“You didn’t know I was there? Oh dear me – you were talking to
yourself? Something must be wrong with you.” Diadon gave a wry
smile as Zylas turned back un-amused.
“You’ve been chatting about me.”
“You haven’t got a peaceful mind.” Diadon gave a knowing nod. “No
wonder you are fretting so much.”
“And that’s one of Som’s teachings. I suppose he’s the one spying on
me.”
The King gave a hearty laugh. “Spying on you! He will be pleased.
Though I think you could do with even more of his teachings – listen to
your subconscious more.”
Before Zylas could answer, Som himself appeared from a bend in the
corridor, having obviously caught the last remnants of their
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conversation. “I am supposing that you are talking about me. Ignoring
the wisdom of your soul, Zylas?”
“Oh shut up with the inner voices! I’m fine!” Zylas was greeted with
a slightly shocked silence, Diadon and Som both exchanging glances as
Zylas went a light tint of red.
“Zylas, what is it?” Diadon said with a gentle guise, guiding him
through to the seated after-meal common room.
Zylas sat with a huff in one of the scarlet sofas, sinking in the fabric
and looking hard out through the glass doors and into the small
fountain-garden. He said nothing.
“It is something to do with the object that was your father’s?” Som sat
nearby.
Zylas’s heartbeat accelerated, and the hairs on the back of his neck
bristled. “It is.”
Diadon withdrew sharply, almost bitterly, his eyes suddenly locking
in horror with Som’s. “What about it? It has not turned…”
“No,” Som interrupted firmly. “The preacher was sure of that.” He
turned back to Zylas, his tone calming to a sympathetic hush. “It
reminds you of your father?”
Zylas nodded, his eyes averted to the sooty fireplace. “The heartache
of my father. The fact that he’s dead.”
There was a sharp silence where Diadon warned Som to silence with
his arrowed stare, his expression reading ‘you dare’. “It hurt all of us
family members,” Diadon said slowly.
Zylas said nothing, though he reached into his tunic and pulled out the
object, the sunlight bobbing off the golden beading of the chain. They
all looked into the swirling mist, the rustic colour dragging their focus
into its depths. “Granddad, what the hell is this? What has my father left
me?”
Diadon swallowed, looking at Som again, as if for support. Som’s
expression was stone hard – there was not a flicker. Diadon sighed.
“It’s a Dias, Zylas.”
“A Dias?” Zylas looked into the mist. “And what does it do exactly.”
Diadon looked warningly again at Som. “That… is still under
debate…”
“So my father left it to me, for what reason?”
Diadon sniffed, a lump rising in his throat. “That is also still under
debate.”
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Zylas rolled his eyes. “So, actually, you don’t know anything about it.
I’m impressed you even knew it’s name, I mean, it was only your son’s
for a decade!”
Diadon sighed. Zylas was not right at all. “Look after it Zy. That’s all
I ask…”
“What do you think I’m going to do?!” Zylas stood up suddenly, his
skin temperature climbing. “It’s mine, alright. Mine. And I en’t gonna
let it go.” And with that, he turned on his heel and stormed from the
room.
Diadon and Som looked at each other in total anxiety. “Something’s
really wrong with him, Som. And it’s just like you said – the Dias has
him under its spell…”
“What are you going to do?” Som asked, his face wrought with
concern.
Diadon swallowed. “I’m going to contact The Council.”
Som’s expression dropped even further. “What! After what was said?
I know The Council need to know but the Dias is in this very building!”
“Oh stop worrying Som, you know it was a load of old cobblers. I
need to contact The Council now, and I couldn’t care whether the Dias
was in this building or on one of the moons. Now get me the
communicator.”
Zylas was sitting alone in the Royal Library, letting the multitude of
candles scour imprints on his eyes, the chandeliers dazzling with glare.
The King was getting stupid in his old age. Well, he wasn’t really old –
mid fifties, though that was old enough as far as Zylas was concerned.
His hands rested mutely on the huge mahogany table in front of him,
and the tinny ticking of the quartz-stone wall clock punctuated the
silence. The Royal Library was the grandest in Henden; a huge, circular
atrium that housed some of the rarest books in the world – even some
hand-written one-offs, laced with some of the oldest theories ever
coined: The science of magic; the wheel; Karma and mantra; the soul.
Zylas had spent many an hour coasting through such literary marvels,
unearthing all he could on all he could. But today was different. He was
different. And it was frightening.
He had exploded in front of his grandfather – stormed out of the room
over that thing – what was it called? The Dias. That was it. He felt his
breathing intensify and his temperature soar as he drew it out into the
open again, frustration flooding his body. Oh how he hated it! And how
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he loved it too – a fool’s paradox. And he didn’t like playing the fool.
But it had to do something – there had to be a reason for its existence –
a reason why his father had left it to him… He rose and made his way
towards the golden steps at the back of the library, the stairs descending
to a gloomy foreboding that naturally boasted ‘restricted section’. He
scanned his eyes down them, the old shelves just visible through the
darkness, hiding the weird and wonderful books from prying eyes.
Going down there could be seen as trespassing. He decided he didn’t
really care. Besides, if the Dias was as rare as it seemed, it figured that
anything about it would probably be in a rare book. And rare books
were restricted.
He began to descend tentatively, stealing a couple of looks over his
shoulder to make sure the librarian was still at her desk minding her
own business. The dimming light was troubling his eyes, and he
momentarily lost his bearings, the steps disappearing into the darkness
beneath him. And there was a drop in temperature so suddenly he
almost cried out – he could feel a startling shiver slithering down the
length of his spine, buckling his knees and stealing his breath. The Dias,
still laid atop his tunic, had become cripplingly heavy, and the pulsating
mist inside was a hypnotic flurry of inky black. His eyes were drawn
into the dazzling globe, and he felt himself tilting forward, swayed
automatically by an unknown phenomena... He blacked out as his limp
frame cascaded down the steps, his senses shutting down and leaving
him helpless at their wake.
Shipper, the Royal Correspondent for King Diadon himself, was sitting
alone in his office flexing his thumbs anxiously. His left knee was
jiggering with nervousness, perspiration beginning to dot his forehead.
The gloomy air shifted slightly and he felt his aging strands of grey hair
quiver atop his head. He took a long look at the wall-clock and his heart
began to beat even faster than it already was. It was almost time. At five
hours past midday he was to go and see the King and deliver some
news. Terrifying news. News that had left his head swarming with
confusion when Rat had told him originally. It involved the King’s son,
Totan, and the truth behind that fatal journey – the very reason an
attempt against his life had been made in the first place… And the King
wouldn’t like it, Shipper was sure of nothing but that. ‘He tried to kill
my son because he is a lunatic!’ Diadon would say. He would not have
the truth – he would believe anything but the truth. But he had to be
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told – it had been decided. Rat and The One had deliberated long and
hard, and their decision was final. The truth comes out to end all lies.
Though it didn’t exactly fill Shipper with confidence.
He rose slowly from the chair and took a breath, letting his lungs
inflate to capacity before moving towards the door. The King could be
anywhere within the complex so finding him wouldn’t necessarily be
easy, though there was no other alternative. He had asked about simply
using a communicator, though Rat had promptly (and quite sternly)
dismissed this – apparently, using the communicator whilst the Dias
was near would have unforeseen and terrible consequences. And none
more so than on the bearer – Zylas was in over his head, and no one
seemed to realise.
He gave his shoulders a preparatory shrug and went for the door
handle. Diadon had to know - it was the only way to stop those
bloodthirsty barbarians in their tracks – to end this farcical war once
and for all. He opened the door finally, and was greeted by a swinging
silver candlestick from across the threshold. It met his cranium only
once, but that was enough. Shipper didn’t even see his killer.
*
- We have a problem sir, and a big one at that.
- Rat? What’s the matter?
- It’s about Shipper. Something bad has happened.
- Shipper? Did he tell Diadon the truth about Totan? The reason I tried
to kill him?
- I don’t know, that’s the problem. He’s dead.
- Dead!?
- Yes. I tried to contact him to see how it went – to see what the King
said – his mind is dead sir. And I mean dead – he’s not captured or
Hipnotized.
- Damn! Well was he able to tell them? Did he die after giving the news
or was he dead before it?
- I don’t know.
- Rat! Does Diadon know the truth?!
- I don’t know! It’s impossible to tell – I don’t know how long Shipper’s
been dead. Diadon might know, but he might not.
- Well that’s just great. We were relying on him – they won’t believe a
word I say and we can’t afford for you to show yourself.
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- Then what shall we do? Zylas is in real danger. The world’s in real
danger.
- I do not know what we should do. Hopefully this’ll prompt them to
visit The Council, and they’ll be so panic-stricken they’ll have to see
me.
- Then we wait for them to make the next move.
- Yes, we wait. But they better hurry – we’re running out of time.
*
Zylas startled back to his senses amid a swarm of frantic bodies. He
was lying on his back in the middle of the library corridor, people
huddled around him, and others hurrying here and there with panicstricken voices. “What the…” He strained up a little onto his elbows
and blinked the grogginess away.
His movement stirred the watchers closer to him, and a couple spun
their heads to proclaim: “King Diadon, Zylas has regained
consciousness!”
Zylas caught sight of the King as he spun on his heel and launched up
to his grandson’s side. “Zylas, are you alright?” Diadon’s silver hair
was bedraggled about his face, and his eyes were deep-set with stress.
Zylas gave a tentative nod in response, beginning to become aware of
his aching body. “What happened? I don’t remember…”
“It’s okay, Zylas, stop fretting.” The King past him a water-skin and
knelt at his side. “I think we’ve just had a little problem with an
intruder, that’s all…”
“An intruder!?” Zylas’s voice rose in pitch. In the Royal Halls?
“Sir,” a counsellor called Diadon from further up the corridor and the
King turned to look at him. “We’re bringing him out.”
The corridor quietened suddenly, and the King got back up to his feet.
Zylas could just make out a group of four coming out of a room further
along – they were momentarily blocked from his view by the gathering
in the corridor, though he could still make out a stretcher between their
ranks. And a cloth-covered body lay on it.
Zylas climbed horrified to his feet. “Oh my Gö-d… granddad, who is
that?”
The King swallowed thickly. “My Royal Correspondent - he was
murdered earlier this afternoon. We’re not sure exactly of the time.”
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Zylas tore his eyes from the corpse and looked hard at the wall, his
stomach sinking drastically. When the corridor was gradually building
in volume once more he looked back up to Diadon. “Do they know who
did it – have they found the perpetrator?”
Diadon shook his head. “We were hoping you may have seen
something – we believe the murderer came down from the library
because one of the candlesticks along this wall was used as the murder
weapon. Tell me – how did you come to be strewn unconscious at the
wake of the stairs? Were you pushed?”
Zylas scanned his memory. “I… don’t really know… I was walking
down the stairs…” he paused, for the restricted section was, rather
unfortunately, supposed to be restricted. Diadon didn’t say anything.
“…and, I don’t know, next thing I remember I was waking up here.”
Diadon nodded softly. “So you may have been pushed – or struck –
did you notice anyone behind you – any footsteps?”
Zylas shook his head. “No, I didn’t see anyone.”
At that moment Som joined them in a fluster. “Zylas – are you
alright?”
Zylas decided that nodding was the best answer.
Som pursed his lips. “The scientists and investigators are going
through Shipper’s study,” he said, mainly to Diadon. “All our
intelligence points to a barbarian attack.”
Diadon’s head snapped round instantly, and Zylas’s eyes widened.
“Barbarians? Here? That’s insane, they’ve been caught up by the border
mountains…”
“Well, so we indeed did think,” Som lowered his voice. “Laizwerth
fell rapidly. Omær was taken over in record time – Larlan fled his
capital, Diadon. That’s what we’re dealing with.”
“We don’t rightly know what we’re dealing with, that’s the problem.
Larlan should be arriving here within the hour – he can tell us about the
barbarians. But as of yet, there have been no reported skirmishes in
Henden.”
Som hissed to a whisper. “Like I said, our intelligence is pointing to a
barbarian attack – the assault was much like them: a brutal murder in
the middle of the day – there was nothing subtle or soviet about this.
The murder weapon was left on the scene – our scientists are dusting it
for prints at the moment, though it is true that the weapon was probably
widely handled before it was used.”
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Diadon sniffed. “Even so, I find it hard to believe that a barbarian
could be responsible.”
“Diadon,” Som said quietly. “The intruder was inside the Halls.”
The King nodded. “That is a worry…” he scanned the immediate
vicinity, and his hand seemed to waver nervously at the hilt of his
sword. “I suppose The Council will have to be informed.”
Som jumped at this suggestion, and his eyes darted instantly to Zylas.
“Diadon, I really am against using the communicator whilst… well,
here. Do you realise that Zylas’s fall probably coincided with…”
“Oh don’t be so stupid!!!” Diadon batted the suggestion furiously
aside.
Som warned him with his eyes. “You know what The One said. And
we all advise you to heed him…”
“The One, as you call him, is nothing but an evil, vicious, attempted
murderer! Wight is a lunatic – you know what he tried to do to my
son!”
There was a burnt silence. Zylas, who had been sitting in an
uncomfortable silence whilst Som and Diadon argued, looked up
sharply. “Who – what? Someone tried to do what to my father?”
Som and Diadon were looking at each other strongly, but before
either one could answer one of the investigators began calling from
Shipper’s study. “King Diadon! There is something you’ll want to see!”
Even though they were uninvited, both Som and Zylas followed
Diadon towards the door, and he didn’t dismiss them. They crowded the
threshold, the small study cluttered with kneeling investigators pawing
through drawers and pulling up the fraying carpet.
“What’s the matter? What have you found?” Diadon took a couple of
tentative steps into the room.
The investigator who had initially addressed them didn’t turn until he
had picked up a file from the desk. “It’s this, sire. We found it locked
away in a compartment. Have you seen it before?”
Diadon shook his head as the investigator handed it to him. “No – this
isn’t one of the official referendums… This is definitely his? It wasn’t
planted by the murderer?”
The investigator shook his head. “It’s Shipper’s handwriting. And the
drawer it lay in was untouched and secure – we had to pick the lock. He
wrote it, sire.”
Diadon shook his head, his fingers slowly, almost regrettably, flitting
over the pages to scan his eyes down their contents. His expression
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seemed to drop as he read. “Oh no – this cannot be…” He looked up in
horror at the investigator, who pursed his lips in response. “How can
Shipper have had contact with…”
“What is it that is the matter?” Som fought to read over the King’s
shoulder, but Diadon turned promptly to him, his mouth hanging open.
“By the looks of this, Shipper’s been in contact with Wight the whole
time he’s been imprisoned!” Diadon had grown red.
Som frowned hard at the yellow pages. “Are you indeed sure?”
“Yes, look – It talks of conversations they’ve had… and oh my Gö-d
– that says ‘Rat’!”
“Rat?” Zylas wasn’t particularly sure what was going on. But he had
heard that name again – Wight – the person who had tried to do
something to his father… as far as he could tell. This was all giving him
a headache.
Diadon had grown even redder, and he was brandishing the file in
anger. “Shipper’s been collaborating with Wight and the Red Rat for
goodness knows how long! That tricky little git! Well he’s got what he
deserved as far as I’m concerned!”
The investigator lowered the tone somewhat. “King Diadon, it does
seem that Shipper was working secretly alongside Wight – we have no
idea of the time scale involved, but it begs the question of why he was
murdered. Why today and by whom.”
“I don’t know who by but they deserve a medal I can tell you…”
“Sire,” The investigator prodded the last entry on the file. “Here. It
says that Shipper was to tell you something important – something vital
to understanding the truth. And vital to ending this furious war and
defeating the barbarians completely.”
Diadon furrowed his brow as he read the last passage himself. “He
was to tell me at five hours past midday… How long ago was he
murdered?”
The investigator shrugged his shoulders. “We’re not sure. The
scientists may get a better idea later, but preliminary reports suggested
only a little more than an hour. Diadon, Shipper may have been killed
to prevent him releasing this information.”
Som nodded suddenly at Diadon’s thoughtful expression. “Diadon, if
Shipper had important information regarding this whole affair, then it’d
make sense for the barbarians to want to silence him.”
The investigator nodded quickly. “As we’ve said, initial intelligence
suggests a barbarian attack.”
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Diadon grunted in frustration. “You’re reading too much into this.
Shipper was going to tell me something that Wight had fictionally
envisioned. Wight didn’t want to tell me himself because he knew I
wouldn’t believe him; as he is a lunatic. Therefore, Shipper couldn’t
possibly have had any information worth telling.” Diadon clapped his
hands together with a brute of finality.
“Diadon, Wight is the greatest person…” Som was cut short by the
Foreign Secretary, who had appeared in the corridor.
“Er, King Diadon?” she inquired. Diadon turned to her impatiently.
“I’d just like to tell you that King Larlan of Laizwerth has arrived.”
Diadon nodded, running his hands through his hair. “Okay, if you
could show him through to a common room and get him waited upon –
I’ll be with him as quick as I can but we are currently in the middle of a
crisis.”
The Foreign Secretary blinked. “Crisis? What crisis?”
Diadon glowered at her. “A big one. Now please leave us.” He left
her to hurry apologetically away and turned back to the investigators.
“We do nothing about this. Hear me? Nothing – no one sees or speaks
to Wight at all. Your prime objective is to find out who carried out this
vigilante attack and that is where you leave it.” He began to stalk away
with an air of authority.
Som and Zylas hurried to catch up with him. “Diadon, I am not in the
happiness of you letting this be swept under the rug.” Diadon halted at
Som’s words. “What ever Shipper was to tell us was important, whether
you admit it or not. You cannot deny that Wight was learned in this
field… The Council…”
“The Council are star-struck.” Diadon led them away from the
quarantined corridor. “They cannot believe that Wight is not a Gö-d
send anymore. I admit that he used to be – a very powerful figure
indeed, though we all know why he lost that…”
“I don’t.” Zylas was stern as he stopped them in their tracks,
demanding answers with his piercing stare. “What did Wight try to do
to my dad?”
Diadon stopped momentarily, and then sighed in exasperation. “He
tried to kill him, Zylas.” He began walking purposefully again.
Som dropped his head as Zylas felt this digest. “What? Wight? Tried
to kill my dad?”
“I don’t want you getting the wrong impression of him,” Som
whispered carefully. “Wight was a great man…”
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“Yes,” Diadon turned heatedly back to them. “Was a great man.”
“We don’t know why he did what he did,” Som said, maintaining his
gentle tone. “But Totan had been acting strange too…”
Diadon gave an ironic chuckle. “Totan was blameless. Wight attacked
him for no reason.”
“He said he’d bring the end of the known world,” Som spoke even
quieter as they hurried to catch up with Diadon. “He said if Totan
wasn’t stopped, we’d all be worse than the state that is dead.”
Diadon shot a glare at Som. “Totan is a good man.”
“Was a good man,” Som corrected sharply and Diadon blushed.
“Yes, was a good man. Wight, on the other hand, will rot in prison for
eternity.”
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Chapter 3:

LARLAN

When they reached the Hall’s main landing Diadon turned to halt them
both. “I’m going to talk with Larlan alone,” he said shortly. “You
should both go and eat now, but don’t try and venture out of the Halls –
the sector’s been cut off and I don’t want either of you getting into any
unnecessary trouble.” Neither Som nor Zylas protested. Diadon
continued: “Things are not as simple as they should be. The Council
were worried enough and now they’ll need to be informed about this
infiltration. Som, you understand you’ll leave for them at dawn
tomorrow?”
Som nodded, the evening darkness painting a starry velvet sheen
across the large arch-shaped windows. “It is to happen?” He seemed to
steal a look at Zylas.
Diadon nodded. “It would seem so. I’ve yet to talk with Larlan though
- he’s got other things on his mind. The Council are yet to confirm it
but I believe they will.”
Zylas wished they’d stop talking in riddles. “Shall I go then?”
Diadon nodded. “Som, if you assist him. I’d like you both to be
available afterwards though. In case I need to talk to you.”
Som’s eyes met Diadon’s as he gently steered Zylas further along the
corridor and out of sight. Diadon sighed deeply; it had been a long and
frustrating day. And Zylas seemed to be dragged deeper and deeper into
this mess with every hour, despite the King’s best efforts to lever him
out of harm’s reach. He descended the staircase, the candle reflections
bobbing across the windows as he passed them, and strode out into the
green-marbled corridors. He stopped to cast a sad look at the ornate
figurines that doted the highest wall-pedestals, each warrior brandished
heroically with pride. The good-old days – tribes conquered and
rebellions crushed. But now the world was falling around them,
crumbling into nothingness with every barbarian excursion. He had
been trying to hide just how deep into the downward spiral they all
were – the truth would be too terrifying to envision: Ozez was stirring;
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Naynon was defeated and Laizwerth was in disrepute, its major cities
falling and its King a refugee, seeking shelter in Hayden itself. And
Diadon needed to talk to him. He paused gingerly at the common
room’s threshold before entering, the warm fire a short comfort to the
days of hell in which they were living. “Good evening, Larlan.”
The Laizwerthian King spun instantly to face him, having been
staring waywardly through the patio doors into the night. He set his
rather substantial goblet of wine down. “Diadon, a pleasure as always.”
Larlan’s horse face was pale and stressed, and his vivid blue hair was
losing its hue. “Though our situation could be rather happier ‘ere.”
Diadon gave a sympathetic smile as he shook Larlan’s hand and bade
him sit. “We’re in trouble, aren’t we,” he said quietly, the fire crackling
away in the background. “A rather testing predicament for the entire
continent.”
Larlan sucked against his teeth. “You’s wouldn’t believe…” He
shook his head gingerly, as if scanning memories too terrible to share.
“Laizwerth is beyond hope.” Diadon’s eyes widened at this dismal
comment. Larlan had fixed his eyes firmly to the floor. “The barbarians
have passed the point of no return. Any defence against them seems
fundamentally useless. Reclaiming the entire country is impossible.”
“How can this be happening?” Diadon demanded answers from
someone, anyone, though Larlan merely shrugged.
“I didney know it was possible for a country, my country, to fall so
fast. All I know is that it is happening, and we’s canny do anything
about it.”
Diadon dismissed this with a wave of his hand. “That can’t be true.
We’ll put a stop to this, Larlan. I don’t know how the barbarians are
progressing so fast and so successfully, though they will be stopped.
They have to be.”
Larlan gave a lazy snort. “You’s don’t realise how unstoppable these
forces are.” He looked slowly into Diadon’s eyes. “This is more than a
little barbarian uprising – this is a full-blown continental war, and
somehow we’re being slaughtered left, right and centre.” Larlan
guzzled some more wine, as if he could loose himself within the goblet
and never reappear. He shook his head disdainfully. “The barbarians
have countless troops, and their discipline is second to none. In the last
month they have descended from the northern coast right down the
breadth of the country ‘ere. We’s have never been able to defy them.”
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Diadon swallowed thickly. “Not one of your cities has repelled their
attacks?”
Larlan shook his head. “Nu and Tak, the second sister cities, fell
simultaneously yesterday morning. By that evening the barbarians had
travelled thirty miles to Omær and I was evacuated ‘ere. Omær, the
capital with nearly a million citizens, fell in less than half an hour.” He
flicked the golden goblet so it resonated.
Diadon shook his head in disbelief. “Half an hour? But… how?”
Larlan didn’t speak for a moment – a word was forming on his
tongue, a venomous word, a hateful word. “Traitors – there were
thousands of them… traitor after traitor that flooded the battlements and
opened the bloody gates!”
“There were traitors in the cities? They let the barbarians in?”
Larlan nodded glumly. “Countless waves of them. I watched in horror
from the nearest mountain pass ‘ere. The cities fell from the inside.”
Diadon could barely speak. The barbarians overthrew cities because
their citizens invited them in!? This just didn’t make sense… “But…
how – why?”
Larlan shrugged and shook his head at a lethargic pace. “I think
they’re revolting against my rule – they’re overthrowing me…”
“Don’t talk nonsense,” Diadon scolded him. “Feeling sorry for
yourself isn’t going to sort this situation out. So, you talked to The
Council – what are you going to do?”
Larlan sniffed shortly and raised his head. “Maybe try and join one of
the refugee parties in the mountains – there’ll be bands of escapees who
fled their towns.”
“What about the fortress that’s being built?”
Larlan shrugged. “I’ll be in the passes around it anyway. I’ll leave
early tomorrow.”
Diadon nodded. “I understand. Thank you for taking the time to
inform us of the threat posed to Henden. I didn’t realise the barbarians
were so powerful.”
“To be honest,” Larlan said with a sigh, “we’s didney know what had
hit us. In a month three quarters of the country has fallen, and the other
quarter is only free because it happens to be mountain. Obviously those
regions are scarcely populated.”
Diadon nodded and shook his head sympathetically at the same time,
which was a rather strange thing to witness. “But you’re making the
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right decision. The Laizwerthian people need their King with them at
such dark days.”
“Well they’re stuck with me.” Larlan cast his stare back out the patio
doors. “And we’ll fight these dismal barbarians to the death.”
Diadon smiled. “And never surrender.”
Larlan gave a tired chuckle. “We’s couldn’t if we’s wanted to. If they
have a leader he hasn’t made himself public. There are no negotiations
or ransoms – just barbaric attacks.”
“Do you know where the barbarians originated from? Did they cross
The Sea after Naynon fell like we originally suspected?”
Larlan sighed wearily. “I don’t know. They hit the northern-most
coasts first so it was sensible to suspect they’d travelled from Naynon.
But I’ve scanned all the recent documents and there have been no
sightings of unregistered vessels crossing The Sea. It’s all very strange
‘ere.”
Diadon breathed in nasally. It was more than strange – nothing made
sense… random uprisings from seeming nothingness? Countless
traitors in every city?
Larlan cleared his throat after the short span of silence. “And what
happened here today? You’s had a crisis of some sort?”
Diadon thought about blushing – compared to what Larlan was going
through a murdered correspondent was nothing. “There’s been an
intruder in the Royal Halls. My Royal Correspondent was murdered just
over an hour ago in his office.”
Larlan didn’t twitch. That was hardly a crisis by recent standards. “Do
you’s know who did it? And why?”
Diadon shook his head. “The perpetrator remains unknown…” He
thought about mentioning the sticky business with Wight, though
decided Larlan would only go on about it if he were told. Wight knew
nothing hear me, nothing. Diadon cleared his throat, trying to carry on
naturally. “Early intelligence points to a barbarian-style attack.”
Larlan’s eyebrows sauntered up beneath his blue fringe. “A
barbarian? Infiltrated Hayden’s Royal Halls?”
Diadon pulled a face. “Apparently. Though I really cannot see it. I
think the investigators are just getting a little worked up about this
whole scenario.”
Larlan rubbed his tired eyes. “Maybe. A barbarian would surely be
noticed – they appear terribly wayward and uncoordinated – Gö-d
knows how they execute such successful assaults – they attack in broad
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daylight; the ‘element of surprise’ is not a phrase known to them. And
their fighting style is not particularly sophisticated – they bludgeon
about quite haphazardly ‘ere. And they are certainly not subtle or
stealthy; they attack as one huge mass and don’t seem to care about
taking casualties.”
Diadon had become hot. Shipper’s murderer had been exactly like
that… brutal and lumbering in the middle of the day – and they’d left
the murder weapon as if they didn’t care about being discovered…
“Do you’s know why he was killed?” Larlan looked over
inquisitively.
Diadon stuttered somewhat. “No. No. Probably just to make a point.”
Larlan wasn’t convinced, though he didn’t press the issue. He sighed.
“So what about Zylas? The Council told me what they were planning to
do.”
Diadon frowned. “Yes – they’ve made it quite clear… they’re voting
on it at the moment and will get back to me shortly. Probably to
confirm it.”
“Are you’s okay with it?” Larlan took another swig from his goblet.
“If it was my flesh and blood I’d be quite concerned ‘ere.”
Diadon shrugged. “What can I do? The Dias has been playing up ever
since Zylas was given it – I don’t blame The Council for wanting to see
it.”
“Zylas knows about it?”
“Not exactly. But he knows it’s manipulative – he’s become
dependent on it – he feels the bond it has with his father.”
Larlan sighed. “And does he know about his father?”
Diadon felt sick – he dreaded the day he’d have to reveal the truth
about his father’s death… dreaded it with all his heart. But now it
seemed like the day was here. If The Council did want Zylas and the
Dias to be escorted to them, Diadon didn’t feel like he’d be able to
conceal it any longer. “He doesn’t know. But I feel I may have to tell
him – if The Council want me to escort him there he’ll realise he’s
harbouring something important. And he’ll want to know more about
it.”
Larlan nodded. “Well, I hope he takes the news well – I’d be pretty
peeved if I was told suddenly that my father…”
Diadon looked at him with his ‘that doesn’t exactly help’ face. “Like I
said, he shall be told. And we shall follow Som to The Council in the
near future.”
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“And what about their reasons for wanting to see it?” Larlan spoke
carefully. “Wight has them all in terror with his theories…”
Diadon became angry. “Wight’s theories are nothing more than
vicious lies. The Council do need to see it because of how Zylas is
being affected, though it has nothing to do with Hipnosee, or what ever
other cock-and-bull fantasies that loony cooked up!”
The silence was burnt and icy. Larlan’s expression remained
stubborn. “So the Dias has never turned black ‘ere?”
Diadon glared at him. “No. It hasn’t.” He let the vibes die down for a
moment before rising. “Larlan, will you please join us in the meeting
hall – I realise you have to leave early tomorrow though we won’t take
up much of your time. I’ll go and find Zylas and Som – they’ll need to
be briefed on everything you’ve said to me.”
Larlan nodded and rose too. “Wait a sec…” The Laizwerthian King
looked uneasy. “You’re thinking of telling Zylas in front of me and
Som?”
Diadon swung open the door and the wintry draught disturbed the
fire. “Yes.”
*
- Wight, It’s me.
- Yes, I did have an inkling.
- I’ve been snooping a bit around Hayden. I don’t know whether this is
good news or not, but it doesn’t look like Shipper was able to reveal
Totan’s true identity to the King after all. The official statement from
the palace says the perpetrator and his reasons for the murder remain
unknown and I detected no discrepancy. I’ve tried to retrace the King’s
steps and, from the information I gathered, he didn’t meet with Shipper
all day.
- I see. I don’t know if this is good news or not either.
- But you wanted him to be told did you not?
- He needs to know all right. They both do. But maybe now is not a
good time to reveal such a horrifying reality.
- What do you mean?
- Rat, everything happens for a reason. Shipper’s murder may be a sign
to steer clear of this issue for a while…
- But surely the sooner they know the sooner they can sort it out…
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- Not necessarily. For I have come to believe that at this moment, they
are not ready to hear the truth. And if they are not ready, how can they
possibly hope to believe it?
*
Diadon was walking through the sapphire-blue hue of the Dining
corridor - it reminded him of Larlan’s hair – when he felt a familiar
swimming sensation between his temples. He suddenly felt very airy
and light-headed, as if he had been inhaling the stifling fumes from one
of Hayden’s blast furnaces, and stopped to lean against a wall. He
didn’t worry though – it happened every time anyone was contacted
with a communicator – and he closed his eyes. Smoke bloomed out
across his eyelids, chuffing in a circular motion to adopt the shape of a
familiar bearded face. Diadon’s stomach welled up: The Council had
reached a decision. “Hello Arton,” he thought, the words emanating
from within the virtual reality. “The Council have voted?”
The smoky face of Arton nodded. “One hundred percent in favour –
you are to assist Zylas here as soon as possible. Preferably by the end of
the week.”
Diadon swallowed at the confirmation. Though it was what he’d
expected. “Alright. With the Dias I presume.”
Arton didn’t smile at the smart comment. “That would also be
preferable; fundamental actually. We’re racking our brains furiously
over here.”
“You’re not the only ones. I have to tell you this too – Shipper, the
Royal Correspondent, was murdered earlier this afternoon.”
Arton looked shocked. “Murdered? By whom?”
Diadon shook his head, for Arton wouldn’t have seen him shrug his
shoulders. “We don’t know. The investigators have their inklings but I
wouldn’t like to speculate.” He didn’t think mentioning the word
barbarian would be particularly wise. Arton would only freak out. “The
Sector’s been shut off.”
“Diadon,” Arton said quietly, “I would recommend you evacuate the
palace as soon as possible given the circumstances…”
“I thought you wanted us there as soon as possible anyway.”
“Sooner than possible then. If the Halls are any threat to you…”
“Oh Arton, you underestimate me.” Diadon raised his eyebrows.
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Arton pursed his lips. “It’s not you I’m talking about – you’re more
than capable of taking care of yourself. Zylas on the other hand…”
“Is even more capable than me.” Diadon was blunt. “Arton, Zylas has
demonstrated his technical ability countless times with a sword – Som
even has a job to defy him now.”
“That may well be. I’ve heard of the boy’s potential – and am quite
astounded at some of the stories Som’s told me: Duelling blindfolded?
Seeing off his entire fencing class on his first lesson? He is obviously
very competent, and will grow into a fantastic warrior, though he is not
yet sixteen: he is not permitted to wield a sword…”
“Well that’s going to change today.” Diadon spoke shortly, almost
regrettably.
Arton frowned. “What do you mean?”
“He’s being dragged into this war, and I’m certainly going to make
sure the poor lad’s suitably equipped. He can’t visit The Council
without a sword!”
“I see what you mean.” Arton smiled. “I hope we’re not throwing
Zylas in over his head. But he will need one.” There was a slight pause,
and then Arton added. “It’ll sweeten him up a bit too.”
Diadon nodded to Arton as their wavelengths aligned perfectly. “He’s
not going to like it, Arton. I’m sure it’ll take more than an early
birthday present for Zylas to understand.”
Arton smiled. “Even if the birthday present is a sword. But he really
does need to be told. The Dias has a very complicated history.”
“I know,” Diadon said with a sigh. “I’ll tell him, don’t worry. And
we’ll leave in the next couple of days.” He sighed with finesse. “You
better wish me luck.”
Arton grinned. “You’re going to need it.” He cut off before Diadon
could reply, leaving him staring absently at void.
The King opened his eyes, blinking to clarity and feeling his stomach
jolt. Zylas wouldn’t be happy, but it was for his own good that they had
told him what they had. If he had known the truth from the beginning
there would have been repercussions for everyone… At that moment,
Som appeared from the T-junction further ahead, and he hurried over as
soon as he spotted the King.
“Diadon, have you heard from the place that is The Council yet?”
Diadon nodded. “Just now. They voted one hundred percent in
favour. Zylas and I will follow you to The Council in the next couple of
days.”
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Som nodded and his expression didn’t falter. “We expected they
would. If time wasn’t so against us I would accompany you there also
of course, though I’m afraid I must leave at the time that is next dawn –
The Council are more agitated than I’ve ever seen them.”
Diadon nodded. “Yes, you must go as soon as an opportunity presents
itself – may your journey be safe.” He let Som smile a thank you before
continuing. “Where’s Zylas?”
“I’ve sent him to the meeting room – I trust that is out next
destination?” They began to walk through the fading candle-spools.
Diadon nodded. “Larlan has sombre news to tell.”
“That’s why I wanted to talk to you on your own…” Som lowered his
voice. “Is there anything I need to know that you plan to keep from
Zylas?”
“No.” Diadon was immediately dismissive. They stopped talking as
they descended a flight of stairs, rain beginning to pelt the outside of
the windows. “Zylas shall be told everything there is to know. We shall
not hide anything from him anymore.”
Som swallowed from behind, hurrying to catch up. “He shall be told
about his father? The Council approved that decision?”
Diadon didn’t look at him as the question sunk in, and he pushed
against the meeting room door before he replied. His expression was
slightly agitated. “They did. Zylas shall be told – he shall learn the truth
about his father’s death and he will not like it.”
“Not like what?” The interruption had come from inside the meeting
room, the sound echoing around the ancient timber, skirting a path
around the large centre table and asserting itself through the door. Zylas
was sitting in a chair next to Larlan, their conversation having been
interrupted. “What do you mean?”
Diadon and Som were slightly shocked that he had heard. Apparently,
they had hoped he’d go deaf for that split second. “Hello Zylas,”
Diadon said eventually, walking into the meeting room to take a seat at
the table. “Have you met Larlan the Laizwerthian…”
“Yes.” Zylas was blunt. “What do you need to tell me?”
Som levered the door closed hurriedly and scampered to sit down
next to Diadon.
An eerie silence followed, punctuated by the large pendulum clock
that overshadowed the fireplace. Zylas was looking inquisitively from
face to face, his eyes scanning Som; his grandfather; and finally Larlan,
who looked at the table rather quickly.
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“What’s the matter?”
Again, Diadon didn’t speak; he was trying to find the right words.
Zylas frowned: he was getting annoyed. “What is the truth about my
father’s death?” Again, there was silence. “Tell me!”
Diadon sighed. This was it. “The truth, Zylas, is that your father isn’t
really dead at all.”
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Chapter 4:

SNAKE’S TOOTH

Zylas was sure he must have misheard. He re-ran the sentence again
and, when he could not find a plausible alternative, he cocked his head
and furrowed his brow. “I beg your pardon?”
Diadon could not meet his eyes. “Your father is still alive.”
There was a terrible silence – it was so tense the fabric of spacetime
itself seemed ready to split at the slightest vibration. Zylas’s expression
was stone hard – frozen in shock – his mouth hanging open and his
muscles tense. The only thing that moved was his eyes: they narrowed
considerably as the statement sunk in, scanning Diadon with a
venomous motive and finally settling to look directly at him. “Are you
trying to be funny?”
Diadon had to look away again; Zylas’s stare was pulsing with a
psychotic energy. He stuttered as he tried to speak, though neither Som
nor Larlan found enough courage to jump in and bail him out. “No,
Zylas, I’m not. Totan still lives.”
Zylas’s temperature was gradually soaring, and he felt his pulse pump
violently at his body’s arteries. This was impossible… Totan was dead,
he had been for two years… He felt rage build up inside him like an
awakening storm, though he wasn’t about to use Som’s techniques to
calm it – this was unchartered territory to the very extreme. “You told
me my father died on an expedition… You told me yourself…” He
could hear his grandfather’s words again, playing around in his head…
‘Zylas, please sit down, I have some terrible news…’ - he could
remember his grandfather’s pained expression. But even then he sensed
something was untoward; he could sense the slight hint of dishonesty…
But now it all made sense; yet it made no sense at all… His father was
still alive?
Diadon’s voice cracked, and he thought about placing a palm on his
grandson’s hand. Zylas withdrew it sharply. “I’m so sorry Zy…”
“Sorry?!” Zylas was finally losing control. “What the hell do you
mean, sorry?!” He kicked back on his chair, scooting a little away from
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the table and Larlan had to dodge to one side. “Are you telling me now,
after all this time, that my father did not die on that expedition two
years ago?”
Som managed to find his voice. “It was not a decision that was an
easy one…”
This made Zylas even madder and he jumped to his feet, his face now
red and furious. “You all knew?!” He screeched, rounding on the little
man. “You had a hand in this?!”
“Zylas…” Diadon started bluntly, though his grandson cut furiously
across him.
“I mean, how could this have happened?” He began panting
somewhat. “Did you only just realise he was still alive or something?
You only just found out yourself, didn’t you, you yourself though he’d
died…” He looked up hopefully, pleading with them to say that this
was indeed the case.
Diadon shook his head. He did not try to speak.
Zylas shook his head. “No… no, you couldn’t have known – not all
this time…” The deep reality was slithering down his spine. “You
wouldn’t have kept it from me, please…” He felt his eyes burn and his
vision was suddenly distorted with tears. “Not for two years…” Anger
was beginning to build up once more.
“Zylas…” Diadon started, though once again he was interrupted.
“You’ve been lying to me for two years?!” Zylas erupted, his
presence somehow ballooning in front of them. “Two years? Is that
what you’re saying?!”
Diadon looked waywardly at him; he was not taking this particularly
well. The King sighed into his propping hand. But what had he hoped
for?
“Is that what you’re saying?!” Zylas persisted to glare manically at
him.
Eventually Diadon nodded. “Yes. We told you Totan had died when
we knew he actually hadn’t.”
This statement was so brutally truthful that Zylas just sat and gawped
at them for a moment or so. “You told a thirteen-year-old boy that his
father had been killed when he hadn’t?” He spat through gritted teeth.
“You… you…”
“Zylas it was the only option…” Som had spoken again, though this
made Zylas even madder: Som, the most philosophical person he knew,
had had a hand in all of this.
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“The only option?!” Zylas’s pitch was erratic. “The only bloody
option?!!!”
“Zylas, we understand that you’re upset…” Diadon said shortly.
“Upset?!” Zylas was practically bouncing where he stood. “Upbloody-set?!!!” His arms pumped the air virtually automatically, and
Larlan quickly widened his distance.
Diadon let his grandson thrash himself out, the silence tense and
tangible. Then, finally, Zylas had calmed enough to wonder why; why
they had told him this heart-wrenching lie in the first place. His
shoulders sagged with breathlessness and he sighed. “What the hell is
going on?”
Diadon actually welcomed the question and the chance to explain.
“Zylas, we told you your father had died to protect you from the truth.”
“The truth?!” Zylas was still irate. “To protect me?!”
Diadon and Som both nodded. Larlan was still wishing he wasn’t
there. “If you had known the truth from the very beginning,” Som said,
“it’s very likely we wouldn’t be here now.”
Zylas gawped at them. “You expect me to believe that we’d all be
dead now if you hadn’t told me that lie…”
Diadon nodded. “I need you to believe everything I say to you now,
Zylas.”
Zylas spat around in anger again. “How dare you! Why should I
believe anything you say anymore?”
Diadon raised his hand to silence him, and Zylas actually obeyed.
“Zylas, the entire continent’s in a very tricky situation. Everything
you’re going to be told is totally, and terribly, truthful.” He ran his hand
through his silver hair before continuing. “I’ll start from the beginning.”
“Good place,” Zylas said bluntly, still scarlet.
Diadon blinked at him. “For the very beginning, we go back thirty
years.”
Zylas’s expression faltered somewhat. Thirty years? “Wait a sec,
that’s when you…”
“Set Ozez free?” Diadon smiled, somewhat sadly.
Zylas nodded. “When you killed Tyran.”
“Even that is not as simple as once thought,” Som said airily.
Diadon scowled at him. “Wight made that judgement, Som. And you
know what I think of him.”
Som went red. “And you know how we think of him. He is still the
greatest of our assets, Diadon!” Som stood, though his head barely
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ascended in height as he was so small. “I understand that you’re upset –
he tried to kill your son so of course you are not in the happiness with
him…”
Diadon growled menacingly. “Som, what Wight said was farcical
beyond the realms of farce!”
Zylas frowned. “What did Wight say?” He said it with enough venom
to remind them that they were still trying to apologise for their
horrendous act of dishonesty.
Diadon turned pompously to his grandson. “Wight said that Tyran
wasn’t actually dead.” He spoke with a chuckle to emphasize how
ridiculous this sounded. “I threw him off the pinnacle of Ozez and he
apparently survived the thousand foot fall onto ice.” He guffawed into
the table, expecting Zylas to laugh with him or something.
Zylas did not laugh. “He fell a thousand feet onto ice, and Wight said
he had survived?”
Som spoke quietly, sidling back to sit at the table. “He didn’t actually
say that in the words of his own…”
“He demonstrated his incapability – and then tried to murder Totan
soon after!” Diadon had turned red himself. “Lunatic! He thought he
could fill us with any old rubbish…”
Zylas pummelled the tabletop quite severely. “What the hell has this
got to do with you telling me my father was dead?”
Diadon had to tread more carefully. “Zylas, Tyran was the devil
incarnate himself. He brought hell to this world in a way you couldn’t
imagine – you forget how short a time we’ve been free of him. The
days were dark, permanently.”
“How?” Zylas squinted in intrigue. “How could one man cause so
much devastation?”
Diadon sighed as he was forced to relive such horrid memories. “His
magic was the blackest kind. He had used something – something
created which really shouldn’t have been. Something that only the
creator himself could control.”
“What?” Zylas was now very intrigued.
Diadon met his stare cautiously. “I will not tell you. I don’t want you
to become interested and use it.”
Zylas was enraged. “What! How do you think I would use it? And
you said that you’d tell me what ever…”
“No I didn’t,” Diadon interrupted sternly. “I said I wouldn’t lie to
you. Ask me no questions and I’ll tell no lies.”
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Zylas let his eyes fall, his heart pumping again.
Diadon continued. “Tyran was roundly feared – and when Wight said
that he would reclaim his lost kingdom, The Council were divided
terribly. Your father was chosen to rest the case of Tyran once and for
all.”
Zylas swallowed at his father’s name. “How?”
“He went to find his body.” The King smiled at the simplicity. “He
went to prove that Tyran was dead. Prove Wight wrong.”
Zylas’s heart leapt. “You think that Wight tried to kill my dad to stop
him?”
Diadon gave a half nod, his lips pursed. “Would make sense,
wouldn’t it…”
“Oh, Diadon, we don’t know why Wight tried to kill Totan,” Som
said irritably. “We can’t just assume…”
“Som, shut up.” Diadon was on the borderline of rude. “Totan left on
his journey nearly two years ago. We communicated with him weekly,
usually more frequently than that – and he relayed research back to us.
For the first year he discovered all he could regarding Tyran’s life – his
early years, his reasoning, his plummet into evil’s darkness. Then,
probably too intrigued for his own good, he returned to The Council –
at the turn of the year – and that’s when Wight tried to kill him.”
“What?” Zylas pulled a face. “Just like that?”
Diadon gave a lazy shrug. “Basically.”
“Totan told Wight something of big importance,” Som said, avoiding
Diadon’s degrading stare. “But we do not know what spurned the
attack. Then it all went the shape-of-a-pear: Totan fled and he was
never as clear as thought. He tried to descend the Abyss to recover the
body of Tyran, though blizzards blew up at his every attempt.”
Zylas frowned: that was odd.
“His mind was in turmoil when we last made contact,” Diadon
continued. “That was nearly a month ago. Now we can make no sense
of him – and he doesn’t permit us.”
“What do you mean, ‘doesn’t permit you’?”
“Well, when you use the communicator, you set your mind free and it
is conducted to the desired receiver. That receiver can then choose to
accept the invitation to communicate and let you into their mind; or
they can decline it, and shut you out.” Diadon spoke as if the
complicated mechanics were as simple as cheese spread.
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“Where did you last make contact?” Zylas didn’t want to hear the
answer.
“Laizwerth,” Diadon said after a minute. “We believe the barbarians
have him.”
Zylas pursed his lips very tightly. “That still doesn’t answer my
question – why did you tell me he had died?! If I had known the truth I
could have tried to save him…”
Diadon lunged animatedly at the comment, pointing his finger.
“That’s exactly why we didn’t tell you! Zylas, Totan was carrying out
an extremely delicate operation – the whole evil legacy of Tyran
curdles fear through our veins.” He settled back with a sigh. “He fell at
my hand, Zylas, and I still hate to think upon his memory. Ozez is
empty – the Desolate Land contaminated with a sickening evil residue
that remains to this day.” He put a lot of emphasis on the word
sickening. “Zylas, you would have been in the way. You would have
hindered him on this, such an important mission.”
Zylas couldn’t believe his grandfather had just said what he had. “In
the way?! I would have done all I could to help…”
“Precisely!” Diadon exclaimed again. “You wouldn’t have been able
to steer aside and let him alone – you would have wanted a piece of the
adventure. A thirteen-year-old could not have stayed the weight. We
would not have been able to protect you.”
And Zylas finally understood. And he hated understanding, because it
meant that they were right – he would have been a burden to them.
Probably the biggest burden of all.
Diadon sensed his grandson was finally coming to terms with the
situation. “But now,” he spoke softly, “and against my will, you are
being dragged into this war.”
Zylas looked up slowly, his face now its normal colour. “War?
What… you think these barbarian uprisings are something to do with
Tyran?”
Diadon sighed deeply. “Wight said it would happen, I cannot deny it.
He said that the continent of The Shallows would be turned on its head
and that the evil would eclipse the hearts’ of the people. Well, the
continent is in a rather tricky situation at the moment.”
Zylas shook his head somewhat. “Wight predicted this – and it
happened?”
“It’s happening,” Diadon corrected him. “Right now. And like I said,
you’re being dragged into this.”
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“Why? How?” Zylas was fighting to understand.
“The Dias, Zylas. It’s all about the Dias.” Diadon cast a melancholy
look at the chain just visible around Zylas’s neck. “Wight mentioned
the Dias – that’s why The Council are so terrified; and that’s why they
want to see it.”
Zylas clamped a hand to his neck. “They won’t – you’re not taking it
off me…” His eyes were vicious, as if challenging them to try.
Diadon looked at him sadly. “It’s okay Zylas, we won’t take it off
you. We know you cannot give it up.”
Zylas didn’t let go of the chain, as if this was another ploy to trick
him. “Then how…”
“The Council have come to a decision,” Diadon interrupted. “Today
in fact. You are going to go to The Council and with the Dias. And I
will accompany you there.”
Zylas remained in silence for a second or two, as if scanning his
grandfather’s words for trickery. Then he pursed his lips. “Go to The
Council? Just leave everything and go?”
Diadon gave him a tired look. “Yes. Can you handle that, or would
you prefer to stay here in Hayden?”
Zylas felt the first thread of excitement, though was determined not to
show it. He glared at Diadon. “I can handle it,” he said coolly.
“Good.” Diadon had spoken rather bluntly.
“When will we leave?”
“Soon. As soon as we can, The Council said.” Diadon relaxed his
tone. “We’ll need to be there by the end of the week.”
Zylas raised his eyebrows. “That soon?”
Diadon nodded. “Zylas, we’re running out of time.”
There was another short span of silence. Long shadows were
stretching through the patio glass across the rosewood floor, the
evening sky awash with rain. Zylas sighed wearily, running his hands
across his face. “So, where is The Council exactly?”
“Not far,” Diadon answered. “A few hours Tonder ride is all. A place
on Henden River.” He paused, and Zylas nodded to himself.
“I shall be going to the place that is there at the turn of next dawn,”
Som said from next to the King. “Shall arrive before breakfast if the
way is swift.”
Zylas looked at him. “You’re going tomorrow?”
Som nodded. “Like your grandfather did indeed say; time is short and
we are all in great peril.”
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Zylas rolled his eyes subconsciously. This discussion was a right
bundle of laughs.
“And I too will leave in the morrow.” Larlan had spoken for the first
time since the bombshell had been so unceremoniously dropped. “My
country needs me.”
Zylas felt the last threads of anger twitch threateningly a couple more
times. They had lied to him because he wasn’t worthy of the truth, and
now they were throwing him right darn in the centre. “Where will you
go?”
Larlan was now looking less uncomfortable, as though the worst of
Zylas’s wrath was over, though his tone was still softer than normal.
“To the mountain passes of Omær,” he replied. “We’ll have to
recapture the capital if Laizwerth’s defences are to function anywhere
near efficiently.”
Zylas’s eyebrows shot into his fringe. “The capital’s fallen?”
There was an uneasy pause. “Yes,” Larlan said eventually.
“Laizwerth’s on the brink of collapse. All but the mountain regions and
coasts are under barbarian control ‘ere.” Larlan gave his head a
dissatisfied flick.
Zylas’s stomach dropped. He hadn’t been told it was all this bad.
“Well it looks like we’re in a pretty big mess.”
Som gave a consolidatory shake of his head. “And our greatest asset
is locked in prison!”
Diadon turned to him with a glare, though didn’t saw a word. Maybe
he thought Wight only deserved a short focus of attention and his
allowance for the day had already been used. He turned to his grandson.
“Like I said, this situation is spiralling out of control. The Council are
working tirelessly to discover the truth behind these attacks and the
Dias happens to be one of the leads.” He placed his hands together. “It
may also tell us something about Totan, having been with him for so
long.”
Rain was pounding the slat tiles above them, a sheen of water
dripping from the gutter across the patio doors. Zylas’s breath caught in
his throat. “Dad really knew things?”
“Yes. Hopefully still does. His search ended in his own discovery…”
Diadon gave a sniff.
“So why haven’t they killed him?” Zylas’s words were sharp. “Why
have they kept him alive? You said he was still alive?”
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Diadon nodded, though also gave a political shrug. “He is alive. The
question of why has a number of answers: a hostage against us; a lever
in interrogation…” he furrowed his brow. “Because they can.”
Zylas did feel slightly sick and he looked at the table. “And I’m in the
middle of it all.”
“Yes Zylas,” Diadon said slowly, his eyes glazed. “You have stepped
into the big league.”
They left the meeting room soon after, the rain hounding the peaceful
night outside, the two moons concealed within the thick swab of dark
cloud.
Zylas was light-headed, and it was as if he were walking across a jelly
landscape; his mind was racing frantically, unaware of the movement of
his legs. He was leaving Hayden – leaving the dogged restriction he felt
were chaining him. Though he was also leaving the reliable sense of
protection the palace grounds gave him – he had lost that sense of
invulnerability. But he had gained a father; a father who been captured
whilst, for all intents and purposes, he had been erased from existence.
But he needed Zylas now, and Zylas needed him likewise – they had to
find each other.
“Well,” Larlan said as they reached one of the stairwell junctions. “It
looks as if our paths split ‘ere.”
Diadon gave a non-committal nod. “Though they’ll cross once more,
I’m sure. At a time when our existence is not so much in jeopardy!” He
gestured to the narrower corridor. “The guest suites, all empty so you
may choose at your pleasure. And at your leisure.” He gave the wall a
sort of flick, and Larlan bowed in thanks. “I trust you shall be leaving
the way you arrived?”
Larlan nodded as he began to scout off down the corridor, the dim-set
candles shedding strands of gold across his blue hair. “Yes – I’ll need to
fly fast. Tonders have never particularly appealed to me.”
Zylas could still hear his heart thudding, each beat pounding through
his head behind his eyes. He wondered how the Laizwerthian King was
travelling if it wasn’t by Tonder, though didn’t care to ask.
“And you Som?” Diadon turned to face him. “Leaving at dawn
doesn’t give you many options – Tonders are too scared to travel
through the forest in total darkness, ‘cept Rag and White Patch.”
Som rubbed his hands together. “I’ll take the panther.” The Roan-Roe
Region, the continent far to the West from where Som had travelled,
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was too hot for Tonders. Its people rode the largest of the cats; ligers
and pumas and panthers, which required great skill and a knack for
taming such wild animals. The continent of The Shallows, where
Tonders were as common as rabbits, never developed this knack
because they never had to. Hayden kept a couple of the wild cats
exclusively for Som, who would still insist on riding them when he
could. He must have preferred the speed and old adrenaline rush.
“Fine, take the panther,” Diadon said wearily. “I’m just waiting for
the day it attacks you out of the blue.”
Som chuckled. “There is more chance of you getting attacked by your
Tonders than of me getting mauled by Panther.”
Diadon smiled back. “I wouldn’t bet on it. But no, seriously, go
ahead. You’ll forgive us for taking the safe option and riding Tonders
though, won’t you.”
Som cocked his head, an amused expression on his face. He never
really trusted Tonders – he’d ride them when he had to of course,
though he didn’t like the fact that they could speak and think for
themselves. They could be very difficult now and again.
“So,” Larlan took hold of a door handle and turned to face them all.
“That’s that. I shall be gone before you’s all wake. Thanks for your
hospitality, Diadon.”
Diadon smiled weakly at him. “Good luck, Larlan. I’ll try and
communicate now and again, though I understand you’ll be busy.”
Larlan gave a nod, almost of consolidation, then twisted open the
door and disappeared across the threshold. The door shut closed behind
him.
“Right,” Diadon clapped his hands animatedly. “Som, get to bed –
you’ll need your wits about you when you leave through the forest –
don’t want you dropping off to sleep and falling off Panther.”
Som gave a chuckle. “Nonsense, nonsense… a few hours meditation
and I’ll be at optimum freshness…”
Zylas winced at the ambiguity. “We’ll see you in a couple of days,
Som,” he said. “I hope The Council’s nice.”
Som nodded, the aged lines on his face daubed with shadow. He then
said goodnight, and disappeared back along the corridor in search of his
own apartment.
It left Diadon and Zylas standing alone in the gloom, enveloped in an
uneasy, stricken silence. The King observed his grandson cautiously,
though their eyes never met. “Zylas, it had to…”
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“I know.” Zylas’s words were blunt as he interrupted, his stare
focused purposefully at the blackened window at the corridor’s end. He
was careful not to look at his grandfather as he turned back to the
stairwell stiffly. “Forget about it. What’s done it done; let’s just get this
sorted out and quickly.” His expression didn’t falter, though his voice
cracked. He began to ascend the stairs, leaving Diadon behind him.
“I need you to know how difficult…”
“Look, forget about it.” Zylas addressed him head on, spinning on his
heel. Lightning cracked the sky in two through the nearest window and
he was momentarily highlighted a radiant silver. “My dad’s alive, I get
it. So now we need to find him.” The sentence was punctuated by the
trailing rumble of the thunderclap as it chased after the streaking
photons.
Diadon chewed his bottom lip as Zylas turned away and ascended the
stairs again. He had to hurry to catch up, scooting besides him on the
landing and taking his arm. “Not that way.”
Zylas gave a tired look of enquiry. “But isn’t the Main Hall…” He
stabbed a finger along the dingy corridor. “My room’s down…”
“Yes, yes. But you’re not going to your room yet.” Diadon gave
Zylas’s arm a gentle persuasive tug and began to climb the next set of
stairs. Zylas stood for a moment in subtle confusion, and the King had
to turn half way through his ascent to beckon him. “Come on,” he said,
“I’ve got something for you.”
Zylas followed him cautiously; he wasn’t sure he wanted whatever
something his grandfather had for him. I’ve had enough surprises for
one day, he thought to himself. Diadon’s expression begged for his
grandson’s trust.
“Just up here,” he insisted as they climbed higher, his robes trailing
up at the stairs’ wake like a regressing river. Zylas couldn’t help but
wonder where they were going; his fleeting suspicion suggested the
King’s own apartments – the levels that topped the palace with an
almost spiritual elegance, elevating the leader of Henden to the blissful
heights of heaven. Though they were reserved exclusively for the King;
no one was permitted, or ever had been permitted, to enter the King’s
own residence – be it servants, ministers, or even his own grandson.
“Where are we going?” Zylas asked despite of himself.
They had finally topped the staircase’s continuous, ascending weave,
and were striding out across a narrow corridor, the vicious wind
howling and berating the musty windows. Diadon slowed to Zylas’s
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side, hoping his grandson would accept his company and not freeze him
out. “We’re going to by bed-sit quarters.”
Zylas didn’t look at him, though his interest was stung. “Why?” Zylas
began, as they reached a large wooden door studded with iron shackles.
Diadon muttered inaudibly as he fiddled with them, swinging the door
forward. It sounded like ‘you’ll see’, though could have been anything
really. Zylas didn’t ask him to repeat – his attentions had been averted
to his surroundings – the walls they now walked between were marbled
and lined with gold. Ornate carvings lunged from the wall-to-ceiling
joints, boasting tiny figures and flowers, twisting like a dribbling mass
of candle wax. Or over-the-top stalactites, Zylas thought as he dipped
his head beneath them.
They ascended a few gold-plated steps, the red carpet spongy at their
feet, and had to manoeuvre around a dominant glass figurine of a
unicorn. And then they were halted in the wake of two golden doors,
their iron knockers wrought with snarling lion heads. Zylas was so
entranced by the ferocious beats that he thought about using them. But
as the room’s only occupier was standing next to him there would have
been little point. Then, with a sort of sigh, Diadon pulled them open and
stepped inside.
The King’s room was glazed with a gentle hum of moonlight, the
velvet contents lined silver in the darkness. The rain was ferocious
behind the furthest balcony doors; the outside world lost in a misty
haze, the wintry air an irritating pollutant. Zylas shivered involuntarily,
and Diadon immediately went to stoke the fire. “The nights are the
coldest of the year,” he said, nudging the throbbing embers,
encouraging them to spark.
Zylas had to concentrate to keep his teeth from chattering. “You can
say that again…”
Diadon decided not to. With a sudden oxygen-snorting wheeze, the
fire danced alive and the room was flooded with its warmth. “There,”
Diadon said, satisfied. “Don’t want to be sleeping in a grotto…”
Zylas nestled his hands in his pockets as the room warmed, having a
good look round whilst he did so. They were standing on a thick white
rug, the strands beginning to fray around the edges, exposing the rich
teak below. The walls were a glossy red and gold, almost faded,
boasting some of the finest paintings Zylas had ever seen. Many were
of King Diadon himself, considerably younger and better looking than
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the real thing. Funny that. And in the centre was a large four-poster bed,
its silk dressings clean and trim.
“Impressed?” Diadon said, almost smugly.
Zylas nodded, thinking it the polite thing to do.
Diadon smiled, turning away to light the wall’s scented candles. A
subtle thread of smoke began to weave hypnotically towards the ceiling,
emitting a strong, spicy fragrance. Zylas decided it were better if he
breathed through his mouth.
“You must be wondering why I have brought you here.” Diadon leant
against one of the wardrobes, observing keenly. Zylas said nothing, so
he continued. “I have something for you – you’ll need it now, either if it
is slightly, against policy.” Diadon smiled, hoping Zylas would smile
back.
“What?” Zylas said plainly, his expression hard.
Diadon faltered a bit. So all was not forgiven and forgotten quite yet.
It was sort of understandable, to be fair. “I’ll get it. Hope you like it.”
Diadon levered open the wardrobe slowly, his hands with a slight
tremor. Then he brought down a dusty scabbard from the heights, and
Zylas felt his heart stumble. “This,” Diadon said slowly, “is Snake’s
Tooth.” He set it on the bed. “The sword that slew Ozez.”
Zylas’s eyes had ballooned, and he shuffled closer.
“I travelled to Ozez with it – used it to negotiate the Desolate Land, to
storm his castle, to face Tyran himself on the peak of the Abyss.”
Diadon drew it half way, and the blade glittered as if it had just been
polished. “Snake’s Tooth clashed with the Lord of Evil, and it has never
been used since.”
Zylas couldn’t take his stare away from the weapon, the handle
wrought gold; a demonic silver skull nestled at the blade’s base. “It’s…
beautiful…”
Diadon smiled. “It’s yours.”
Zylas’s eyes shot up to meet his grandfather’s instantly, a prickly heat
running down the length of his spine. “Mine?”
“Of course.” Diadon sheathed it fully, the whooshing sound
satisfying. “Like you know, you’re being dragged into this war whether
you like it or not, and so I believe a sword is pretty fundamental.”
Zylas wanted to touch it, though didn’t have the nerve to reach out.
“But I am not sixteen yet… the senate… will they allow it?”
Diadon batted his hands. “Bah, don’t worry about the senate. The
Council know, and they allowed it – they know the danger. And they
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know you are more than capable. Som’s kept us all very well informed
on your progress.”
Zylas swallowed. “And you… you won’t... miss it?”
Diadon gave a smile. He patted the hilt of his own sword, which was
still at his waist. “This does me just fine. Snake’s Tooth doesn’t give
me particularly fond memories, Zylas. When Tyran fell I wanted rid of
it, wanted rid of everything that reminded me of the darkened days...”
He smiled, somewhat sadly, and then held the sword out. “It is yours
now, Zy; yours to have and to hold. Its legacy is now your legacy.”
Zylas felt the strain on his arm as he took it and fought to keep it
level, his eyes now deep. “Thank you. Diadon.”
The King nodded softly, turning away whilst Zylas struggled to fasten
the scabbard around his waist. Sadness welled up in the back of his
eyes; Zylas could be protected no longer – whether it be from the
terrible truth or from the mask of evil. His spirit had been unleashed
from the safety net amongst this other, new realm; the realm where evil
ruled. He suddenly became hot, and crossed to push open the balcony
double doors.
The last, random stringy flits of rain were falling as the clouds melted,
and Null broke through finally; the one luminous reference of refuge in
the miserable sky. Damp fresh air charged the open doorway, and
Diadon closed his eyes at the pleasant coolant. Then Zylas was at his
side, his dark hair ruffled, gazing out across the capital. Hayden Wood
was a dark tangle on the landscape, nothing more, and the beckoning
border mountains were barely visible in the distance.
Zylas’s breath caught in his throat at the wonderment – the full extent
of what was coming only just becoming apparent. He was finally
leaving Hayden for the scent of adventure; going to The Council with
the Dias… He subconsciously analysed the weight of the object and
grew hot. Why had he been given the blasted thing?! The cause of
months of trouble and torment! His breathing slowed. And his father –
after all this time – alive after all. In need.
A raindrop pelted his head. At least, he hoped it was a raindrop. He
looked up at the underside of the largest golden dome, making sure the
guttering was free of pigeons. There was a lining of spikes there that
should have made landing rather uncomfortable, but the stupid birds
would never learn.
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“Zylas,” Diadon said softly, jolting his attention away from the
rooftop. “You should get some sleep – you’ve had a mentally tiring
day.”
Zylas nodded bluntly, already noticing the added weight of Snake’s
Tooth. He was tired by his own admission. “Alright, I’ll go.” He
crossed back across the room and stopped at the door. “Oh, and I just
want you to know – I do understand.”
Diadon felt a subconscious weight rise a little of his shoulders. He
smiled a response.
“Well g’night,” Zylas said, disappearing silently out the door leaving
Diadon standing alone.
He looked absently for a couple of moments and then, still smiling,
said “G’night Zy.”
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Chapter 5:

THE MOONSPRAY AND THE TONDER

Zylas’s mind was flooded with sub-conscious darkness. Strained voices
plagued it, echoing, gruff yet mellow.
‘Leave alone damness white – be away with such sordid
accusations…’
‘Defy me not, for death can defy defiance!’
‘Be away fiend – you shall not threat upon my name – the sight I saw
is the very fate I am granted…’
‘It is not! You have seen only the workings of evil! Be not dwell upon
such a sight or the whole world will succumb beneath the blanket of
darkness, again!’
‘To be the death of thee it shall! My role has been forecast – and I
shall use it like I have been told…’
‘Give it to me!’
‘Take it not – it shall be mine and I shall do what I please.’
‘I cannot allow it – you’ll run us all to danger.’
‘You shall be whisked to the deepest crevice of hell! What… what do
you plan now? Be gone… Keep Dorn away from me! Merciless Gö-d…
Help!!!’
Zylas sat bolt upright, his heart pounding and his head ringing. Early
morning light streamed through the gap in his drapes – a dingy yet also
radiant ambiance that flushed his room with a dark shade of scarlet. He
blinked, breathing gradually decreasing in ferocity. Even his dreams
had been affected by the evil, which was kind of worrying. He washed
and dressed quickly, wanting to freshen away the bad visions, though
was interrupted by noises outside his room.
Servants were running up and down the corridor, their feet noisy on
the marble, speaking hurriedly to one another. Zylas raised his
eyebrows. Servants didn’t run. “What’s going on out here?” Zylas
hissed, stopping a couple in mid stride.
They exchanged worried glances. “Don’t know what you mean…”
one said eventually.
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“Yes you do. It’s early – you’re not supposed to make noise. Now
what’s happened?”
They exchanged glances again, and mumbled a kind of apology.
Though they were interrupted by another door being flung open, and
one of the palace children stood fuming at the threshold. “Why are you
making all this noise you terrible men? I’m trying to get some sleep,
and my daddy’ll have you sacked if you disturb my daily routine!” The
boy winced, and turned to Zylas. “And why are you out here – you
shouldn’t be up yet, it’s not allowed…”
“Ah Zylas.” Henden’s defence minister had appeared and ushered the
servants back on their way. The little boy muttered something about not
meaning to be up at such a ghastly hour, and shut the door quickly.
“Minister,” Zylas said, “what’s happened?”
“We need to find your grandfather – do you know where he is?”
“Looking for you and Zylas actually,” came a voice from a little way
down the corridor. Diadon was striding towards them impatiently.
“Sire, we have bad news from a northerly village…”
“I have bad news twice, so I think I win.” Diadon was blunt, and the
minister fell silent. “I have heard what happened in Ræon – Som
arrived at The Council a few hours ago - contacted me early this
morning and told me then.”
“Oh right.” The defence minister seemed slightly aghast.
“He told me something else too… something rather upsetting.”
Diadon went slightly quiet. “Thor was found dead in his Naynonese
cave. Our last spy currently based in the country had a terrible time
making contact with us – apparently Thor’s communicator was
destroyed in the battle.”
“Thor? Fell in his own home?”
“Yes. His aura wasn’t what it used to be – they must have caught him
unaware – there were only five barbarian bodies.” Diadon was glum
and downtrodden.
“Only five? The spy was sure? Has he investigated everywhere…”
“He was sure. He found Thor at the bottom of the stairs in the main
passageway.” Diadon took a moment to swallow. “He wants to be
withdrawn from the country – he feels unsafe after what the barbarians
did to the others…”
“What?” The defence minister seemed to jump at the suggestion. “We
can’t… we need him there… we can’t withdraw our last investigator
from Naynon – let the entire country fall dark!”
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Diadon raised his eyebrows. “I know. We couldn’t if we wanted to – I
told him that – neither Larlan nor me are prepared to risk a boat… the
viltures will see it a mile off.”
“So what is he going to do?”
“He’s going to try and get to Pollo on the southern coast. He’ll be safe
with her.”
The defence minister wasn’t particularly convinced. “Pollo? But she’s
another from the Roan-Roe Region… she’ll be a target…”
“We’re all targets, minister. Every one of us who stands against these
vile assaults.” Diadon gave a tired sigh. “You think everyone from The
Region is top of the barbarian murder list?”
The minister nodded. “First Thor – the barbarians went to a lot of
trouble to kill him – and then everything that happened with Vayu…”
“Yes. She’s in shock – as expected.” Diadon’s expression was bleak,
and Zylas frowned at what they were going on about. Diadon
continued. “I also had to make a decision.” He turned to Zylas. “I think
we need to leave for The Council as soon as possible – earlier than we
had first thought. Today in fact.”
Zylas thought for a moment, Diadon’s pale face solemn. “Sure. Why
not.”
“Good. And minister? I want you to bring half our troops based in the
East of the country here. Just in case the barbarians turn their attention
to us.”
The minister nodded, and hurried away.
Diadon watched him go, his expression grave. He turned slowly
round, and Zylas had to ask.
“What happened in Ræon? And who are Vayu and Thor?”
Diadon sighed deeply. His silver hair drifted in front of his lined face
and he whisked it irritably aside. “They were great allies to The
Council, Zylas, that’s who they were. You know that there are a few
people from The Roan-Roe Region over here, like Som? Well Vayu
and Thor were from there also – had great power. Thor, with the power
of thunder, was discovered and murdered. Som was very distressed
when he contacted me this morning.”
Zylas gulped slightly. “And Vayu? And Ræon?”
“They are of the same story. Vayu lived alone in Ræon, a village on
our border. She was known only by the village’s inhabitants, and last
night a dozen farmers hung themselves off the tow-bridge. They had
scrawled something too – ‘ send the foreigner to the deepest pustule of
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hell. Get her out of our midst’.” Diadon sighed wearily, not for the first
time. “It was about Vayu, obviously. She was deeply distressed by it
all. That’s why we must leave for The Council today – The Shallows
grows more dangerous by the day.”
Zylas nodded, his blood running cold along his veins. “Why did they
do it? The farmers I mean…”
“Gö-d only knows. There are many questions – How was Thor
discovered? Why did the Laizwerthians in Omær open the gates? Why
oh why oh why…” He shook his head in disbelief, wincing in the early
morning darkness. “Well, that’s that – lets go and see if Larlan’s still
about; he may not have left yet.”
Zylas expected to be led to the palace’s main entrance, though Diadon
took him higher up to the rooftops – winding staircases passing
underfoot, and the ray-tipped roofs of the buildings, just visible through
the windows, descending below them. Why would Larlan be up there?
There was only one reason Zylas could think of for climbing up to a
palace roof, and it wasn’t a nice thought. Things can’t be that bad, he
told himself.
And then they were out in the fresh air, the breeze chilling and
carrying with it little frost fragments. The morning sun peeped above
the horizon to the East, the sky a rich mahogany around it, the
remaining stars dissolving within its rays.
Zylas cast an admiring look across the balustrade, scarlet spots
bobbing across the stone, reflected from the towering golden domes.
The city was in slumber in the distance, the silent houses pressing an
imprint through their darkened streets, protruding from the flat.
Diadon took a couple of steps across the rooftop. “Larlan?” He turned
a full circle, in search of the Laizwerthian King.
“Why would Larlan be up here?”
“Because that’s where Mithroa is.” Diadon had answered as if it were
the most obvious thing in the world.
Zylas frowned. “Mithroa? Who’s Mithroa?”
“She’s Larlan’s transport,” Diadon explained, squinting in the hope of
seeing better. “Never uses Tonders – too slow for him. Mithroa flies
him all over, she’s…” Diadon stopped dead, his stare suddenly focused
on an apparent anomaly at the nearest wall join. He took a few tentative
steps nearer, and Zylas followed suit. They could just make out a
strange protrusion from the darkness of the supposedly empty recess; a
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stir of movement. And then Diadon stopped again, his face glowing.
“She’s… there…” he whispered with a slow, cautious gesture.
Zylas, his interest pushing him close, let his mouth drift open. “Huh?”
He had seen something then; the faintest outline amongst the solitude,
and was that – was that a beak? Yes! And a large feathered head,
shimmering with a glassy translucence, was barely visible like the
faintest weave of evening fog. Zylas was starring incredulously at the
strange phenomenon, as its folded wings were suddenly apparent; like
the sudden emergence of the ghostly image in a 3D jigsaw puzzle.
“What the…” He screwed his eyes up as Mithroa’s outline, and her
outline only, loomed suddenly into focus from the gloom. “Granddad –
I can see right through her!”
Diadon smiled as the winged creature manoeuvred cautiously round
to look at them. “Yes Zylas, you can.”
Zylas was frozen where he stood; with intrigue and awe more than
fear. Mithroa was as large as an elephant, though rather less
conspicuous – her frame was as subtle as the wind. “Is she a ghost?”
Zylas asked, the mist on his breath a more solid entity than the creature
that stood before him.
Diadon chuckled. “No – though you can be forgiven for thinking
so…” A long, daggered tail flicked at the ground like the waver of
natural gas. Though her eyes were glowing like stone-sized stars.
“Then what is she – a Beast?”
Diadon shook his head. “No, she can’t talk. Her ancestors could
though.”
“Ancestors?”
“Mithroa’s a Moonspray, Zylas; the last Moonspray in existence.
She’s the only pure evolution of the dragon family.”
Zylas’s eyes widened at the tentative creature.
“Moonsprays and dragons still lived together – it was only a small
section of the dragons that evolved,” Diadon continued. “All were
wiped out in the Ancient War. The dragons first, in a rather gruesome
manner…” He shuddered at the prospect. “Then the Moonsprays died
out soon after. Mithroa here’s been alive nearly two thousand years.
She’s old, even for her.”
Zylas watched nervously as Mithroa contemplated them, her eyes like
glittering jewels – nothing betrayed her age. “So why is she seethrough?”
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“Because she’s a Moonspray, and Moonsprays are; but only in
moonlight. At full moon they’re completely invisible, in broad daylight
they’re completely opaque. That’s why Larlan tries to ride in darkness –
he doesn’t want to be seen. You can only see her now because the sun’s
coming up.”
They watched as Mithroa stalked around, stretching her front legs and
flexing her talons. She’d be a magnificent creature, Zylas thought, if I
could see her properly.
“Hey! I didney expect to be seeing you’s!”
They spun round to look in the direction of the source of the voice,
and saw Larlan’s shadow strolling towards them.
“Ah, there you are,” Diadon said, walking over to the Laizwerthian
King and tracing a cautiously sized arc around the Moonspray. “We’ve
just been admiring your transport.”
Mithroa had strutted over to her master, nuzzling at his shoulder.
Larlan smiled, patting her affectionately on the head. “A beauty, ain’t
she?”
“She is that. I’ve just been telling Zylas how she’s the only one in
existence.”
Larlan nodded, reviewing him – he noticed the hilt of Snake’s Tooth,
though his eyes only lingered for a second and he only afforded himself
a quirky smile.
Diadon had expected Larlan to speak a little about the creature,
preferably of his own accord, though he needed prompting: “So,”
Diadon said, trying to make the invitation casual, “how did you acquire
such a beast?”
Larlan blinked to look at him. “Beast? No, she’s not a Beast – canny
talk…”
“No, no…” Diadon interrupted quickly, not wanting to go off at a
tangent. “Creature then; how did you acquire such a creature?”
“Don’t you know?” Larlan smiled as Diadon gritted his teeth, giving
the Moonspray a playful nudge. She squawked and nudged him back,
almost knocking him off his feet.
“I do, but Zylas doesn’t. And he wants to know too.” Diadon
wondered if Larlan was being difficult on purpose, though just decided
he was a little slow sometimes.
Larlan looked up suddenly, as if only hearing what Diadon had said.
“Oh I am sorry.” He ruffled the see-through feathers on Mithroa’s neck
before turning to Zylas. “I saved her – up in the Naynonese mountains a
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few years ago. She had got herself entwined in some brambles and had
attracted a rather unsavoury group of viltures; you’s know – the putrid
scavenger birds who nest in the darkness of The Desolate Land? The
ones Tyran employed? They’re rarely seen now of course – never
crossed The Sea since his downfall, and they only venture into Naynon
when it suits them ‘ere. Anyway, viltures and Moonsprays don’t get on
– so ol’ Mithroa here was in a bit of trouble.” He gave the creature a
warm smile. “‘Course, no-one’s a big fan of viltures, so I ran over
kicking and screaming to scare them off – real cowards they are at the
sight of danger - if there’s not enough of them to put up a fight I mean.
They squawked off good and proper, and that’s when I noticed what
they had encircled.” He took a step back from Mithroa and pointed.
“Yep: a Moonspray; the only one to escape the carnage of The Ancient
War. Been underground since it happened, and now she’s mine.”
“Fascinating,” Zylas said, not sure if he had sounded sarcastic. He
hadn’t meant too – well, maybe up to a point.
Larlan didn’t look disheartened. “Isn’t it?” He cast a look over at the
horizon. “Well, would you look at the sun ‘ere; I think it’s time for me
to go.” He led Mithroa over to the edge, her talons clipping the stone.
“Did Som arrive safe and well? Have you’s heard?”
Diadon sniffed. “Yes, he arrived, er, in tact, though he had depressing
news. The Council must have told him as soon as he arrived: Thor was
discovered by the barbarians and murdered.”
Larlan stopped where he stood, his face hard. “Thor? Dead?”
“I’m afraid so. We haven’t got a clue how he was found, and our last
remaining spy isn’t happy at his post so there shall be no further
investigation.” Diadon had to raise his hand to his forehead to shield his
eyes from the glowering sun. “And something happened to Vayu too.”
“Vayu? But she’s from The Roan-Roe…”
“Yep.” Diadon was glum. “It’s more than coincidence; the foreigners
are being targeted. Som needs to be vigilant.”
“But he should be safe at The Council, shouldn’t he.” Larlan was
standing at the roof’s edge, his back to the sun, his outline glowing
crimson.
“I would hope so. But who can say that anywhere’s safe at these
terrible times.”
Larlan gave a sympathetic nod. “I see what you’s mean. Yet you’s
and Zylas are still to go there?”
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“Yes; today in fact. The Dias needs to be inspected as soon as
possible.”
Finally, a golden light stretched across the landscape as the sun
climbed higher, tainting the clouds and broadcasting terrifically long
shadows at its wake. “Right,” Larlan said purposefully, “that’s my cue
out of here. I hope your journey shall be a safe one ‘ere.” He gave
Mithroa an encouraging pull, and she vaulted the shallow railing, her
wings stretching outwards towards their full span.
Diadon smiled. “May your journey be safe too.”
Larlan gave a commander’s salute and turned to face the distant
unknown, his robe trailing. Then with a commanding cry, he urged
Mithroa out into the air, and dropped from the rooftop onto her back.
And then they were gone, darting through the air like a spirit, a mere
imprint emblazoned against the scorched sky.
*
It was midday, and they ate a rather substantial lunch – a Tonder
journey was nearly as energy sapping for the rider as it was for the
Tonder - from Zylas’s point of view anyway. He decided to throw
caution to the wind and eat as much as possible – if it was there better
to eat it, he thought. It wasn’t one of his better mottos.
“Right then,” Diadon said with a satisfactory grunt, setting his napkin
down and easing himself up from the table. “Better get to the stables.”
Zylas thought about saying he was going to have more cake, though
decided it’d be better for both their sakes if the dish was taken away.
“Alright. Now?”
Diadon nodded. “Yes, we want to be at The Council before it gets
dark – you know how short the days are in winter. Don’t want to be
caught in the forest at night.”
Zylas thought that might be fun. “Okay,” he scooped his chair back
and stood, his head almost brushing the dining room’s chandelier. “To
the stables then.”
They left the warmth of the Royal Halls behind, strolling out onto the
cobbled streets, snuggling beneath their furs as much as possible to
avoid the creeping frost. The bare branches were silver speckled, the
grass delicately lined and a lattice of ice had permeated the cobble
cracks.
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“Are we not taking anything with us?” Zylas asked through his
upturned collar.
“No,” Diadon said. “The only essential is the Dias.” He looked
towards his grandson’s neck, though any indication of its presence was
hidden beneath his layers.
“I’ve got it,” Zylas assured him, ever aware of its weight. “I wouldn’t
forget it.”
Diadon observed him cautiously. “Of course you wouldn’t.”
“I’m talking about food; clothes; things like that.” Zylas looked back
down the street. “I would call them pretty basic essentials.”
Diadon smirked. “Interestingly, the only other essential to our little
journey is not one of those.” He tapped the water skins hanging from
his shoulders and Zylas went red. “Food and clothes are provided by
The Council, and we shall be there before we’ll need them. I trust you
have your sword with you though.”
Zylas nodded, his hand brushing the scabbard. “Wouldn’t be without
it.”
“That’s good. Then we’ll find a Tonder and be merrily on our way.”
The stables leant a little into the street, as if they had been
contemplating falling over for the last decade or something. The
classical-styled pillars that ran around the perimeter were skewed at a
slight angle, the ancient wood beginning to bow, and the sleeves of
corrugated metal acting as roofing were being attacked by the damp.
Zylas subconsciously slowed his pace as they drew nearer, observing
the rustic building with a corrugated brow. What was the matter? It was
just the stables – he had been there a hundred times before.
“Here we are.” Diadon approached, dipping into the shadow of the
roof’s overhang. They both noticed that the door was hinged ajar at the
same time, and exchanged hypothetic glances: the door was only ever
ajar if the Keeper was outside sitting guard. And today he wasn’t.
“That’s odd,” Diadon said with a frown, glancing around to make sure
the Keeper wasn’t hiding.
Zylas found himself taking a couple of tentative steps forward, his
eyes fixed and staring. There was something untoward with the
stables… something just, not right. An atmosphere – an eerie
atmosphere…
“Better go in,” Diadon said, pushing the door further and squinting
through the darkness. The mouldy air seemed to hang despondently,
watching them.
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Zylas’s breath caught in his throat. “Go in? There?” He had a better
idea; it involved turning and running.
“Sure. The Keeper must be somewhere.” Diadon ventured across the
threshold, his robe concealed by his furs, protected from the dust.
Zylas hesitated, his eyes scanning the immediate vicinity for hostiles.
“Hey, wait up.” He reluctantly followed, the gloom bringing with it
another drop in temperature, the darkness strangely suppressing.
Something was wrong; dreadfully wrong.
Water puddled about their feet, a paste of orange mud congealed
within it, strands of hay strewn wherever the gentle breeze blew them.
And there was silence – an oppressive silence that should have been
rented with Beast rants and noise. But there was nothing, just the gentle
sound of their breathing.
“I don’t like this,” Zylas said in a frantic hiss, eying the walled tools
about him. “I can’t place my finger on it… but there’s something not
right.”
Diadon looked round at him, and chuckled when he saw Snake’s
Tooth was drawn. “I don’t think you need that.”
“I beg to differ,” Zylas said. “It’s better to be safe, but look a fool
than to be dead, but look cool.” He smiled; that was quite good for the
spare of the moment.
And then they both stopped uniformly, their eyes scanning the rows
of Tonder stables: each one was empty, the fencing ripped apart like
metallic wrapping paper, the heaped hay caught in the chinks.
“Oh Gö-d…” Diadon stumbled back a couple of steps and drew his
sword, the ‘I don’t think you need that’ turning too ‘ooh, that’s a good
idea’.
Zylas’s heart picked up speed, and he was immediately aware of
another presence in with them – very near to them - a presence with
clawed paws and sharp teeth, tiptoeing absently nearer… in a sort of
bewildered daze…
Zylas spun as he sensed the spatial fabric twinge behind him, Snake’s
Tooth climbing automatically to its pinnacle, ready to slice down the
Beastly intruder in the same flowing movement… A Tonder head
appeared in his vision through a set of railings, impaired with ghostly
shadow, the expression softer than expected – a sort of helpless plea…
Zylas collapsed to one knee, aborting the attack at the final moment,
Snake’s Tooth crashing to his side. Perspiration sidled down one cheek,
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and his breathing came out taxed as he recognised the poor creature.
“Rag?”
The Tonder gave an exhausted whine. “Zylas…” He clambered out of
the shadows looking shrivelled, his coat impaired and his movement
difficult. “Something’s happened…”
Zylas was at his side instantly. “Rag, are you okay?”
The Tonder looked at him slowly, his expression fatigued. “No… the
others…”
“Where are the others?” Diadon sank low, casting sparing looks
around. “Rag, what’s happened here?”
Rag gulped, his body shaking slightly. “They’ve gone, King Diadon.
Broken free…” He crept forward to look around the corner, and Zylas
and Diadon followed his gaze. The back wall was nothing but a
splintered mess; on evaluation it was probably more accurate to say
there was no back wall. The outside wind rattled the fractured timber,
panels of wood strewn like a disembowelled carcass, the wall of trees
staring in at them. “Yesterday - they turned on me, sire, with no
warning. White Patch was there goading the rest of them – they were
like his little minions, carrying out his bidding. They ripped open their
cages and came yelping in my direction – I can tell you, I was up at the
rafters in a flash; didn’t know I could jump that high…” He winced, as
if trying to understand their barbaric behaviour. “They got fed up trying
to reach me in the end – just left me alone, smashed through the wall
and were gone.”
Diadon shook his head in disbelief. “Why?”
Rag gave a disheartened sigh. “I really have no idea. It’s not like they
were planning it – or as far as I can tell. It just happened. One moment
they were all lying down, resting. The next they were up and attacking
their stables.”
Diadon couldn’t believe his ears. “Well, what about the Keeper?
Where was he in all of this?”
Rag said nothing, though his eyes flicked tellingly towards one of the
stables. It was only a subtle glance, though Diadon had followed it,
rising back to his feet and taking a few cautious steps towards the
enclosure.
“Wait,” Rag said quickly, “don’t look…”
Diadon ignored him, continuing forward before reaching the cleaved
fencing and looking over into the hay. He stood there for a few seconds,
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his face growing slightly paler, and then he turned back and walked
steadily away. “We need to get out of here.”
Zylas felt slightly numb, guessing what lay amongst the hay,
picturing the straw; stained and sticky… like a bloody scarecrow…
Rag gave a strained snort. “You have not heard from the other
Tonders?”
Diadon gave Zylas a gentle push back towards the door, jolting him
from his daydream. “No… why would we?”
“I thought they would be around the city…” Rag frowned. “There
have been no reports? They’ve, just vanished?”
Diadon was making for the sunshine, the sombre structure becoming
claustrophobic around them – the walls beginning to narrow. The
darkness stalked them all the way out.
“No, we have not seen them.” Diadon answered Rag as they finally
broke out into the outside air, the chill refreshing. “We had no idea
anything had happened to the stables.”
Zylas closed the door behind him, his hands shaking ever so slightly,
a sickening chill drizzling down the length of his spine. “Why did they
do it?”
Rag shrugged. “There’s been no mention of discontent before. I can’t
understand it – it just doesn’t make sense…”
“Now where have I heard those words before,” Diadon said grimly.
“There’s been a chain of inexplicable events – Naynon’s collapse;
Laizwerth’s decline; Thor’s discovery; intruders; traitors… And now
the incitement of barbarianism amongst the Tonders.”
“Where have they gone?” Zylas asked, still clutching Snake’s Tooth.
They were getting some funny looks from the passers-by.
“I honestly thought they’d be terrorising Hayden,” Rag said, looking
around sheepishly as if for any sign. His gaze settled after a minute.
“King Diadon, Zylas; the city is no longer safe…”
“We know,” Diadon interrupted. “There was an intruder in the Royal
Halls only yesterday – my Royal Correspondent was murdered.”
Rag looked up. “Do you think it coincided with the breakout?”
Diadon shrugged. “Rag, we need to get out of Hayden. I am escorting
Zylas to The Council – that is why we were at the stables. We need a
ride there.”
The Tonder smiled, his thick fur dancing against the wind. “Okay I’ll
take you.” He analysed them both carefully. “You’ll have to bare with
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me – I’m not in a particularly great state. Especially to carry two
passengers.”
“We understand. But you can manage?”
Rag nodded after a moment. “Yes I can manage. Up you get then.”
Diadon helped Zylas up, then sat on behind him, the Tonder’s
muscles shuddering at their weight under the coarse brown fur. “You
sure you can take us?”
“I am quite sure,” Rag replied, and then they were off, bounding
down the street whilst the wind whipped away at their tail.
And they passed through the gate, the birds stirred out of their
branches at their arrival, the stretching shadows of the trees beckoning
them out into the wild. Hayden Wood was already growing dark, the
path shrouded in darkness ahead, and the stray patches of blue sky had
finally succumbed to the growling turbulence of grey cloud.
Hayden was lost behind them; the capital’s stonewalls disappearing
from sight, replaced by the eerie, naked canopy. The branches were an
impatient black, swaying hypnotically above them, granting only rare
glimpses of the miserable sky. And the thick, dark trunks that punctured
the ground on either side were growing more and more frequent. It was
like riding through a tunnel, a dark tunnel whose walls were a thick,
impermeable swab of entwined wood. And the forest seemed to grow
denser and denser, the fallen leaves, the only remaining reference of
autumn, mounting like a multicoloured birthday cake.
Zylas’s throat hurt from the continual inhalation of freezing air, so he
buried his mouth deep into his collar in search of warmth. And then his
throat hurt from the continual inhalation of mothballs. “How much
further?” he choked.
Diadon had to crane his ears to catch his grandson’s words; the
dominant sound was Rag’s thundering paws. “We’ve only been gone a
little more than an hour!”
Zylas whined – he wasn’t enjoying this one bit. A Tonder journey
was usually smooth, though at this rate he’d end up with a backside like
a baboon. Anything other than being crippled for life would be a bonus,
he decided.
Diadon smirked. “There’s a stream a little further ahead – and we’ll
be about halfway. We’ll stop there and stretch our legs.”
It seemed like a lifetime before they actually did stop – Zylas was
even swearing he had considerably aged. “Ah, at last,” he said,
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dropping down to dip his feet in the gently flowing water. He withdrew
them again pretty pronto and gasped at the cold.
“We’ll only give it a few minutes,” Diadon said, keeping a watchful
eye on the descending sun. “It’s getting dark.”
“Where do we need to go?” Zylas had put his shoes back on. “The
river did you say?”
Diadon nodded, “Yep. If you climb up there you may be able to see it
– the way’s downhill from now on.” He gestured to a steep bank on the
other side of the stream, the trees thinning to nothingness at the
gradient, the slope climbing up into a pinnacle clearing. “Look East.
Don’t be too long though, and don’t go too far.”
Zylas had leapt over the bubbling water and was already struggling up
the muddy incline, his feet threatening to come away with every step,
the faintest hint of snow congealed within the mud. He lugged himself
to the top with the help of a solitary tree, the clumpy vegetation finally
ending at his sides. And he was staring out across a large span of plain,
the grass long and weed-strung, wild animals gathered far off as dark
blotches on the landscape. The wind ruled, nothing standing tall to
constrict its ragged movement, the peaceful air howling. Trees encircled
the raised knoll in all directions, as far as the eye could see, though he
was sure he could just make out the weave of a river far off to his right.
He was still squinting across the landscape when he heard the rustle
of branches from beside him, felt the sharp bracken brush his leg.
“Granddad?” He turned, expecting to find Diadon beckoning him back,
though his eye-line was free of all but greenery. Strange, he thought –
he must have imagined it - unless Diadon was now invisible. But then
he heard it again, and saw the bushes rustle with his own eyes. And
that’s when he looked down and saw the Tonder’s head leering at him.
“Boo,” it snarled.
Zylas’s eyes widened in shock, stumbling backwards as the Tonder
jumped, yapping at him. And then he was falling; his balance deprived
by the swampy mud, and let his body go limp as he tumbled back down
the slope through the twine needles. He was back up standing as soon
as he reached the stable ground, rolling automatically to his feet,
looking around in shock. Diadon and Rag were staring at him absently,
their eyes slightly glazed. Seven other Tonders had encircled them,
snarling.
“Found him.” The eighth Tonder appeared from the top of the slope,
sliding down it as carefully as he could. He observed Zylas with a
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menacing grin, his clothes caked with mud and seed caskets. “Ah, did
silly little boy want to play roly-poly down the hill?”
The other Tonders barked with laughter, adapting their circle to
include Zylas too.
“What’s going on?” Zylas stood quite still. He recognised the Tonders
– they were the runaways from Hayden. The ones who’d killed the
Keeper.
“That’s what we want to know,” Diadon said, his head pivoting on his
neck, scanning each growling face. “What is the meaning of this?”
One of the Tonders stepped forward – the one whose face was
stripped white – the one called White Patch. He grinned with authority.
“I think you should rethink your tone.”
Diadon’s expression didn’t falter; he peered into the small yellow
eyes. “No, I think you should rethink yours.”
White Patch let his voice go sarcastically high. “Ooooh, I’m sorry
Your Majesty. You’re obviously in total control of this situation.” He
grinned, and a trail of spit hung to the ground. “Please forgive our
outlandish behaviour…”
“Why did you do it?” Rag hissed, pawing the ground nervously.
White Patch smiled sweetly. “Do what, ickle Raggy-Waggy?”
Rag growled, his teeth grating against each other. “The Keeper had
only ever looked after us…”
“Rubbish!” White Patch exclaimed angrily. “We were treated like
dirt! Have been for so long! Well not now – the Lord has high hopes for
us, oh yes, high hopes…”
“You’ve gone mad…” Zylas muttered, watching White Patch mutter
to himself. “You don’t realise what you’re doing…”
“Oh, but I do dear boy. I know more than you could possible
imagine…” White Patch’s eyes had narrowed considerably, the other
Tonders standing silently behind him, jaws hinged hungrily open –
waiting robot-like - prepared to answer his every call. Though through
their glazed eyes Zylas sensed the unmistakable presence of cold fear.
Deep down, these docile Beasts were petrified – so what was making
them act in such a way?
“You are scared of your own hostility.” Diadon had spoken suddenly.
The verse had come out of the blue, delivered softly like the wind.
“Your actions betray you.”
White Patch cocked his head in wonder. “Rather ambiguous of you, I
must say…”
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“You are scared of the morning, of the day, of the evening, of the
night…” Diadon continued. He stood perfectly still, delivering the
words calmly and serenely. “You have been scared all your lives, and
you are scared at this moment…”
Zylas was looking perplexed at his grandfather – maybe he didn’t
understand the situation after all. But something was happening –
something just, well, strange. A sort of uncertainty was spreading
through the Tonder ring – a nauseating, manipulating doubt. They all
seemed to be backing off slightly – that is, all except White Patch.
“What are you…” The Tonder looked hard, trying to decipher the
plan, unaware of the others behind him as they began to back away.
“You know you will fail if you carry on,” Diadon continued. “You
will all die if you carry on. You want to stop.”
“We want to stop!” a large, sandy-coloured Tonder bellowed
suddenly. White Patch’s eyes widened as he heard, and he turned in
shock.
“You will stop.” Diadon remained statuesque. Zylas was captured in
awe and wonder, not understanding exactly how his grandfather was
achieving what he was. And as he stood, the Dias began to animate
beneath his tunic, the swirling mist darkening with every word.
“And you also know that you’ll have to…” Diadon continued, “…kill
White Patch.”
“You…” White Patch was shaking with fury, as the other Tonders
chorused ‘kill him!’ as one, and immediately left their posts, closing in
around their new prey.
Zylas stood transfixed – not daring to believe what he was seeing.
And then he felt it – as the Dias churned to a furious inky black – a
sickening chill enveloped him like an icy blanket, a dilapidating nausea
that buckled his knees and blurred his vision. Blurred the sense of
reality… forcefully sapped at his consciousness… left him weak and
helpless… weak and sick and helpless… He collapsed onto his back,
staring woefully at the dark spots that pillaged his vision, hearing the
woolly sounds… rasping laughter… ‘didn’t work’… ‘filthy mouth’…
‘no more words of wisdom’… And then White Patch was looking over
him with a gleeful grin, a spiteful, gleeful grin. “Oh dear, we are in a
pickle aren’t we.” And then there was a searing pain across his cheek,
his head snapping to the side with the blow, three stripes gorged and
dripping… dripping with blood… face dripping with terrible, sticky
blood… And then he blacked out.
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Chapter 6:

THE REBELS

There was a small gang of six travelling through the forest, heads
bowed with hoods covering their faces, clutching bows and swords.
They were travel weary from their journey across the border and down
the mountains, and they still had a way to go before they reached
Hayden.
“It’s going dark, Enon.” One of the six said from under his hood,
breath wisping out on the cold air.
“It’s always flaming dark nowadays,” Enon muttered, the wind
vicious despite the shelter of the trees. “We’s still have a long way to go
– Hayden ain’t until after we’ve completely crossed this ‘ere forest.” He
looked down at his pale blue hand, shivering bitterly. “And would you’s
look at this ‘ere – blue is I.” He chuckled to himself.
“If we’s go any further we’ll freeze where we’s stand.”
“All right,” Enon muttered, stopping, “we’ll settle.” He released his
pack and grinned round at them. “If you’s light-weights canny handle
the struggle.”
The others laughed. “Just ‘cos we’s ain’t ‘Enon the Archer’.”
Enon blushed, turning away and pulling down his hood. Thick, curly
brown hair sprang atop his head, and he stroked his beard. “The ground
ain’t as soft as at home, but it’s soft enough. Dunno how long it’ll take
to build the shelter – we’s betta start diggin’ anyways. Like you’s said,
it’ll be dark soon.”
“It’s dark now. We’ve left it too late – I’ve heard mighty bad stories
about this ‘ere forest at night so I have.”
Enon looked into the wind, his beard caught on it. “Get a grip of
yourselves. No night creature would attack us. Though they do attack
the stranded and weak, so don’t go off on your own.” He laughed in the
direction of his compatriot.
“It ain’t the night creatures I’m worried about,” came the reply.
“Have you’s forgotten what chased us out of Laizwerth?”
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There was a blunt silence. “That’s where the barbarians’ll stay,” Enon
said briskly. “In Laizwerth. They won’t turn their attention on Henden
yet.”
“We’re still near the border – n’ we’s got through the mountains when
we’s had to.”
“Trust me,” Enon said simply, and turned away, shovelling the damp
ground.
There was a minute’s strained silence, where the gentle thud and
scoop of the shovels was the only sound. Then someone spoke finally.
“What about the communicator?”
Enon stopped digging and looked at him. He sniffed. “What about
it?”
“We’s gonna try and use it again?”
“We’ve already tried.” Enon started digging again. “The preacher was
the only one in our village who could use it. You’s know that.”
“And he was killed when we’s were all fleeing.”
Enon stopped again suddenly, his breathing sharp. “I do know. I did
have loved ones in that clash remember.” He turned away bitterly.
There was silence again, and the descending sun dimmed until they
had to work by firelight. And the night creatures watched them
cautiously.
*
Zylas opened his eyes, head throbbing though all other feeling muted.
He was staring at the ground, the fallen leaves passing under him,
moving steadily as though on a conveyer belt. He felt as if he were
flying – drifting dreamily along – hovering a foot from the ground. Was
he dead? Was he drifting along on the breeze, just waiting to break
apart into a million pieces? Just waiting for a white light to disperse his
very presence, to disperse it and spread it far out of this terrible world…
And then his glazed eyes sharpened suddenly to focus, his conscious
mind regaining brutal clarity, and his muscles erupted in fiery, furious
pain – screaming at him. And he remembered everything – every
psychotic detail – everything. He was slung over the back of a Tonder,
tied cripplingly in place, his aching body jolting continually at the
movement. It wasn’t the most pleasant of journeys – being strung over a
Tonder who didn’t exactly seem concerned for your comfort. He tried
to speak; to groan, though realised something was clogging his mouth,
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constricting his breathing – a piece of cloth, stomach-churningly bitter,
gagging him to nonnegotiable silence. His face burned, the three stripes
throbbing as though branded with glowing iron, blood mixing with cold
perspiration, mixing with dirt. And his arms and legs, bound tightly,
immobile, began to cramp. He slipped in and out of consciousness, the
ground slowly changing ever darker as evening drew in, but the beads
of blood on his eyelashes blurred his vision.
He felt the Tonders ease their pace slowly to a stop, and looked up
painfully. They had come to a small clearing, where the ground was
burrowed high on one side, and bracken lay across it. He was tipped to
the ground unceremoniously, and lay splayed out, bound tightly. And
then he saw Diadon and Rag out the corner of his eye, entwined in the
same grating binds, gagged and silent.
“Gö-d, they’re heavy,” one of the Tonders moaned, arching his back.
“Well we’re here now,” White Patch muttered, grey in the darkness.
“Tie ‘em to the posts good and tight. They’ll need to be watched over
on through, too.”
“Until when?”
“They’re due here tomorrow morning. We’re not to touch them ‘til
then, remember.”
The Tonder spat viciously. “That’s ages away! Gö-d I’m gonna be
hungry…”
Zylas snapped his head up suddenly at these words, his eyes widening
in horror. What had he just said? He was going to be eaten. Damn.
*
There was a wide and deep trench in the ground by the time the two
moons were completely visible, and the six worked tirelessly on as the
night grew deep and splendid.
“Ah, at last,” Enon said breathlessly after another hour’s hard slog.
He looked down on the others who were lining the trench floor with an
under layer of dry greenery. “It’s late to be sure. ‘Bout time we’s retired
I think.”
“I’ve been saying that for an hour!” Came an adverse reply.
Enon grinned at them. “You’s would have liked to sleep in the open
‘ere?”
They shut up promptly, and Enon began laying a meshwork of sticks
over the opening, the cold wood damp in his hands. “That’ll do, cramp
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up you’s lot.” He lowered himself gently to the carefully lined floor and
lay sleepily against the rocky walls. “We’s have to be up early
tomorrow. I don’t wanna have to build too many more of these shelters,
and Hayden’s still a way.”
“How early? I’d say it’s early now – not late.”
Enon smiled, the glow from the campfire above them creeping in
through the slats and the narrow opening at the entrance. “Early,” he
replied quietly, and closed his eyes.
*
Diadon was being as quiet as he could, hanging next to Zylas and Rag,
desperately trying to ease the gag out of his mouth with his tongue. This
had to be a dream – a nightmare, a terrible nightmare – it couldn’t have
happened; the Tonders were not real, they couldn’t be… how could
they resist his manipulation? He had had them – had had them under his
spell… had sent them attacking White Patch… and then it had all gone
quiet, and he was on his back, shivering – oh how terrible the cold was!
How frightening… He had lost his focus – lost his grip – and they were
suddenly around him, binding him. And White Patch was not happy…
Wake up! he scolded himself. Wake up you old fool! But it wasn’t a
dream at all, was it.
Zylas’s head had dropped; his one cheek wet with blood, staining the
binds and earth at his feet. He was still conscious, but was
concentrating hard to deal with the pain – the wound had begun to burn
unbearably.
Gnats buzzed annoyingly near in the darkness - mere flickers of grey
in the night, and the sound of twilight pierced their heads. Two pairs of
eyes watched them through the darkness, glowing dimly, and Zylas
raised his head. He was sure one of the Tonders had licked their lips
provocatively at him, but his eyes were so distorted with darkness and
blood that he may have just imagined it.
His head still pounded, and his jaw felt numb – though that didn’t
matter as it wouldn’t be him doing the eating. The Dias was so heavy
around his neck that he thought his shoulder blades might splinter. This
wasn’t how the trip to The Council was supposed to turn out.
“You scared boy?” Zylas could see fangs gleaming through the grey.
It was White Patch’s voice.
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He muttered “No,” through the gag, though felt vomit well up at the
back of his throat. Yuck.
White Patch sniggered. “You will be. Before long you’ll be screaming
for death.”
Zylas’s breathing increased, wet with blood, and he cursed inaudibly
through the gag.
“Let him be, White Patch.” Rag, who was strung up immobile against
a pole, eyed him nervously. “His only a kid for Gö-d’s sake.”
“Ah,” White Patch cooed, “my heart bleeds for him. Almost as much
as his face does.” He grinned sadistically, and Rag looked thunder
struck.
“What are you playing at? Tonders don’t eat humans you savage…”
“Hey! We’re entitled to eat whatever we want!” White Patch yelled.
“I don’t like you. And if you’re not careful we’ll eat you too. Now shut
up or I’ll gag ya.”
“What the hell could you gag me with that I wouldn’t bite through –
iron?”
“Hey! Less of your cheek!” White Patch looked amused at Zylas,
who’s own cheek was cleaved badly. “That was an intentional pun.”
“I’m surprised you don’t want as much of my cheek as possible –
give yourself a skin graft to get rid of that white fur you freak.”
White Patch didn’t like that. He growled, fur bristling, and Zylas had
to laugh though the gag as he hung there. White Patch shot a venomous
look at him, and then at the other Tonder guard to make sure he wasn’t
laughing too. “You want gauges in your other cheek, boy?”
Zylas didn’t make a sound through his restraints. Diadon watched
them, his expression monotonic.
White Patch looked ready to rip them both to shreds there and then,
but the other Tonder whispered quickly to him “not yet, remember.”
White Patch breathed deeply to calm himself. “Yes, that’s it. Laugh
whilst you can you little runt. Come tonight you’ll only be good for the
flies.” He stalked quietly away, disappearing from view. Diadon turned
his head round to Zylas and Rag, his eyebrows raised.
*
The morning air was cheery-sweet and fresh in the little shelter, and
Enon woke the others early, when the pluming clouds were like little
froths of rose-soap and the rising sun was scarlet and full. Gentle rays
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shredded through the slats, the wood glistening from the night’s spit of
rain, and the walls were soft and crumbling at their touch.
“I didney know you’s were one for ‘rising and shining’.”
Enon smiled, stretching upwards towards the blustery breeze. “Yeah
you’s did. I told you’s before that we’d be up and off early.”
“Early? It’s daybreak! We’s were still building this shelter a few
hours ago. I canny remember falling asleep…”
“Be stopping your moaning,” Enon muttered, climbing quietly out
into the fresh air and peering back in at them. “If we’s make haste we’ll
get to Hayden by tomorrow evening. If you’s keep us dallying we’ll
still be walking come Year’s End. And I wanna be home by then.” He
drew a long, deep breath through his nose. “Gees, spending a night
down there wis you’s – no wonder I need air…”
“That ain’t us,” came the reply, the man’s chalk-white hair emerging
delicately into the open. “Oh hell - get down…”
Enon dropped to his belly immediately, slithering with a snaky
elegance back into the hole. He crouched, eyes averting out into the
open, the leaves and blustery bracken flustered around by the wind
acting as subtle camouflage. The others who had yet to emerge looked
with anxious expressions towards him, moving silently for weapons as
their eyes remained fixed and motionless. “What’s up?”
Enon levered his head through the gap until his eyes broke the
surface. “Company,” he whispered, “And it ain’t admirable company.”
The chalk-haired man, the one who had warned Enon down, looked
over at the others, pained. “Barbarians,” he hissed, slowing stringing an
arrow in his bow.
“Wait a sec…” Enon halted him with his hand. “Lets not be too hasty
– there’s something about them… something strange…”
“They’re barbarians you’s idiot – course they’re strange…”
“No – I mean, what they doin’ in Henden? It could mean something –
maybe Laizwerth’s fallen and they’re just simply moving on…”
The others exchanged glances of nervousness. Laizwerth fallen
already? “Are they comin’ this way?”
“Nah,” Enon answered, craning his neck to the southeast. “They’ve
passed us. I ain’t likin’ it though – where they goin’?”
“Who cares, Enon?”
“I do.” Something rustled in the grass nearby, though it was only a
woodland animal. “I’ve just ‘ad this funny feeling. I canny explain it…
I think we’s should follow them…”
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“Enon don’t be thick.”
“I mean it.” He hoisted himself very carefully onto the grass,
slithering out on his belly. “Come on you’s lot – there’s only four of
‘em!” He watched after the retreating backs as they disappeared
amongst the foliage, and the track was muddy - their tracks fresh.
“This is stupid.” Enon was joined by the chalk-headed bowman.
“Why don’t we’s just take ‘em now if there’s only four of ‘em?”
“Wanna know where they’re headed. Canny ask ‘em when they’re
dead.”
That was true. The sun began to climb as morning filled out into the
sky, and the chilly wind got up, rustling the branches and biting their
skin. The barbarians moved off quickly, ever pursued by Enon and his
diligent party. And they stayed close; and even closer when they
noticed the blood speckled randomly along the path.
*
Zylas was roused roughly – not that he had ever been exactly asleep.
The morning air was harsh, and it had rained during the night so he was
chilled to the bone. He could barely move as he lifted his head, every
muscle screaming at him - reminding him constantly of his peril, and he
could have really done without the trenches in his cheek. White Patch
grinned at him blearily through his vision, but he found he couldn’t
open his eyes properly and had to shut them, streaming.
“You can’t blank out the situation,” White Patch snarled at him,
“though it might do you well to keep your eyes closed – don’t really
want to see your insides eaten in front of you do you?”
Zylas retched through the gag, and liquid filled his mouth, despite his
empty stomach. He shook terribly, spluttering and choking until White
Patch had to eventually pull the gag from him, and the milky liquid
spewed to the ground. Zylas breathed heavily, gasping the cold air, his
skin pale and clammy. This was no fun at all.
“Leave him alone you festering filth!” Rag spat, emerging from a
trance-like slumber.
White Patch looked repulsed at the both of them. “How dare you,” he
hissed to Rag, “you’ve tried my patience for the last time, believe me –
your fate is worse than his…”
Rag shook with venom. “Bite me,” he growled.
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“I intend to.” White Patch smiled at him, saliva running coarsely
across his lower lip.
Diadon was wrestling frantically in his binds, as if his patience had
snapped and he could not think of anything else more subtle. The gag
had remained stubbornly between his teeth, despite his best efforts.
Then there was a wave of nausea on the air, though only the Tonders
seemed to feel it. Zylas had ducked his head, his mouth hanging open
fish-like, his eyes pressed firmly. Rag looked up as if examining the
fragrance on the air. “White Patch…” he muttered feverishly, “White
Patch – they’re… they’re… barbarians are coming…”
Zylas and Diadon snapped their heads towards him, eyes widening.
White Patch smiled at them. “Good,” he muttered. “They’re late.”
Rag’s mouth dropped so low it looked like his jaw had been
dislocated. “What?!”
White Patch smirked, his eyes puffy from lack of sleep. “Who did you
think was coming to visit? The fairies?”
“You saying that you captured us for some barbarians?” Rag
shrieked, struggling suddenly in his binds. Zylas just stared blankly.
“Oh yes,” White Patch nodded. “You have something they want… or
something… and then we’re going to gobble you up. You have
probably less than an hour to live, depending on how fast we consume
you.”
Rustling shook the trees, and the three captives craned their necks
round to see, straining every muscle. From within the dewy foliage and
soggy branches four barbarians stepped out. They cursed loudly,
leather-skins damp and their manes scraggy and knotted. Their eyes
were strangely glazed. “Damn forest – we’s ain’t used to ‘em.” The
lead barbarian looked hard at White Patch, and then to the captives, and
more pointedly, to Zylas. “Ah, so it’s good news so it is. Unfortunately,
White Patch,” he turned slowly to face the Tonders, “It ain’t such good
news for you’s ‘ere. We’ve been told specifically – by the Leader
himself - that the boy and the old man must not be harmed.”
Zylas felt like a gigantic lead weight had been lifted from his
shoulders. White Patch looked horror-struck, and so did the other
Tonders who had gathered around. “What? Ya mean we can’t eat
them?”
“You’s canny eat them. That’s that. The Leader said that if they die,
we’s all do,” he looked at Zylas’s slashed cheek with apprehension.
“And he weren’t joking neither.”
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White Patch growled at the ground. “But we had to drag them all the
way here!”
“Canny do nothing about it.” The barbarian walked steadily up to
Zylas. He would have spat in his face but decided it would be pushing
his luck.
“What about the Tonder?” White Patch continued. “Did the leader say
anything ‘bout not eating him?”
Rag looked up immediately.
The barbarian shrugged. “No. I suppose that’ll be alright.”
White Patch seemed pleased. Rag did not. “You try to eat me and I
won’t make it easy…” Rag hissed.
Zylas tried to speak, but his mouth was dry and unworkable.
White Patch began to stalk nearer, and the barbarian watched him
cautiously. “Hold up, you’s. Let me get this before you’s bloody the
place…” And he reached his hand out, but before he could make any
progress an arrow thudded out from the trees and struck him clean in
the side of the head. His black mane of hair became matted with blood,
and he slumped sideways, landing in an uproar of wispy dust. The
arrow stump protruded, and Zylas’s empty stomach did a hundred jolts.
Then there were five more arrows, and the remaining barbarians and a
couple of Tonders collapsed, writhing in the dirt with blood leaking
around them. The remaining Tonders scarpered without another
thought, all except White Patch who growled battle-like, rasping
furiously in the Tonder language. Zylas was pretty sure he was
swearing. Like a cat tucking cautiously backwards away from danger,
the Tonder heeled swiftly, looking towards the trees with spittle-flecked
venom. His speed and agility could not oppose a bow, however, and his
reflexes failed as an arrow soared snap-like towards him. It embedded
in his right eye, though Zylas was too flustered to appreciate the
precision of the shot. White Patch was dead before he hit the floor.
There was a brief respite of silence, when even the wind had stopped
to attention, then six cloaked figures emerged from the trees and into
the body-strewn clearing, watching after the retreating backs of the
fleeing Tonders. The one on the farthest right looked loosely at White
Patch’s blood stained coat. “That was quite a shot, Enon.”
The man who must have been Enon laughed, stringing his bow over
his shoulder. “You’s canny be good without practice,” he looked
pointedly at his associate; tossing his hood down and revealing bouncy
brown hair. “That’s all you’s need to do.”
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“Except you’ve been shooting since you’s were born.”
Enon laughed again. “Yeah, my mother had quite a shock.” He then
turned around to face the three captives, who had been watching
silently. Zylas recognised their Laizwerthian accents.
“What we’s gonna do with them?”
Enon smiled. “These days go as strange as they do dark ‘ere.
Tonders? Barbarians? Captives?” He walked closer to them. “Cut ‘em
loose.”
Zylas had forgotten how to speak, and the pain in his cheek had
gradually soared. He stumbled to the floor as he was cut free, and
Snake’s Tooth catapulted out of its scabbard.
“This lad’s hurt,” Enon said, crouching slowly down.
Zylas mumbled something, though was still overcome with
exhaustion and a sapping nausea. He looked at the stranger. Hazel eyes
sparkled back at him.
“We’s got any powdered Kad?” Enon asked himself, beginning to unstrap a small pack on the ground. “Yep, good. Well, good for you’s.”
He smiled in Zylas’s direction, withdrawing a paper packet of grey silt.
“Will he be alright?” Diadon gasped in exhaustion as his gag was
released.
Enon nodded. “He will be. I’m trained in this treatment. What about
you’s?”
Diadon could do nothing but nod, wavering on his feet as he was
loosed, gripping the pole for support. “I’ll be fine.”
“Do we’s release the Tonder?” The other bowmen were eying the
Beast nervously.
Diadon nodded, massaging his jaw. “He’s with us.”
They cut Rag down, and he lay at rest for the moment.
“What you’s all doin’ ‘ere?” Enon persisted, taking out a water skin
and beginning to mix a thick lather on a leaf from the Kad roots.
“What are you doing here, Laizwerthian? Henden is bordered by
mountains.”
If Enon was insulted, he didn’t show it. “I am Enon. Am travelling to
Hayden to see King Diadon. We’s have information for him.”
Diadon smiled. “Then you need look no further. It is I – and that is
why we were kidnapped for those barbarians – we have power.”
Enon gazed at the lined face. “Why so it is. Your face was one I
didney expect to find so quickly. Maybe even at all.”
“Yet you have. So tell of what you will.”
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Enon’s beard blew softly against his collar. “It is this which I want to
present to you’s.” He held out a small, silver sphere, and Diadon’s
expression changed instantly.
“Be that an ediug?”
“Yes it be; for the fortress. We’s have two – found a couple of
wandering rebel bands. They’re not very common. Thought you’s
might like its whereabouts.”
The sun glinted across the cloudy surface.
Diadon smiled. “I’m afraid The Council are already aware of its
position. Yet I did not know such ediugs were in circulation.”
Enon did not look disheartened, even though their journey had
probably been pointless. He answered Diadon’s question. “The ediugs
were made secretly – and given only to specific rings. We’re given the
fantastic job of kicking the barbarians out of Laizwerth.”
Diadon frowned. “How many are in existence?”
“Not very many. Five?” Enon had made an educated guess. “And
we’s have two. Been trying to think of a suitable receiver for one of
them.”
“Well I’m afraid that some of the senators and councillors already
know.”
Enon looked at him hard. “We’s were trying to keep the location
hidden from barbarian eyes. I’m not sure it’s such a good idea to have
so many knowing…”
“We can all be trusted, I can assure you.” Diadon had spoken sternly.
Enon nodded, though didn’t smile. “Of course.”
“You must be thought highly of,” Diadon continued, his tone lighter.
“Such a task is above less worthy men.”
Enon smiled warmly, the sun purging the shadow from his
expression. “King Diadon, everyone is worthy at such a time. The
barbarians must be stopped – and us rebels have got to do it ‘ere.”
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Chapter 7:

HIPNOSEE

Zylas lay wearily in the middle of the clearing, chest heaving and his
eyes closed with fatigue. Enon gently lathered his torn cheek with the
mud-like Kad roots, the dried blood washing away and drained by the
soil. They had also bathed it in malt acid, a natural antiseptic, but it
stung almost unbearably and Zylas had to grit his teeth hard. The backs
of his eyelids roasted red, and Zylas assumed that the sun must be
gazing directly upon him. He felt cool liquid at his lips and drunk
automatically, his throat thorned and dry, the water relieving him of an
internal, incessant burning.
“You’s must rest,” Enon soothed, his voice recognisable. Zylas heard
him rise and walk a short distance away, presumably to Diadon. “And
how are you’s doing, King Diadon?”
He heard Diadon stifle a chuckle in reply. “In need of a good drink of
ale.”
Enon laughed in return. “Aren’t we’s all. Pity that we’s didney bring
any. Still…”
Zylas opened his eyes slowly, squinting in the glare and turning away
from the sun. White spots dotted his cloudy vision, and he blinked
repeatedly to rid them. Feeling was coming back into his muscles, the
fatiguing nausea dispelling his body as his strength gradually returned.
Though he found that the ground he was lying on was knolled and uncomfy, and he rocked gingerly to his knees. His movement had sparked
a frenzy around him, and Diadon hurried over as fast as he could.
“Zy? Are you alright?”
Zylas winced round at him and smiled. “I will be shortly…” he
wavered on his feet, “maybe a bit longer…”
“That’s okay – take as long as you need…”
Zylas smiled again, warmly this time. “Oh I can assure you that I will.
I just need to sit, that’s all – quietly.” He stood fully and walked as
steadily as he could to the verge of the clearing, where the pluming
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grass was soft. And there he sat, the trees shading him from the
dilapidating sun, and the bay forgiving under him.
Enon looked over at him with concern, standing amid the strewn
bodies of man and Beast.
“He’ll be okay,” one of the other rebels whispered to him. “They’re
shaken up…”
“The darkness of these days worries me,” Enon replied, awash with
light.
“’Tis true. And the nights are darker still; you’s canny see ‘em
coming.”
Enon couldn’t decide whether he was being funny or not. “You’s
never can. Evil resides in the heart, and the heart is a hidden place.”
There was a pause of contemplation. “What are we’s to do now?”
Enon thought for a moment, turning his head away from Zylas. “I
don’t know. To be honest, I didney expect us to find Diadon at all let
alone in no time at all.” Blood beetles had begun to burrow out of the
ground and scuttled towards the crimson bodies. “The fortress, maybe.
It depends about the boy…”
“He’ll need attention as soon as he can get it,” Diadon interrupted,
walking gingerly over. “The Council is – well – I don’t know where we
are anymore. I’m completely lost. And I have nothing to treat Zylas
with in the mean time.”
Enon thought for a moment, as if his brain was ticking over rapidly.
“I do. Twice. I know where we’s are and I can treat him as long as the
Kad lasts.” There was a glimpsing, contemplative ether. “I suppose I
could take you’s as far as needs be – your city of Poden ain’t too far
from here.”
Diadon thought for a moment, the burrowing of the blood beetles
harrowing him ever so slightly. “You wouldn’t mind?” But he was
being niggled by the secrecy of The Council – could a rebel be trusted
to grace those learned halls?
“Hell no. Laizwerth’s in a bad way – there are no borders in this sort
of war. We’s must fight as humans together, not as singular states out of
pride.”
Enon talked sense. And he was a rather good shot. Diadon looked
closely at the silver globe he had been just been given and was swung.
He felt nothing but trust. “Okay, yes – thank you. Can do nothing but
trust someone who saved our lives.” He rolled the ediug about his
fingers gently, then held it out. “You keep hold of this. It’s yours.”
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Enon nodded, smiling. “Right then.” He took it, letting his palm warm
at its touch. He then pocketed it, and looked round, as if gathering his
bearings. “Poden, then…”
Zylas had been sitting silently among the furrows when a noise
pricked his ears. It was a sort of splutter – as if air was being drawn
against viscous liquid. His head snapped towards the mat of twisted
bracken, where two feet protruded into the open. Overcome with a
fascination that outweighed his anxiety, he crawled cautiously over, his
blood-crusted hand drifting to Snake’s Tooth’s hilt. A barbarian lay
beneath the stringy clump, his face bloodied and his mouth bubbling
scarlet. An arrow was embedded at an angle beneath his ribs, gouging
through his diaphragm and lungs, bringing his breaths out heavy and
wet. For some reason the barbarian cracked a chuckle when Zylas
appeared.
“I en’t laughing,” Zylas muttered, “I can’t see anything funny.”
“You’s would if you’s were me.” The barbarian spoke softly, blood
lacing around his lips. “If you’s knew what I knew.”
Zylas frowned. “What the hell are you on about?”
The barbarian sniggered again, paralysed save his jaw and eyelids.
“The Leader is closer than you’s think…”
“What?” Zylas dived closer, his ear hovering a fraction above the
bloody, bubbling broth.
The barbarian’s pulse raced, and his voice strained deeper. “The
Rhyme of The World. Arkön said it…” The fluid in his lungs filled
finally, and the longest rippling breath was the last one he took. His
glazed eyes were sad and cold.
Zylas swallowed thickly. “That doesn’t make sense you stupid idiot,”
he insisted at the barbarian’s blank expression. He didn’t get an answer.
Rag joined him at the barbarian’s side, where Zylas sat still and silent.
“Come away, Zy. It doesn’t do well to brood over what’s past.” He
eyed the corpse distastefully. “And he’s definitely past it.”
Zylas mumbled as he was levered gently away by Rag’s front paws.
“He said something, Rag – ‘bout a rhyme…”
“I’m sure he did,” Rag whispered calmly, deciding not to tell Zylas
that dead bodies found it difficult to talk.
Diadon and Enon joined them as Zylas was brought into the clearing,
the bracken dotting his trousers with dirt. “You’re okay, now Zy.”
Diadon had adopted the same serene tone. “There’s nothing to fear…”
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“Never has been.” Zylas stood up on his own, determined to show
that he was capable. “Them Tonders ran off good and fast though,
didn’t they.”
Enon laughed, rather louder than was necessary. He turned to Rag. “I
suppose you’s lot ain’t employed for your bravery.”
Rag glowered at him with his eyes – deep and fiery. “Tonders have
much to fear, human – remember that. And most of us still do.”
Enon laughed again, out of embarrassment more than anything. One
of the other rebels approached him. “Er, Enon? We’s should be making
tracks – the afternoon’s progressing.”
Enon nodded and turned to Diadon. “So should we’s. Like I said,
Poden ain’t that far – we’s could make it by night fall if we’re brisk.”
Zylas looked at Diadon inquisitively.
“Enon’s coming with us. He knows the way to start with, and he can
treat your wound.” Diadon rubbed his hands together in the cold. “The
others are carrying on.”
Zylas raised his eyebrows. Could a Laizwerthian be trusted in The
Council? But Enon seemed genuine enough.
Enon shook hands and bowed to the other five rebels as they perched
on the edge of the gloom, the trees beckoning them. One of them held a
small, silver sphere that Zylas had never seen before, and seemed to
consult it before moving off into the darkness and out of sight.
“How’s your wound?” Enon asked eventually, turning sadly round.
“Hurts,” Zylas said shortly, “and that stuff you put on is really cold.
It’ll just take time…”
“Yes. Time’s a great healer. Prevention’s a better one.” Enon laughed
to himself.
Zylas thought it pointless to answer and so stayed silent. Diadon
looked anxiously at him, and then turned. “Poden you say?”
“Yes,” Enon looked east. “A few hours walk from now.”
Diadon tutted softly. “And Poden hasn’t got a communicator – I
really need to contact The Council… they’ll be worried…”
Enon snapped his head round instantly. “Well ain’t I full of answers –
I can help you’s there too. I have one.”
Diadon’s eyebrows disappeared amongst his fringe. “A
communicator? How’d you manage that – there aren’t many about…”
“Nah but I come from Kin and we’s have one. We’s saw the
barbarians coming – tried to persuade the city to fight though they were
afraid – they turned against us, and let the barbarians in! We’s fled,
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taking the communicator with us. Thing is,” Enon continued, “we’s
don’t know how to use the blasted thing!”
Diadon smiled in reply. “Simple. You don’t have the power to do so.”
Enon didn’t seem to like being told he wasn’t powerful enough to do
something. “What do you’s mean? What power?”
“It’s a power gifted to a select few – quite common as mind magic
goes, though. You need to be able to free your mind – to manipulate
your aura.”
Enon raised his eyebrows. “I only shoot a bow I’m afraid. Dunno any
magic.”
Diadon laughed. “A master of the bow you are, but not of the mind.
You have the communicator with you?”
Enon reached into his pack and withdrew a large metal object with
dual iron wing-bars.
Diadon’s face seemed to glow. Zylas was pretty impressed; he could
only remember seeing a communicator once, and had been thoroughly
told off for trespassing when Som had caught him.
“Doesn’t look damaged – everything’s in order…” Diadon twisted the
communicator over in his hands, the sun reflecting of the bluish metal.
“I hope Som isn’t in a meeting – I don’t like to disturb The Council in
the middle of the day.”
“Try Larlan too,” Enon added, “none of us Laizwerthians know where
he is after Omær fell…”
“Try my Dad too…” Zylas interrupted. “Try my Dad first – he may
tell us where he is – try him now in case you won’t be able to do it
later…”
Diadon hushed him to silence. “Totan cannot be sought, Zy – he
won’t permit us to contact him – believe me, we have tried before…”
“But he may want to talk to you now…”
“No – whatever’s happened to Totan, Gö-d only knows…”
“But…”
Rag gently levered a struggling Zylas aside. “Calm yourself Zy, and
let the King alone. Come and have a chat with me.”
“Yes, go with Rag, Zylas – for the sooner I do this the sooner we can
leave this blasted forest.” Diadon turned and walked over to the
opposite edge of the clearing, scrubbing a ring in the fallen leaves and
placing the communicator amongst them. He sat crossed legged and
slowly closed his eyes, his hands gripping the dual iron bars.
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“Leave him,” Rag warned, nudging Zylas forward and out into the
solitude of the trees, where the sun was lost in the tangle of branches
and the temperature plummeted immediately.
Zylas looked longingly back at the clearing, before submitting to
Rag’s guide and walking away with him. The Dias energised into a
pale-ink frenzy for a split moment, before fading back to its rustiness as
they drew further away. Zylas was flooded with a sharp sting, and
shook involuntarily.
“What’s up?” Rag shot his head round, concerned.
“I dunno…” Zylas blinked, the cold leaving as swiftly as it had come.
“Just felt cold – it’s happened before… gone now though. Oh I know
what I wanted to ask you. You said something to Enon – you know –
when he said about Tonders bein’ cowards?”
Rag sniffed unpleasantly. “Yes.”
“You said something about Tonders having much to fear – or
something like that.”
“I did.” Rag didn’t look at him as he spoke.
“Well, what did you mean?”
Rag stopped then, and his eyes brimmed with sorrow. “The reason
has been lost in history for a thousand years. Who wants to know about
the rancid, flea-bitten mutt war that happened between Tonders?”
“There was a war? Between Tonders? Just Tonders – no one else?”
Rag smiled sympathetically at the ground. “Between two types of
Tonders. Between the two types of Tonders.”
“There are two types of Tonders?”
“Were Zylas, were. Not anymore – abolished with the slavery – but
there used to be. Before all this stuff with Ozez, remember – Gö-d
there’s been a lot of wars…”
“Who were they? The two types I mean?”
“There were the wild Tonders – the Rurals; and there were Urban
Tonders, who worked with humans in their cities. Course, they didn’t
get on, and it gradually descended into chaos. Thing is, the Urbans were
outnumbered a hundred to one.”
“So they lost?”
Rag shook his head, smiling again. “No. Humans got involved didn’t
they. With their bows and spears – primitive and mediocre, yes, but
good enough. The Rurals were enslaved.”
“You were enslaved?” Zylas looked horror struck.
“No not me – it happened a thousand years ago…”
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“Yeah, I mean your ancestors.”
Rag shook his head again. “Nor them. My ancestors were Urban
Tonders. Slavedrivers. No wonder some of the Rurals are still bitter.”
“Were some of the Tonders that attacked us – they were Rurals?”
“All except White Patch.”
“Do you think they still hate humans – that’s why they attacked…”
Rag gave a shrug. “Who knows. But they still have fear in their
hearts, those Rurals I mean. A subconscious fear that they will again
lose their freedom one day. A fear that’ll stay with them through their
generations, a fear I am spared of.”
“But doesn’t that mean that virtually all Tonders are fearful?”
Rag looked up then, his eyes deep and wet. “Yes it does. It is a fear
that is always with them. No matter where they are.”
*
Diadon and Enon were waiting as Zylas and Rag returned, sitting crosslegged on the opposite side of the clearing, the strewn bodies before
them. The communicator was away, secured in Enon’s pack which
hung on his back, his quiver swung round to one side. Diadon stood on
their arrival and brushed down his robes. They remained filthy.
“Som sounded concerned,” he said. Zylas would have been offended
if he hadn’t. “I didn’t go into all the gory details, just that we would be
a bit later than expected, and that we’d acquired a new associate.”
Diadon observed Enon out the corner of his eye, and then continued,
“Larlan is in hiding. He didn’t say where, just that he is safe in
Laizwerth’s mountains.”
Zylas nodded, his head ringing and his cheek burningly painful.
“Oh,” Diadon added, “I tried to speak to Totan too. Like I thought, he
wouldn’t permit me.” He hitched up the fabric on his shoulders, as if
expecting the straps of a pack to be eating into his flesh. Zylas didn’t
say a word. Diadon smiled eventually. “We better get going. We still
need to get to The Council remember – maybe even more so than
before.” He began walking malevolently towards the trees.
“I didney know if you’s could walk…” Enon said quietly to Zylas.
“It’s okay, I’ll carry him,” Rag interrupted. Zylas didn’t argue.
Diadon turned round as he reached the verging shadow. “Come – I
know it’s hard…”
“No,” Enon said quickly, hanging back, “wait…”
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“Can’t wait, Enon. You shouldn’t be complaining about the walk…”
“I’m not.” Enon was holding a compass, extending it outward. “I only
wanted to tell you’s that you’re going the wrong way!”
The sun was beginning to lower in the sky behind them, their shadows
stretching a short way ahead. The temperature had stalled at near
freezing, and a light flurry of snow stung their backs. Rag walked with
his tail down, Zylas sitting mutely on him, and Diadon and Enon
strolled either side, their collars up at the wind.
“How does it work, granddad?” Zylas said suddenly, breaking the
weary silence.
Diadon had to take a moment to think what on earth he was on about.
“The communicator?”
Zylas nodded, too fed up for a sarcastic comment.
Diadon looked back at their path. “On our minds, Zylas. You have to
have the power to free your mind. A power limited to a select few; a
power called Hipnosee.”
“Hipnosee?” Zylas, Enon and Rag all turned to him at the same
instant.
“Yes. It’s the ability to free your mind of your brain and channel it
around your aura. When I hold the bars of the communicator, I channel
my mind into it, and it transmits it for me.”
“Where does it transmit too?”
“Wherever I seek. It basically just extends the aura to a phenomenal
distance, because of magnetism or something. But you can only
communicate with people who can use Hipnosee themselves. And you
can’t actually Hipnotize someone – only talk to them.”
“What do you mean by ‘Hipnotize someone’?”
Diadon smiled to himself. “If a creature is in your natural aura, and
that creature is susceptible to Hipnosee, then you can channel your
mind into theirs and manipulate them phenomenally.”
Zylas looked up suddenly, as if a penny had just dropped. “Is that
what you did to them Tonders? Hipnotized them?”
“Yes.”
There was a pause. “What happened after?” Zylas asked quietly. “I
just sort of, blanked out…”
“I do not know what happened,” Diadon said, not wanting to relive it.
“I felt a sudden chill, and my hold on them was gone – I was on the
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floor and they were staring over me. I don’t think White Patch liked me
telling his Tonders to kill him.”
Zylas didn’t smile. “You lost your hold? You sure they weren’t just
stronger…”
Diadon scoffed. “No. Tonders are very susceptible for some reason.”
“What do you’s mean by being ‘very susceptible’?” Enon said.
Diadon shrugged. “Hipnosee works on some creatures, and doesn’t on
others.”
“Didn’t work on White Patch,” Zylas added, remembering the
unpleasant event vividly.
“No. That’s why I tried to make the others kill him. Didn’t work on
you or Rag either,” Diadon said. “I know who I can Hipnotize – I can
feel a weakness if a creature is susceptible. No one here, nor any of the
other rebels, were or are, susceptible.”
“How large an area does your aura spread?” Enon asked.
Diadon furrowed his brow. “Dunno – say a radius of about 10
metres…”
“Anyone with an unlimited aura?”
“No.” Diadon thought carefully. “Though there are two people who
can communicate over an unlimited distance – without a
communicator.” He shrugged his shoulders as the trees began to thin.
“Anyway, we should be thankful that no one has got an unlimited aura
– imagine how many souls they could touch if they had.”
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Chapter 8:

PODEN

When the group was about an hour away from Poden’s gates it began to
rain heavily, the previous flaky snow slushing to dark, heavy water.
Diadon had been speaking about how lucky they had been that they
hadn’t had a serious downpour, when the first huge droplets fell. It had
provided a source for humorous conversation, blaming Diadon for
pushing his luck, though their spirits were finally dampened.
The trees wavered in the wind, though provided little shelter, and the
path Enon had led them churned to sticky mud in a matter of minutes.
Small, furry animals huddled under bushes, and birds hugged close to
the tree trunks. The sun was enveloped in bubbling black clouds, and
the sky fell grey and miserable. The mountains in the distance were
streaked with angry mist so their pinnacles were lost and only the grasscovered bases were visible.
By the time they finally drew towards Poden’s gates their furs were
heavy with rainwater, and their shoes were caked with mud slime. A
huge tree-trunk fence stretched several metres high, the tops shaven into
foreboding points; and the gate was smaller, though no less colossal. A
man perched in his watchtower, sheltering from the storm.
“Who goes there?” He was sitting just above head-height, wrapped in
warm cloth and wool. Rain spilled from the roof edge like a translucent
curtain, the pattering thunderous.
“We’re travellers,” Diadon yelled back, drenched. “Seeking
shelter…”
The guard looked weary. He frowned and his head shook
involuntarily, “Shelter?” his voice wasn’t steady, “… fr… from… from
what?”
The rain responded by increasing in ferocity. Diadon raised his
eyebrows, water dripping from the end of his nose.
“Rain...” The man looked round unsteadily, and Zylas tried to conceal
his torn cheek from view – the guard already looked weak-of-heart,
which was slightly surprising given his job – and the sight of blood may
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have made him faint or something. Then Zylas realised something –
something that he hadn’t really noticed in anyone before – he could
sense, almost feel the weakness in him. It was just like Diadon had said
– he could feel a momentary power over the shivering night-guard, as if
he had gained a sixth sense from the moment he had learned that
Hipnosee existed… now he was noticing who was susceptible to
Hipnosee and who was not. Diadon could Hipnotize this guard
effortlessly.
Almost on cue, Diadon caught his eye, and Zylas knew instantly that
Hipnosee was again on the horizon. But before Diadon could utter his
first manipulating sentence, the night-guard mumbled something,
disappearing from view, and a moment later the gate churned counterclockwise in the mud.
“O… kay now…” The guard ushered them through in a fluster.
“Quickly!”
Zylas ducked his head into the shadows again, Rag beginning to take
him slowly forward across the town’s threshold. But he was
disappointed that Diadon hadn’t had to use his power – Hipnosee was
his new obsessive fascination.
They hurried on without a second glance, careful not to slide on the
cobbles. “Let’s find an inn and settle.” Diadon looked at the town clock
in the middle of the square, the face just visible in the evening dim.
“It’s late now, and it’ll be no fun looking round for longer than we have
to in the rain.”
So they huddled close and pressed at a brisk walk down the deserted
streets, noting the small buildings on either side. The facades were
traditional; wooden or clay or stone, with arched windows and pert
thatched roofs with bright flowers entwined within the straw. Candles
began to appear in the windows as night drew in.
The gutters gurgled, and the fields became patched with waterlogged
marsh. The streets curved upwards slowly, and the main centre was
visible at the top of the hill with shops and pubs. Though the first inn
they came to, ‘The Yellow Yokra’, came before them, and it was
mutually decided that it would have to do.
There was a canopy over the front door and the swinging sign drifted
backwards and forwards in the wind. The lobby was warm and inviting
– a fire blazed in the corner, smoke playing over the bare stone and
clinging to the wooden rafters. The floorboards were furnished and fine,
though extremely wet as the four travellers dripped openly onto them. It
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didn’t help when Rag shook out his fur and sent spiralling droplets in
all directions, though the man at the desk smiled anyway. He was round
and bald apart from fluffy white tufts around his ears, and his fat face
beamed at them.
“Good evening travellers,” he chortled, and his torso shook as he
moved, “what can I do you for?”
“A room please,” Diadon said heavily, shaking out his sleeves and
wiping his eyes clear.
“Would that be one room or one room each?” the man asked with a
huge grin.
“Each.” Diadon nodded.
The man glanced at the party as if he were counting. “That’ll be three
then. And a place in the stables.” He laughed suddenly. “They’re
entirely empty at the moment!”
Zylas shook his head, “Rag can stay with me.”
“Oh good,” Enon said behind him, “I thought you’s were planning to
put me in the stables ‘ere.” Everyone ignored him. Zylas was too tired
for a polite laugh.
“A Tonder? Stay in a room?”
“Yes,” Diadon confirmed, and he reached his hand deep into his
inside pocket and drew three small, red coins across the table, “that’s
right.”
The man raised his eyebrows; that was a substantial amount of
money. More than he’d usually make in a week. “As you wish.” He
brushed the coins into his palm. “Just make sure the Tonder don’t
destroy nothing.”
“He’s probably better house trained than you’s,” Enon muttered,
though no one noticed.
“And how long will you be staying?” the man enquired, stealing a
quick glance at Diadon’s pocket area.
“Two nights, yes,” Diadon nodded, handing over another red coin. It
was lucky the money hadn’t all spilled out during the night’s excursion.
The man laughed and climbed heavily to his feet. “Of course!” he
said, picking a trio of keys from behind him. “Follow me.”
The rooms were side by side. They were relatively small, but cosy.
There was a bed in each and a bathroom. A maid turned up to provide
some extra bedding for Rag but didn’t ask what they were for so she
wasn’t told.
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Zylas went into the bathroom in a dazed, monotonous stumble. There
was a towel rail heated by an open flame, and he took off his furs to let
them dry on it, then he ran warm water into the bathtub and washed.
The water was a grimy grey by the time he got out.
Rag had lay by the fire and was now virtually dry, his fur glossy again
despite the expedition. Zylas changed into some other clothes from the
wardrobe, the rain a continuous thunder on the streaked window, then
he drank from the taps.
Diadon knocked on his door soon after and waited for Zylas to
answer. His hair was clean and his skin refreshed, and he too was
wearing the clean clothes provided. “Ready for a bite to eat, Zy?” he
asked.
Zylas nodded hungrily and beckoned Rag to follow.
“Probably better that I stay,” Rag said eventually, “or it’ll bring
attention to you. Go. I’ll guard your sword.”
Zylas looked at Diadon for persuasive support though Diadon just
nodded and said “probably for the best.”
At that moment Enon joined them, his hair tied up around his ears,
and beckoned them to follow him down. So they left Rag in the room
and walked through the dingy corridor, the rain thunderous on the slats
above them.
The bar was full of people, laughing and talking, and a ring of smoke
wafted along the ceiling in one wave.
They had started to look around for a suitable space to remain
inconspicuous when the fat barman spotted them and yelled. “And if it
en’t our newest customers!” He raised a hand at them. Zylas couldn’t
decide whether we was waving or hushing the room to silence. Silence
followed anyway, and the three of them paused where they stood. “And
what would you be doin’ in a place like this? You look like you should
be staying up in the square.”
Zylas didn’t like the look of the locals. They were rough.
“We’re travellers,” Enon said. “Where we’re going is nothing to do
with you’s.”
The barman lost his smile slightly. “You’re a long way from home to
be sure.” He pulled a chair from under a table at the other side of the
room, and bade them to sit. “But you didn’t answer my question. Why
are you here?”
“To get a bite to eat,” Diadon said sharply, aware of the eyes that
followed them as they fought their way over.
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The barman smiled again. “Of course.” He disappeared into an
adjoining room, where the gentle hum and clatter of plates echoed out.
He was in danger of losing his tip, and that man had a lot of money.
The room remained fixed on them as they sat, the climbing smoke the
only movement.
“Have they been treatin’ you bad, kid?” A large woman cackled
gruffly, her face plastered with flower-powder make up. She winced at
Zylas’s cheek, her lip curling. “Or were you born like that!”
Zylas let his eyes fall to the table. Stupid woman.
“I didney realise it was any of your business ‘ere,” Enon spat
immediately.
“And why are you here, Laizwerthian?” A man dressed in leather and
a worn tophat hissed from nearby, smoke issuing out from under his
moustache.
Enon didn’t answer; he had left his bow and sword in his room, but
had a stub-knife sheathed in his right boot if things got real nasty.
“Laizwerth’s rotting,” a thickly built woman cackled, “we read the
news – barbarians smackin’ hell out of it…”
“There’s missing people, on the grape-vine, ‘course. In the border
villages…”
“They’ve been eaten.”
“That’s what I’ve heard. Eaten by barbarians!”
“And what happened with Poden’s Tonders too…”
Diadon snapped his head round instantly, and the woman who had
spoken was startled. “What about your Tonders?”
There was an outbreak of murmuring from the rest of the room.
“Not long ago… hey, shurrup! I’m tellin’ the bloody story…” The
woman lowered her voice so it was nearly lost in the babble. “Not long
ago – coupla days is all – our Tonders broke out of their stables and
disappeared into the forest. One of the silly beggars died doin’ it. Then
we sent some people after ‘em.” She lowered her voice to a throaty
gasp. “Didn’t come back again.”
Diadon sat back in his chair. “It’s happened in Hay… in other places
we’ve been to. The Tonders are running amuck…”
“Tell ‘em what happened to ‘ole Scared Stad.” An old man from one
side of the bar had spoken, and everyone turned to look at him. He
twisted his head round quickly. “No? Fine. I’ll tell ‘em. ‘Ole Scared
Stad had lived alone here all his life – though became paranoid to a
frightening degree for one reason or another. Anyway, the Tonder
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outburst musta pushed him over the edge, ‘cos some days later he tried
to set fire to the city walls. He didn’t manage it though. Jumped off the
edge before we could coax him down as well.”
Diadon smiled sympathetically. “Evil’s abroad to be sure…”
“The world’s gone mad, is what it is,” cackled a surly woman who
was sitting on one of the tables. It looked ready to sag at her weight.
“They’ll be here,” said the old man from the corner. “The barbarians
will come down here, you mark my words. Then we’ll all be tied up
nice and pretty.”
This sentence was marred by the arrival of the trio’s meals: piles of
meat and roots and stewed potatoes with fat-rich gravy. There was a
slight pause, followed by the scraping of chairs as the other pub
customers turned away from the party to speak amongst themselves.
And that’s how it remained through the meal. Although Zylas was
hungry, he felt awkward and they spoke little – they all suspected that
they were being carefully observed from the corner of every eye, and
were very thankful when they got up to leave at the end. Indeed, all
eyes followed them as they went, though they went quickly and quietly,
and didn’t exactly feel like continuing with the discussions.
Rag was curled up by the fire when Zylas came in, his coat glossy as
light licked it. He raised his head groggily. “Good meal?”
“Awkward. The whole room wanted to know about us – terrible
stories they told us. I’m worried Rag. What’s happening to
everything?”
“Evil comes and goes – it always has done.”
“Well what if this time it doesn’t go – what if it plagues the world and
prevails?”
Rag raised his brow. “You’re a bundle of laughs, aren’t you,” he
muttered sarcastically, cut short by a sudden rap at the door.
Enon popped his head round the doorframe, singing like the carolsingers that plagued the streets at Year’s End. He stopped abruptly as
Zylas broke into a smile. “I’ve come to treat your birth-mark again.”
Zylas couldn’t help but laugh as the Laizwerthian went over and
started to lather more Kad onto a stone tablet. “And King Diadon wants
to speak to you’s too.” He began to apply it gently to the wound, and
Zylas gritted his teeth at the sudden burning.
“What about?” Zylas managed with a pained grunt.
Enon shrugged his shoulders. “I didney ask…”
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“Yes you did!” Diadon had appeared at the threshold suddenly, and
Enon nearly jumped out of his skin. “You asked me specifically and I
told you it was between me and Zylas only.” The King had a wry smile
on his face as he ushered an embarrassed Enon out of the room. “We’ll
see you in the morning! And thanks for all you’ve done today.”
Enon bowed with a smile, his eyes glued to the communicator that lay
in Diadon’s grasp. “Oh I haven’t done anything ‘ere, King Diadon.
Well, I suppose I did save your lives and escorted you’s out of that
horrid forest. And gave you’s an ediug and communicator. So, actually,
I suppose I’ve done a lot. Anyway, you’re very welcome!” He
disappeared down the corridor with a satisfied grin on his face.
Diadon watched him go, lofting the door shut with his foot. The
communicator was shining with an uncanny, captivating elegance, and
Zylas couldn’t take his eyes off it.
“You going to try and communicate with my dad again?” He said
eventually.
Diadon shook his head firmly. “No. I’ve come to teach you,” he
replied.
Zylas was surprised, and furrowed his brow. “Teach me what?”
Diadon lowered his eyes to the communicator. “I haven’t lugged this
thing here for the hell of it. I’m going to teach you how to use
Hipnosee, and using the communicator is the best way of learning.” He
set the communicator on the bed, its metal body glowing dimly by the
candlelight. “I want you to speak to Som. Tell him that we’re at
Poden.”
Zylas felt suddenly shaky. “I beg your pardon? You’re going to teach
me how to… how to do what exactly?”
“Use Hipnosee,” Diadon said, as if it was the easiest thing in the
world. “I’m absolutely positive that you have the ability – I can feel it in
your aura. And you are so advanced with Som’s Western philosophies
that you should master it in no time.” He sat the communicator on the
bed next to Zylas, who eyed it nervously. “Now you know about
Hipnosee, and about how frail-minded people are susceptible to it,
you’ll be able to detect them. You’ll feel a sort of…”
“Power?” Zylas finished the sentence for him. “A power over them?
Like that night-guard - he was susceptible wasn’t he – I could feel it…”
Diadon nodded with a grin. “Yes. Very good – I’m impressed. You
would Hipnotize a person with these same techniques that you are
going to use with this communicator.”
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“How?” Zylas’s heart was beating fast.
“Well, first take hold of these two magnetic bars, that’s right.”
They were sharply cool in Zylas’s hands.
“Now the tricky part,” Diadon said, “close your eyes and let your
mind go black – you need to let your mind journey outside your brain –
let it channel around your aura. Push your thoughts into the
communicator…”
Zylas closed his eyes and tried to picture nothingness, though he
didn’t feel any different and re-opened them. “Nothing happened.”
“You only gave it a minute!” Diadon sat on the bed next to him. “I
didn’t say it was going to be easy, Zy. You must be patient – it took me
a good few days to perfect. Don’t think about anything.”
Zylas nodded and closed his eyes, trying desperately to let his mind
go blank. He thought about pushing his mind forward, and then realised
that thinking was defeating the object. He opened his eyes again. “It’s
too hard, I can’t do it. I can’t.”
“Alright, alright. Listen, I use Som’s meditation techniques – his
philosophies. You’ll find focusing your mind much more natural – try it
– pretend this is just one of his sessions. ” Diadon rose from the bed.
“It’ll take time, Zy, it just depends on how much. I’ll leave you for a
bit. Come get me if you ‘see’ anything.”
Zylas nodded, and he closed his eyes again, casting his mind back to
the countless sessions he had had with Som, sitting on the relaxing
cushions as the sedative waterfall trickled amongst the silence. It made
him more aware of the throb in his cheek, but he fought to ignore it,
concentrating on his breathing – the slow intake of breath and then the
exhale – and slowly a haze began to dawn through the blackness,
enveloping the back of his eyes. He was so startled he opened his eyes
sharply, his heart pounding. Diadon was at the threshold, and he
seemed to sense that something had happened because he turned.
“I saw haze,” Zylas said slowly.
Diadon’s eyes flickered, and he smiled. “You sure? Then you are
learning fast indeed. Fast indeed. Did you get the faces?”
“No,” Zylas said heavily. “Nothing – just a – well, a sort of fog…”
“That’s good.” Diadon hurried closer to him. “Venture deeper. Don’t
panic.”
Zylas closed his eyes again and just listened to each intake of breath,
barely audible in the distance. Then he saw the haze again, though he
let it progress, and it got thicker and thicker, and then it was as if he
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were speeding through cloud on the blackest night. Though he felt
nothing, and he only heard his own breathing, and then there were
shapes in the cloud – faces emerging in a wispy elegance, as if pressing
through a thin, resin-like fabric. And they drifted past in the blink of an
eye, melting in the distance and growing stronger as he approached.
And then they disappeared suddenly.
“Damn. I lost it.”
Diadon flustered his hands slightly. “Don’t panic – you’re doing
phenomenally well – better than, well… anything seen before… try
again.”
Again, Zylas closed his eyes and concentrated on his breathing until
the familiar haze returned, quicker than before, and began to bubble
into the same, lined faces. He must have been subconsciously seeking
Som, because the sculpted cloud rushing past him began to slow to a
weary stop. Som’s gaunt expression loomed in front of him, and his
hardened eyes suddenly grew instantly soft. “Zylas?”
Zylas didn’t know what to do – how exactly are you supposed to
speak to a voice in your head?
Som smiled at the silence. “I have to be saying that I did not expect to
be seeing you. I was going to tell Diadon off for contacting me at work!
Still, you have indeed shocked me to the core.”
It was hard enough to understand Som when he was talking normally,
but now his words were distorted and woolly – as if he were listening to
it underwater. He had to crane his ears to try and catch everything.
“It’s okay,” Som muffled, “you shall not loose me now. You can be
communicating to me by thinking what you are wanting to say.”
Zylas wasn’t rightly convinced, but the apparition had not
disappeared, and he certainly wasn’t concentrating on his breathing
now. He started to think timidly. “Er…”
“Er what?”
“Can you hear me?” Zylas thought, his brain beginning to ache with
the effort.
Som chuckled. “Well, hear you isn’t exactly right I’d be saying. It is
true that I am not listening with my ears, though I know what you said.”
Zylas thought a simply yes would have done. “I’ve never done this
before – my brain’s starting to hurt.”
Som laughed again. “Not many people have the power of Hipnosee –
it is true that it is impressive that you have displayed it so well, so
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young. And yes, you’ll have a mammoth headache after. You’ll need a
lot of rest to be true.”
Zylas wasn’t exactly sure how this was encouraging. His head began
to throb, displacing the pain in his torn cheek. “We’re in Poden – I was
told to tell you…”
“Poden? Not far away then…”
“Yes – no – whatever… look, my head’s really killin’ me at the
moment…” It began to burn quite unbearably, and Som’s face began to
fade dramatically.
“You’ll probably get to the place that is here soon then. I’ll be looking
forward to it…” and that’s all Zylas got before he had to open his eyes
and release the communicator.
Diadon was standing eagerly nearby and he jumped to Zylas’s side as
he raised his head. “What happened?” he asked, “Did you see Som?”
Zylas’s head was pounding, as if it was being repeatedly pummelled
with a stick, and he had to lie back to calm it. “Yeah, I did – it was
hard… my head really hurts! And Som don’t know when to shut up.”
Diadon smiled. “So he knows we’re in Poden?”
Zylas had to shut his eyes tightly. “Yep. Says it’s near.”
Diadon nodded, lifting the communicator away. “It is. But I don’t
think we should go too mad tomorrow. We’ve been walking endlessly.
I’m shattered, and we’ll need to find a proper herb for your cheek.”
This just reminded Zylas of how painful it was. “‘Kay,” he said.
A moment’s silence passed. Night had filled the windowpanes with a
velvet blackness, speckled with a thunderous descent, and the candles
had grown low, leaving the room dim. Rag was still lying by the fire,
though had cocked his head up to watch and listen.
“I better leave you sleep,” Diadon said gently, looking down. “You’ll
sleep easy, believe me. Once your headache goes.” He walked slowly to
the door, Rag lowering his head when he passed. “Night Zy.”
“Night.” Zylas didn’t open his eyes – he didn’t really have the energy.
Nor did he have the energy to wash or change; he just slept soundly.
But the Dias remained a milky grey beneath his clothes.
Zylas was walking through darkness. Though light flickered on the
walls of rock and sand crunched under his feet. He must have been
miles underground, and the air was thin and scraggled with a burning
dust. Though he walked on, and slowly, more light filtered through the
dark until he could see a circular light patch at the tunnel end. There
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was a figure standing there, and as Zylas approached, he recognised
him instantly. Totan, his father, was standing at the edge of a huge
cavern, hugging the narrow walkway, yelling defiantly at a huge,
steaming being of molten rock. It stared at him from the other side of
the cavern, at the wake of a narrow bridge, steaming and spitting fire.
Totan was sweating, his face grimy, and he yelled out “Hesta! You
hell demon! Confront me and be smote by my hand!”
Hesta growled loudly, flame skimming around his black, crackling
face, and smoke issuing from his skin’s crevices. Though there was
another sound, and this was a young woman’s cry. And looking around,
Zylas saw that stuck on the walkway between Hesta and Totan was…
his mother. She was bound to the ground with linked chains and was
screaming something rotten.
Hesta took a step forward, footprints branded with a smoking
blackness on the earth remained after each footfall, and Totan continued
to yell, “Here Hesta! That’s right – come to me!” and he kept looking
with a worried grimace to his wife screaming on the ground.
Hesta continued forward, and still Totan yelled at him, though the
woman became overcome with the approaching heat and was silent
when the flaming foot fell on her wriggling body.
Zylas jolted forward in horror, his hands brandished outwards in his
mother’s direction, his father oblivious to his presence beside him.
Totan fell to his knees in despair and clasped his hands to his face.
“Forgive me father,” he whispered, and then rose. Sweat dripped from
his panting body as he turned away from Hesta and fled down the
tunnel and got lost in the darkness.
Zylas was trembling when he awoke; the dream had chilled every
particle in his body. Light was in the room, stretching from the window,
and the remnants of the night’s rain trickled down the panes. Birds
tooted to the early morning, and the sun was still only low in the sky.
Zylas climbed out of bed and looked hard in the wall mirror. He was
surprised to see his wound had sealed, three glowing scars striping his
skin. It still throbbed, however, and he massaged some of the powdered
Kad Enon had left into it.
Rag was still asleep; curled among the tangles of bed-cloth beside the
dying embers of the fire. It was pleasantly warm in the room – heat still
wafted from the flames, though Zylas was deeply troubled.
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He washed silently, the Dias staring at him from the side, the mist a
pulsing bronze. Diadon called him for breakfast then, though the fried
meat and bread failed to occupy his mind for a sufficient time, and he
had to ask the question. “How did my mum die?”
Diadon stopped eating and looked up. Enon, who had been talking
about a squirrel who had actually eaten his own tail, closed his mouth
abruptly. Luckily it was early and no one else was around to listen in.
“You said she died on a trip with my dad,” Zylas continued. “You
didn’t say how.”
Diadon lowered his knife and fork and looked intently at Zylas. “How
did your mother die?”
“Yes. I wanna know exactly how.”
Diadon swallowed slowly. “That’s something I do not know the
answer to. Totan and your mother went to Naynon for a scenic break –
Totan was adamant she needed it – and they went into the mountains.
Only Totan came back, and he didn’t want to talk about it. The ordeal
affected him greatly. Why do you ask?”
Zylas frowned. “I had a dream last night.”
Diadon looked slowly up. “Dreams don’t tell you the tru…”
“I saw her trapped above a great canyon, and dad tried to rescue
her…” Zylas stuttered. “But she died, and dad asked your forgiveness
because he didn’t save her…”
Diadon placed his hand on Zylas’s shoulder. “He would have done all
he could, I’m sure – but, like I said, a dream is just a dre…”
“It weren’t just a dream! It was the tru…”
“Be not troubled by dreams,” Enon interrupted, “for dwelling on
dreams will make you’s forget what you’s are living for.”
“Enon’s right, Zylas. We have a big day, and shall leave tomorrow.
Try and forget about this. Believe me, the world does not turn on
dreams, and neither must you.”
Zylas felt frustration build up inside him. He was telling them
something important and they didn’t give a damn! This was the last
time he’d tell them the happenings in his dreams – even if they begged
for saint and devil on their very knees.
The streets were wet with a mild crust of dew, and the cobbles were
scrubbed with mottled grime. People were hurrying along in the cold
morning breeze with their hands-in-pockets and neck scarves covering
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their mouths. Zylas understood why; every breath in sent a biting chill
around his lungs and every breath out shone upon the air.
They began to climb the hill towards the city centre, grass and weeds
tumbled right down onto the street’s gutter from both sides, and the
trees that climbed over every stone wall support had begun to yellow
and droop. Bulbous white clouds filled the watery sky, and the sun was
lost among them, and the mountains were barely visible far off in the
northern fog.
Farm animals were led passed to market, grinning stupidly, unaware
that this would be the last journey they would make. That was the
trouble with the Beasts - most of them were intelligent enough to realise
that humans had a tendency to snack on meat so they would never trot
happily along to the slaughter. Typically, Beast meat tasted exquisite.
The city centre was alive with people – stalls were propped up and
shops were open, entertainment provided and leisure unguarded. Furs of
many colours and beautifully woven cloth was strung on show, and
worthless trinkets were being pawed over by the ignorant rich.
“Why are we here, sire?” Rag asked, traversing the weaving of
hurried feet. Diadon was leading them along purposefully.
“You’ll see in a minute,” he said quickly, and stopped a couple of
seconds later at a splendid, salt-stone structure.
“A bank?” Enon inquired.
Diadon began to walk towards the entrance, the building a dull and
gritty white, though there were great pillars and intricate head-stone
carvings.
“A bank, yes. I’m going to need to buy a boat for the river.”
“A boat?” Enon said frowning.
“Yes. There’ll be enough water merchants on the river bank, don’t
worry.”
Zylas ran to pull up alongside him. “You’re gonna buy a boat?”
Diadon hushed to a whisper, “I’m the King, Zylas, I think it’s within
my financial capability to purchase a boat.”
They strode though the door and into the cool and spacious interior,
falling immediately silent because it was quiet inside, and even their
light footsteps echoed loudly.
Bank cards were magically encoded, one of the few magic objects
widely used by the public. “I’m going to use this card,” Diadon
whispered, selecting one from his inside pocket. “I’m a Laizwerthian
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lord on it! Don’t want word spreading that the King’s in town.” He
walked over to the desk at the other end of the room.
A woman received him, though only barely; she was terribly grumpy
as a trait, and a depressed man would have probably left a consultation
suicidal.
“Yes, what do you want?” This was only just a question; because her
voice was so dry it could easily have been a statement.
Diadon had been preparing to smile, though decided the woman may
have given herself a hernia if she had attempted one back. “I would like
to take out some money please,” he said pleasantly, in his best
Laizwerthian accent.
The woman didn’t look at him – didn’t even flinch - she just said
“card,” in the same monotone and took the card off Diadon rather
roughly. “How much?”
Diadon began to tire of her lack of personality, so he decided to be a
little mischievous. His card said he was a lord anyway – inherited his
fortune – he didn’t need to act like a genius. “How much what ‘ere?”
She looked at him hard, the ends of her eyes and mouth drooping
slightly (probably from the lack of expression). “How-much-do-youwant-to-take-out?”
“Oh!” Diadon sniggered sarcastically, “sorry, I canny understand
you’s. Your accent is funny ‘ere.”
The woman raised her brow. She didn’t even look like she wanted to
say ‘look who’s talking’.
Diadon rolled his eyes. “A hundred Red.” There was a pause where
the woman looked up suddenly. Zylas was worried the sudden
excitement might kill her. She pressed the card against a magnetic
ribbon and nearly fainted at the amount announced.
“Is there a problem ‘ere?” Diadon asked sweetly, his accent slipping.
She didn’t answer. “Fingers.”
She took Diadon’s fingerprints on an inkpad and compared them to
the ones on the card. She seemed satisfied, and when they left the bank
minutes later they were considerably greater laden.
A gentle breeze ruffled their furs, and more people had gathered in
the market square as the morning stalls opened.
“We’ll pick up some ointment and herbs and then get a snack in one
of the bars.” Diadon looked at Enon for confirmation, and he nodded
approvingly.
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There was a small herb store nearby, and they fought their way over
to it. Zylas actually wished that it had been raining, because there
would have been less people to avoid, and his wound had begun to sting
at being continually jolted.
The shop smelled sweet – a concoction of aromas hung as one
overpowering fragrance in the air. Plants of every colour and variety
cluttered every table and hung from every crevice. Spindly leaves
poked out into the narrow aisles, and Zylas was forever brushing pollen
off his sleeves.
Then a small woman sauntered out from a counter to them, and she
reminded Zylas very much of a plant herself. She was dressed in a
bottleneck, grimy green, and her pink face was matted with grey curls
of hair. To top it all off, she wore a hat made of real plant leaves. Zylas
wouldn’t have been surprised if she had made it herself.
“And how can I help you, dears?” she beamed, clasping her hands
together. If Zylas’s spirits had been dampened by the boring entity that
inhabited the bank they now rose back to normal.
“Just pain killer please; the lad’s been cut badly and we’re all out of
Kad.” Diadon’s voice had regained its enthusiasm.
The plant woman stared closely at Zylas’s cheek, and shook her head
sympathetically. “Deary, deary me. You have had a nasty wallop,
haven’t you.”
Zylas didn’t know whether she wanted an answer, so he mumbled
quietly. The plant woman had turned her head anyway and yelled,
“Topsy, we need some ReadyRelief please!”
From the corner of the room, a brown shape leapt from among some
large, purple bushes, and was heard scrabbling around from under the
counter.
The plant woman turned back to Zylas, and, ignoring his surprised
expression, began to speak again: “Tonder, was it?”
Zylas nodded, impressed that she could tell the source of a wound just
from its scar. Then the plant woman caught sight of Rag and looked at
him sternly.
“Yeah, my fault. I got annoyed when he bumped into me so I tried to
knock off his head.”
The plant woman uttered a sort of gasp, though Zylas quickly spoke.
“He’s just joking. I got on the wrong side of a wild Tonder in the forest.
He’s dead now, of course.”
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The plant woman pursed her lips, guessing that this was another
‘joke’. (It wasn’t, of course, because White Patch was dead). Then there
was another flurry of movement, and Topsy appeared on the woman’s
shoulder clutching a bottle.
“Aren’t you a good ‘ickle Topsy-wopsy,” the woman cooed, taking
the bottle from him. Topsy looked a lot like a monkey, though had
spiny horns running along the vertebrae of his spine.
“Is it a Beast or just an animal?”
“He’s supposed to be a Beast – a rare one I grant you. But he can’t
speak; he’s dumb.”
Zylas thought it was a little harsh to call it dumb, though then
realised that she just meant he couldn’t communicate with his voice.
Topsy had cocked his head, and leapt suddenly to the rafters and out
of sight.
“Nippy little thing, en’t he,” Zylas said, craning his neck up.
The plant woman didn’t answer. She just said “Two blue,” and gave
the bottle to Diadon.
They spent the afternoon walking through the famous Poden Parks. The
weather wasn’t brilliant, but it was dry and pleasant enough. Huge
yellow flowers gulped at the wind, and insects hummed in the petals
and blew in the grass blades. Trees with trunks as wide as houses
bowed, broad, yellow leaves caught around their roots and animals
bounded from burrows along the turf.
“How long have these trees been alive?” Zylas asked as they walked
down one sandy path, looking up at the clawing canopy. “They’re
Yokras en’t they? So they musta been around for more than a hundred
years to get that high.”
“They’ve been on these grounds since before any living man today
was born. We can’t find out how old they are unless we cut them down
and look at…”
“The rings,” Zylas interrupted, “but there must… wow…” he stopped
dead on the path, staring at a tufty, fenced-off section. “What the hell
are they?”
Enon’s expression seemed to darken. “I know exactly what they are.
You’s don’t wanna get anywhere near them, I can tell you’s.”
They were looking at two huge plants, their stems turgid and their
petals colossal, stretching vertical at the sky. They were jet black.
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“They’re Venerius Muscarium,” Enon continued, “the most feared
plant in the world. They ain’t usually seen in Henden – you’s find ‘em
high up in Laizwerth’s mountains.”
“They’ve been grown under special conditions here,” Diadon added.
“Needed a special type of soil not found save for the scraggy mountain
slopes.”
“Why are they the most feared plant? Gö-d, school don’t teach
anyone anything!”
Enon laughed. “Because they are deadly. They only grow on
mountains because the soil isn’t very nutritious – they won’t grow in
rich soils.”
“Why do they only grow in non-nutritious soils?” Zylas asked,
thinking it a rather strange attribute.
“Because they get their food from animals. Birds, creatures. They
wait silently, and then they wrap their jaws around the unsuspecting
animal and that’s that.” Enon rolled his eyes. “They’re black so their
leaves absorb all light and not just most of it.”
“They have teeth!?” Zylas exclaimed.
Enon nodded. “Yep. You’s don’t wanna see ‘em either – it means
they’re gonna snack on you’s. I saved a man from them once – strange
man he was too. Still…”
“And they’ll always attack?”
“Always. Even if it’s just to be violent.”
Diadon interrupted them. “Poden has to feed these two every morning
and night. We don’t have many volunteers to do it I can tell you!”
“Have there been any accidents?” Zylas was led away from the
strange plants and back the way they had come, evening drawing the
sky into darkness.
“Dunno,” Diadon answered. “Anyway, lets get back for dinner – I’m
surprised you haven’t moaned that you’re hungry yet.”
They were all starving by the time they had walked back to the
Yellow Yokra and everyone ordered the most expensive on the menu
(as a rule, expensive meant big). Rag even risked hiding under the table
and snapped hungrily at meat chunks offered him. Zylas had even
forgotten about his wound because the ReadyRelief had worked so well.
His room was warm when he got to it, and Rag immediately lay by
the fire and shut his eyes. Zylas didn’t bother lighting his bedside
candles; he just removed his furs and got between his bed sheets. He
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could see the fire’s smoke wavering hypnotically in the dimness, and he
fell asleep with no resistance at all.
*
The town was quiet. There were odd flickers of light in windows here
and there though the majority were in darkened slumber. Poden’s gates
were tall though the wood was damp, and the night-guard had felt
insecure for a couple of nights…
He looked down onto the treetops from his perch, the town silent
behind him. Leaves rustled in the wind, and his shaky breath was
visible in the cold. Movement caught his eye and he whirled in panic,
though it was nothing.
“Calm yourself, Brigg lad,” Brigg said to himself, though his hands
were clenched: the calm was strangely unnerving.
Dawn was approaching at last; this night had been worst than the last.
He may have to quit if it carried on – this fear – his heart couldn’t cope
with it…
Brigg screwed up his eyes and squinted into the darkness, his heart
turning summersaults. It was as if an invisible mist had descended on
him, cold and chilling – a mist that couldn’t be seen but could be felt.
He danced on his feet, eyes darting side-to-side. There was something
out there, and it blackened his eyes – blackened his mind.
A film of sweat glistened on his upper-lip, and he blinked repeatedly
until he re-gained his sight. The trees mocked him with snarling faces.
His nerves twinged, and his breathing became heavy and
uncontrollable.
Then he looked down… looked down onto the mud outside and his
nerves snapped completely. There was a man, hooded and robed in
black, far below him, and the wind dragged at his feet.
“What do you want?” Brigg stuttered, though he sounded as if he
were about to weep. The hooded figure said nothing, he just raised his
head, his face hidden by shadow, and then, quick as a flash, he was
climbing the walls.
Brigg tried to scream, though the icy air caught in his throat, and he
stumbled back onto the battlements. Then the figure hoisted himself
over the jagged spikes and dropped in front of Brigg. And when he saw
his face, the night-guard screamed so loudly he may have awoken the
dead.
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*
Zylas was awoken by a sharp burn at his chest, and struggled groggily
to pin point the source. The Dias was pumped with a warm energy and
the rustic particles glittered brightly. Dawn was poking over the
horizon, and Zylas could see the room’s contents in various shades of
grey. Rag had lifted his head.
“Rag,” Zylas hissed, and he saw the Tonder turn to face him.
“Something’s happened…”
“The Sea Beasts – There’s something wrong…”
“The Dias just burned me!” Zylas heard movement in the adjacent
room. “Wait a minute – I’ll talk to grand…”
“Something’s happening here, Zylas,” Rag whispered, climbing to his
feet. “I can hear screaming.”
Zylas climbed out of bed and put on his furs. Then there were
footsteps outside and Diadon stuck his head around the door without
knocking.
“We’ve got trouble. Come with me. Bring Snake’s Tooth,” Diadon
ordered, and disappeared.
Zylas was intrigued, and adrenaline was pumping around his veins.
Enon was with Diadon in the corridor, looking alert and gently
tapping the scabbard within his cloak. His quiver and bow were strung
over his shoulder.
Doors opened behind them as the sound of commotion intensified and
light flickered from the candles in the lobby.
“This town’s been disturbed,” Enon muttered, his shoulder-length hair
untidy, though his hazel eyes shone with motive. “Let’s go onto the
street.”
“That a good idea?” Zylas had quickly laced his shoes and didn’t get
an answer.
There was a cool wind outside and the cobbles were hard, but the
street was run with people, and they were pointing to the town’s
battlements and whispering hurriedly.
Barely half a mile away, set against the pink, morning sky, the
wooden battlements stood. Though there was trouble on them – of some
unorthodox kind – a man was cowering against one side and wielded a
sword, yelling for the whole world to hear.
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*
Brigg was dripping with perspiration, and his hand shook as he held his
sword in front of him. “Come no nearer!” he wept, though the hooded
figure still approached, and Brigg began murmuring gibberish. He was
staring into familiar eyes, damn the same as his own – and the face – he
were virtually looking into a mirror… Yet it was distorted terribly – the
face that he was looking into, his face, looked like something from a
horror story. The mouth was drawn wide open into a crude slant, as if
bludgeoned by impact, and scratches daubed the cheeks like red
irrigation canals. And the eyes, oh the eyes! Blank and bloodshot – and
pierced with hundreds of little splinters, wooden shrapnel sticking out
of the throbbing jelly like pin-cushions… Brigg yelled and swung his
sword, the figure moving with impossible speed to dodge, as if he were
a figment of swirling fog.
Zylas and Diadon exchanged glances; the man on the battlements was
swinging his sword as if he was being confronted, but his vicinity was
clear of all but air.
Lights appeared in windows and doors opened repeatedly, though
some of the occupants merely fled screaming, sending the street into
chaos.
Zylas shivered – it had become sickly cold. “What’s goin’ on?”
Diadon shrugged, “There’s nothing there,” he said, “unless my eyes
aren’t what they used to be.”
“I canny see anything,” Enon whispered, and Rag shook his head in
agreement.
“I can see as clearly as if it were midday and there’s no one else on
those battlements.”
Children cried in the distance, and two women came hurtling along,
seemingly chasing something, their eyes bright and there mouths
distorted into crude smiles.
Brigg had moved backwards tentatively, his breath circling his face,
his eyes wide and fearful. He looked into the dark hood and saw his
own face – his own dead face - stare back at him monotonous. With
one last effort, Brigg thrust out his sword, though the figure dived to his
left, running up the wooden stakes before landing like the wind behind.
Then a scream shrilled from within the hood, and Brigg had heard
nothing worse in his life. His nerves snapped, and he retreated
backwards, forgetting where the edge lay and tumbling over it. Clawing
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at the air, he fell thirty feet, landing with a wood-splitting crash through
an overturned wheelbarrow. His face was knocked into a gaping, silent
scream, his eyes perforated with the sailing shards. He didn’t get up
again.
Zylas gasped, and his heart began to chill. A man nearby looked at
him strangely. “He weren’t attacked by nothing you know.” He smiled,
his teeth yellowing and rotten. A small gang joined him, accumulating
from nowhere.
“Oh no,” came an echo. “There’s something in this town that the
Leader wants.”
Zylas felt himself backing up as the men proceeded forward. Their
expressions were blank; their eyes glazed over like glass – there was a
weakness to their movement.
“Oh yes. He wants it. And we know where it is…” The gang had
grown, and they slowly drew rusty weapons, pressing forward. Zylas’s
eyes widened.
“Get inside, Zylas.” Diadon had noticed what was happening and
stepped forward; ushering Zylas back into the inn’s lobby. It was
virtually empty, and Zylas sheltered himself at a table, the windows
frosted with smoke and the commotion only just visible outside. Diadon
had drawn his sword and Enon had joined him, though then seemed to
detect something about everyone facing him.
“You don’t need to be scared of people,” he said powerfully, and the
gang stopped their baying instantly. Diadon ushered Enon to lower his
bow. “You are scared of failure – though you are all about to fail right
now. You don’t need to face us. You need to turn around and walk
away.”
Zylas watched with fascination – was this Hipnosee again? To be sure
it was – but he had become worried; his heart fluttered and adrenaline
began to turn to fear. He felt a great urge to lift the Dias from his collar
and he did so, and saw that the particles had churned to a pasty black,
and were rushing around at a phenomenal speed. There was someone
standing over him, bedraggled, his eyes glazed and his expression hard.
He wielded a sword with one hand and had outstretched the palm of the
other. Give it to me.
Zylas felt his hand move out, the Dias clutched in it, the chain
dangling from within his fist. The man beckoned as the Dias came to
him, his grin growing ever wider. Zylas held the precious object over
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the man’s outstretched palm, but before he released it, he stopped, and
wondered what the hell he was doing.
“Give it to me,” the man growled, seeing Zylas’s enthusiasm waning.
Zylas looked up horror struck, as if his mind had finally regained
clarity. He snapped his hand back protectively to his chest. The man
didn’t like that.
“Give it here now, brat!” The man brandished his sword. “I can’t kill
ya’, but I can well as ruddy cut ya’.”
Zylas’s eyes were wide. Why on earth had he nearly given the Dias
over? He looked down, and the particles were gleaming and golden.
“Fine!” The man lurched forward, his eyes staring and the whites
watery. Though he was struck down immediately, an arrow straddling
his rib cage, and Enon yelled like a banshee from the other side of the
room.
“Zylas!” he yelled, stringing his bow once more. “We’re leaving!”
“Now?” Zylas got shakily to his feet.
“Unless you’s wanna say goodbye to the mob,” Enon said, somewhat
sarcastically.
Diadon erupted from the door then and ran over breathlessly. “Got
‘em fighting each other at the moment. It won’t last. Enon, forget your
pack it’ll slow you down – just take the communicator and ediug.
Zylas,” he turned, panting, “are you all right? You got the Dias and
Snake’s Tooth?”
Zylas nodded quickly.
“Good. Lets get out of this place. Enon, be ready to train your bow –
they may follow.”
Rag had appeared at Zylas’s heels sometime during the brawl, and he
kept stealing looks at the door. “More are coming from the town centre.
What the hell do they want from us? Someone know that you’re the
King?”
“I would hope that my people don’t hate me that much,” he said
sternly, and Rag blushed. “Come on. Hurry!” Diadon had cut over to
the glass window on the other side and put a chair through it.
And so the group fled the Yellow Yokra and left by the Eastern gate
(having entered by the western). The sun was encapsulating the sky and
there was a smell of morning, and the yellowing trees were welcome
shelter as they ran and left Poden in the distance.
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Chapter 9:

HENDEN RIVER

Walking was easier for they were carrying considerably less, and the
ground had started to freeze with the winter weather. Though a gloom
hung over the party, quite understandably so – why had Poden turned so
barbaric all of a sudden?
“I’ve seen enough trees to last me a lifetime,” Zylas moaned,
gesturing lazily to his surroundings. “Though judging by this morning’s
events my lifetime may not be particularly long.”
Diadon frowned hard at him, though didn’t actually give reassurance
that he would live to an old age, so Zylas continued. “But then again,
these are unbelievably interesting trees. I mean, they’re the most
beautiful shades of…”
“These trees have been living longer than you and will no doubt out
live you so yes, they are interesting.” Diadon was dismissive, and Zylas
wondered if he were giving an answer in an unorthodox way.
“And what happens if they’re all cut down in a month…”
“You aren’t going to die, Zylas,” Diadon said, his voice wavering
with stress.
“I am sometime…”
“Not yet!” Diadon had shouted a bit louder than he had meant to, and
fell silent. Birds had been roused from their nests and were screeching
in the wind.
“This is dangerous en’t it,” Zylas said quietly. “Gö-d, them Tonders
in the forest nearly killed us – I thought we were only going on a little
trip.”
Diadon sighed heavily. “It is more dangerous than I thought possible.
We would have left you in Hayden otherwise – took the Dias from
you…”
Zylas’s eyes instantly narrowed. “No you wouldn’t.”
There was an uneasy silence, and the wind seemed to stir into a
frenzy. Diadon sighed once more. “Anyway – we’re here now. Very
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nearly.” Leaves of orange and ochre broke from their stems and
fluttered away on the breeze.
Enon tried to raise spirits, so he put more enthusiasm into his voice
than normal. “So, how long ‘til we’s reach this river?”
Zylas frowned, “I thought you were guiding us.”
Enon’s eyes widened, “No, I was to guide you’s to Poden and then
follow you’s to…”
“Relax,” Diadon said quickly. “I’m not stupid – I know my way to the
river from Poden. We’re not that far either – maybe three hours. Then
we’ll travel downstream ‘til we find a water merchant. That may take
some time.”
Zylas was relieved that they hadn’t been walking in the wrong
direction for the past couple of hours. The temperature dropped and the
sky was encrusted with frosty midday. They had to move off the muddy
path to continue on the direct bearing, and the going got harder through
the long grass.
There were various clearings where they stopped to drink and eat
from the fruit trees that Enon assured were safe. Rag had tried to assist,
though as he could stand fruits humans couldn’t he nearly ended up
poisoning Zylas with his own personal favourite. Enon saw what it was
just in time and Rag left the fruit distribution alone after that.
Spirits were higher and the conversation was jollier when they set off
again. Enon told them tales of his childhood, and they were greatly
amused by the time he was stuck in a basement for six hours because he
didn’t realise there was a pull-down staircase in the roof.
The ground had hardened still during the afternoon, and Zylas’s feet
ached with walking over the uneven ridges. No one else was
complaining though, so Zylas had to grit his teeth and bare it. Though
he spoke eventually, the persistent nagging in his head finally
demanding attention. “What happened to Poden?” An eerie silence fell.
“I mean – what was going on? All those strange people… what did they
want from us and how did they know we were going to be there?”
No one answered for a second or two. “Zylas,” Diadon said
eventually, “we are at war. The whole continent is – and we don’t even
know who with. Everywhere is dangerous now – disturbances are
sending the large, northern cities into chaos…”
“It reminded me very much,” Enon interrupted, his tone very soft, “of
what happened to Kin, my hometown ‘ere, when it fell. The whole town
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descended into chaos in an instant – you’s didney know what to do or
where to go. We’s just knew we’s had to get out.”
“Enon,” Diadon said, quite irritably, “Kin descended into chaos
because barbarians were sighted coming towards it. There was nothing
at Poden’s gates…”
“It was different, I’m telling you’s…” Enon gave his head a frustrated
itch. “I canny really explain – it was as if the evil had already reached
us. You’s know, before the barbarians actually appeared.”
Diadon looked at him firmly. “That’s ludicrous. Don’t start filling
Zy’s head with unnecessary worry!”
“Unnecessary worry!” Zylas exclaimed rather loudly. “We’ve just
been chased out of a town by a flamin’ lynch mob!”
Diadon calmed him. “Zy, what happened in Poden was utterly
strange…”
“Oh, don’t tell me, you’ll consult The Council when we get there.”
Zylas was being petulant, and he folded his arms brashly.
No one else spoke for a long while, and the two moons; Null and
Arön, became faintly visible in the sky’s evening blue. The trees
thinned, and many firs appeared in the naked broadleaf contingent. The
ground had become speckled with sand, and there was the faint sound
of running water further ahead.
Enon grinned. “That sounds promising,” he said.
Diadon nodded. “Not far; ten minutes maybe.”
Rag licked his lips. “Good, because I’m parched - my mouth feels like
it’s lined with glass paper.”
Zylas had to agree; water was so low that nobody thought that they
should be the one to finish it off. In fact, Rag had just reminded him of
how thirsty he really was.
Finally, as dusk was enveloping the sky, they made it through the
trees and onto the riverbank. The water was clear and cool, and they
drank deeply from it, their reflections rippled as the surface was
disturbed, and they watched the disappearing sunrays glitter across the
course. The water was fast flowing, and Diadon had to be quick to
assure them that they would be going downstream and not against the
current. The ground was soft with silt and sand, and there were various
outcrops of bracken.
“So what happens now?” Zylas asked, sitting wearily in the sand and
dipping his bare feet in the water.
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Diadon pointed downstream “We’ll keep moving in the general
direction – though it isn’t that far now.”
“How will you’s know when we’s get there?” Enon asked.
“I have been there before, you know. There’s a cave entrance – I
know exactly where. We’ll rest a few minutes then go a bit further
before nightfall. And we’ll be sleeping in the open I’m afraid. Then
tomorrow we’ll find a water merchant and buy a boat.”
Zylas was quite excited; he had never been on a boat down Henden
River before. He had been rafting in one of Hayden’s Colossal Lake’s
but that wasn’t the same. He rubbed his feet dry, careful not to smother
them with sand, and then put back on his shoes.
They continued to walk, the bubbling river on their left and the
clawing winter branches on their right. The sky had turned a nightly
grey, though there was more than sufficient light, so the trek continued.
After half an hour they came across some birds bobbing on the water on
the inside of a meander where it wasn’t fast flowing. Though they
suddenly took off squawking, seemingly for no reason.
“Not that ugly are we’s?” Enon said, “What’s the matter with them?”
Then he noticed winged shadows circling, and he looked up. The others
followed his gaze.
High in the sky, circling the river, were five monstrous black shapes.
They resembled bats, though were ten times bigger and ten times as
vulgar.
“What on earth are they?” Rag asked, tilting his head far back.
Zylas swallowed hard, he turned to Diadon. “Aren’t they – what
Larlan said…”
Diadon nodded. He was solemn, his face grave. “They’re viltures,” he
said slowly.
Enon turned sharply, “Viltures? They’re Naynonese – from Naynon They ain’t been seen this side of The Sea in years…”
“I know,” Diadon said grimly, “though there’s no doubt about it:
viltures have re-crossed The Sea.”
“What are viltures?” Rag asked, scraping his front paws nervously.
“Beasts,” Diadon replied, “though these Beasts have evil blood – as
nasty as they come. They attack in clans to be violent more than
anything else, killing sick or stranded victims. They always seek powerthey kill one another to get it.”
“And I thought Beasts were supposed to be civilized,” Zylas said,
observing carefully. “But then again they did go and work for Tyran.”
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“Don’t have to be civilized anyway,” Diadon said cautiously. “Just
the ability to speak. Come on, they won’t attack us if we stay as a
group, but these days are dark.”
They walked anxiously, though light was fading fast and the viltures
were gradually lost in the darkness. Tired legs found they could go no
further, and they stopped in the softest sand they could find. The water
trickled through the darkness, though it was a calming rush; a sedative
that rested their weary minds.
They slept close and deeply. There had been a debate about whether
someone should stay up on guard, though Rag had assured them that he
would hear and wake at anything unprecedented. So the night passed
with the up most serenity, though keen eyes watched them; eyes that
belonged to man, not Beast.
Rag caught faint sounds of movement that roused him from his
slumber. Dawn was approaching; the sky streaked red, though milky
with frost.
“It’s okay Rag, it’s me,” Diadon whispered as he passed by, “go back
to sleep, I’m just going to use the communicator.”
Rag’s eyes immediately became heavy again, and he lowered his head
with no protest.
Zylas was awoken by the noise, and sat up sleepily, looking over, a
little downstream. Diadon sat on the water’s edge, cross-legged, a
silhouette against the skyline. He had an object in his hands, and Zylas
walked slowly over to him. Diadon was gripping the communicator,
though his eyes were open, and he turned his head on Zylas’s approach.
“Just going to tell The Council that we’ll be arriving today,” he said,
wide-awake.
“At this time?” Zylas yawned, looking at the pearly velvet sky.
“Yes. And I don’t want Som knowing that I’m using it when you’re
around, so don’t tell him when we get to The Council.”
“Why?” Zylas asked, gaining some composure.
“He doesn’t think it’s the right thing to do,” he said, his tone
somewhat nervous. “Anyway, it’s not that early. The Council has all
kinds of meetings in the day – the last thing they’d want is to allow
someone in their mind then – I can’t disturb them at work.”
Zylas was going to say that it would surely disturb them more if they
were asleep, but decided it was too much effort for a meaningless
answer. He sat down next to Diadon to watch instead.
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Diadon closed his eyes and began to breathe deeply, his mind
absorbed upon the communicator's magnetic field and transmitted to a
desired receiver. Zylas sat silently, unaware that the Dias had become a
spiralling flurry of inky black mist, a mist that seemed to poison his
bloodstream and chill his nerves. He felt the terrible cold – felt his
muscles stiffen as if each sinew had frozen – felt the dilapidating
nausea… His mind fluffed up, all wishy-washy… a dream, a sleepy
dream, whisking him along through the comfortable blackness… And
the Dias – so darn heavy! So crippling… he had to take it off – the
desire was too great. And it was still a furious inky black as its bearer
let it fall mutely in the soft sand. And then, as though the last remaining
surge of energy had left them, both Zylas and Diadon collapsed like rag
dolls, sliding limply into the furious water. And the darkness descended
on them.
Dragged along with the current, neither of them felt the piercing cold,
nor noticed the sharp, icy water inhaled into their lungs. It just made
them more sleepy, more unconscious, more oxygen-deprived. A ragged
journey through their own weary minds that only led to death’s door.
And Zylas was knocking on it now – the pearly gates beginning to
open, to beckon him inside - telling him to leave his body in this world
and go on over to the next; where there was no pain or suffering, just a
pleasant, eternal peace… And he began to walk through the tunnel,
drawn towards the light, so bright and pure, like a moth to a flame. He
gave in to his body’s weary demands, ready to finally succumb… to
give up the fight… to forego his role in this terrible world…
And then he stopped. And he was not satisfied - this was not how his
life was supposed to come to an end. There were still things to do,
things to see… battles to be won. And so he turned his back on the
brilliant white light and ran back up the tunnel, yelling at his body to
live, yelling at his heart to beat, yelling at his mind to wake. And then,
with all the fury of a volcanic super eruption, he was experiencing the
worst pain of his entire life. His chest heaved as though it was being
crushed – collapsing in on itself – his lungs tortured in crippling
restraints. His eyes opened only for a split second as he regained
consciousness, the cold burning them immediately closed again, his
screaming muscles ripped with spasms as he writhed amongst the icy
flow. And then he was tangled up with something - another body - his
drowning grandfather, maybe his already dead grandfather - scooting
along the sandy basin like rocks under traction, ready to break apart into
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grazed and bloody pieces. But the water was slowing around them to a
gentle throb, depositing them on a build up of silt, and like a shot from
a sling, Zylas’s head burst through the surface gasping for air. Water
was projected from his lungs, scouring his trachea on its way out, the
cold air beginning to ease the relentless strain on his chest. And then
there were arms in with him, pulling him free of the reaching water, the
sand jostling as he was dragged across the build up. He lay for a
minute, soft on the inside bend of the meander, the shallow water
nearest them still and perseverant.
“You alive?”
Zylas heard the words aimed at him, though didn’t recognise the
voice - and when a face leant over him with concern, it wasn’t Enon as
expected. A small man, round and ratty faced looked over him, pale as
the moon. “Are you dead, little caterpillar?” He poked Zylas hard in the
cheek, and when the boy responded with a dazed yelp, he made up his
own mind and decided that no, the little caterpillar was not dead.
Stars pricked Zylas’s vision as he lay mutely on his back, chest
climbing and falling, listening to the little man scramble off a little way,
presumably to Diadon.
“You alive?” Zylas heard him ask. There was no answer – no audible
sign, and Zylas felt his chest tighten again. Please, he had to be alive –
he couldn’t leave Zylas alone like this… There was a hard pummelling
noise, as if the man was trying to dislodge the water from Diadon’s
lungs. “Wake up, wake up!”
Yes, please wake up – please don’t be dead… Zylas didn’t have the
energy to move and look round, he just lay quite still and listened
desperately. Listened desperately for a sign, any sign. But no sign came,
and Zylas’s heart was enclosed in a leaded dread, his eyes dry, but
beginning to glaze with terrified despair. Be alive; be alive, he
commanded, listening to the resuscitation beside him, feeling his own
world slide apart with every frantic moment. And then there was
silence, and Zylas felt the sand turn in turmoil beneath him, ready to
swallow him whole where he lay. “No…” he whispered to himself, his
stomach contracting, pulling him down into one small point to be lost
amongst the sand grains. No… his grandfather, the King of Henden…
dead…
And then, after the split second of silence, there came a splutter. And
then a choking cough, and Zylas felt his heart picking up speed again,
and he tilted his head in his grandfather’s direction and saw him
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shaking on the sand, spitting out water from under his mane of
darkened hair. Alive.
“Zylas! Diadon!” Enon had obviously been woken by the disturbance,
because he had ridden Rag to the bend, his expression frantic. “What
happened?”
Diadon was sitting up, dripping. His hair was thick and dark with
water, and he rung the waterlogged fabric of his robe. “Oh Gö-d,” he
managed with a heave, settling back down to lie on his back.
Zylas was on his feet looking dazed, observing Diadon with worried
anticipation. He turned to Enon as he dismounted and ran over. “We
fell in…”
“How?!” Enon looked shell-shocked.
“We didn’t do it on purpose,” Diadon said with a gasp, sand
permeating the sodden fabric of his robe.
“Are you alright?” Zylas asked his grandfather anxiously.
“Yes, I’ll be alright,” Diadon said, gingerly rocking back and forth,
hugging one knee.
“Are you’s alright?” Enon asked Zylas, eying his shrivelled clothes.
Zylas nodded. “I dunno how it happened – we just collapsed…” He
looked at the little man, hanging at the threshold of the scene a little
awkwardly. “Then he pulled us out.”
They all turned to observe him, the silence a harmonious
accompaniment. It seemed to encourage an explanation.
“I saw them,” he said eventually, sort of to Enon. “Just blacked out –
fell into the river. They didn’t have a fight or anything,” he added, as if
that was the most obvious explanation. “They passed me and I chased
‘em down. They nearly died.”
“You’s saved their lives,” Enon said quietly.
The man shrugged. He wasn’t exactly the stereotypical knight in
shining armour; mainly because it looked like he survived on bread
crusts. “I am Drater.”
“Drater, eh?” Diadon seemed to be regaining his strength. He stood
wearily, and assailed the little man by a couple of foot. “I owe you
tremendous thanks… we both do. You saved our lives.”
Drater didn’t say anything. He seemed a bit odd, to tell the truth.
“Yeah, thank you,” Zylas added, his throbbing chest still feeling as if
it had just been repeatedly stabbed with a knife of ice.
“Thank me, thank me,” Drater chortled. Zylas noticed a very faint
grimace in his tone, one of pain – as if his heroic escapade had injured
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him somehow. His eyes were instinctively drawn to Drater’s left arm,
which the little man cradled, as if hiding it from view. Blood was
slowly trickling from the sleeve, branching across his fingers like pearly
red tributaries.
“I don’t know how you came to be out here,” Diadon continued,
unaware of his rescuers plight, “though I’m mighty glad you…”
“I know how I came to be out here,” Drater interrupted, looking up to
the darkened skies as if trying to remember. He raised his eyebrows. “I
come down the river to fish. I fish to try and catch fish. To put back
afterwards.”
Diadon exchanged glances with Enon. “You have a boat?”
“Oh yes. I came down the river on a boat – I don’t swim, that’d be
silly.”
“Are you hurt?” Zylas was still eying Drater’s torn arm, and the
direction of his gaze drew everyone’s attention to it.
Drater was silent for a couple of moments. He then extended his
injured arm into the moonlight and the shredded sleeve, bathed in
blood, was highlighted. “I think I am to be honest. I may be badly
injured.”
“Ooooh,” Enon cooed sympathetically, moving closer to the bloody
tatters. “Hold on – you’s need to get that strapped…” He removed the
outer layer of his fur, ignoring the chill through his shirt, and tied it
firmly around Drater’s arm. “How’d that happen?”
“I was attacked!” Drater seemed to take great pleasure in informing
everyone this.
“Attacked?” Diadon was standing, his hand on his hip as if for
support. His troubled breathing was gradually calming, though it still
sounded like a wheeze.
“Yep, attacked – by giant birds!” Drater winced as Enon drew the
bandage tighter.
“Birds?” Diadon inquired, casting cautious looks round. “When?
Where?”
Drater pointed back upstream. “There. They was circling something
on the ground and they looked real nasty and vicious, so I went over to
have a look and they attacked me! Only a few minutes ago it was.”
Trenches were cleaved in the sand where he pointed; pits and burrows –
the patch decimated.
Enon squinted in the darkness. “We’s were sleeping near there!”
“I know, and you didn’t even come and help me,” Drater said sadly.
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Zylas furrowed his brow; what a strange little man he was. A half-wit,
no doubt. Or a no-wit. And then, with seemingly no reason or prompt,
his hand went straight to his neck. A dread ran through his veins,
curdling up inside his stomach; the Dias was not there. His hand
clutched only cloth, just soggy, empty cloth. “What were they
circling?!” he asked frantically.
“Dunno. But they flew off real quick. Cos by blood poisoned ‘em!”
Zylas’s eyes met Diadon’s, collar open and bare, his Dias-less neck
apparent to the both of them. And then he was off and running, heart
pounding, hearing Drater yell, “Where are you going? My arm’s here –
they got fed up trying to munch through the bone!”
He stumbled, fell to his knees, was back up and running again –
begging for the Dias to still be there, to be there amongst the sand. He
stopped and blinked, finding the communicator half buried, the aerial
protruding from the grains like an obelisk on a landscape. And Drater
was going on in the background: “It would have been funny if they had
ate it right off – then I could have hit ‘em with it like a club…”
“Zylas!” Diadon was at his heels, breathless, in no fit state to be
running really. “Where is it?”
Zylas was scrabbling amongst the sand, frantically pawing and
scraping, like a hungry dog scavenging for food. “I’m looking!” His
tone was tense, and he didn’t look up. Coarse black feathers littered the
scene, leathery and tough – despicable to look upon.
Diadon picked up the communicator, his eyes resting for a second at
the frothy water nearby. The frothy water that had beckoned them
hypnotically closer… had pulled them in… Zylas’s frustrated cry
prompted him back to his senses. “Well where did you put it?” he
growled, unable to keep the annoyance from his voice.
“I’m looking,” Zylas said again, his heart rate climbing, his
temperature soaring.
“How could you have lost it…”
“This is your fault!” Zylas interrupted with a yell, turning red-faced to
his grandfather. “We were all fine until you used the communicator, and
then I lose the Dias and we fall in the bloody river! Why doesn’t Som
like you using it when I’m around, eh? Cos that’s what you said… I
don’t know why you’re not supposed to use it, but I think it’s better if
you don’t from now on!”
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Diadon swallowed. Yet it was all true; the communicator had been
the cause – just like Wight had said… but Wight was a lunatic, hear
me! A lunatic!
And then Zylas was there rocking back and forth gingerly, sobbing in
relief, clutching the Dias to his chest. He’d found it, he’d found it.
“Thank Gö-d…” he whispered, his hands shaking as he dipped his head
back through the chain. He turned to Diadon, “It’s okay now granddad,
I’ve got it… it’s okay now…”
Diadon swallowed as he viewed the precious object, as it stared at
him, mocked him. And Zylas was still on his knees, cradling it –
thanking Gö-d it was back in his protection. But it was far from okay. It
was far from okay.
“Come on.” Zylas put a gentle hand on his grandfather’s arm, shoving
the Dias back under his tunic. “Lets go back.” He eyed the leather
feathers nervously, Diadon mimicking his gaze. “They’re vilture
feathers, aren’t they.”
Diadon nodded solemnly. “They are…”
“They wanted it, granddad. They wanted my Dias…” He looked in his
grandfather’s direction, the scattered feathers animated by the wind.
“And so did the people in Poden. And they nearly got it. And the
viltures nearly got it.” He felt anger twinge inside him. “But they
didn’t. And I think you can safely say that it’s imperative The Council
look at it. As soon as possible.” He began to walk slowly back, leaving
Diadon to follow a couple of paces behind, silent and contemplative.
But the old man’s mind was in turmoil… voices arguing inside his
head… Wight lies, dear Gö-d! Yet he tells the truth… but the things he
says – so terrifying! Yet the truth is terrifying, my friend. The truth is
more terrifying than you could possibly imagine.
“Zylas, Diadon,” Enon joined them before they returned, leaving Rag
alone with Drater. The Tonder was not jumping for joy, that was for
sure. “You’s gonna tell me what happened then?” He spoke in a
whisper.
“We don’t rightly know,” Diadon said quietly, his head ringing. “And
I cannot begin to try to explain…”
Enon was concerned, though decided to steer away from the subject.
“Well, Drater said we’s can use his boat. Was quite keen actually – said
he wanted to have someone else row for a change.”
Diadon raised his eyebrows as the sun began to peep over the horizon
with the morn. “He has a boat? A real one?” They all observed Drater,
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who was now crawling in the sand, apparently pretending to be a
Tonder. Rag was looking at him perplexed.
Enon chuckled. “Apparently so. It’s moored a little way off – he said
he’d let us take control.”
“Did he now,” Diadon said. The Council had never permitted
someone so, so… he looked at Drater as he ate the sand… so, starkraving bonkers. But he had saved their lives… and his arm needed
medical attention to be sure… and to be fair it was his boat. They
walked over casually, wondering whether to give Drater an arc or not.
Diadon cleared his throat and Drater looked at him. “You have a boat?”
Drater nodded and pointed further ahead, where the outline of a small
craft was tinted red by the horizon. “Mine. But you can take.” He led
them over to the boat, bedraggled with leaves, and they had to lug it out
whilst he sat stubbornly on it.
“Wanna give us a hand?” Zylas asked him, straining.
Drater gave an assertive shake of his head. “No thank you.”
“Great,” Zylas said through gritted teeth, as the bow finally touched
the dipping water.
And then they had launched off into the current; the course bathed
red, as if the river were home to a bloody massacre, the sun growing
higher on their left as they were swept gently along. And the strange
man closed his eyes, settling back on the polished raft deck, and
afforded himself a conservative smile.
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Chapter 10:

THE ORB OF ETAF

- It wasn’t there I tell you! Lost – out of my reach! Wight – what next?
- Calm yourself Rat, for all is not lost. Where is the object now?
- ‘Tis with the boy again – he knew where he put it and again he found
it…”
- Better with him than with the Lord of Evil. And where do they go?
- A place on the river – of secrets beyond all secrets…
- On the river?!
- Yes, upon the Henden – down through the valley upon your resting
place…
- They’re coming? Are you positive?
- Very – I see them now…
- You must tail them, for when I am free we shall obtain the Dias before
it is to late.
- I know where they go, and I shall be with them. Be sure of nothing but
that.
*
Zylas shuddered under the cold, his teeth chattering involuntarily – his
clothes were heavy and stuck clumsily together. Diadon had told him to
take off his shoes because it wasn’t good to have wet feet, so he did so,
and found that his soles were wrinkled as if he had been in the bath too
long. He tried to warm them with his hands.
Drater sat silently with his eyes closed, in apparent deep thought (if
Drater was capable of any kind of thought at all). Zylas thought he
should try to make conversation, though decided he’d only get a silly
answer if he did, so he rested. He lay on his back, staring at the sky and
the movement of the clouds and treetops as they passed by.
“Diadon,” Zylas said quickly, “I think them viltures are following.”
Diadon, grasping a huge oar at one end nodded, “Yes, they will be.”
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“Well won’t they see the entrance then?” Enon, who had the other oar
at the other end turned his head up towards the sky.
“No,” Diadon huffed, “It’s guarded by magic – only Beasts of The
Council can pass through the Zone. And those who are invited of
course.” He smiled pointedly at Rag. “You’ll see them turn back soon.”
“Isn’t magic supposed to be extinct ‘ere?”
“Not quite extinct. It remains in droves, though is no longer
replenished once it has gone – we’ll talk more when we get there.”
“Some people have magic in their blood…” This had come from
Drater, who had re-opened his eyes. “I don’t though. My blood’s
green.” He closed his eyes again.
Zylas raised his eyebrows; for there was still blood leaking form
Drater’s bandaged arm and it certainly wasn’t green. He turned to
Diadon and had to shout over the roar of flowing water. “Is it true? Not
the green blood, obviously - that some people have magic in them?”
“Yes.”
“But I thought wizards were extinct.”
“Pure wizards are, though there’s ancestry and things. How do you
think we can use Hipnosee?”
“Hipnosee is magic?”
“Of course it is – what else could it be?”
Drater laughed. “For a clever boy you ask some thick questions.”
Zylas blushed, but Drater still had his eyes closed. “That’s rich
coming from you,” he muttered under his breath.
Diadon continued without a second glance at Drater. “Like I said, it’s
very difficult to learn Hipnosee – it’s possible, but it’s easier if you’re
born with the ability. Hold on now because the water’s getting choppy.”
The sun was warm with midday – a dominance high in the sky. Black
shapes hung far back in the distance and Rag kept a watchful eye. The
trees hung desperately to their yellow leaves, and the ones that fell
dogged the bends, and left skeletal branches behind.
They had been in a mutual silence when Drater spoke up
unexpectedly. “Are you chipmunk’s hungry?” he said with a squeak.
Diadon paused, mainly because he had just been called a chipmunk.
He looked at Enon who shrugged his shoulders unhelpfully. Drater
smiled. “You don’t eat?” he asked vibrantly, “If you don’t eat then the
ants won’t get any nutrients when you die.” That was one way of
looking at it.
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Zylas had just assumed no one had any food – the deck looked empty
and Enon had left his rucksack in Poden when they fled. He looked
inquisitively at Drater, “You have food?” he asked.
Drater nodded. “I don’t live on air. Sometimes I eat wood, but I get
splinters.” Then, without warning, he swivelled around and began
pulling at the deck. Zylas was just about to tell him not to eat the plank
when Drater brought up a hamper that had been concealed in the boat’s
base.
Enon was apprehensive about whether they would be able to eat
anything of Drater’s, and it showed in his voice: “Is it actually edible?”
Drater opened the lid and lowered in his good arm. “No, that’s why I
eat it.”
Enon couldn’t decide whether it was sarcasm or not.
Zylas’s spirits enormously rose at what he saw. Obviously it wasn’t
like the banquets he had had in Hayden’s Main Hall, though it was a
rather grand picnic never the less. There was plentiful bread of all
shapes and nations; and five different cheeses and spreads. There was
cold meat; sliced vegetables; potatoes and fruit. And, in five different
bottles, were fruit spirits and ale. Zylas wondered whether the ale
accounted for much of Drater’s behaviour, but he didn’t care to wonder
how Drater could have organised such a feast. So they ate without
question, and they ate much, traversing the river until mid-afternoon.
They passed a huge water ridge that everyone marvelled at, and
Diadon told them that there wasn’t long to go and that the viltures
shouldn’t bother them anymore. Indeed, moments after, Rag yelled,
“The viltures have turned away! With seemingly no reason!”
“It’s the magic,” Diadon nodded with a glowing face, “We’ve entered
the Zone of Magic for The Council.” And as he said that, the humming
of the birds in the trees seemed to vanish.
“How far now?” Enon asked brightly, because he had been suffering
from spasms of cramp.
Diadon frowned, “I’m not too sure – two miles maybe.”
The water lapped lazily at the boat among the silence, and the crew
watched the approaching with great expectation, a nervousness and
honour. All except the small man who sat silent and still with closed
eyes.
*
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- Not far now, Wight – I saw the boy - he just passed through the Zone
of Magic. It won’t be long now…
- Good, my friend; it is welcome news – and the object is with him?
- It never leaves his chest – never. But we must have it…
- And we will – not even the power of The Council can detain me for
long, especially if I have my Rat to help me…
- And I shall, believe me – you will be free on the world once again, and
you shall defy The Council once again…
- And I’ll send a wind to disrupt their very cells…
- Then keep it clear of me! For I will need all my persuasive power.
- Yes you shall. Injecting fear into someone’s heart is not easy to do.
- Yet the Dias will do so so easily.
- Yes, and that’s why we must obtain it – it will encapsulate mind after
mind with fear…
- And they shall succumb to Hipnosee like the others with fear already
in their hearts.
- I am expecting a visit from The Council soon. They disregarded my
theories before, but now they’ll reconsider.
- They’ll need to listen. And they will. The boy especially. He’s
interested in science like this.
- But this isn’t science – it’s magic, even harder to understand.
- The science of magic then. He’ll want to learn.
- And he shall. Yet the truth will terrify him.
- We’ll have to leave it now. Until next time.
- Yes, until next time. And I hope your arm gets better soon, viltures
give a nasty bite.
*
The water became shallower; shoals of fish darted over the visible
riverbed, fleeing from the moving boat. Trees were bent, their skeletal
branches clawing at the river, and there were heavy injections of water
moss.
“And this is it, finally,” Diadon stood, framed against the late–
afternoon sky. He pointed to an arrangement of moss, black branches
and fir trees that bobbed near one bank. “And that’s the entrance.”
“That’s an entrance?” Zylas questioned, screwing up his eyes. It was
very well hidden.
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“It’s a secret cave entrance. Again, it’s guarded by more magic – a
password of the Ancient Language.”
“The Ancient Language?”
“Yeah, from the time before The Ancient War. Two thousand years
ago. That horrendous battle destroyed an awful lot, including the entire
Human language of the time.”
Drater had stood on the deck to nose. “I can’t see no secret cave
entrance.”
Diadon sighed deeply. “That’s because if you could it wouldn’t be
secret would it?” He said it through gritted teeth.
“Oh yeah.” Drater grinned, “look at the fishes,” he cooed at the water,
splashing it with his fingers. “I used to be a fish, but I couldn’t swim, so
I became a human.”
Zylas looked hard at Drater.
The boat had slithered ever closer, and Diadon stooped high at its
peak. Then, when it was only a few metres away, he yelled, “Rév êa
lyoürs ëlf!” and the trees at his words bowed apart, and the rock
smothering the entrance rolled away and permitted the boat into the
gloom. Then, almost as instinctively, the rocks rolled back and the trees
flexed behind them.
Zylas gasped with astonishment, for he had never seen magic like it.
Drater yelled, “That was just like magic!”
It was so dark that Zylas couldn’t make out the shapes in front of him,
and it was so dank that he seemed to be breathing in moisture. His
clothes were heavy with water still, and his skin was cold and pale and
clammy. The boat drifted silently along, amid the gentle swish as
Diadon and Enon both swung the gigantic oars.
Then Rag gasped sharply and sniffed. “There’s a Beast in here I think
- though the scent’s faint and difficult to decipher.”
Diadon smiled, although they couldn’t see him. “Oh you’re in for a
surprise…”
A blinding light hummed down from a globe set high in the roof,
casting a startling glare upon the cave, and they all winced immediately.
Then, before they had barely looked around, the water in front of them
erupted in a torrent of thrashing limbs. The Beast roared ferociously,
it’s bull-like face contorted, and water flew around its hunched, spiked
back and muscular arms and legs. The boat’s occupants jumped in
fright, and the boat nearly capsized, rocking viciously as they fought to
stable it.
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Diadon stood, having remained at ease. “You’ll frighten them to
death, Rayshnov.”
The Beast roared with laughter and climbed to his full, massive
height. “Eski Lochnov vich a heron dûn, Diadon. Good to see you
again, Diadon.”
Diadon nodded, smiling. “And you. How have you been keeping?”
The Beast laughed. “Arti sækcj. Just fine. Etchûnd ekãs asdorvsky.
Though it is a strange time.” His dark fur was matted with water, and he
slowly pulled the boat to the marble landing where a portal squatted
within the ancient sandstone walls. “Ulakjhni Uslà? Who are these?”
Diadon climbed slowly onto the cracking tiles. He turned back to the
boat. “This is Rag, our Tonder friend; Enon, a Laizwerthian rebel of
high esteem; Drater, who lent us this raft and needs desperate attention,
[sure does, Zylas thought] and lastly, Zylas, my grandson.”
Rayshnov grunted, “mü ceêë. I see. Eljhlajlhâj rü vich. Müzé
Uünterdj vich ecæ . You are expected. We welcome you all.” Then he
breathed deeply, nasally, and stared from Zylas to Diadon. “Abraz vich
dûex plõpp cà – vich’àkl soæksjki. Did you two fall in – you’re wet.”
Diadon nodded quickly, “Choppy waters.”
Enon looked at him inquisitively and Diadon gave him a warning
stare. Zylas heard Drater sniff behind him.
Rayshnov laughed suddenly and turned his back on them. “Mü eshtajl
vich ne losti på u Dias. I hope you haven’t lost the Dias.”
Zylas shook his head, and he heard Drater sniff again.
Rayshnov didn’t wait for an audible answer. “Ekarad mü. Follow
me,” he said.
The boat was left in the pool, moored at the side, and they all crossed
the musty room to the huge wooden door. The ceiling domed high
above them, sparkling from the gigantic, light-emitting globe.
Drater hung back. He whispered to Zylas: “That Raysiv thing sure is
ugly. And it smells.”
Zylas didn’t look at him, but muttered, “So do you” in an undertone.
He didn’t suppose Drater had enough brain cells to hear. Then he
whispered to Diadon, “Why does he speak a different language before
he speaks Human?”
“A different language?”
“Yeah, like he’s clearing his throat or spitting.”
“Rayshnov is a Minåt, Zylas. Minåts always say the sentence in
Minish before Human.”
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“Doesn’t that get annoying?”
“Only if he says a really long sentence!” Diadon laughed to himself.
“You will never find a better guard than a Minåt – they’re unbelievably
loyal; won’t submit to Hipnosee; and are as strong as they come.”
They had reached the large wooden door, and Rayshnov turned to
them. “Ne Urûd på schjpekl, düü u trrjlaâ ne cepttiy på u passi. Don’t
speak, or the doors won’t accept the passwords.” He turned slowly, and
a silence eclipsed the group. Rayshnov cleared his throat. “Zjjêkjllt!”
The wooden door drooped into the ground, revealing a metallic one
behind it. “Amâzjkkl!” he yelled, and the door rose into the roof. A
glittering portal shone like a ghost behind, and Rayshnov commanded,
“Chåkaljzlk!” The portal rolled aside into the wall, permitting them
through into the rocky corridor.
“Oh, and another thing,” Diadon continued, “Minåts are the only
creatures that can physically say the passwords. And their numbers are
few and far between. We have three here of about fifty currently in
existence. Nothing can get into The Council unless Rayshnov lets them,
and no-one knows where it is anyway.”
Zylas laughed at the ingenuity. But he was tired, and cold, and his feet
ached because he had put his shoes clumsily back on when he climbed
from the boat. And now his skin was being grinded raw by sand.
Drater was moaning softly, his injured arm clutched to his chest, the
bandages soaked red. Rayshnov led in silence, and he took long strides
so the rest had to hurry to keep up.
There was light at the end of the rocky tunnel, and it filtered through
gaps in the floor’s grill and straight upward. There was an astonishing
contraption there; a large metal box with padded seats and open
windows, hugging the sides of the shaft. It clung to the walls with
narrow runners that stretched far downwards, and its shell was
imposing. Zylas had seen nothing like it.
“What on earth?” Zylas said, his voice injected with awe and wonder.
Diadon laughed. “The height of technology – we pioneer in science
and research here, you know. It’s called a lift.”
“A lift?” Enon was as astounded as Zylas.
“Yes. Finally up and running after years of careful planning. Too
expensive to install in mainstream cities, but it doesn’t mean we can’t
enjoy it.”
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Zylas raised his eyebrows. He didn’t know what the lift was supposed
to do but he couldn’t believe it would be enjoyable. “So, er, what does
it do?”
“It lifts people around floors of a building – instead of stairs. The
Council has ten floors below us, and this thing goes down to all of
them.”
“How does it work?” Zylas was encapsulated with interest.
Diadon stuttered slightly. “Well, er, lets see if I can remember…”
Zylas got the impression that Diadon hadn’t a clue. He rubbed his head
hard. “Er, something to do with angled magnets in the runners, er – I
know that…”
“Works on magnetism!?” Zylas was overcome with excitement. “And
these pulleys act as counterweights and brakes, do they?” He pointed to
an array of ropes taught from the roof.
Diadon stuttered again. “Er, yes. Yes … I think…”
“Is it safe?” Rag was apprehensive; he wasn’t used to mechanical,
human contraptions.
Diadon was pleased to be free of Zylas’s burning questions.
“Perfectly. Rayshnov, you can go now, thanks a lot. Come on the rest of
you. Unless you want to abseil.”
They stepped onto it gingerly, and it bounced with their weight.
Diadon closed the sliding door and smiled enthusiastically. “Sit down.
Don’t mess about.” He looked pointedly at Drater, then pulled a lever
next to him. There was a moment when they all lost their stomachs, and
the lift lurched downwards at a startling speed. The runners squealed
with the friction, and corridors flashed by them, the lift bobbing very
slightly.
Drater began to sing, and it was lucky there was no glass in the
windows or it may have cracked. “I eat hay, I eat hay. Sleep all day,
sleep all day. I eat hay and sleep all day ‘cos I’m a big fat donkey.” He
tapped his feet in time. “I eat grass, I eat grass. Sit on my…”
“And here we are.” The lift jolted to a sudden stop, and Drater fell off
his seat.
They were facing a bright, long corridor with beige walls and threadcotton carpet. They had to blink somewhat as the glare startled them,
slowly drawn to the outline of a figure propping himself against the
wall. Som leant to one side, smiling. “So it appears that you have
actually made it.”
Zylas had missed Som’s Western accent.
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“You wouldn’t believe what we went through to get here.” Diadon
climbed wearily from the lift, a wet patch remaining from where he had
sat. Zylas was worried in case he had stained the seat.
Som smiled. “It is true that I have heard strange stories that are
journey-related. Strange it is how dark the world has become.”
“It does go dark at night,” Drater added, nodding encouragingly.
Som let his mouth drop open. “It appears that you have acquired some
new acquisitions.”
Diadon nodded, wondering whether it was such a good idea to bring
Drater into such a place. “You know Rag, from Hayden’s stables; this is
Enon, who is a Laizwerthian rebelling against barbarian control – he
saved our lives back in the forest; and this is Drater, who also saved our
lives and got injured in the process.”
Som nodded apprehensively, and noticed Drater’s bloody arm.
“Birdies tried to steal my arm from me…” Drater mumbled slowly. “I
cried, I did. ‘Take my nose instead!’ I yelled, but all they wanted was
my arm.”
Som smiled sympathetically. “I’ll show you to the hospital wing…
you will be fine… the rest of you will have a room each in the Guest
Quarters. It is apart from the Tonder however. He is to go to the
vetinary where tests will be carried out upon him.”
Rag’s eyes narrowed considerably. “Lucky me,” he growled.
“Can I go to the vetinary too?” Drater asked. “I want some Tonder
food.”
Som stammered slightly. “M… maybe later…” he mumbled. “Er…”
he looked slightly taken aback. “I trust you still have in your possession
the object that caused this trip?”
Zylas took the Dias carefully and held it out. It was heavy – a strain
on his arm.
They didn’t notice Drater stealing longing looks at it from the
shadows. Som’s expression darkened, though he was relived. “At least
that is something. We will talk tomorrow – I’ll take you to your rooms
now and leave you to sort yourselves out. We have clothes available in
the wardrobes, and light food and drink – you must be hungry. I’ll drop
Drater and Rag off at the vetinary. I mean, I’ll drop Rag off at the
vetinary and Drater off at the hospital.” He shook his head to himself.
“Follow me please.”
They walked through endless corridors, through foyers and across
huge and splendid halls. There were important people who Zylas didn’t
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recognise, but he was tired and wasn’t looking too hard anyway.
Candles dotted every wall, showering a dim light upon them as they
passed, and the flames left imprints on Zylas’s eyes as they passed.
They left Drater with two nurses and said goodnight to him, though
he was unusually silent. And so was Rag as he was led gingerly to the
vetinary for tests. Hundreds of stairs passed underfoot, some warm and
carpeted, others cold and stone-slabbed, and Zylas yearned for rest
more than anything. He eventually found himself standing at the
threshold of a room of royal rose, and he was ushered in and bade
goodnight by the others. The door was closed, and he was left alone
with the warming sweet fragrance from the candles and glowing fire.
There was butter-bread and water that he consumed rapidly and
gratefully, before finally getting out of the damp, sand-encrusted
garments that he had struggled to wear. The bathroom was grand;
marble tiled and gold-plated, and the water was warm and fresh. It was
the first time he had washed with soap and oils for a few days, and he
felt miles better afterwards, relaxing in front of the warming fire to dry.
The heat made him even more sleepy, and within minutes he had
clambered into the huge four-poster bed, intoxicated by the pearly
cleanness, and extinguished the bedside candles. He was surprised by
the sudden darkness, though there was no star or moonlight in aid to
cast ghostly shadows across the room. But he felt the presence of the
Dias and Snake’s Tooth that lay close by, and was untroubled.
*
- So near, but yet so far! They have sought refuge at last – yet out of
range…
- Speak more openly Rat! They have reached The Council?
- Yes. And the Dias is still with the boy.
- Then it is not far…
- Yet it is far enough! It never leaves his sight, and he is always with the
others so I can’t take it by force!
- Where are you? Are you near by?
- I’m inside.
- You’re inside!? Inside The Council!?
- Yes. The hospital. They’ve finally got The Lift working, you know.
- ‘Bout time too – ‘specially since it was based entirely on my research.
- Diadon hasn’t got a clue about anything.
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- That doesn’t surprise me. How are you inside?
- They invited me. Said I needed help. Though Zylas is beginning to
cotton on to my acting.
- What?
- I can’t help it! I’m very realistic as well – it’s just that Hipnosee is
strong in him – he reads people well, and I’m no exception.
- Then forget about him for the time being. Get me out instead and we’ll
talk more.
- Okay. Which guard do you need injecting with fear?
- His name’s Morl – brings me food. Put fear in him and then I’ll
Hipnotize my way out of this blasted place.
- Morl? Got it. I’ll do so as soon as possible.
*
Zylas woke suddenly. The room was black, though the constant glow
from the nightlights shone yellow from the crack under his door. It was
among the early hours, though Zylas was restless, and he climbed from
his bed, which had become cold and absent. He was unaware that the
Dias had turned a swirling mass of inky black under his pyjamas.
The darkness was a light enough shade of grey to un-veil the positions
of the bedside candles, and Zylas lit them instinctively. He wasn’t
exactly awake – just caught between his subconscious realm, and the
wall clock showed it was only just tomorrow. He felt slightly alone, as
if he was the only one currently in existence, and he sought a kind of
comfort. He saw Snake’s Tooth lying on the table on the opposite side
of the room, and he held out his arm automatically, yearning for it in his
hand. Its response was instantaneous. The scabbard lifted slowly from
the tabletop, no longer inanimate, and began to float towards him.
When it was hovering midway across the room, Zylas did a rapid
flicking movement with his wrist, and the sword did a mid air twist, the
scabbard flying from the blade and crashing to the floor. The blade
slowly turned so the hilt was facing Zylas’s hand, and, as soon as it was
impeccably in line, it shot through the air and into his grasp. Zylas
stood for a few moments, Snake’s Tooth brandished at the opposite
wall. Then, with seemingly no reason, he dropped it on the carpet and
hurried from the room.
Through dim corridors he ran, down steps and across landings, and he
heard and saw no one. He didn’t know where he was running, just that
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he had to be there, and he didn’t stop until he crossed one of the
landings across the Meeting Foyer and stopped in the doorway at one
end. He was looking across a colossal hall, high up with staircases
before him and landings far below his feet. The roof was a dome of
glass, except it looked openly out upon the midnight stars. Moonlight
shifted through the panes and shimmered off a beautiful waterfall that
flowed in from the river, splashing in the pool that lay at the Hall’s
stone basin.
Zylas was moved by this internal beauty: moved down one of the
carpeted staircases and out onto the following landing. He tuned his
back on the hall and its water features, and walked automatically
through the second archway he came to. There he stayed inquisitively.
He was in a small stone room, with dim torches flickering on the walls
and pillars struggling in all four corners. Though it was the object in the
centre that caught Zylas’s attention.
Upon a golden pedestal, intricated with flowing patterns, stood an
orb. He had read about them in history books, but had never actually
seen one, and was entranced at the milky clouds that played around
within it. Writing was scrawled along the pedestals edges, of the
Ancient language, and Zylas read silently.
‘TheOr bof Etaf,’ he read. ‘Bêwar eofth é dange rofthe fut ûrê. Lô ok
ô nlyif yõ ureally wàn ttÓ séê yõ urdest in y.’
He hadn’t got a clue what it meant, and so took it upon himself to try
it anyway. Moving forward, automatically; drawn like a magnet, he
found himself standing only a foot or so away, eyes glazed and staring.
And then he raised his hands, drew them forward, and they met a sort of
invisible resistance – a blue, lightning-like web sparking around the orb
at his touch. A force field, cold and forbidding, opposing the pressure
placed on it. Then, like the piercing of jelly resin, Zylas’s fingers went
through and emerged on the other side. And then his hands followed,
the protective field surrendering, allowing the boy access to the
forbidden orb.
He placed his hands upon the cold glass and closed his eyes, dropping
into the darkness, to an irretrievable blackness inside the globe. A
warming sensation tingled the nerves in his fingers, and his mind was
full of dark and swirling cloud, cloud that blanketed reality and pressed
forward instead. A voice appeared in his head, a voice that he would
remember forever, a voice that said slowly, ‘Welcome, Master Oweny’.
And he lost sense of reality, a…nd was lost in vis…i…ons.
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*
Zylas was standing at the pinnacle of a mountain, the wind vicious and
tearing, bombarding him with a tangible cold. A mist encircled him,
concealing the view, only letting his vision probe to the scraggy ground
a couple of metres away. And then the mist was falling, melting rapidly,
disappearing on the wind – and revealing with it a greater terror. The
rocky valley, so far below him, was congested with hundreds of
thousands of moving troops, a bodily mass moving through the canyon
like a pipe forcing forward putrid, thick and dirty water. And his heart
did a number of crazy stunts. Then he noticed the tower far off in the
distance, thrusting up against the reddened, scarred sky, and his
stomach did a number of crazy stunts too.
Then there was darkness – the light fading so suddenly, almost as
though he had closed his eyes. To be honest, he may have. Though
sound was creeping across his ears, frantic breathing, and the scene
came into focus slowly as a bleary mess. A figure was on the ground,
twisted at the wake of a blockage, and Snake’s Tooth protruded from
his heart. Zylas felt tears stifle the vision even more, until everything
was dark again; dark and dingy.
He was walking through darkness, though light flickered on the walls
of rock, and sand crunched under his feet. He must have been miles
underground, and the air was thick with a burning dust that made him
choke. It was suddenly very familiar. He walked on, and slowly, more
light filtered through the darkness until he could clearly see a circular
light patch at the tunnel end. He had been in this tunnel before, had
walked the very footsteps he was walking now – though something was
different.
With a beating heart, he ran up the length of the tunnel and emerged
at the edge of the cavern he had seen just days earlier in his dreams. On
the other side of the rock bridge was a huge being of molten rock –
Hesta was facing him once more. Though one person was missing:
Totan, his father; and the woman strapped to the bridge… wasn’t a
woman at all – a girl, no older than Zylas himself, with vibrant
lightning-gold hair was screaming furiously. Zylas panicked, frozen
still where he stood, and Hesta moved across the bridge towards him.
The girl was smote where she lay, and Zylas fell to his knees as Hesta
approached, and a scarlet burning branded his eyes shut, and hissing
consumed his head. He reopened them timidly, his head swimming, and
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was looking out upon an arid plain of brazen dirt. There was no water
and no greenery, and death everywhere, and a heavy breathing filled his
head, but he was alone – alone amongst the bodies, and he screamed
louder than ever.
*
“I told you not to use it! You needn’t have contacted him at all - I
indeed did tell you! Zylas could have gone, so he could…”
“But he is still here asleep! Nothing happened – Relax. Like I’ve
always said: Wight was wrong.”
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Chapter 11:

MAGIC

Zylas was woken by a knock on his door, and he sat bolt upright
immediately. Som’s voice was on the other side: “Come awake, master
Zylas,” he said politely, “and rise now, for breakfast is in an hour from
this moment.” Som didn’t wait for any recognition, and Zylas heard
him proceed to the next door to knock on that.
Zylas realised his heart was racing, and he was prompted into
remembering the night’s events. Had it been a dream? For he honestly
couldn’t remember actually acknowledging that he was awake whilst he
was walking about, so it had to be a dream, didn’t it? Zylas picked up
Snake’s Tooth, which was lying un-sheathed on the floor, and tried to
make it sail across the room. It was the first time he had been happy
that a levitation attempt had resulted in failure, because he had tried
before. Though hadn’t he left Snake’s Tooth in its scabbard on the table
before he had gone to bed? He was pretty certain, but tried to convince
himself otherwise. And who the hell was Oweny – the strange name
was resounding around his head and he had no idea why.
So he mithered for an hour – getting hastily washed twice because he
had forgotten he had done so the first time, and then waited to be called
upon, dressed in formal clothes from the room’s wardrobes.
Diadon knocked soon after, though looked slightly anxious as Zylas
opened the door. “How was your night, Zy?” he asked, worry written
on his face.
Zylas went slightly hot, and stammered something about being okay,
thank you very much for asking. He wondered immediately whether he
should have told the truth - told him what he had dreamed, but Diadon’s
relieved expression seemed to quash these inklings. The King smiled
and muttered “Thank goodness for that.” Then he gave him some more
ReadyRelief to try and abolish the standing ache in his cheek.
Som also arrived looking flustered, and he too asked how Zylas had
slept. Zylas thought again – but he had been ridiculed last time he had
told them about a dream, and wasn’t going to make the same mistake
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twice. It wasn’t as if it was any of their business anyway, nosy so-andsos. “It was fine, thank you,” he said, looking him directly in the eye.
Som smiled in response, almost in relief, and beckoned them to
follow him. He talked more cheerfully as they went, gesturing to the
guest bedrooms and lecture halls. A short time later they came out onto
a huge, brightly lit room, and Zylas’s heart nearly stopped.
“It is this that is the main Entrance Hall,” Som said proudly, adjusting
his green sash.
Everyone [except Diadon who had seen it many times before]
marvelled at the glass roof and colossal waterfall. Far below over the
landing’s banister was the royal stone floor, and narrow canals rimmed
its outside, traversed with dainty white bridges. Enon was gasping in
awe, “Is that the real sky ‘ere?”
“Yes, that is the world outside and above us.”
“Then wouldn’t it be easy for enemies to break in through the glass?”
“Well they would have a long distance to fall would they not?” Som
laughed. “It’s protected by magic of strength. A Minåt number of one
hundred could fall on one spot and it would hold.”
They walked steadily down a staircase to the landing below, and Enon
wandered off in fascination. “What’s in here?” he asked, standing in an
archway that prickled the hairs on Zylas’s neck.
“Oh, it’s the orb of Etaf,” Diadon said drearily, as if Enon shouldn’t
have asked, “The orb of fate.”
Zylas’s stomach lurched. Orb of fate?!
Som hung at the threshold, “Magic orbs are in need to be dealt with
with caution; and none so more than this one of here. The Ancient
scripture underneath reads: ‘Beware of the danger of the future. Look
only if you want to see your destiny’. And it is a warning that is in need
of being heeded. People have wasted away over what it showed
them…” He and Diadon exchanged a nervous glance, as if they knew
more. “You cannot touch it now anyway – that’s been made sure of…”
Zylas felt faint. He had looked into it during the night and seen
himself rendered helpless about a screaming victim. And then he had
seen the arid world of death were nothing lived. Still, at least he wasn’t
amongst the bodies; that would have made him feel really bad.
Around a corner, in an enclosed alcove, was a large stone patio with a
grand oak table sitting on it. Light shone from the skylights, the narrow
canals running far below them, and large and exotic plants clung in
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various nooks and crannies. They may have easily been in another part
of the forest that grew high above them.
If Zylas had thought King’s meals in Hayden were good, they were
nothing compared to the food he ate that morning. Though he couldn’t
think straight – a thought kept nagging his mind – who was the
brilliantly golden-headed girl in his vision? And why had he been called
Oweny?
About him conversations progressed, mainly about the history of The
Council and various adventures people had been heroes in. Zylas met
more important people: Professor Undor, a chief scientist; A
Laizwerthian representative; and a large and pompous man called the
chancellor, who’s manner Zylas found off putting to say the least.
Then they all rose steadily, and as one, and made for the main
meeting hall. Zylas vowed to rid his mind of these obsessive thoughts,
and tried to concentrate on the present – the future can never be set,
surely.
Enon caught sight of a huge metal door at the end of the corridor, and
his lust of knowledge prompted him. “What’s through there?”
“Can’t go in there, I’m afraid,” Diadon said slowly, “Top Secret.”
Zylas’s attention was caught by the words ‘Restricted’. “What’s so
secret that it needs to be locked away?”
“You know I said that there’s magic at all possible entrances? Well,
one day that magic is going to disappear and we’ll need other ways of
guarding the entrances and special routes.”
“A type of defence? A monster?”
“No, not a monster,” Diadon lowered his voice slightly. “It’s just
something to protect us when we haven’t got magic to call upon.”
They walked into a large, airy hall that was lined with furnished
wooden boards and again, accommodated a grand, intricately carven
table. The ceiling was covered in beautiful paintings, and glowing
torches burned to cast light on the room.
They sat automatically, Rag lay by the fire and bowed his head, and
Diadon set his hands loosely on the table. “So we are here. At last.”
There was a grunt of approval. Diadon nodded, “And the Dias is safely
with us.”
Zylas took the Dias out instinctively and laid it on the table. Enon
started to clap, and only stopped because no one else had. The
chancellor glowered at him.
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Diadon stood and looked around, smiling. “We have brought the Dias
here because of the dark events that have been occurring. We know
little about it, but what we all know we must share. Though let’s start at
the beginning.” He sat down, though still had the air around him to
allow him to continue. “The Dias is a magic object,” he cleared his
throat. “Magic is just particles of energy. These particles distribute
energy in different ways – they can provide objects with energy and
make them fly, or they can manipulate messages around the body –
control the mind as in Hipnosee for example.”
“So when you use Hipnosee, you are changing the signals in the other
creatures brain?”
“Yes, well, the magic particles do it for me; the particles in my body
talk to the creatures nerve systems and manipulate them in the way I
want.”
“How does magic come about?” Enon was interested.
“Don’t interrupt your king!” the chancellor bellowed, and all eyes
turned with surprise.
Diadon laughed, “It’s fine chancellor, I’d finished. Plus, I’m not his
king, he’s a Laizwerthian.”
The chancellor’s eyes grew pig like. Very much like his body.
“Magic doesn’t come about anymore,” Diadon continued. “There
were three Jewels – of soul, earth and body, and flames used to spark
beneath them. The smoke particles given out were magic ones –
constructed by the Jewel’s inner structures. When the flames went out a
few years ago magic was no longer replenished. It’s slowly dying out –
magic that exists in air and objects only lasts for about ten years; the
magic particles in our blood last till we die – well, until our aura dies.
But magic is due for extinction.”
“Why don’t you just re-light the flames?” Zylas asked, in awe of this
information.
Som laughed suddenly. “We tried! Believe me we tried. Though we
were undone by our own foolishness.”
Diadon continued. “When the Jewels were active, we made a
unanimous decision to place them in areas where they couldn’t be taken
– if they were ever stolen the ransom would be terrific! Stupid thing is,
we guarded them so well we couldn’t get to them ourselves! They’re
protected by the most hellish traps and most devilish monsters.
Hundreds died trying. Now we’ve just resigned ourselves to life without
magic.”
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“Life without magic?” Zylas asked, “Doesn’t legend say that there are
other planets like this one that don’t have magic?”
“You are talking about the Red Planet of The Mill-kiy Wåi are you
not,” said the chief astronomer. “Marz, it is called. We know it exists.”
“How?”
“It’s a long story; and too complicated. But it is true that there is an
advanced race of Humans living near Marz, and that their planet has no
Jewels.”
“They have no Jewels but they are an advanced race? More advanced
than us?”
“Yes. They have space-exploration equipment.”
“Wow. I’d like to meet them someday.”
“No you wouldn’t. Advanced races only care for one thing.”
“What’s that?”
“They lust for more power.”
Zylas paused for a moment to think.
Enon broke the silence. “Well, where are the Jewels?”
“One’s here, in The Shallows – in the fire caverns of Naynon. The
other two are far out of here – The North miles further north and The
Roan-Roe Region west of us. That’s where Som’s from, and why his
accent and skin colour is so rare here. Not many make the journey over
The Colossal Ocean, not since the Storm brewed and still reigns.”
“What’s the Storm?” Zylas was encapsulated.
“One mutation of The War.”
“The War?”
“Yes. Two thousand years ago, at the very end of the Prime-Age, a
war broke out between Man and Beast.”
“Yeah, you said something about that before – about how the Ancient
language came to an end, or something. Lasted for fifty years.”
“That’s right,” Diadon was grim. “Terrible magic was used by both
sides – this was when pure wizards were around, remember – and in the
end the War ended in a bloody stalemate, neither side willing to push
further and take more casualties.
“Though terrible mutations had occurred. None more so when the
dragon clan of Igor and the wizard lord Arkön inadvertently clashed.
The result left a huge, never-ending storm in the middle of The Colossal
Ocean, and only the most gifted seafarers can cross it.
“Not only that, it also left a cross between the dragons and harpy race
that lived in the nearby hives in the hills. Dragons are half snake, half
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bird, and harpies are half woman, half bird. And they combined to
create one moody hag. The Dragpy was born.”
“Dragpies?” Zylas’s voice rose in pitch, “They’re mutations!?”
“Yep. And legend has it that they took to the skies. And in the
floating city of Aretroth they made the Dias.”
“So many names…” Enon moaned, clutching his head.
“The Dias was made by Dragpies?”
“That’s what they told us. It was given to Totan, who be-friended the
queen of the clan in the nearby hills.”
“There’s a clan living near by?”
“Yes. We have little to do with them. Totan and I were really the only
humans they trusted, but we see them little.”
There was a long, contemplative silence. The representative of
Laizwerth, a tall, bearded man dressed in blue broke the silence. “What
do we’s know about the Dias?”
“The Dragpies told only Totan, and he told us very little. One thing he
did say was that it leaves an imprint on him – that’s how I believe we
can track him. We’ll have to pay the Dragpies a visit.”
“It tells us where my dad is!” Zylas said enthusiastically, and stared
deeply into the mist-filled globe, as if willing an answer.
“I believe so. But that is all we really know about it.”
“That statement is not a true one,” Som warned quietly, having sat
silent for a long time. He looked at Diadon. “The Dragpies didn’t tell
only Totan – they told Wight too – and we know what he said! We are
in the knowing that he linked it with fear.”
“Preposterous!” This had come from the chancellor, whose chins
wobbled. “Wight is a traitor to us all!”
“Who’s Wight? There’s a person called Wight?” Enon frowned
around the table. “I thought Wight was just an adjective meaning bold,
intelligent…”
“Yes, but it’s based on a real person. Wight used to be head of The
Council. He was by far the most intelligent, and most skilled with
magic and the sword.”
“Well, where is he? Is he dead ‘ere?”
“No, he’s… he’s in prison.” Diadon glanced nervously at Zylas.
“In prison?! Why?! Where?”
“Wight had ideas – theories about Hipnosee – they are all
preposterous.” Diadon blinked slowly and sighed, not meeting Zylas’s
eyes as he spoke. “He tried to kill Totan. He said he’d be the death of us
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all. Luckily, there were enough people around to restrain him, and he
wouldn’t fight any of us. Now he’s locked up.”
Enon had caught Diadon’s persistent glances, and he furrowed his
brow in Zylas’s direction. “Alright… and who exactly is Totan?”
Diadon spluttered slightly. “He’s Zylas’s father. My son.”
“Oh, right,” Enon said, slightly abashed.
Diadon carried on as Zylas looked at the table. “I don’t want you
getting the wrong impression – Wight was a great man – he just went
mad slightly. He went on about light speed and warping space, and
things – lost his sense of relativity. So when he began spouting about
how the Dias works on fear, we just ignored him.”
“Yet it is true that his words my conceal inklings of truth,” Som
muttered carefully. “I’ve always said: it isn’t that the theories are
wrong, it’s that we are not wise enough to understand them.”
“He allied himself with a bunch of Rats!” The chancellor roared.
“Rats?” Enon furrowed his brow. He felt slightly dizzy.
“They were all spies who he was very close too. All human of course!
Red Rat is the one operating at the moment, and they are able to
communicate with each other without the need of a communicator. That
is, they can talk wherever they want, whenever they want. We’ve never
seen him either.”
“Well, what can this spy do?” Zylas frowned.
Diadon pursed his lips. “He has the ability to put fear into people. Just
as the chancellor can who’s sitting opposite you.” The chancellor
sneered nastily for some reason. “Though he won’t be very happy with
us for locking up his old friend. Let’s just hope we never meet him – I
don’t want to end up a jabbering wreck!”
“Well what did Wight say about the Dias? How did he link it with
Hipnosee?”
“Can’t remember. It was complicated…” Diadon gave a chuckle. “He
was a very complicated man. Som?” He looked over at him. “Do you
know what he said?”
Som shook his head. “No. Like you indeed did say – it was
complicated.”
“It was preposterous, that’s what it was!” The chancellor bellowed
suddenly.
Diadon purposely ignored him. “We’re going to have to go and see
him.”
“See him!?” The chancellor roared. “What do you mean, see him?”
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Diadon raised his eyebrows. “Chancellor,” he said with an
exasperated sigh. “Your opinion is not the only one that counts. In fact,
keep it to yourself in future. Like I’ve said, Wight is the greatest person
currently alive – the most skilled with sword and magic…”
“What magic has he got?” Zylas asked enthusiastically.
Diadon paused before answering, and the table was silent with
anticipation. “We know little – he rarely confided such things in us –
but I’ll tell you what I can. Like I’ve said, the three jewels emit
different types of magic – the earth jewel gives natural magic, as in
creating fire; the soul jewel gives off magic of the mind, like Hipnosee;
and the body jewel provides physical magic, like night vision. Wight
possesses all three types. We know this because he has visited every
Land in this world, and is a direct descendent from Arkön himself, who
was the most skilful wizard that ever lived.” Diadon paused and rubbed
his eyes, then he continued. “We know Wight can control wind – in the
first few weeks of his imprisonment he kept is under ferocious storms
and gale-forces, though he tired eventually and stopped. We also know
he’s gifted in levitation and telekinesis– that’s the ability to move
objects with the mind… [Zylas went red]… and Hipnosee.”
“Surely if he was gifted at Hipnosee he’d just talk himself free.” Enon
frowned.
The chancellor snorted as if Enon had just made an entirely ignorant
comment.
“Yes, but the guards can’t be Hipnotized. Remember that some
people aren’t susceptible to it? Wight tested them himself. That’s what I
call irony.”
The chancellor, still sneering at Enon, was impatient. “Enough about
him. What about the importance of the Dias?”
“The Barbarians want it.” Zylas had said this in a monotone, aware of
the eyes that turned on him.
“The Barbarians? Why on earth would they want your ruddy little
Dias?”
Zylas stammered slightly at the chancellor’s rudeness. “Er… I dunno.
Wight mentions the Dias in his theories?”
The chancellor seemed to roar in frustration, though Diadon silenced
him. “Yes. He said that Tyran needs the Dias to fulfil his plan to rule
the world. Obviously we thought he had gone mad – Tyran was dead,
and so your father gave the Dias to me to give to you when the time
was right.”
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“Did he say how Tyran would be able to do it?”
“Yes, but we cannot recall such information. All we know is that
someone’s doing a flaming good job of it at the moment.”
“How can we find out?”
“Ask him again. And the Dragpies too.”
“Then what is the reason for which we are waiting?” Som stood
hurriedly. “Let’s destroy the Dias now, and no harm can come to
anyone…”
“But we need it to find my dad!” Zylas yelled, clinging the Dias to his
neck protectively.
Diadon raised a hand and both Som and Zylas fell silent. “We do not
know enough about the Dias to be making rash decisions. We must talk
to the Dragpies first either way, because we neither know how to use it
as a map; nor how to destroy it.” There was an authoritative silence.
“We know you had a lot of respect for Wight, Som – as we all did – but
we need to speak to him more.”
“He is a TRAITOR!” The chancellor yelled. “There shouldn’t be a
shred of respect left for that slimy, double-faced, double-crossing
parasite!” Spit flew onto the table.
“Silence your talking mouth, chancellor!” Som bellowed. “It is us
who are in need of seeing Wight again – we must go as soon as
possible…”
“And we shall.” Diadon stood. “We will see him today. Zylas, I want
you to go to the hospital wing to get your scar checked out
professionally – Tonder claws can leave infection.”
“I can see how Drater is too.”
“Who? Oh yes – him. Off you go, quick as you can then.”
And a servant beckoned Zylas to follow.
Drater was alone in the small ward when Zylas went over to him. He no
longer had a sling; his arm was tightly bandaged but he was able to
move freely. His eyes narrowed slightly when Zylas approached.
“Hey Drater,” Zylas said awkwardly, “how are you feeling?”
“Like a goat,” Drater replied tilting his head. Then something seemed
to register deep within his synapses. “All alone are we?”
Zylas was slightly taken aback. He looked round timidly as if too
confirm Drater’s statement – the ward was bare. Zylas coughed
nervously. “I’ve just found out my scar was fine – the lady in the
corridor outside said so.”
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Drater grinned insanely – or sanely in Drater’s case, if you follow.
“Yes. Tonders can pack a nasty punch.”
Zylas was just about to ask him how he knew it was a Tonder who
had hit him, when something about the name Drater was all to familiar.
Not Drater itself – just something about it that he couldn’t pinpoint. He
lifted his head slightly and set the trap. “Did you know that Wight tried
to kill my father?”
“Of cour…” Drater blinked suddenly, and walked right into it.
“You know who Wight is?” Zylas said powerfully, his voice rising
slightly.
Red Rat realised his mistake straight away, and tried to rectify it.
“Ceiling white, walls white – so much white!” he laughed insanely.
Zylas’s eyes narrowed, and he didn’t fall for the acting, no matter
how realistic. “It’s you…” he muttered, consciously stepping back. “All
this time it’s been you… the spy…”
Then, without warning, Rat leapt forward with his good arm and
clasped for the Dias. Zylas yelled frantically, stumbling over
backwards, but he was up on his feet again in no time and ran from the
ward as fast as he could go.
- He knows, Wight, the blasted boy knows.
- Slow down Rat – knows what?
- That I’m the Red Rat!
- How has he found that out?!
- Trickery I tell you – he got me good and proper too – tempted me with
the Dias he did. Asked about you. He fled before I could get my hands
on it.
- Well where are you now?
- In the hospital wing – I need a path outta here… they’re gonna be
coming for me and then our plan will fail…
- Okay shut up and listen. Now face the main entrance and look to your
left. In the furthest corner is a spiral staircase that leads out to a tower
overlooking the valley. The password is Le tmeo ut, and I shall you
blow you off the pinnacle.
- Fine, and the guard’s name is Morl?
- Yes. That is who you must inject with fear. Now climb the tower.
And so Drater ran from his bed to the spiral staircase at the hall’s end,
and, pumped with adrenaline, he climbed it. Round and round and
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higher and higher he climbed until he came to the steel trapdoor in the
roof. “Le tmeo ut,” he muttered, and it sprang back on its hinges.
Sunlight flooded the restricted circular platform that overlooked the
deep and cavernous valley due north, and Drater buzzed with
anticipation. The huge spire of the prison of Acõth shone bronze in the
distance, the sanctuary of his close friend, and the red dust of the
valley’s floor glowed too.
Trees clumped around his viewpoint, shielding its whereabouts as
much as possible, and a wind began to blow hard against the skeletal
branches.
- I am there.
- Good. You can come.
Red Rat climbed the metallic grille fencing and hung at the other side,
the deathly plummet below him. His clothes whipped at his face as a
torrent blew up, though Rat grinned. And he was grinning as he
jumped; arms and clothes flailing as he fell; though he was suddenly
suspended in the gale and was whisked away as if he where flying, and
soared towards the horizon.
“It is him!” Zylas protested, as Diadon stalked huffily towards the
hospital, the others following close behind. “Drater is the Red Rat!”
“Why on earth would Red Rat actually come inside The Council?”
Diadon was apprehensive. “We have hundreds of people looking for
him!”
Zylas shrugged. “We’ll have to see when we find him. If we find
him.”
They had walked into the corridor onto which the hospital sat, and
there was an air of tension about the place. Then, as they were nearing
the hospitals glass-door entrance, a nurse hurried into the corridor
looking flustered. She looked left then right and saw the group
approaching. Her expression was of nervousness.
“Diadon! We have a problem!”
“So do I. Have you seen Drater? The guy brought in with the vilture
bite?”
“That’s the problem – he’s gone, sire, and I mean gone – he’s just
vanished…”
“Gone!? I thought the exits were guarded!”
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“They are – he never left through a door – we’re all certain…”
“Well he can’t just vanish – even magic doesn’t work like that –
there’s a science to everything – he must still be here…”
“Sire, the trap door in the roof – it was open…” The nurse was
slightly pale as she spoke.
Diadon flushed red. “You didn’t – it wasn’t - left open!?”
“No – he must have known the password…”
“How the hell could he have known?”
“Well I certainly didn’t tell him!”
“I know but…” Diadon looked at Zylas briefly.
Zylas was solemn. “You said that Wight and Red Rat could talk to
each other whenever and wherever they wanted. Did Wight know the
password?”
Diadon widened his eyes, and Zylas knew the answer was yes. “He
invented the passwords – he wouldn’t…”
“If his friend was trapped and needed to escape…well, I know what I
would do.” Zylas thought more deeply. “So why was he here?”
“That’s the question. He’s never been here before – why now? Unless
they’re planning something…”
“We should go now – to Wight…” Zylas said quickly.
“Get answers before their plan is put into practise…”
So they turned again on their heels and hurried to the lift and to the
Red Valley.
*
Red stones crunched underfoot, and Red Rat hurried up to the gates of
Acõth. Shadows stretched across the crimson grit, and the huge tower
stretched imposingly upwards, the tip glinting as it caught the midday
sun.
“You! Who are you!?” Came the bawl from a watch tower-positioned
guard. Red Rat rubbed his face and brushed his scraggy hair back (the
short flight had totally disrupted his appearance).
“A messenger,” he said pointedly, “from The Council.”
“Oh yeah? What’s your name?”
Rat thought fast. “Nurse Elljah.”
The watch guard raised his eyebrows. “I thought all nurses were
female.”
Rat didn’t smile. “You trying to be funny?”
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The watch guard shook his head. “No. What do you want?”
“I have an urgent message for Morl.” He took out a folded piece of
paper.
“Concerning what?” The guard was abusing his authority.
Rat rolled his eyes. He was getting fed up. “Can you keep a secret?”
“Yes.” The guard nodded.
“So can I. Now, I need to see Morl.”
The guard didn’t like that. “Give me the note and I’ll pass it on to
him.”
Red Rat laughed loudly. “Does he read Dragpy?”
The guard was again gob smacked. “Ok, tell me the message and I’ll
tell him…”
“No.” Rat was impatient. “For one, it’s too long to remember, and
two, it’s none of your business.”
The guard shut his mouth promptly. “Yes, of course – you must
appreciate that we have to be careful who we permit…”
Red Rat rolled his eyes. “No one knows that Acõth exists apart from
us, remember.”
The guard nodded. “I apologise.” And he opened the gate
purposefully. “Just go to the front desk and ask to see Morl, okay?”
Red Rat nodded and walked through the courtyard that only The
Council knew about. And a specific Rat assisting a friend, he thought.
A pleasant air was brimming around the grand entrance – with
curving steel pillars and diamond studied crevices. Rat immediately
requested Morl, having screwed up the fake note and hid it in his
pocket.
Morl appeared minutes later, carrying a tray of what Rat decided was
Wight’s lunch. It looked nice too. “Yes?” Morl said, irritated. “I’m in a
hurry so can we be quick?”
“Sure,” Rat said. “I only wanted to do this…” and he placed his palm
on Morl’s chest, and his eyes flashed repeatedly. Then Rat turned and
fled, leaving Morl standing perplexed. Petrified.
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Chapter 12:

WIGHT

They were hurrying through the Red Valley – the scarlet stones burning
underfoot. What Red Rat could have done they had no idea; Acõth was
guarded on all sides, and no one was permitted to enter the spiralling
tower apart from a select few. Diadon assured them that there was no
way a stranger could actually see Wight, so how on earth did Red Rat
think he could help Wight escape? He was only one man.
Zylas stared transfixed at the dominating tower as it glinted silver, the
steel stabbing the skt, the pinnacle high above him. The chancellor was
slowing every one down, for he could only dawdle at best. Zylas also
suspected that the chancellor’s heft was the reason they weren’t riding
on Tonders – he would be a rather crippling burden. Som and Diadon
were impatient; Enon was furious, desperately trying to still his tongue.
At last the five came upon the great gates and stood large before their
guard. Diadon was frank: “Has anyone of suspicious nature tried to
enter this fort?” he asked.
The guard shook his head gently. “No sire – we en’t had no trouble.”
They all seemed to breathe a stupendous sigh of relief. The chancellor
more than anyone, because he had been troubled by the trek. “I was a
little surprised by that nurse though.”
“What nurse?” Diadon interrupted.
The guard raised his head slightly. “The nurse – the male nurse who
had the message in Dragpy…”
“What are you on about! What male nurse?”
The guard seemed to panic. “The male nurse – whatsisname – he said
he was called Elljah… or something…”
“Elljah?! She hasn’t left the hospital! And she’s certainly not a man!!”
Diadon grimmed. “You didn’t…let him in?”
“Of course! He had come right up to the gates! He spoke of our
guards and of the Dragpies – why should I doubt him?”
“Because he said he was a male nurse!!!” Diadon was cross. “Did he
go up the tower?”
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“Of course not – he just went into the foyer…”
“Why? What did he want?”
“He just wanted to give a message to one of the porters…”
“Who?”
“Dunno – he did say – I can’t remember…”
“You blistering idiot!” Diadon roared, stamping loudly. “Where is he
now? Is he still inside?”
“No… no… he left about half an hour ago – he even smiled when he
went… and I asked him… I said, ‘Did you find him?’ and he said
‘Yes’, then he walked off.”
“Where’d he go?”
“Dunno. I watched him walk back into the distance then I dropped my
lunch – I couldn’t find it - and when I looked back up he was gone.”
“What?”
“It had hidden itself real good…”
“It’s not funny!” Diadon bellowed. “Let us in, we need to see Wight –
if he hasn’t escaped by now!”
“Who was that man then – why are you making such a fuss?”
“It was Red Rat! And you let him into Acõth! We need to see Wight!
Open the gates!”
And so they climbed the colossal tower of Acõth – spiral staircase after
spiral staircase set in stone lined the steel cylinder, and pert windows
lay in the metal. Between the twisting flights lay a deep hole right to the
bottom, and Zylas felt queasy looking down. So he looked up instead
and saw the inside of the pinnacle cone far above him, and the open air
rushed around it from outside as its walls were open.
They moved quickly and were out of breath by the time Diadon and
Som stopped uniformly at a narrow landing, a great door in front of
them.
“This is it then?” Zylas asked breathlessly, “The prison of Wight?”
“It is to be indeed,” Som said – almost regrettably. There was
suddenly a loud noise further along the landing, and Som spun around
with lightning speed, drawing a sabre above his head as he did so.
There was an awkward silence as all looked at the man cowering a little
way off, partially hidden by shadow.
“Rat!? Is that you?”
The man rose suddenly at being addressed. “Did you just call me a
rat, you little man?”
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Som lowered his sabre shakily. “Morl?”
“Aha, yes, so you do know me. You are awfully jumpy.”
“What are you doing here, Morl?” Diadon asked the guard.
“Waiting to give him some food. I trust we haven’t decided to starve
him?” Morl tapped lightly on the door.
“He should have been fed an hour ago, Morl.” Diadon bossed.
Morl cringed, once. It was a faint flicker on a hardened expression but
Zylas caught it never the less. “Yes well – I was a little preoccupied.”
“Doesn’t matter. Let the little runt starve, I say,” the chancellor
panted, still breathless from the ascending excursion.
Morl smiled. “Why are you lot here? I haven’t seen you all in Acõth
since you sent him here. It’s been some time.”
“Too long,” Som muttered, and the chancellor glared at him.
“We need to see Wight.”
“Yes, I know that,” Morl said impatiently, “but why?”
Diadon raised his head a little higher. “Have you seen anything of a
small, nimble little man? We believe that Red Rat was here.”
Morl flinched again and Zylas caught it.
Diadon took the silence as a ‘no’. “Well come in after us, won’t you.
This is urgent and he isn’t going to drop dead from malnutrition.”
“Sadly,” the chancellor whispered.
“You’s never will,” Enon hissed, “you’ve got a lifetime store…”
Morl bowed backwards back into shadow and Diadon turned to the
door. “O pé nup,” he commanded, and the door swung open. There was
a short stub of corridor that was dark and dingy, and at the end was
another, steel door.
“There’d be a Minåt here if we could fit one in the corridor!” Diadon
mused. The chancellor was having trouble fitting through himself.
“Swin gfôrth.”
There was a dark, circular room, and the only light came from candles
draped on the walls, and the floor was shiny and slippery, the bluish
steel reflecting the gentle hum of candle spools. And there was a man
chained to the walls, ceiling and floor. Bedraggled in dirty white, with a
long mane of greying hair and beard, lay the man they called Wight.
Even in the darkness Zylas could see the vivid green of his eyes, and,
despite his plight, his face was still as smooth as the surface of the
yokra leaf.
“Ah, at last,” Wight said with his head bowed, “I was getting hungry.
Was there a problem? You’re late Morl.”
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“And thankfully you’re still here.” Diadon’s tone was powerful.
Wight raised his head slowly. “Well, well, well. I’ve got visitors. And
look who it is who comes to see me.” His voice was steady and strong.
“I knew you’d come soon. You’re all scared out of your wits.”
“Well, as you know so much, maybe you’ll tell us where your friend
Red Rat is by now.”
Wight raised his eyebrows innocently. “I wonder what you mean,” he
said sarcastically. “Why – has he been here?”
“You know damn well.”
Wight smiled. “Yes. I don’t think he liked The Council. Thought it
was trashy.”
“Don’t play games Wight,” Diadon warned.
Wight laughed openly. “Oh well, I don’t like games anyway.”
“What did he do? Why was he here?”
“Well he wasn’t here to look at the pretty metal, you know.” Wight
chuckled and sat up properly. “But he didn’t actually come up here to
my room and see me which I was a little upset about…”
“Where is he now?” Diadon insisted, his face going hot.
“Now that’s like asking someone what time they fell asleep; they
couldn’t possibly know because they’d be asleep, wouldn’t they. In
other words; haven’t got a clue.”
Diadon sneered. “You wouldn’t tell us if you did.”
“No,” Wight admitted. “But I’d tell you that I knew, just not what I
knew, if you follow.”
Zylas almost laughed. Boy this guy had a sense of humour.
Then Wight bent forward, almost creepily. He spoke so softly that
everyone had to crane their ears to understand. “That’s not the real
reason for your coming though, is it.” There was an abrupt silence. “I
hope it’s not, else I’d be asking questions over your intelligence…”
“Don’t change the subject, imbecile!” The chancellor roared.
Wight rolled his eyes and sat back up. “Chancellor, you are standing
in a direct line between me and that dirty great hole between the stairs.
If you don’t want to be blown down it by a click of my fingers, I’d shut
up.” He clicked his fingers provocatively, and the chancellor scarpered
to one side.
‘You vile little…’
‘Shut up, you’d have probably got stuck anyway.’ Wight’s eyes
narrowed as he turned to contemplate them all. “Anyway, you want to
know what’s going on, don’t you.”
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Diadon looked grave He sighed. “We know now that you understood
some important things of these happenings, and we need to know before
it gets out of hand.”
Wight smiled in reply. “Oh, so you’re saying it’s not ‘out of hand’ at
the moment? I suppose you’ve got everything under control as always,
Diadon.”
Diadon blushed somewhat. “Wight, please. You must understand – if
we fail – if they win… well, this is your world to look after too.”
Wight paused a moment. “I have told you once before and look where
it got me.”
Diadon stepped forward imposingly. “We all know the reason for
your being here.”
The hairs on Zylas’s neck twitched, and Wight laughed abruptly.
Then he turned to look at Zylas directly, as if really seeing him for the
first time. “The boy has Totan’s eyes. Does he know what happened?
Over me and his father? Our little scuffle?”
Zylas didn’t answer. Wight’s tone was somewhat mocking.
“He knows,” Diadon said grimly.
Wight grinned. “How did he take finding out that you’d been lying to
him for years?”
“Oh, really well,” Zylas said sarcastically, “thank you.”
Wight smiled again, and his eyes fell to the bulge at Zylas’s chest.
“You’re in line for more than you bargained for, Zylas. And believe me,
you’d do the same if you knew what I know.”
“Kill my own father? Give me a break.”
“Then tell us what you know, Wight!” Som yelled.
Wight didn’t smile; his eyes remained fixed and sparkling. “What I’m
about to tell you is the truth as I see it. As it needs to be seen. You lot
are in no place to argue.” He cleared his throat. “Thirty years ago it
happened, as Arkön the Great said.” He looked gracefully at Diadon
and his eyes were bright. “When you threw Tyran from that peak you
founded the beginning, not the end.”
The chancellor rolled his eyes. “Here we go again,” he muttered.
“Tyran is dead in body I grant you; he fell fast and fell far, though his
aura remains still. And it is this which darkens our days.”
Diadon squinted. “What the hell are you on about?”
“His mind, Diadon, his mind. Look back to that night and tell me
something that was unusually strange in Ozez – one of the first things
you noticed…”
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“Rain,” Diadon said shortly. “It was raining.”
Wight smiled. He liked smiling. “Yes, rain. And why was rain so
unusual?”
“Because it should have been cold enough to send frantic hail…”
Diadon looked up as if scanning a memory that was flooding back.
“The ice pillars – they too – were nothing but sleet – I slipped on the
way there…”
Wight nodded. “Warmth, Diadon. That is the unusual thing about that
night. And what was at the bottom of the Abyss? Where Tyran fell?”
Diadon panted slightly. “A frozen river…”
“That is where you are wrong.” Wight was grim.
“No, Tyran fell a thousand feet onto ice – the frozen river – that’s at
the bottom…”
“No…” This had come from Zylas, and all eyes spun to him.
“Warmth…” he looked at Wight, “…The river wasn’t frozen at all…”
Wight nodded, again breaking into a broad smile. “Tyran skidded
down right into the freezing waters, and there he remains. Frozen.
Preserved…”
“Use your brain, Wight,” Diadon said with exasperation. “He’s hardly
immune to the cold, is he!”
Wight rose quickly. “No Diadon, he’s not. His body was dead long
before he hit the freezing waters.”
“Then what are you going on about?”
Wight paused for calm. “His brain is intact. Therefore his aura is.
Therefore the particles that exist in our auras still exist around him.”
“What particles?” Diadon had screwed up his face.
“Magic ones.” Wight was simple. “Magic of the aura – of the mind lasts as long as the aura lasts. His aura still exists. He can still use mind
magic.”
Diadon sighed heavily. “This is utterly ridiculous. I don’t even know
why we bothered coming…”
“Because you know I’m not a daft old man quite yet!” Wight had
raised his voice. “He can still Hipnotize people, Diadon.”
“He weren’t even a registered Hipnotizer for Gö-d’s sake! He
couldn’t use Hipnosee.”
“Tell that to the people he’s Hipnotized. You’re not exactly short on
numbers – there’s a fair few around. A couple of million to be sure.”
“Barbarians?” Zylas said, “They’re Hipnotized?”
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Wight nodded with a grin. “You can tell pretty easily if you’re a
Hipnotizer yourself. I’m surprised at you to be honest…”
“How the hell could a dead man buried in the deepest fest-pit of
Ozez, Hipnotize all those people in countries separated by The Sea?!!!”
A temple began to throb on Diadon’s head.
Wight smiled yet again. He showed his teeth this time. “You want to
learn the physics of Hipnosee? You’ll be scared out of your mind. That
was a deliberate pun.” He climbed to his feet, his stature tall and proud.
“Hipnosee runs on the very thing that a situation like this causes. The
thing that many feel and fret – the thing that is fear. A Hipnotizer can
Hipnotize people or creatures with fear in their hearts – it is that brutal
and that simple.”
“That’s it?” Zylas said quickly. “We can Hipnotize people if they are
fearful?”
Wight nodded. “Not just people – Beasts too. Anything with fear in
their hearts is susceptible to Hipnosee. Tonders for instance. One of the
easiest Beasts to Hipnotize…”
“Rag told me!” Zylas interrupted. “Most Tonders are fearful! That’s
how you can Hipnotize some and not others – the Urbans… that’s why
Rag wasn’t affected…”
Wight gave an encouraging nod.
Zylas turned excitedly to Diadon, who was looking slightly queasy.
“It’s so obvious now! Granddad…”
“Yes, yes. I heard, Zylas.” Diadon’s pulse was gathering speed.
Wight was a traitor – he had tried to kill Totan – he couldn’t be trusted.
But everything he was saying made sense…
“That’s that,” Wight said with a nod. “Every barbarian you see is
Hipnotized, and he is Hipnotized because his heart is fearful. And he is
being Hipnotized by Tyran.”
There was a pause, and the chancellor went slightly red. “Like you
said – Hipnosee is bound to the aura of a person – it stretches only a
few metres; not a few hundred miles!”
“Like I also said – his body is dead. The aura exists as the brain exists
– his brain is still intact, so is his aura. Though it is the heart that
restricts the aura’s boundaries. His heart is no longer beating; his aura
has no boundaries. The magic particles will slowly venture further out
and won’t be hemmed back – they will travel wherever probability will
take them.”
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“For mercy’s sake! You yourself once said that everything happens
for a reason - there are no probabilities! Gö-d does not play dice!”
“You obviously don’t understand my theory, chancellor.” Wight’s
voice was blunt. “The particles will and have travelled far and wide;
until they run out of energy. Or until they find a suitable, susceptible
soul to Hipnotize – one that is fearful. Then they’ll replenish
themselves and zoom on forever further. And the zone of influence
forever widens. And soon there won’t be a single place in The Shallows
that Tyran can’t touch.”
“That’s why Henden is being affected after Laizwerth? Because it’s
further from Ozez?” Zylas had said this, and all eyes turned to him.
Wight nodded in reply. Zylas sighed. “Then how long have we got
before everyone who can be Hipnotized, is?”
Wight chuckled. “Not long. Months I grant you, but not long. The
particles don’t like the coast or highest mountain ranges – they find it
hard to survive and will permeate there last. But they will eventually.”
Zylas continued. “So Tyran can Hipnotize everyone who has fear in
their hearts over a gigantic area to burn, pillage and plunder. What
happens to us lot who can’t be Hipnotized?”
Wight’s eyes flashed and were drawn to the chain just visible at
Zylas’s collar. “Zylas, Tyran wants one just thing at the minute. Just
one. The thing that will take us lot out of the equation; the thing that
will win this war. The thing around your neck.”
The hairs on Zylas’s neck prickled. “The Dias? I thought as much.
That’s what they wanted in Poden; and that’s what them viltures on the
river wanted…”
Som spoke at little more than a whisper: “Wight, what is it that the
Dias can do?”
There was a short pause where Wight took a breath. “You won’t
understand how.”
“I don’t care how it works – we just are wanting to know what it
does!”
“The Dias is something only the Dragpies can understand.”
“What does it do, Wight!?” Som had taken a step forward, and the air
was brimming with electricity. He took a moment to let his metabolism
slow. “Wight, friend. Tell us. Again.”
Wight looked at them deeply, and Zylas saw clearly the warm
softness in his eyes. This was no cold-blooded killer, he was sure of it.
“The Dias is the only magical object in existence that has this certain
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ability. That is why Tyran is so keen on getting it.” Diadon shivered as
he heard Tyran’s name. Wight continued. “In fact, this certain ability is
so rare that only two people on this continent have it in their blood.” He
looked pointedly at the chancellor, and then nodded knowingly. “Yes
chancellor; you. And my good friend Rat of course. You’ll be surprised,
but you and the Dias are awfully alike.”
The chancellor said nothing. Enon scoffed quietly and muttered,
“Yeah, robust, bulbous and horribly transparent.”
The chancellor rounded on him, venomous. “You, Laizwerthian,
should learn something – the last thing I am is transparent. No one can
see through me.”
“What do you mean?” Zylas interrupted quickly. “How are they
alike?” He couldn’t believe that his precious Dias could be anything
like that vile, pompous, pig of a man.
Wight gave a short chuckle. “Tyran is close, Zylas. He is close to
accomplishing his main goal – the goal of world domination. Yet he
doesn’t want a continental war to reach it.” Wight looked coolly at
Diadon. “He lost last time that happened.” There was a moment of
biting silence. “He wants to control everyone to do his bidding – to
control them like puppets. He doesn’t want another rebellion – no more
civil war… he just wants power. And he knows that Hipnosee could
accomplish this aim – as you see, there are a couple of million
barbarians already Hipnotized to his whim, puppets to his bidding. If he
could Hipnotize the rest of us – we who don’t have fear in our hearts
and aren’t susceptible, then he’d win. The whole continent would be at
his mercy. And nothing could set us free.”
“But some of us aren’t susceptible,” Som said. “Wight, explain:
Tyran’s hand can dig deep, but he could never gather enough strength
to manipulate us – manipulate the people who are not susceptible to
Hipnosee.”
Wight nodded forward suddenly. “Yes, but you admit that that is all
he needs to do? All he needs to do is find a way to Hipnotize the rest of
us – us who are not susceptible – who aren’t fearful – and the whole
continent will fall?”
Som stood blankly in the silence. “I suppose…”
Zylas was aware of Diadon beginning to shake next to him.
“Rat and the chancellor can put fear into people,” Wight continued.
“They have a power that can make people susceptible.” He looked
ghostly at the chancellor. “You place your palm on a person’s chest…
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they are immediately hellishly vulnerable.” Wight looked suddenly at
Diadon, scouring him with his stare. “The man you killed is a whisker
away from pulling us deep into his mercy. He needs a way to put fear
into every remaining heart – to make everyone else susceptible. The
Dias…” But before he could finish Diadon leapt forward and smacked
Wight clean across the face. Then he ran out of the room and back
down the tower screaming. If Zylas hadn’t have been so shocked he
would have laughed because it was so funny. The chancellor and Som
looked at each other then ran down after him, and Enon hovered at the
door wondering whether he should go or stay.
Zylas turned back to Wight who was looking blankly at the floor.
“Are you alright?” he asked, for some reason full of sympathy.
Wight looked up slowly. “You don’t realise the power that you hold,
Zylas. A power we can’t use but a power that could save us from this
dominion if we could.”
“Rat tried to take it. By force. Why? Why do you want it?”
“I want it destroyed, Zylas. If the enemy wants it so much it must be
taken from their reach.” Zylas had turned grey and rejected. He clasped
a hand to his chest. Wight spoke softly. “But you cannot give it up.”
“I don’t need to do anything. This thing’ll lead me to my dad. And I
wanna find him. I will find him. He’s in Laizwerth – probably
captured....”
Wight nodded. “He’s under barbarian control – in a way you couldn’t
imagine…”
Zylas didn’t speak for a moment. A question was burning him deeply.
“Why did you try and kill my father?”
Wight smiled, dropping his eyes. “That is something you will need to
find out. Something The Council will need to find out – soon enough. I
sent Shipper to tell your grandfather – only a few days ago. And I heard
he was killed before he could reveal the real reason. It was a sign, I
could tell – a sign that you weren’t ready to know the truth quite yet.”
Zylas frowned, his lips pursed. “Then tell me now! You don’t look
like a murderer – so why… tell me why… Why did you try and kill my
father?”
And Wight nearly did. Very nearly – it was on the tip of his tongue.
But not quite. He noticed something – a strain in Zylas’s presence – an
inner worry the boy was desperate to release. He frowned, and looked
into Zylas’s face. “First of all, you tell me what is bothering you.”
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Zylas looked hard at the floor, the terrible visions coming back – the
death, the war, Hesta and that girl… “I did something stupid. And I
don’t even know how I did it.”
“What did you do?” Wight spoke softly.
Zylas’s eyes rose slowly, regrettably. He had to get it off his chest –
had to tell someone. “I looked into the orb of Etaf.”
Wight didn’t show it, but he had just been delivered the biggest shock
of his life. His insides contracted, his eyes furrowed, and his mind
began racing in turmoil. “You… looked into the orb of Etaf?”
Zylas nodded.
Wight’s eyes were wide. ‘That’s impossible…’ he told himself.
“I was asleep – I think – I don’t remember… then I was walking
along the landing and was staring at it. But I’d never seen it before you
see…” Zylas was frowning at the floor as he continued. “I couldn’t
have dreamt it because I didn’t know it existed…” He looked at
Wight’s absent expression. “Do you follow?”
Wight swallowed, his throat now dry and thorny. The orb of Etaf?
Zylas had looked into the orb of Etaf!? No… he couldn’t have…
“What… what did you see?” His voice croaked.
Zylas dropped his eyes again. “Death. War….” Wight’s eyes widened
even more, his heart beginning to pump frantically. Zylas continued, his
stare firmly grounded. “Darkness… And then I saw Hesta…”
Wight looked up suddenly. “How the hell do you know about
Hesta!?”
“He was there… in the fire cavern…” Zylas was speaking slowly.
“And he killed a girl… right in front of me…” He closed his eyes, but
could still see the branded fire, roasting along the back of his eyelids.
“And I could do nothing to stop him…”
Wight had let his mouth hang open, and he shut it promptly as Zylas
looked up again. It had to be a dream didn’t it… Zylas’s aura was
strong… he could easily be a clairvoyant – could easily have had the
visions whilst he was asleep… And the orb was protected – so Zylas
must have dreamt it… Yes, he dreamt it… didn’t he? “Er… I don’t
think you need to worry about that, Zylas.” Wight tried to keep his
voice steady.
“Why? It seemed pretty worrying to me!”
“Of course, but the thing is… you couldn’t have used the orb of Etaf
– it’s protected now – ever since…” his sentence trailed off. “Well, you
must have dreamt it.”
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Zylas shook his head. “Then how did I know that it was there… how
did I know about Hesta.. how did I know?!”
Wight actually shrugged, thinking of nothing better to do. “The
Shallows specialises in psychic ability. Magic of the mind… you’ve
just had a vision…”
“A vision?” Zylas was calming down. “Just a vision. Do you think
so?”
Wight swallowed. “Yes. I’m… I’m sure…”
“Wow…” Zylas was breathing deeply. “Well that’s a relief! I didn’t
particularly want that in my destiny.”
“No…” Wight’s eyes were still blank, his mind racing behind them.
“Er… try not to fret upon this. Destiny is in your palm; it’s up to you to
grasp it and never let it go. Remember that.”
Zylas nodded, convinced. It had been a dream – just a psychic,
clairvoyant dream. Thank goodness for that. “And my father? You
going to tell me why you tried to kill him?”
Wight felt his breath catch in his throat. Tell him what had happened
with his father? After what Zylas had just told him? “Er… I don’t think
it’d be a good idea at the moment… it’d push you too far and I can’t
afford to do that…”
“But you said…”
“Yes I did. But I’m changing my mind. You wouldn’t believe it if I
told you and I would need you to believe it.”
At that moment Enon, who had been waiting anxiously at the door
spoke out softly. “Er, Zylas?” Zylas turned. “I think we’s better get
going or we’ll lose our way or something.”
Zylas looked back at Wight, disappointed, wondering whether to try
and push the reason.
Wight gave him a cautious smile. “It was nice to meet you.”
Zylas thought about arguing, thought about demanding the truth, but
decided against it. He turned slowly away and crossed over the
threshold with Enon.
“Oh, and send in Morl will you, I need to talk to him…”
“Ah at last, Morl. I was getting hungry.” Wight smiled at the look on
Morl’s face.
“I know. I was held up. And then they wanted to speak to you.” He
spoke firmly, but the trinkets on his tray rattled around as his hands
shook. “What did they want?”
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“To know about fear.”
Morl’s eyes shot upwards immediately, meeting Wight’s. “Fe…fear?”
“I told them. Nothing to fear is there? Nothing to be scared of.”
Perspiration dotted Morl’s forehead. He didn’t answer.
“Are you scared, Morl? I think you are.” Wight smiled.
Morl actually dropped the tray, the china imploding on the metal, but
he didn’t bend down to pick it all up.
“You are afraid of keeping me like this.”
“No…no – you stay here…”
“You are frightened of not unchaining me. Terrible things will
happen if you do not.”
“No – shut up!”
“You should unchain me now.”
“No!”
“You should.”
“I should?”
“You should.”
“I will.” And Morl slowly took from his waist the ring of keys that
bound Wight where he sat.
Zylas’s mind was spinning with information as he and Enon trudged
across the red sand. Hipnosee works on people who are fearful – Tyran
has infected everyone susceptible within his ever growing aura – He
wants to find a way to infect everyone else with fear so he won’t have
to fight a war – Totan is held hostage in Laizwerth somewhere – Tyran
wants the Dias – Get Morl…
Zylas was stumped by this last statement. Get Morl? Morl?
“Morl!” he yelled, turning to Enon.
“Who?” Enon inquired, frowning.
“Morl – the guard Wight asked to see…”
“What about him?”
“We saw him at the door before we went in didn’t we?” Zylas was
anxious and had stopped walking altogether.
Enon stopped too. “Yeah – so what?”
“I saw a weakness in him, Enon!”
“A weakness? Like what?”
“Well, remember Diadon said that Red Rat could put fear into
people?”
Enon frowned. “Vaguely.”
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“Well he did. And we know he got inside – so I’m saying that he
made Morl fearful so that Wight could Hipnotize him!”
“Why would Wight want to Hipnotize him?”
A wind had begun to pick up, and it grew in ferocity. Zylas looked
back at Acõth and saw how intense it was there – the guard tower and
gates were rocking slightly. Zylas gulped. “To get free,” he answered,
and at the moment a swirling vortex erupted from the peak of Acõth
and Wight was on top of it, being whisked away over the trees and out
of sight.
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Chapter 13:

THE TRAIT

- Wight! Are you free at last?
- Gladly, yes. And thanks to you. Believe me, it is dearly appreciated.
- Of course, don’t mention it. Did it run smoothly? I injected Morl with
fear just like you said…
- Yes Rat. Though Diadon and his lot came to see me before Morl did.
- Yes, we thought as much – isn’t that what you wanted – to tell ‘em
about the Dias – that it has the same magic I do?
- Yes, I told them that, but the stupid fool hit me and fled before I could
actually explain what that means – I tell you Rat, the old man’s
weakening.
- Do you think he’s at risk?
- Not as yet. But if any living person uses Hipnosee with the Dias in the
vicinity…
- It activates the magic, and Tyran could enter their mind, I know. So
what exactly did you tell ‘em?
- Just that it has the same magic that you and the chancellor do. If
they’ve got a brain cell among them they should realise that means it
can inject fear into people. Make people susceptible to Hipnosee –
exactly what Tyran wants.
- But it’s more than that, isn’t it.
- Yes - they don’t realise that Tyran is looking for a way to broadcast
the Dias’s power – send it over a vast distance. Affect everyone… The
whole continent would be susceptible to Hipnosee, and he’d get them.
We’d all be Hipnotized.
- It happened on the river. Diadon used the communicator, which
obviously means he used Hipnosee, when the Dias was near. Both he
and Zylas were infected and collapsed into the water! Zylas had
discarded the Dias and that’s why them viltures were there – to pick it
up. That’s how I got clawed; preventing them.
- What a hero. Zylas came to see me also.
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- Thought he would. And did you tell him why you tried to kill his
father?
- …Er… well… not exactly…
- What? I thought the time was right – what stopped you this time…
- He thinks he’s used the orb of Etaf, Rat.
- …The orb of Etaf? He thinks he’s used the orb of Etaf?!
- Yes. Now you understand why I could not tell him?
- Of course… And he does not know…
- No. It would break him to the very limit.
- But Totan… oh my Gö-d… well, is it possible that he DID use the
orb?
- Well… no… it’s not to be honest – you know the spell I put on it…
- Yep, the last thing you did at The Council. And it would have
prevented him from using it?
- It was supposed to! Rat, the only one who can get access to the orb is
its master – it’s creator… and he happened to die quite a few hundred
years ago.
- Well, could there have been a glitch in your spell?
- Are you trying to be funny? Okay, okay; it’s possible. But not likely,
even if I do say so myself. But there’s something else.
- Something else?
- Yes… something bad. Rat, the orb can only be controlled by its
master. For everyone else who uses it, it brings only evil.
- Well that’s just great.
- Tell me about it. And that’s what Zylas told me he saw – death and
darkness. If he really has used the orb, he’s probably been flooded with
evil just like the others.
- Oh. And what about the Dias? He still has it?
- He has it still, yes. And he isn’t going to destroy it, despite me telling
him that’s what should happen. He needs it to find Totan and he knows
he’s in Laizwerth. I’m worried he’s going to walk it straight into
barbarian hands. Then Tyran’ll be sitting real pretty.
- Where is he now? We could try to steal it…
- You already did by the sound of it. Anyway, he’ll never be left alone
again; and they’re going into uncharted territory: The Dragpy hives.
- Well I think we should still try and steal it.
- You’re a spy; you’re always wanting to steal things.
- It’s a good job I do, or I wouldn’t have your sword would I?
- Dorn!? How the hell did you manage to get that?
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- Just a bit of snooping. But you’ll have to fly to me; I en’t walking to
you.
- Yes, yes. I’ll need it to severe Tyran’s brain. That’s what I propose – if
we do in his brain then his magic’ll die. End this fiasco once and for
all.
- And if you fail?
- You may also fail. We go separate ways. You go after the Dias, and
I’ll go for the source of this whole affair. Hopefully we’ll both succeed.
- The whole whim of nature hopes we succeed. She don’t want her
world brazened and arid.
- Nature is already thinking up her most devastating plan to lever us
humans from our throne anyway. Until then, we have this war to fight.
- And we shall. Once again we say farewell.
- Again we do. Good luck.
Rat had been heading Southwest for many hours since his fleeing of
Acõth, and had re-crossed the river by an unorthodox means of tree
climbing. The sun was low in the sky as evening crept in, and he was so
tired and hungry that he had to stop and eat from the first fruit tree he
came to – he had been on the road often enough, and so it didn’t bother
him. The Dragpy hives were a hard thirty-mile trek north, and he cursed
his luck that he had fled in totally the wrong direction. Assuming Zylas
wouldn’t leave till the morning he’d still have to make good ground
through the forest that night or else they’d have been and gone.
“Let’s go then,” he whispered to himself, and his hand brushed the
hilt of Wight’s sword, Dorn, before resting on Steel, his own. The night
creatures seemed to howl in challenge of this movement. Red Rat
winced; he hated the forest nearly as much as he hated the hills.
*
There was much confusion waiting for Zylas and Enon as they arrived
back at The Council, and both were worried they’d be unable to get
back in. Luckily, Som was waiting for them near the entrance with a
look of deep concern on his face.
“Ah, at last you have returned to our presence,” Som said irritably.
“What Wight had to say to you I’d be interested to know, but at this
concerning time it is the King who needs the focus of our attention.”
“Is he alright?” Enon spoke softly.
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Som stomped his little foot in the dirt and said, “No, he just punched
someone, of course he is not alright!”
Zylas almost laughed. “I’m sure Wight wishes he hadn’t been
punched too, you know.”
“It’s not funny. Wight is a strange human to be sure. He would have
got a kick from it.” Som turned to the water where a little boat was
moored and cooed it to him by channelling currents through the water.
Enon, busy adjusting his bow, tapped Zylas on the shoulder. “In the
boat, Zy, don’t try swimming again.”
Zylas supposed he was making a joke about how he and Diadon had
hallucinated by the river. He laughed but it wasn’t particularly funny.
None of it was these days.
It was nearly dark by the time they had walked across to the Main
Entrance Hall. Stars were beginning to prickle visibly beyond the huge
glass dome, and cloud was scarce so the velvet was clear and splendid.
Rag was the first to welcome them – having been tagged whilst they
waited for his test results, and he was tailed by the chancellor, who the
Tonder had taken an instant disliking to. “Hi again. I heard…” Rag
started, but was cut short by a very flustered chancellor.
“See what happens when you go gallivanting off after liars and
traitors?” he said irritably and slightly red, “of all the things he could
have done and he insults the King!”
“Diadon was actually throwing the punches,” Enon said lazily.
“Quiet you. You know nothing of Henden lore – going on about
Tyran and all that – I felt like hitting him myself!”
Rag raised his eyebrows at Zylas. “I don’t need many more excuses,”
he growled quietly, “any more of him and I’ll bite off his legs…”
“And you!” The chancellor said loudly. “What in the blazes did you
think you were doing encouraging him like that?”
Zylas raised his eyebrows, “Encouraging him?”
“Yes! Answering his stupid questions,” he made his voice go even
higher, “‘Oh, a frozen river, Wight; rain, Wight’ - please! And then you
stayed behind!” The chancellor continued. Zylas couldn’t remember
him taking a breath between words. “And you start being all pally with
him! He tried to kill your father!”
“Hey,” Enon interrupted quickly. “Pick on someone your own size.
Oh sorry, there isn’t anyone else your size is there. The northern
mammoths get pretty big but…”
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“Well I never!” The chancellor gasped. “I knew you’d be trouble
Laizwerthian! I knew it…” but he stumbled quickly backwards with a
yell; Rag had taken a provocative snap in his direction.
“That’s enough of this horrendous speech!” Som yelled, clapping his
hands high over his head. The crowd was ushered into a cold silence.
Som looked around them all. “The King is resting at the precise
moment and he needs not this! He is not insane, he is not desperately ill
and he’s not the devil in disguise, Professor Undor.” Som looked at a
wacky, frizzy haired scientist who blushed profusely and muttered
something about a joke no one was clever enough to understand. Som
then continued. “We are all hungry so you may follow me to the main
dining hall. You may not eat each other,” he added, eyeing Rag who
was licking his lips provocatively at the flinching chancellor.
And so they moved as one into the huge dining hall – one that Zylas
hadn’t seen before – and this too had a roof of glass that stared at the
skies. Zylas missed Diadon that mealtime – not enough to take his mind
off the food (he had triple helpings) but enough to mither at breaks.
Enon ate well next to him too, but was the only one who didn’t try the
ale; he said it tasted like fermenting bread. The chancellor on the other
hand drank much and was still drinking deeply. Zylas had noticed that
he was gradually getting louder and more flamboyant, because he was
sitting opposite. Som was worried too. He was sitting to the
chancellor’s left and kept eyeing each goblet-full nervously.
“I say!” the chancellor bellowed, his hand rocking on his elbow. “I
just want you to know – all ov you…” he swung the goblet round and
the broody liquid bubbled over its edges, “…that I think this is jolly
good ale.” He burped.
“I think you have drank enough of the ale at this present time…” Som
whispered, trying to gently lever the goblet away from him.
“Nonsense, Sommy ol’ boy. I’m still as sober as any time.” He lolled
on his chair, his face red and bloated. The table had quietened
considerably. “Fine day wasn’t it. Concerning everyone…” his hand
made a clumsy, sweeping gesture to the table. “Dealin’ with Fighty
Wighty!” he laughed at loud, “Fighty Wighty!”
At that moment a huge shadow swept the length of the room and all
heads snapped up towards the skylight. A huge cloud, thick and black
was passing over them and Zylas shivered.
The chancellor stood on his chair, which neither Som nor the chair
were happy about, and bent his back fully to crane his neck. “Well I
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never! Would you look at that!” he climbed down from his perch, the
chair groaning. “Looks like the devil! I bet it’s Wight’s doing! The
filthy little…”
“I’ve seen that before,” Enon said. “When I was a kid. Folklore said it
just travels from place to place – the cloud that never rains. I canny
remember how long ago…”
“Folklore!?” The chancellor roared. “And what folklore might that be,
need I ask!?”
“Laizwerthian, of course.’
“Of course! Because Laizwerth’s such a role model now en’t it! Right
important at the moment en’t it!”
Enon’s eyes flashed. “I’m warning you’s, podgy, shut the gap in your
head…”
“Me? No!” The chancellor leaned on the table and stared hard at
Enon. “It’s filth like you fleein’ cowards who have let Laizwerth
fall…and we’re stupid enough to let you in ‘ere! You’re a damn
disgrace Laizwerthian!!!”
There was a moment of silence where Zylas looked from the ruddy,
alcohol-smelling face of the chancellor to Enon’s hard stare. Then quick
as a flash, Enon had drawn his sword, Leaf, from its sheath and pointed
it straight at the chancellor’s fat head.
Then there were a dozen grinds of clean metal as more weapons were
drawn, and two sides faced each other, immobile. The chancellor was
struggling to draw his own sword, and ended up whipping his purse free
instead, and coins cascaded onto the floor. The great cloud passed
overhead finally, and the room received more light, sparking every
weapon into a glinting frenzy.
“Well what do you propose now, Laizwerthian?” The chancellor
growled, panting slightly. “Do we all die here and now just because you
can’t control your temper?”
Enon’s arm flexed, and he screwed his face into a deep scowl. “Don’t
tempt me…” he whispered.
“This will do!” Som said heatedly, his sword trained on a scientist
who was in turn stanced towards Enon. “Everyone put down your
weapons!”
“You first.” The chancellor sneered at Enon. Zylas was standing away
from the fray with bated breath, Snake’s Tooth half drawn. Rag hung
with him.
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“Well you’s canny exactly lower yours, can you’s?” Enon hissed,
looking with raised eyebrows at the purse that was still thrust towards
him. “You’s need to sober up…” he shot matter-of-factly, Leaf
gleaming at his wrist.
The chancellor grinned. “And you need to control yourself.”
“You all need to control yourselves!” Everyone spun at once to the
door, and there was Diadon, thunderous at the threshold. “This is a
bloody dining hall! Now put your weapons down! NOW!”
*
Red Rat’s footprints plagued the soft ground as he walked
automatically on, branches brushing, breaking and bruising his aching
legs. The moon of Arön glowed crimson as it reflected the sinking sun,
and Null was a mere shadow next to it.
He had at last found a path along the ground; all-beit a miniature one,
so at least he knew there must be a town at the end of it. Although he
didn’t know how long he had to walk, and so he tried desperately to
conserve his water and make it last: swigs were few and far between.
He stumbled through an hour into late evening and then, to his great
relief saw the signs of a settlement. Lining the horizon he could make
out the unmistakable posts of a town’s walls, and he was given new
valour and speed as he made his way forward. Typically, he felt
raindrops on his head as he neared, and instinctively looked up. But
there was a sight he didn’t expect to see. Coming from the east, from
over near The Council, was a humungous cloud, dark and black and
trundling at snails pace.
“Aretroth’s on the move again,” he mumbled to himself, for he had
seen it before, oh yes he had. Had seen more than anyone knew.
Though the rain was heavy and bland now, and the skeletal trees were
soggy and rustic, and the ground congealed into a brown fungal soup.
He hurried on bravely, but was now shivering to the core, and his
eyes and nose streamed from the biting cold. Finally he drew towards
the town’s gates; glistening damp and creeping rot plaguing the timber.
His eyes fell upon the sign that stood high: ‘Poden, South Gate.’ So he
had reached the large town of Poden from the south – he was well on
target. But something was wrong beyond the gates – the shallow streets
were quiet and deserted, yet the atmosphere was strangely congested
and the cold air he drew in was thick and disturbed. Then he noticed
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that the gate wasn’t shut tight; it was pulled to, of course, but there was
a significant gap that he had no trouble slithering through. He also met
no night guard keeping watch from above. And if he had looked to his
left at the remains of an overturned wheelbarrow, he would have seen
why.
There was a strange foreboding in the air as he proceeded, his bristly
black hair slick with water and frosted with chill. There were no lights
on in the houses – it was late but surely someone would be awake
somewhere. It was as if the whole town were hiding. And the all-night
pubs were mute and dark – there was no torrent of customers drinking
deeply at the smoky bars. There wasn’t even a sign of the strays that
usually filled the grotesque, gruesome backyards. Something out of the
ordinary was occurring within the town, and Red Rat was just about to
discover what.
*
“Squabbling in front of everyone,” Diadon said, shaking his head.
“It wasn’t Enon’s fault,” Zylas bickered carefully. “It was the
chancellor…”
“I know,” Diadon nodded quietly. “That’s what happens when the
best of us falls under the influence of alcohol.”
“The best of us?!” Zylas shrieked. “How about, that’s what happens
when the greediest of us falls under the influence of alcohol. I swear, he
must have a mile of cloth in those robes.”
Diadon laughed, slightly unprofessionally. They were sitting in one of
the cosy common rooms near their bed sit quarters; sitting on couches
of leather hide and with drapings of fur skin and furnishings of amberglazed timbre. A fire burned lazily; smoke wafting through the chimney
network and away into the night above them.
Zylas yawned. “It’s late,” he stretched his arms high above his head.
Diadon nodded in response and rubbed his eyes. “You should go to
bed. You’ve got a long day ahead of you tomorrow and sleep is vital.”
“I’m not tired,” Zylas protested, yawning as he said so. “I don’t
wanna go to bed…”
“There’s nothing clever about depriving your body of sleep, Zylas.
You’re clever when you realise how much sleep you actually need.”
Zylas yawned again.
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“Are we’s going to the Dragpy hives in these ‘ere hills?” Enon asked,
twisling Leaf in his hands.
“You two are,” Diadon said softly, “Som’ll take you. I’ve got to stay
here.”
Enon was about to ask why when Leaf slipped and clattered to the
floor. In the movement in which his reflexes tried to recover it, out of
his pocket rolled a misty, small silver sphere. It glittered on the carpet.
Zylas heard a distinctive creak at the door, though he was
encapsulated by the ball – it was the one Enon had offered to Diadon –
a replica of the one he had given to the other rebels as they parted.
Zylas hadn’t seen it since that moment in the forest.
“You need to keep that safe,” Diadon instructed carefully, and Enon
swept it cleanly up.
“Yeah, I remember it,” Zylas added – “what’s it called?”
Enon put it protectively in his pocket. “An ediug.”
“That’s it, yeah. What’s it do?”
“It’s a kind of map,” Enon said. “This one’ll take you’s to the rebel
fortress – it glows when you’s face the right direction and it flashes
once you’s get there…” There was another creak outside the door, and
Zylas looked towards it.
“Anyway,” Enon continued, “why ain’t you’s coming to the hives,
Diadon?”
“There’s the small problem of Wight escaping – yes, Som told me.
Wight – escaping Acõth for Gö-d’s sake! He doesn’t know how much
paper work he’s caused me. All the guards’ll have to be retested –
Morl’ll be sacked at best – may even be tried for aiding and abetting…”
He rolled his eyes irritably. “And his sword, Dorn, has gone missing
from here. Rat’s doing no doubt.” He sighed and rubbed his eyes.
“Anyway, enough of him. I don’t think you should take the ediug with
you tomorrow, Enon. The Dragpy hives aren’t the most humble of
places.”
Enon nodded passively. “Okay. I don’t wanna lose it. I’ll leave it in
my room.”
There was another, louder squeak on the landing and everyone heard
it and turned to look.
Diadon frowned. “Anyone there?” He got up to investigate.
There was a scramble outside the door, and then that so annoying
drone: “Yes? Who’s that? It’s rude to whisper…” The chancellor was
on the other side, still red faced and round waisted.
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Enon rolled his eyes. “What do you’s want?”
“My room actually, I’m a bit lost…”
“There are a hundred empty rooms around here…” Diadon started
incredulously.
The chancellor groaned. “Yes, but I like my room.”
“Big enough door frames?” Enon whispered so only he and Zylas
heard.
“How can you have come up here by mistake?” Diadon said loudly.
“Your room is over the other side.”
The chancellor’s face was a deeper shade of red than normal. “Just
fancied a stroll.”
Diadon raised his eyebrows. The chancellor wasn’t exactly the type of
person to ever ‘fancy a stroll’. Though he was slightly drunk, and
probably had a false sense of his fitness capabilities or something.
*
Drater, or Red Rat, was in a far more interesting predicament than
anyone knew. He had turned a corner and was looking up a wide, open
slope that climaxed at a sight he would never have expected to see.
Near the top, only about a hundred metres away, was an assembled
army. Armed with any type of sharp object they could muster, they
stood high among the rain, listening to the roar of voices approaching
them.
Rat contemplated turning and running, but he was spotted before the
idea had merely entered his mind. “Hey you!” a voice yelled, and all
turned to look at him. If he would have run before he certainly wasn’t
going to now – a dozen bows were trained on him. “Are you friend or
foe?”
It was slightly a strange question. He wouldn’t have answered ‘foe’ if
they’d been a national ‘kill Red Rat’ company, though he stuttered all
the same. Then he walked bravely towards them.
“He don’t look like a barbarian,” one man muttered grimly. “Nah –
he’s one of us, look!”
Red Rat smiled immediately at them, pleased that he had accidentally
stumbled across the right side. “Nah, I en’t no barbarian. Can’t stand
the dirt to be honest. What’s happening?”
“How can you not know?”
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“This town’s been plagued for days since them visitors at the Yella’
Yokra.”
Red Rat nodded. “I en’t really from here. But I’ll be among the
solution if you’ve got a barbarian problem – you have?”
“Have we as hell. The town’s been run with ‘em like I said. Thing is,
the filthy lot outnumber us four to one. And our families are amongst
‘em, I tell you. My own brother, never even thought about combat
before, just left the house that night and joined the rebellion.”
“We don’t even know what they’re rebelling about! We heard stories
from the gate about the night guard committing suicide, or something.
Next thing we know there are barbarians on our streets – real scuffle at
the Yokra I’ll tell ya.”
Lightning ripped the sky, and light illuminated the distant horde that
was moving steadily towards them. Rat was entranced at their number
and his heart began to pound. “Oh my Gö-d…” he drew Steel, and the
blade dripped majestically.
“This is it, then…our last stance. Do or die as it were.” The man was
holding a blunted stake, and Rat didn’t know whether it would be best
to use it as a spear or a club. Neither looked too promising.
The rain intensified, and the screams from the approaching mob were
momentarily lost. Rat’s heart pumped. He hadn’t expected this at all,
and didn’t particularly want it. The mob’s numbers were indeed vast –
they were barbarians just like Wight had said – Hipnotized by the whim
of Tyran. And there were loads of them. He couldn’t believe that the
resistance to Tyran’s powers was so small…
“What do we do?” someone aired out loud, not directing it at anyone.
Rat looked round at the small band Hipnosee could not touch. He
sighed deeply. They’d be slaughtered in minutes. Though he had a
power no other spy had ever had…a power that could put fear into
people’s hearts and therefore expel it too. A power reserved for only
himself and the fat chancellor anywhere within the Shallows. Well, and
the Dias of course. He had put fear into Morl’s heart only that morning,
but now had to expel it from a mob a thousand strong. Dear me that was
a task.
Rat slowly sheathed Steel, his heart beginning to race, and walked
steadily forward. He came to the front of the band and stared right
down the hill at the snarling faces approaching him, the courageous
behind asking what the hell his motive was. Though he ignored them,
because he needed all the concentration he had ever mustered – a
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concentration so intense that his aura would swarm with this expulsion
until every barbarian within it would falter free. And he closed his eyes
as the barbarians ascended towards him, and he raised his hands
upwards so that water pooled in his palms, and he concentrated like he
never had before. And as the primary row had reached but a sword
swing away and were ready to strike, they began to topple backwards
like dominoes, exhumed by an internal force that left them feeling weak
and sedated. And Rat stood still, crippled with intensity, until the last
barbarian had crumpled to the floor as Hipnosee fled their weary minds.
And then Rat toppled over himself, exhausted from the effort and was
lost in a dreamy unconsciousness as the roaring rain thundered around
him.
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Chapter 14:

THE DRAGPY HIVE

Red Rat had been greatly fatigued by the mental power he had
endorsed, and was resting in one of the homes. Having, in the people’s
eyes, saved the town from complete destruction he had many prepared
to wait on him hand and foot (and he thought it rude to decline). He was
an instant icon of Gö-d like proportions, and was thought to have Gö-d
like powers too, so he revelled in their assumptions and greatly
wallowed in glory.
After a fine meal, he remembered what his task had been, and cursed
at neglecting it. Still, he had built a fan base in the mean time, and had
an interesting proposition for them.
At the hour of midnight he stood in front of all who had gathered at
his side. The room was instantly quiet and he peered around them. “I
was travelling to the Dragpy hives further north,” he said, “and was
intent on reaching them by tomorrow morning. As fate would have it, I
cannot complete that mission.” The room remained quiet, the people
wondering whether he was telling them off. “In fact, I must sleep for
hours.”
“We will gladly provide…” A bald, war-strung man said, and there
were instantly grunts of agreement.
Rat nodded, as if he had expected as much. “You must do one more
thing for me also.”
“Anything we will!” came the response.
Rat smiled. This was fun. “There are barbarians in this land. Worse
than some of you tonight encountered, worse than some of you tonight
were. Unfortunately, I cannot correct them all. There is but two of us
who have that power, and the barbarian number stretches to the
million.” There was an air of embarrassed anticipation. “And there are
some who cannot be corrected because they are acting as their own free
will. Poden has not fallen into the hands of the enemy, though it has
fallen into disarray. At this minute, the city centre is on fire and will
never be the same again. Poden is not your home anymore. I need you
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all to move away and fight for my cause – for our cause – for the
world’s cause.”
“And what be the cause?”
“To rid the planet of this vermin by any means possible. To recapture
Laizwerth, to fortify Henden, and to kick the dirt into extinction.”
There was a climatic roar, which he hadn’t exactly expected. He
looked round proudly at them – the hardened faces of every courageous
soul. Though he saw a problem – and it was a rather significant one.
“Yet there are still so few of us…”
“We are not but a humble town, sir,” came a sustained reply.
Rat nodded. “Though our mission is simple: to travel to the rebel
fortress emerging in the Laizwerthian mountains.”
“Who are the rebels?”
Rat grinned. “You and me. Rebelling against barbarian control. The
more of us there is means a greater chance we survive.”
“And where is this rebel fortress? Exactly I mean.”
Rat thought for a moment, then he sighed. “I don’t know. But I know
someone who does.”
“Who? Would we have heard of them?”
And Rat actually laughed at this. “Oh yes. You’ve heard of him, even
without realising it. He is Wight, and is the greatest person alive.”
*
A blackening drizzle smothered the sky and shabby, war-worn streets of
Omær, the Laizwerthian capital. The morning was dank and dark –
misery infiltrating every hideout, every compact niche and insignificant
cranny. Some buildings lay toppled, slumped and reduced to slabs of
rubble, and pillars lay strewn where they had fallen, their intricate
carvings broken and unappreciated. And the only humans in Omær
were the barbarian hordes, looking over the viltures and Tonders and
other foul creatures that sat in the silent muck and grime, waiting for
the time to pillage once more.
On a solitary corner where a row of houses once stood, three viltures
sat together. They were picking at the remains of some unfortunate
carcass, bickering and squawking and splashing in the rain. Then they
were joined by another, shabby and water-strewn as it soared down next
to them.
“All flamin’ night!” it squawked. “Out searching all night – again!”
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“And for vwhat?” another one chattered, flicking short strands of
flesh with his beak. “Saw nothing?”
“‘Course not. Wild goose chase innit.”
“Do you even know vwhat you’re supposed to be looking for?” The
vilture laughed as if it had said something funny.
“Yes, I…” it paused and thought for a moment, ruffling its leathery
feathers. “…no, actually, I can’t remember.”
The other three burst out laughing, high-pitched, insanely irritating to
everyone but them. “Never mind, neither do vwe. Oh, hold on – zere is
a place vwe are meant to find. Somevwhere of great importance to ze
Leader. Somevwhere zat has something he vwants.”
“Yet he does not know vwhere? And he expects us to find it!”
“Vwhat about ze others – from ze river! He vwas not pleased with
zem!”
“No! Lost it after having it in zeir claws… And now vwe have to keep
searching!”
“Just follow ze crowd, zat’s all I do!”
And so it carried on, un-couth and worthless, and their accents only
recognised by the people of Naynon. And the Leader looked out from a
high onto the broken streets and shallow vermin, and sighed loudly. The
palace had been hit quite badly in places when the city had fallen, and
no amount of velvet drapings and satin could impair the choking dust.
“I can’t wait until I get the damn thing so I can go to Ozez and leave
this stinking filth pot to stink and filth.” He leaned through a window,
plaster powdering under his hands.
“It must be terrible…” his guard said awkwardly, and he wondered
whether he should have spoken at all. “You will have whatever you
want… I’m sure…”
The Leader raised his eyebrows, plainly and bored like. “Stop
humouring me. I don’t find it helpful.”
“Of course – I didn’t mean… I apologise profusely…”
The Leader turned his head. “You are not Hipnotized, you are here of
your own free will. The reason I prefer people like you is that they can
think for themselves. Make judgements for themselves. Know when to
shut up themselves.”
The guard shut his mouth.
The Leader looked up suddenly. “I’ve had a call from the
communicator,” he said. “Go away and let me take it in peace.” He
closed his eyes, hearing the guard leave, and saw a face looming from a
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chalky haze in front of his eyelids. “I hope you have good news for me
because I’ve had it up to here.”
The face in front of him laughed. “Dare say I do. Very good news. I
believe I’ll be able to give you the location of the rebel fortress by
tonight.”
“I see. That is good news.”
“And Dagan’s flamin’ vilture, Tyr, is homing in on the brat…”
“Do not call that boy a brat, or you will regret it.”
The face flinched back at him. “I’m sorry – it’s just an impression…”
“Why do you think that you’ll know how to find the fortress?”
The face couldn’t help breaking into a smile. “Lets just say that
there’s a guide. And I know where to get it.”
*
They were on the road again, that is Enon, Zylas and Som, were on the
road again, and they had mutually decided that travelling was more
trouble than it was usually worth. Though it was a little easier as Rag
had opted to carry Zylas and Enon, and Som had taken his own Tonder
from the stables, called Tog. Even though the ground was muddy and
soft, and sharp stones poked from it seemingly on purpose, Rag was
glad he was going. Zylas had suspected he was a little hurt at being left
behind when they had seen Wight. Now that experience was one that’d
live long in his memory – all those revelations. Nothing of such
scientific significance had been theorized since the Principia volumes
were published anonymously. Though Zylas half suspected that Wight
had written them too. In fact, Wight had had such an impact on Zylas
that he was already assuming that his theories were common fact. That
morning Diadon had asked if he should leave the Dias behind in case it
got lost and Zylas declined in case it manipulated him again!
Breakfast had been a sordid affair. Zylas was glad that they had eaten
early because they had avoided the chancellor. (Secretly, that was
exactly the reason why Som had served it when he had). And now they
were strong on the road, for it was only damp – there was no downpour
– and the fresh air and distant hills were calmingly tranquil.
Tog was nice enough; he was almost a clone of Rag in fact, except he
had sand-golden fur and was slightly broader. The two Tonders talked
fluently and Zylas was pleased – he couldn’t have stood another
confrontation. Though the chancellor was always the cause.
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He could see the smoggy hills in the distance, bleary against the
watery grey. Hayden wood was thinning to an end beside them, the
trees becoming less dense, and before long they had moved out onto a
large grassy plain and left it behind.
There they stopped for lunch – a brief concoction of various
sandwiches and fruit juice – and looked back the way they had come.
The path got lost in the trees, and at the horizon were the forest slopes
they had travelled tirelessly across. Then Zylas spotted something far
away to the southwest. “What’s that?” he asked, pointing.
Enon shrugged, and Som hadn’t heard, so Rag and Tog peered at it
themselves. “It… looks like smoke…” Tog said debatably. Rag nodded
his head.
Enon frowned. “There any towns over there? Premature Year’s End
celebration?”
Zylas gasped. “I know where that’s coming from… it’s coming from
Poden.”
“Poden?” Som said strongly, looking up as he caught the name.
“Yeah – unless it’s got up and moved which I very much doubt. It’s
the only town around there.”
Rag had sprung to the top of the closest tree and peered high among
the top branches.
Som frowned. “Why would Poden be on fire?”
“When we’s left it,” Enon said carefully, “Well, thing is, we’s didney
leave, we’s fled. Something happened that night that I canny explain.
They tried to steal the Dias.”
“Who did? The inhabitants of the town?” Som gurgled.
Zylas winced. “Well, sort of. I bet you it’s the same people – I’ll tell
you what started that fire…”
“Barbarians!” Rag yelled down heftily.
“That’s right. There were barbarians in Poden and they’ve destroyed
some of the town…”
Som shook his head. “Deary, deary me…”
“No!” Rag yelled from his perch. “I mean that there are barbarians
heading this way from the hard west!”
Everyone stood up as one with weapons drawn and senses acute. Dew
flicked from them at the movement.
“Where?!” Enon yelled, turning circles.
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Rag pointed to an area just north of Poden. “There’s a lot of them –
though they’re about half a day away – we should be able to see the
Dragpies and get back to The Council without meeting them.”
“We ought to continue on the journey that is ours then,” Som said
timidly, and called for Tog. “I’m not planning on having to face
barbarian attacks. I’m too old really.”
*
Diadon sat quietly in one of the complex’s common rooms, intoxicated
by the gentle warmth issued by the fire. He sat with a small wine glass,
half empty, in his right hand, his left propping up his sleepy head. Eyes
stared blankly, not digesting what they saw, but his mind raced through
the meeting with Wight. To be sure, Wight had virtually singlehandedly discovered all the science that had been discovered – or at
least the principles – and it wasn’t like him to have come up with an
entirely ludicrous theory… but Tyran Hipnotizing the entire continent?
Plus progress on the defensive weapon they were building had virtually
ground to a halt since he had been locked up.
It was the chancellor who awoke Diadon from his thoughts,
addressing him nervously. “Er, sire?”
Diadon looked up lazily. “Ah, sober at last I see…”
“Of course…” The chancellor blushed. “I wanted to apologise for my
awful behaviour. That Enon guy must really hate me.”
“Well you’re certainly not his favourite person,” Diadon said with a
wry smile.
“I know. Where is he – I was looking for him to apologise in
person…” The chancellor’s eyes drooped nervously.
“He’s out,” Diadon said without noticing. “To the Dragpy hives with
Zylas and Som.”
“Ah yes…” The chancellor said, his eyes knowing. “I remember now
– I’d forgotten. Has Zylas taken the Dias?”
“He has – against my better judgement.”
“Is it wise to take such a precious object to such an unorthodox
place?” The chancellor spoke carefully.
“No, but he believes it’ll do more harm if it stays.”
“And what does Enon think?” The chancellor said, trying to be
casual. “Doesn’t he think that a valuable object should be left here
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where it is safe? I’m sure if he had a really precious object he’d leave it
here, wouldn’t he?”
Diadon shrugged sleepily. “Probably. He left the ediug in his room
and that’s important for another reason.”
The chancellor smiled. “Yes, well, I’ll wait till he gets back I
suppose.”
Diadon nodded. He closed his eyes, and the golden light hummed
upon his cheek and long, greying hair.
“And the elite guards that guard the rooms – they’re an awful pest,
aren’t they?” The chancellor spoke softly. “In the way of what I want to
do. Because we all must do what we know’ll be right for us in the end,
mustn’t we. Oh yes.” The chancellor lowered his voice even more and
Diadon murmured in agreement. “For that’s the most important thing,
isn’t it – ourselves – ultimately. Even if it means betraying our dearest
friends…” And the chancellor slowly reached down and placed his
palm upon Diadon’s heart.
The domestic halls of The Council were overcome with a futile
uncertainty as footsteps imprinted on their carpeted floors. A long
imposing shadow was cast from the ghostly figure as it sealed the main
quarter’s door and cut off the apartment from the rest of the complex.
The lift to the outside waited patiently nearby, as the figure drew a
sword, catching it on the plaster. Killing was on its mind, and the
unaware inhabitants were locked in, and help was locked out.
The corridors were virtually free of people so far, but the figure knew
it would not last – he knew where he was going and knew what he had
to do. It was professor Undor coming from the opposite direction who
was met first, and he didn’t see the sword stroke until it was too late –
deft and efficient. The walls were red-speckled as he slumped mutely
down them without a fuss.
The royal bed sits were guarded at their entrance by two Elite twenty
four hours a day, and they greeted their killer at first as they saw him
coming down the corridor, unaware of his red-washed sword. They
only noticed something was wrong when the figure plunged his sword
deep into the neck of one of them, just above the armour plate. The
other screamed in surprise, drawing his sword hurriedly and swearing at
what the hell he was doing. But the guard’s match was met by this
confrontation, his bloodiest stance being his last. And so the figure
walked automatically up the grand staircase, careful not to look back –
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his eyes blank and staring. It met the Laizwerthian representative
coming from the other way – a man who’s mistake lay in his bravery.
“What the…Oh my Gö-d are you’s okay!? We’ll get help…” His
sentence was cut deathly short, and he could only splutter as he rolled
wetly down the stairs.
Then, from a sheltered alcove that overlooked the scene, stepped a
man of cold heart, moving gently up to the figure. He smiled. “Good.
Stay here whilst I get it.”
“You must be quick,” came the monotonous reply. “The others may
have been alerted and the Lord of Evil will not wait forever. They’ll be
breaking in here soon enough and I doubt either of us plan to be caught
in a predicament like this.”
“You are right. And we shan’t be caught at all.”
*
The Tonders had had to slow their pace among the rocky tuffets and
steep, ankle-breaking spurs. There was a delicate frost on the grass like
sliver filigree, webbed upon the blades, and burrows of hibernating
creatures mottled the hard ground. Zylas was caught by the sight and
wondered how deep into winter they were – he had lost track of time
though knew they’d only been out a week or so. “Som,” he asked,
“what’s the date today?”
Som laughed. “You feel like you have been away for a long time? It’s
three days until Year’s End.”
“Three days? I thought we’d probably had it. Is there gonna be a
celebration?”
Som nodded. “There always is.”
“There won’t be enthusiastic celebrations in Laizwerth,” Enon said
bitterly. “If there weren’t them mountains at the border Henden would
be having droves of refugees. Still, it’s probably better if the barbarians
are contained.”
“Henden’s got barbarians,” Zylas said bluntly. “Poden, remember?
Wight said didn’t he – the zone of influence will gradually extend until
it covers Henden completely. And if he en’t got enough troops – if not
enough of us are susceptible – he’ll just assault us and take it by force.
And if he can find a way to inject fear into the rest of us – to make us
susceptible – he’ll Hipnotize Henden and that’ll be that anyway. What a
choice.”
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“I’d rather be dead than be someone else’s puppet,” Enon said heftily.
“And what’s all this about the Dias being the key or whatever? We’s
should destroy it now and be done with it before it’s too late.”
“Yes, yes,” Som said deflatedly, “but we need it to find Totan, plus
we don’t know how it is to be destroyed anyway…”
“Give me a rock’n I’ll show you’s how to destroy it,” Enon said with
a growl.
Som went quiet and there was an awkward silence as they moved
repeatedly on. Even the Tonders fell quiet. Though the wind continued
to whistle, waves of cold air playing over the frost-tipped ground. Som
pointed out the way in the meantime, taking them deeper into the hills
and away from the path. Eventually conversation brimmed again and
the embarrassing awkwardness disappeared like the breeze. When the
sky was beginning to darken at late afternoon Som spoke seriously.
“Okay, we’re nearly at the hive. Now, I am warning you to be vigilant –
Dragpies are not best of friends with us that are humans due to the
Ancient War, so going to their hive is dangerous.”
“Should we be doing it then?” Zylas said carefully. He looked around
at the dismal valley and high embankments they were walking between.
“Yes, if we want to find out how to use the Dias.”
“How come I’ve got it – how did it come to my father, I mean?”
Som smiled sympathetically. “Be careful with your question, Zy –
they have very different answers.” He looked up sharply, and his voice
gained enthusiasm. “Totan saved a Dragpy’s life way back. If you want
to make friends with a Dragpy, saving their life is the best way to do it.”
“And they just gave it to him without saying what it does?”
“No, no. Of course he knows. Wight does too. And Diadon made
friends with Eshlow, the queen of this hive, and so he is knowing some
things. We are relying on his friendship with her to stop her from
killing us.”
Enon and Zylas exchanged glances. “Oh great,” Enon said
sarcastically, “that’s nice to know.”
If Zylas hadn’t felt nervous before he certainly did now. And he also
caught Rag and Tog looking a little perplexed. Still, he thought, there
aren’t many people who can boast they’ve met a Dragpy.
The temperature suddenly soared, as if a furnace was blowing hot air
directly at their faces. The Tonders stopped automatically, and turned to
look at a large cave entrance from which the hot air was issuing. Som
climbed from Tog, a slight nervousness to his movement, and beckoned
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Enon and Zylas to do the same. Having spent hours on the back of a
Tonder, Zylas thought he would jump at the opportunity to stretch his
legs, though he felt as if he were standing on jelly.
“What does that say, Som?” Enon said, pointing to a carving above
the cave mouth that read: ‘Eshl□ l èreshl∆ los s□l Slllan’.
Som frowned to translate. “Progress is bound by the Dragpies.”
Zylas smiled grimly. “The Dragpies will decide what happens to
those who enter, basically. Fair do’s I suppose – it is their hive.”
“It’s a very dainty language isn’t it,” Enon marvelled, “all those shls
and things – very graceful and flowing. Triple ls too.”
“Don’t be fooled into thinking that that is their persona because it is
most certainly not,” Som warned. “That’s the language of the dragons
who were Beasts of glory. But it is true that there is harpy blood in
these presenting hives. And they’re unpredictable and moody.”
“Women,” Enon tutted.
“When the dragons and harpies mutated as one it is true that they kept
the dragon’s language.”
“Why?” Zylas asked.
“Because harpies couldn’t speak very well. They screeched mostly,”
Som said, and Enon laughed. “I beg you not to offend them,” he
continued, looking straight at Enon. “Otherwise we may not leave in a
state that is alive.”
“Then we’s wouldn’t leave at all,” Enon pointed out comically,
“unless they decided to give us a proper burial under the stars…”
“Are we going in or what?” Zylas asked.
“Yes, yes, come on,” Som said. Then he looked suddenly stern. “Put
your sword away, Zy. They may think you are challenging them.”
Enon laughed. “That’ll be fun.”
Zylas sheathed Snake’s Tooth, a little embarrassed.
“Follow me,” Som said eventually, and he led them into the darkness,
leaving Rag and Tog outside.
Their eyes slowly adjusted to grey-scale, and henceforth the walls and
cavern ceiling loomed into focus. The pathway was very narrow, and so
they walked in single-file, Som having the job of leading to his slight
displeasure. Zylas moved carefully behind him, trying to keep as close
as possible without seeming too clingy, and taking particular care to
avoid the walls. The tunnel floor was scraggy and uneven, and
dangerously moist, and the hot air was sickly humid. They had to move
slowly to stop from slipping over, and the lack of light was almost
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crippling. There was also a distinct and unpleasant smell of damp and
years of rot – Zylas’s stomach turned: rotting what?
A light was flickering a way off, and as they approached it revealed
itself to be a stately wall torch, illuminating carvings in the same
flowing writing on the wall’s crest. Som didn’t stop to translate.
It was now hotter, and some of the stagnant pools had evaporated,
leaving crumbly brown dirt sprinkled randomly upon the rock. Zylas
had to take off his fur because of the temperature, and he folded it over
his arm. More torches dotted the walls, shedding golden light upon the
cobweb coving of the walls and roof. And still the temperature soared.
Eventually they stopped, as one, at the threshold of a large chamber.
It reminded Zylas of the ancient tombs he had read about – torches
illuminating the Dragpy scrawl, doorways opening to the other passages
and all. Som walked timidly into the centre of the room, carefully
avoiding large holes in the floor, and turned around repeatedly as if
admiring his surroundings. Then he looked up, and Zylas noticed that
the ceiling too was punctured with holes – shafts leading higher into the
hives. But then again the Dragpies could fly so it wasn’t that much of a
surprise.
Som cleared his throat and took a breath. “Slllan!” he yelled
powerfully, “Slllan! Dragpies you are by our name! Answer our call as
we now call it!”
His words rang and echoed among the passages. There was a
breathtaking silence where Zylas did just that – drew in air deeply, and
his eyes darted around as if he expected a visible reply instead of an
audible one.
“I admire your courage to come here, human,” said a harsh, hoarse
growl from somewhere no one could identify. “Either that or I pity your
stupidity.”
Som didn’t turn around, though his eyes moved from side to side as if
mentally searching for the source. “We come here to speak to your
queen, Eshlow. We request you take us to her.” His voice didn’t waver.
“That won’t be necessary…” came the coarse reply from somewhere
but nowhere.
Som shivered involuntarily. “If we ask to be taken to your queen you
must do the thing that is comply!” he yelled, though this time his voice
shook.
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A crude laughter echoed around the chamber. “Control your
ignorance, fool. I am Eshlow.” And from one of the holes in the ceiling
the Dragpy glided down to them.
Zylas had always had a mental picture of what a Dragpy looked like
but nothing had prepared him for this. She hunched upon two trunkthick legs that were pulsed with turgid, string-like veins, and both feet
clawed the dirt. Black feathers dressed the chest and shoulder tops,
from which two biomechanical arms hung and spine-like wings
sprouted, leather-black like those of a bat. Her face was taught, the skin
jet-black, and the jaw-line shone through visibly. Small, razor-teeth
dotted her mouth and the deep-set eyes were a demonic red. A serpentlike, scaly tail dashed the ground behind her. No wonder they’re moody,
Zylas thought. I would be too if I looked like that.
“We don’t permit humans in out depths like this,” Eshlow said, and
smoke emitted from her mouth as she spoke. Zylas was sure he could
see light glowing in her throat, too.
Som was undeterred. “We need to speak to you.”
“I don’t care!” she growled. “We don’t want no humans among us
now these times are so dark…”
“That’s why we’ve come to see you,” Som said hurriedly. “We need
to know about the Dias…” And Zylas held it up. Eshlow looked at him.
“Why have you brought a child with you?” Eshlow said quietly,
though everyone heard.
“I am the holder of the Dias,” Zylas said bravely.
Eshlow glared for a moment, or that may be what she looked like
anyway. “Then you’ve digressed, Totan.”
“I am his son.”
Eshlow raised her brow. “Then I shall not kill you – you are fortunate
to be related to an important human.”
“We are also friends with Diadon – whom you yourself befriended all
those years past,” Som said slowly. “We need to understand the Dias to
have a chance in the war…”
They were all immediately aware that Som had just said something he
shouldn’t. Eshlow was shaking with rage, little puffs of smoke wafting
from between her teeth. “We will never join a side in a war!” she
bellowed, and she roared at the ceiling, flame shooting like a jet from
her mouth and playing along it. “Do you forget what we are?! We are
the result of the wrath of humans and we shall never fight alongside
them! Now, get out!!!”
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“But…” Som protested, rather timidly.
“Get out!” Eshlow yelled, and she soared into the air and breathed
flame over their heads, smoke clinging to her metallic body.
If they had moved slowly when entering they certainly weren’t slow
when getting out. Smoke chased them all the way, though they
mercifully didn’t stumble on the uneven ground. They collapsed to their
knees when they reached the sunshine, the grass soft beneath them.
Enon panted. “Good one Som.”
Rag and Tog looked up nervously as they emerged, having been lying
among the pleasant warmth from the opening. “What happened? Did
they set you on fire?!”
Smoke was still pluming around them. Enon shook his head
breathlessly. “No. That smoke’s what came off the fire they breathed in
the hive.”
“Well what did you find out?”
“That they’re bad tempered, rude and don’t like humans,” Enon
answered breathlessly. “We’s only spoke to one of ‘em but if you’ve
met one you’ve met ‘em all I reckon. Oh, and they’re ugly too.”
Rag raised his eyebrows. “Well, what happened?”
“They got a little annoyed when we mentioned the war,” Zylas said,
nursing a stitch in his side. “I reckon she’d have killed us if I weren’t
related to Totan.”
“They chased you out?” Tog said, trying not to laugh.
Som nodded breathlessly. “They thought…” he stopped suddenly and
raised his head in the direction of The Council, shutting his eyes.
“What’s the matter?” Zylas said, suddenly anxious. “Are the
barbarians coming?”
Som opened his eyes after a moment. “No…” he spoke softly.
“Something’s happened at The Council, I’ve just been contacted…
something bad. We must leave for it now.” He climbed quietly onto
Tog.
“What’s happened?” Enon said, getting onto Rag’s back.
“Don’t know – Arton just said to come back immediately.” He yelled
Tog into motion. Zylas and Enon exchanged glances.
“Better go after him,” Enon said. “Sounds bad.”
“Probably is – could it be Wight? Or Drater?”
“Could be – something’s wrong anyway…”
Rag snorted to hurry them up, and they bounded off towards the trees.
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Chapter 15:

LEARNT LESSONS

-We have progress do we Rat?
- Near enough – though unexpected. I am currently at Poden, northeasterly town.
- Yes, I know it. What’s happened?
- I’ve obtained a small following. Saved the town from extinction and
now the townsfolk are gonna join the rebel cause at the fortress.
- The fortress? Do you know where it is?
- No, but you do. We need to get there.
- I see. How many of you are there?
- About fifteen hundred – a significant number.
- So it is. How have you mustered such a force?
- I walked in upon a last stance as it were. There were a handful facing
thirteen hundred barbarians – I converted the barbarians; expelled the
fear from their hearts – and now they’ll fight with us.
- You must be exhausted! But is it wise to include former barbarians in
your troop?
- Hipnosee can’t touch them now – they shan’t be barbarians again.
- I trust you know what you’re doing. And the Dias?
- Haven’t even seen the boy. I trust he’s back at The Council. He visited
the Dragpies today – I wanted to catch him but have spent the day
resting.
- I’m still in Henden – Ozez is no longer a viable concern.
- Why?
- It has an army. The people of Naynon have gone berserk – the
susceptible souls are cold-blooded warriors, the rest of them are slaves.
Tyran’s brain will have to wait till later.
- What are you going to do?
- Find Gemina and Gemia.
- The twins?
- Yes. We need to begin to call upon people who have useful magic in
them. They control flame, which has to be useful.
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- Do you know where to find them?
- Yes. I just hope the enemy hasn’t found them first. After what they did
to Thor. They’re in a quiet little village called Hon on Laizwerth’s east
coast. Tell you what, I was planning on stopping at the rebel fortress on
my way – I can drop you there.
- Great. But is it wise for you to head straight to the fortress when
you’ve only just escaped Acõth? You may not be well received.
- Oh it’ll be fine. It was really only Diadon and the flamin’ chancellor
who insisted I was locked up. And Totan of course. The others’ll be
pleased I’m there.
- Well I hope you’re right.
- I usually am.
- Naturally. Well, where can we meet?
- The road through Hayden wood, to the west of the Dragpy hives. Take
the troop down there for three days from now and I shall join you. And
bring my sword!
*
Som was muttering madly to himself as they stopped at the riverbank,
grey and sleek shadows upon the gently rippling water. “What has
happened? Oh what on earth has happened?”
They all stopped uniformly as the shaky outline of the opposite bank
came into focus: the entrance to The Council was bedraggled and open.
Som gasped and jumped slightly. “No!” he yelled, “We have been
infiltrated!” and he drew his sabre.
Zylas found he was gulping air. “Infiltrated?” He looked staggered
across the water, the breeze gently blowing the green vines aside and
revealing the gaping cave mouth.
Enon drew his bow and tentatively pulled an arrow from its quiver.
Zylas pulled Snake’s Tooth out, and his hand shook from the cold.
They began to steer the little boat across the stretch, waiting with
bated breath for what they’d uncover within. There was a deadly silence
among the darkness; a cold, evil silence among the gentle swash of
water as it lapped at the boat. And the tunnel was claustrophobic, as if
invisible walls were weighing upon their souls.
“What do you see, Rag?” Zylas asked, turning his head blindly
around, trying to sense more than see.
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“Nothing’s here,” Rag said, and there was a clear wave of short relief.
“There’s a path next to us but it’s empty, and… oh my Gö-d…”
“What!?” But there was no need to reply because they had drifted into
the shallow pool of the light-filled chamber, and a dreadful sight met
their eyes. Rayshnov, the great Minåt who guarded the tomb, was
slumped un-ceremoniously on the cracking tiles, and blood leaked from
his branded fur. His face was contorted in agony; his skin burned black
and wafting smoke.
There was again an un-earthly silence as the sight was digested. Zylas
groaned as he climbed onto the floor, and he sidled quietly away. The
others followed cautiously, not wanting to look at the dead Minåt but
glued to it anyway. Som sighed, and then again as he saw the passages
to the lift were open. “They got in,” was all he said.
Enon was moving cautiously around Rayshnov, careful not to go too
near. “It’s been burnt ‘ere – his back’s red raw.”
“Burnt? Alive?” Zylas shuddered at the prospect.
“Would seem so.” Enon spoke quietly and moved away. “The doors –
they’re open…”
“It is true that they can only be opened from the inside. A Minåt is the
only creature who possesses the ability to open them from this current
position, nothing else.”
“Well they’re open now. You said a Minåt can do it - maybe
Rayshnov opened ‘em.”
“He must have.” Som frowned. “They can’t have already been inside
– Rayshnov must have been tricked into opening the doors that are
them…”
Then someone appeared in the passages threshold. It was so
unexpected that they all jumped, though it was only the chancellor. “It’s
okay…” he muttered, “the area’s secured. They’ve gone.”
Enon flinched slightly, though Som was glad to see the friendly face.
“How did they go about getting into the passage?”
“Rayshnov let them in.” The chancellor’s face was streaked with
impeding shadow.
“Why would he have done the thing that is that?” Som was fretful.
“Because he knew the person who came, so he did. We have been
betrayed so we have…” And the chancellor’s face split slightly. “Who
do you think was strong enough to slaughter such a Beast? Wight came
here – he persuaded Rayshnov to open the door and then he killed him,
like the dirty rat that he is.”
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“No!” Som raised his voice.
“What’s happened ‘ere inside?” Enon asked.
“The domestic quarters were attacked,” the chancellor said gravely.
“Seven dead – Professor Undor, two Elite guards…”
“Diadon?” Zylas said anxiously.
The chancellor’s face darkened. “He escaped – well, he hasn’t been
seen so we think he escaped.”
Zylas breathed a short sigh of relief. Som was still fighting to
understand. “Why would Wight want this?”
“Revenge? He attempted murder before remember.”
“He couldn’t have!” Som shook his head.
The chancellor smiled sympathetically. “I think it’s time you stopped
admiring him so much. He’s just proved this time what he’s capable of.
If you’d have been inside mark my words that he wouldn’t have spared
you. Come and see the domestic quarters – maybe that’ll sway you.”
Zylas walked dreamily along – his head swimming. The whirring and
clanking noises emitted from the lift were muted and cloth-like, and
shapes wavered in his eyes. Could Wight have done this? Well, of
course he could but there was something remarkably sane behind the
eccentricity – attack The Council? Surely not…
The chancellor was saying something about the rest of the complex
being locked out, so that the murderer must have known the passwords,
and kept looking pointedly at Som to make sure he was making
connections. Som’s face was tightly drawn.
They descended silently, the lift’s mechanics whirring away in the
background, like cogs churning among the brains of the helpless party.
There were people clustered along the corridors leading to the domestic
halls, solemn and speechless: the silence was haunting. They were
acknowledged glumly, but few words were spoken as they passed and
there were no sympathetic smiles.
The chancellor began to talk as they neared the main stairway, and his
voice grated on all unfortunate ears it fell upon. “Like I said, terrible
things – murders – Wight sure had a lot of bite in him…” he shot a
sideways look at Som. “…Still, it could have been worse…”
“Tell me how?” Som said sharply. “I cannot believe Wight did this.
Where are the dead?”
The chancellor smiled. “You’re in denial, my dear Som – it’s
natural.” He spoke briskly. “Maybe Wight has been swayed for the first
time…”
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“Where are the dead?” Enon shot, repeating Som’s words.
The chancellor paused, his expression of deep distaste. “Aren’t you
going to ask why I’m not with them?” His tone was sharp. Enon didn’t
reply. The chancellor paused, an expression of deep distaste on his face.
“Through here,” he said.
In a small side room used for storage they found the bodies – lying on
their backs, side-by-side, and covered to their chins with crude blankets.
Their faces were prudent and sharp, having been cleaned slightly,
though it was depressing to see their life-less state. It was their eyes that
stung Zylas the most – glazed and blank, and he had to turn from them.
“It would have been worse if there were more people about, I tell
you,” the chancellor insisted, the air of his nature rather insensitive.
“Why was he here?” Som asked suddenly, and he looked immediately
troubled. “The weapon!?”
“No, no!” The chancellor started, “Something among the rooms…”
though Som had run down the corridor, seemingly very anxious indeed.
Zylas and Enon followed immediately, closely followed by the
chancellor who was puffing, not from exasperation, but because he was
doing exercise.
They hurried down corridors and swung round blind corners – the
passing torches making mottled imprints on their eyes. The chancellor
had tried shouting as he ran, though found he was unable to utter words
through the heavy breathing. He was eventually left lagging behind, his
face red and puffy.
They crossed the Main Entrance Hall, the gigantic dome not half as
appealing due to the current situation, and stopped suddenly outside the
door Enon had probed about not so long ago. They were outside the
huge metal door from which a sign was printed boasting
‘RESTRICTED’. Som looked across at Zylas and Enon, as if wanting
support. “If it is true that it was him he would have certainly come
here…” he muttered frantically, almost to himself. Then he cleared his
throat. “Për mitmé…”
The door rolled open, and an instant brightness flooded out, startling
them. There was also a funny smell – a recognisable smell – Zylas
sniffed – it was like soap. Som blinked hurriedly for a few seconds and
then stepped through onto the chalk-white tiles. He didn’t tell Zylas or
Enon to follow but they were too interested not to. The room was a
complex array of desks, cupboards and airtight capsules. Zylas looked
around captivated. There were various scientific instruments dotted
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upon the benches, and clusters of powders and chemicals lay near them,
though it was free of people.
“Seems secure enough…” Som said, looking round. “Everything’s
still here…”
“What is everything?” Enon asked. “What’s this ‘ere?”
“It is the thing that is soap extract,” Som said. “Called Glycerine.”
Then he looked as if he had said something he shouldn’t have and
looked away quickly.
“What’s it for?” Zylas asked, peering close.
“Am not at liberty to say. It is true that it is mainly because I don’t
rightly know. But if Wight had done this, he would have come here first
it is true to be sure. Especially as he is the only one to really understand
it all.” Som walked to one of the overhead compartments and opened it,
revealing satchels of work notes and books. “Yes, all there and all
researched by him.”
“What’s this?” Zylas had walked away and had come across a thick
dark powder in a wooden box near some firewood and glass paper.
Som raised his eyebrows. “I do know what that is. Wight completed
that formula before he was imprisoned. It’s called black powder – a
probe into combustion. What did Wight call it? An explosive.”
“It explodes?” Enon asked, in awe.
Zylas looked over at him with raised eyebrows. “How the hell do you
know what an explosive is? I’ve never heard the word before…”
Enon chuckled. “You’s haven’t been paying attention in religion. A
theologist said to me – at the moment of creation, Gö-od Kàrmâ, or Göd, exploded from a tiny speck to an infinitesimal void in just a few
minutes. And that’s how I know what explosive means.”
“Yes, anyway,” Som interrupted, “it explodes quite spectacularly
when ignited in an enclosed space. Wight was testing it as a propellant
too – but it is true that it is just tests.”
“What’s it made out of?” Zylas asked, gently prodding the crumb-fine
granules.
“Er, sulphur, what else – the remnants of blackened coal…”
“Som!” A voice yelled from the doorway. They knew it was the
chancellor before they turned. He was breathless. “You can’t just tell
anybody about secret powders! Especially not how to make them and
especially not a Laizwerthian!”
Som rolled his eyes. “I doubt they will blow our heads of with it.” But
he ushered them out of the room anyway.
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“Quite,” the chancellor said heftily, “but that’s not their concern. One
of their rooms has been ransacked.”
*
Among the ranging foothills and shallow valleys, beneath the
descending sun and glaring moons, wandering upon a path trodden that
very morning, were the barbarian band Rag had spied from his tree top
perch. They were a small number, but were not equipped for conflict –
they were on a recruitment mission. And it was the large blue spheres
they carried with which they would negotiate. They came to the hive’s
entrance, and, with spirits neither high nor low they entered, and
marched uniformly along the darkened depths.
The Dragpies inside were relaxing within the honeycomb like
network, preparing for slumber or chattering quietly to each other.
Many of them, including Queen Eshlow, were perched among the
entrance system from which the tunnel to outside branched. And they
were immediately aware of the footsteps that echoed on approach.
“What be that?” one hissed in dragpy.
Eshlow rose slowly to the roof. “Get along the walls,” she rasped, and
watched them scuttle at her command. “It may be the friends of Diadon
– do not attack unless I permit it!”
The barbarians in the passage heard the flowing Dragpy rasps but
could not understand them. The captain turned to his troop. “Leave the
talking to me. Release the cûllan mist only if I say and make sure the
queen survives.”
There were more rants from further ahead: ‘Shlla∆ osh llall □s…’
The captain smiled as light began seeping into the passage.
From the tunnel entrance some humans stepped, and they grinned at
the sight. They were not the friends of Diadon as Eshlow had expected,
and she was not best pleased.
“Who dares enter our abode and disturb us?” She glared fiercely.
The captain smiled again. His hands stayed limp at his sides and he
didn’t flinch. “We’ve come to discuss your position.” His voice echoed
clearly upon the walls.
Eshlow gritted her teeth and smoke snorted from her nostrils. “Get
from our midst now, human – or you shall be enflamed where you
stand.”
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“We’ve come to discuss your position in the war. The Leader wants
to recruit you.”
Eshlow’s eyes narrowed considerably – with shock predominantly.
Flame trickled around her lips. “I am astounded at your foolishness!”
“I doubt you should defy us.”
Eshlow looked as if she had just swallowed something very sour.
“Oh, so you wish to confront us, do you. Your insolence will kill you,
human…”
“Not if yours kills you first.”
Eshlow cocked her head – were they really that stupid? Better to see
them off now before they get to full of themselves. But before she could
roast the air above their heads, the captain raised his arm. From the
tunnel the great blue spheres were brought, glowing with anticipation.
Eshlow raised her eyebrows in surprise. “They’ve mist…” she said
timidly and leapt for the hole in the roof.
There was a sudden panic as the Dragpies lining the walls scrambled
to escape. The captain nodded, and two of the great spheres were
pierced, the thin silky skin tearing easily, and a fine blue mist soared
from the splits. It flew around the room and smothered the Dragpies
screeching at its wake. Their skin seemed to bubble at places where the
mist clung to it, then finally burst into flame, sending the Dragpy in to a
writhing struggle upon the ground. Fire seeped from the snarling
bodies, catching in doorways and igniting walls. The mist wisped
around in all directions before finally losing energy and dissolving on
the air.
Unaffected by the terrible concoction, the barbarians winced as heat
plastered their faces, whilst the Dragpy bodies burned around them.
Smoke sifted around the chamber, settling eventually, though visibility
was near zero. Screeches could be heard around them, from the network
of tunnels and system of passages, bodies re-couperating and preparing
for an onslaught.
The barbarian captain waited a moment for the chaos to ease. “What’s
your answer now Dragpies?” he bellowed. “Will you fight with us and
have our sanction – or will you defy us and be burnt where you cower?”
He looked back at the remaining bulbous spheres, the mist inside
fighting to escape.
“We will never participate in war…” came the throaty voice from one
of the overhead passages, and then, like the ancient horses on the wind,
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a torrent of fire rumbled from the various forks and splits and licked the
edge of the chamber.
A few barbarians fell, though the captain cared not. “Fine. The Leader
thought as much. Then you shall be rendered extinct.” And he raised his
hand and at once the chamber was awash with the fiery blue as the
remaining spheres were cut, and the cûllan mist infiltrated the passages,
hounding all those that remained there.
*
They weren’t hurrying back because the chancellor couldn’t maintain a
speed for a long time. They were walking – albeit a brisk walk – but a
walk all the same. Zylas kept pulling ahead and then had to keep falling
back to his deep frustration. He was very anxious – undoubtedly he
thought it had been his room that had been ransacked, though when
they finally got there the chancellor bypassed it completely. It was
Enon’s turn to look worried.
“My room?” he said, surprised.
The chancellor nodded, and pushed the door slowly ajar, the hinges
creaking squeakily.
Everything was upside down. Paper and small objects were strewn,
and drawers and cupboards lay upon the floor. Drapes and the
wardrobes contents were left in random piles – even the bed had been
overturned. Enon’s eyes darted, wide and unbelieving.
Zylas entered, and began kicking his way through the bedragglement.
“What was in here that they could want?”
“Nothing…” Enon shrugged and followed.
The chancellor was quick to speak again. “Are you sure?” His manner
was slightly aloof and Zylas felt cold near him. “You didn’t leave
anything of value in here?”
Enon stopped. “Actually…” he moved quickly to the other side of the
room and knelt in one corner.
The chancellor’s eyes widened and he jumped forward to look. “What
is it?”
“The ediug,” Enon said, “for the rebel fortress.” He pulled at the
carpet and it flapped up. Zylas noticed the chancellor’s face split and
glower. Underneath was a small hole in the floor. “I noticed the carpet
pulled up in this corner ‘ere, so when I was told to hide the ediug I
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knew exactly where to put it.” He reached forward and pulled the silver
ball out for all to see.
There was a short sigh of relief, though the chancellor looked
thunderstruck; his loose skin quivering slightly. Zylas looked directly
over, puzzled, and the chancellor blinked quickly. “You made a hole in
the floorboards!” he yelled, though Zylas was sure that that wasn’t the
reason for his anger.
Enon seemed slightly taken aback. “Would you’s prefer me to say
that the hole was already there – a mouse perhaps?” He stood slowly.
“If it hadn’t been hidden the enemy would be going to the fortress this
very minute.”
There was a prickly heat between their stares, each trying to mentally
fry the other’s retina. Som shook his head plainly. “It was a very
amicable step to be sure, Enon,” he said warmly. “Well done. We’re
glad you vandalized our property!”
The chancellor winced unnoticeably. “Yes,” he muttered quietly.
“How clever of you.”
Som was beginning to speak again. “You know what that means don’t
you?” he turned to the chancellor who raised his brow in response. “It is
of the meaning that Wight couldn’t have breached us – he wouldn’t
need to.”
“What on earth are you talking about?”
“Wight knows where the rebel fortress is – he’s not in the need of an
ediug to find it – hence he wouldn’t have…”
“What do you mean ‘he knows where it is’?” the chancellor spat.
“He remembered its exact location – he had seen it you know – when
there were talks about the barbarian skirmishes and their uprising – it is
true that he helped choose the site!”
“Why was I not told of this!?” the chancellor had reddened
considerably.
Som shrugged.
“Okay, so he saw it once! He saw one hill in the middle of no-where
once! Then he tried to kill Totan the following week – the man is a
lunatic! Don’t try to tell me he could remember that hill…”
“He could do many a thing. He would have remembered that hill.”
The chancellor swore and spat violently on the floor.
“Hey!” Enon protested, but was cut short by the steaming chancellor
who was glaring at Som.
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“Wight is insane,” he growled, turning ever redder. “He wanted that
ediug so he could help crush the rebel uprising in Laizwerth. And they
would not stand! I think it’s about time I saw this fortress for myself.”
Som glowered, his fists clenched. “No-one else sees the rebel fortress.
The less people who know where it is the better.”
“Are you saying I may betray The Council?” The chancellor seemed
at bursting point. “I have never been so insulted in my entire life!”
“Are you’s sure?” Enon asked. “If I looked like you’s I’d be insulted
every day. I’d even insult myself. I’d be like, Gö-d I’m such a fat
pig…”
The chancellor drew his sword in an instant, and there was a piercing
silence. The expression he wore was manic and grotesque.
“Oh so you’s want to challenge me, eh?” Enon said, shrugging his
arms.
“Oh put it away,” Som hissed angrily.
The chancellor gritted his teeth. “He doesn’t belong here,” he
growled. “Bloody Diadon should never have brought him here. He
gives up the ediug. He cannot be trusted.”
“It is his, he shall keep it,” Som hissed, and Enon made a rude gesture
at the chancellor’s glowering face.
“You will not undermine me, little man…”
Som drew his sabre in a vicious response. “Get the hell away from the
thing that is the ediug! It stays with Enon. Now back down like you
know you should.”
Venom seemed to pulse through the chancellor’s turgid temples, the
colour draining from his ears. He slowly lowered his sword. “You will
regret this Som,” he grunted, and stormed away from them and down
the corridor.
There followed a burnt silence, the air congealing and suddenly
stuffily claustrophobic. Som rubbed his bald head wearily, the torches
shining dimly upon it, and his eyes were red and smoky. “It’s been a
long day so it has.”
“Yeah, a running with the Dragpies and the chancellor. I don’t know
which looks worse.”
Som smiled. “Come. It’s late. We’ll have to move to different
accommodation – there are more rooms over the other side; it is quite a
walk. They’ll be an enquiry into these present quarters.”
So they followed Som back down the corridor, through the hall
network and back onto the landings overlooking the main entrance. The
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large dome lurked spaciously overhead, and as Zylas looked up
admiringly at it, something caught his eye.
“Hey, Som,” he said, “what’s that?” He pointed through the panes
towards the horizon where a putrid, hazy blue cloud was slowly fading
in the air.
Som was tired and only looked half-heartedly. “Just a trick of the
light or something. Nothing to be worrying about.”
Zylas may have pointed out that there was no light to be playing
tricks, though he was also tired, and simply let the mist (for yes, it was
the cûllan mist) stand in his sub consciousness.
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Chapter 16:

YEAR’S END

Under the sparkling twilight of the moonlight splendour, beneath the
star-spangled blanket, upon the frost-pricked earth of the northern
footfalls three shapes perched. Their movement was difficult and
distorted; limbs damaged badly – even irreparably – flesh singed black
and wings folded and broken. The Beasts were in a bad way.
Two of them painfully dragged the third, who was too injured to
move itself, and it moaned softly.
“I’m worried about her, Eshlow,” one of the Beasts choked, having
been injured herself.
Eshlow nodded. “She’s slipping,” she said with effort. Everything
hurt, though it was too dark to see the full extent of her injuries. They’d
need to be dealt with soon. “Where did you say you saw them go,
Shasa?”
“To a stream within the forest,” Shasa huffed, “Near the red valley
we’ve seen but never been near…”
Eshlow was worried. “That’s quite a way…”
They both looked down at the face of the third of their party (whom
they were carrying). It was badly seared, one eye inevitably blind, and
her breathing was short and concerningly wet.
“Do you think she’ll make it?” Shasa said, limping uncontrollably and
straining under the weight.
Eshlow swallowed slowly. “I really don’t know – even if she’s alive
when we get there they might not be able to save her. Plus I sent them
away which I may live to regret. Or die to regret.”
“Don’t say that Queen, you’re strong.”
“Strong, yes. Invincible, no.”
“Strong enough anyhow,” Shasa said purposefully. Her stomach was
cramping, the wound obviously deep and open.
The Dragpy they were carrying, however, was slowly slipping away –
plainly unconscious and riddled with haemorrhaging and internal
injuries. Flaps of skin lay open on her torso, wet with streaming blood,
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and the burnt flesh was blistering and splitting as it cooled. Her one eye
was screwed shut; the other was a black mess plastered upon her
scorched face.
They had to stop when they reached the forest edge, mainly from
fatigue, though the third Dragpy had suddenly fallen limp in their arms
and they lay her carefully on the ground.
“Don’t give up!” Eshlow growled, “There isn’t far – don’t give up on
us now!”
Her breathing was weak and wet, blood bubbled on every breath,
though she barely had strength to draw air. “It’s too late,” she choked.
“But don’t fret…”
“You can pull through!” Shasa encouraged.
“There isn’t long to go now,” Eshlow assured, “not long ‘till help.”
The Dragpy smiled. “My time has come,” she said, barely audibly
because fluid had filled her lungs. “But I’m not fearful…” She coughed
blood. “Leave me. And do not grieve those who have been lost. You
must promise me that you’ll live on. The Dragpy race will not be
extinguished…” And she opened her good eye, and all the pain seemed
to disappear as they looked upon the misty blue iris pools. “Go,” she
said again, “and don’t look back.”
And so, with hearts like lead, Shasa and Eshlow blessed their friend
and left her beneath the canopy, though there was a break in the trees
where Null and Arön, the two moons, looked down on her. And she
stopped fighting and finally welcomed her relief.
*
The morning was cold and bitter – probably the coldest and bitterest
day of the year so far, for there was a silver blanket cropping the earth.
The wind was strong and biting, and fearful birds roosted amongst the
hard-bare treetops. Zylas found it very difficult to get up, indeed, his
bed was so comforting that he could have stayed there for hours, though
that would not be at all practical, he told himself. He was roused ready
by a call for breakfast soon after.
He again met with Enon and Som, and the three of them walked
through to the huge hall to eat at the same table as the previous
morning. Even the decorative plants seemed to shiver nearby as they
began hungrily, dressed up tight and warm.
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Som seemed very anxious, as if fighting to remain silent. Zylas
noticed. “What’s wrong? The attack?” he asked.
“No – well yes, it did but…” Som looked around gingerly. “Oh
whatever,” he said eventually. “You’ve forced it out of me. We did
indeed make contact with Diadon the previous night.”
“You’ve found him!” Zylas yelled, and Som quickly hushed.
“Sshh! You’re not supposed to know yet – they want everyone to be
told once together. But I think you deserve to be kept informed.” Som
lowered his voice, and Zylas and Enon bowed their heads forward to
listen. “We haven’t found him, no. But we have done the thing that is
second to that best scenario – we made contact with the communicator.
I myself spoke to him – he was very shaken up – didn’t make much
sense really to be true.”
“Did he say where he was?” Enon asked quietly.
“No – I asked that specific question more than once too. He hardly
uttered a word to speak honestly with you. He didn’t say when he’d be
back – just ‘not for a while’. Then he kicked me out of his mind and
that was that.”
Zylas’s heart was pounding with relief. “But he said he was okay?” he
stammered.
Som shrugged. “He sounded shaken obviously. He said he was
alright.”
“Well he would be shaken,” Enon said.
Som nodded, though Zylas stood, forgetting his food. “Are we gonna
look for him?”
Som stammered slightly, though didn’t actually answer. He looked
past Zylas.
“No, we’re not.”
Zylas knew exactly who it was before he turned, so he was already
scowling before the chancellor’s face came into view.
Som talked up quickly. “It wouldn’t be a good…”
“How dare you disobey a direct order!” the chancellor barked, his
skin stretching. “We all agreed that we’d hold a meeting this afternoon
to inform the riff-raff…”
“We’s ain’t riff-raff!” Enon said, standing too.
“No, you’re not even that!”
There was another confrontational pause. “Ooooh, sharp as a knife
ain’t ya,” Enon mocked. “Careful or you’ll pop yourself.”
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Som stood too. “Zylas is Diadon’s grandson! I think he has a right to
know what’s happening!”
“Well I’m going after him.” Zylas said firmly, and so followed a
surprised silence.
“You are going straight back to Hayden come Year’s End, boy!”
There was another struck silence. “What!?”
The chancellor had reddened again. “Your work here is done – you’ve
accomplished what you came for and now you’re to go back.”
Zylas spun to look at Som, who merely sighed in response. “But..” he
stammered, “…knowing what we know – I’ve got the Dias!”
Som rubbed his brow. “You’ll be escorted back in a couple of days by
a troop. It’s too dangerous for a young boy to play any part in this war.
The Dias will stay here.”
Zylas’s eyes narrowed like a shot. “You en’t taking it from me. You’ll
have to kill me first…”
“Zylas,” Som said patiently. “Your time may indeed come, but unless
something flings itself upon us in the next couple of days you’re going
home.”
There was a bitter silence. Zylas was furious with everything and
everyone – he stared blankly at the floor for a few seconds. Though
there was another interruption at that moment; one of the Elite who was
now overlooking the cave entrance to the river.
“You lot – thank Gö-d I found you,” he said breathlessly. “You better
come to the surface – there’s something you gotta see.”
It had been very cold that night, and the ground outside was white and
crisp, the soil frozen hard. Their breath accumulated in wisps before
them as they snuggled among the depths of the small boat, drifting
slowly through the tunnel and out into the outside world. The Elite
guard stood precariously at the front, slowly paddling, and the
chancellor stood moodily behind him in silence, mainly because, Som,
Zylas and Enon had gate crashed the expedition. Again, a tremendous
row that had developed.
“It is true that we are not letting you go up there on your lone self. I
am insisting that we here accompany you – we must have two members
present at all times…”
“You forget who you are, Som. You are merely a representative of
The Roan-Roe Region!”
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“And you are merely here because you are one of only two people
who can inject fear into people! I am telling you this – had Drater been
available…”
“Drater chose his path! He could read minds too – I know it! But he
chose to give that up so he could communicate with Wight! He’s as
mad as Wight is!”
And so it had continued, until the Elite had sided with Som and said it
couldn’t exactly hurt. The chancellor hadn’t been thrilled.
“It doesn’t change a thing you know,” he said casually to Zylas. “You
won’t change our minds by becoming a stowaway on our expeditions.
You’re off home.”
“Give it a rest,” Enon muttered quietly, as Zylas looked away,
scowling.
The chancellor’s eyes narrowed, as if he were looking on something
undesirable. “I don’t even know why you’re still here,” he said
viciously. “You’re needed less than the kid. You can go as soon as
possible, in fact.”
“Chancellor, would you please show some respect!” Som wittered.
“Enon led Diadon and Zylas out of danger – they would both be dead if
it wasn’t for him.”
The chancellor raised the pitch of his voice. “Oooh, we have a right
little hero then, don’t we. Can I have your autograph…”
“Only if you’s want it in your own blood,” Enon hissed.
“Oh stop it, both of you,” Som said, and ushered them apart.
Their eyes remained locked, and were only broken by the interruption
of the Elite guard. “There,” he said, pointing along the shore to a
shallow-rock bed.
Zylas raised his head and gasped, for among the icy pool, halfcovered in a film of frost, were two Beast-like shapes. They were
obviously creatures of some sort because they had limbs laid
outstretched upon the grit. “What on earth?” Zylas gasped as the boat
slowly approached.
Enon and the chancellor had forgotten their disagreement, and were
both fixed.
“They’re…” Som winced somewhat. “They’re winged creatures… I
can’t… of some sort… wait…”
The boat drew up to them, scraping upon the rocky scree, and their
faces became apparent.
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“They’re Dragpies!” Enon said, astounded, and climbed into the
shallow water. “They’re disfigured terribly,” he put his hands to his
hips in astonishment. “Yes, ‘ere – they look like they’ve been burnt.”
He looked upon one of their arms. The flesh was a shiny pink, and
opened in a bloody crevice, the sides black and putrid.
Zylas climbed out and towards them. “It’s Eshlow,” he said grimly.
Som was horror-struck. “Oh my Gö-d, I know what this be – the
burns are strange – it must be cûllan mist…” he said sadly. “The hive
must have been attacked – it was the blue haze that we did indeed see
last night – of course!” he looked north towards the rolling hills where
the Dragpies nested.
“Are they dead?” Zylas asked tentatively.
There was a sudden throaty growl, and everyone jumped. “No. Very
sorry to disappoint you.” Eshlow opened her eyes, and Zylas was
amazed at their warmth. “I’m pretty… beat up.” Zylas was glad she
added the latter because, with the best will in the world, she wasn’t the
former. Smoke bristled across the water’s surface.
Som squatted down next to her. “Who did this to you?” he asked.
Eshlow’s face was pained, and she closed her eyes, panting viciously.
“Twisted men…” she spat.
“Barbarians…” Enon said quietly.
Eshlow hadn’t moved. “Will you help us?” she said tentatively, and
Zylas was moved with sympathy, even though this creature had chased
them away with fireballs the previous day.
Som looked her up and down quickly, inspecting her injuries. “Will
you help us?”
His motive was all too clear, and Eshlow laughed throatily. “You
drive a hard bargain, human,” she said.
Som didn’t smile. “Just a bit of give and take. We’ll get you and your
friend into the vetinary if you agree to help us with the Dias. I can not
speak more simply than that.”
“It is a link between us and humans. Possibly the only link. And I
shall swear upon the Dias that I shall help you. If you help us.”
Zylas could see relief in Som’s face. He stood and began to bark
orders calmly, without fluster. The chancellor was annoyed that Som
had taken it upon himself to see to the organisation, and was even more
annoyed when he was told to wait on the riverbank with Zylas and
Enon. Som and the Elite guard struggled to pull, push, winch or roll
Eshlow onto the boat, and they were nervous about it taking on water.
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“You three stay here,” Som said quickly, “there is not the room for all
of us – we’ll be back for the other one and then be back to get the three
that are you.” Som climbed carefully onto the boat, and it sank even
lower – the surface only an inch or two below the lip. “And behave
yourselves,” he added, looking purposefully at Enon and the chancellor.
Then the boat was steered away and was lost beyond the nearest
meander.
The chancellor resigned himself to silence, sitting away from Enon
and Zylas who gladly ignored him. Though they also spoke little
because it had been a shock to the system.
“Why do you think they did it?” Zylas asked eventually. “I mean, it
en’t too clever is it – to attack an entire race of Beast.”
“They must have had a reason,” Enon said in reply. “And the
barbarians ain’t stupid – they wouldn’t declare war on the Dragpy race
for nothing. But at least they’ll show us how to use the Dias now.”
It was rather insensitive, but it was true. And Eshlow hadn’t exactly
been sensitive when she had chased them away.
The boat reappeared minutes later, and the remaining Dragpy was
taken. Zylas could see she was in a bad way – both wings were broken
and she had a gaping wound in her stomach that had become rotten
from the cold.
“Do you think she’ll make it?” Zylas asked, concerned.
The wind caught Enon’s hair and beard as he stood against it. “We’s
can do a lot for Beasts,” he said, “but there’s a limit to any medicine. I
just hope they ain’t beyond our help.”
Zylas turned away and cowered into his collar. “It must have
happened just after The Council was attacked.”
“Yeah – lots of things happened yesterday – death, destruction. I
nearly lost the ediug. I tell you’s, I ain’t gonna let it out of my sight
again.”
“You’ve got it with you?”
“Yep. It’s gonna stay with me from now on…” Enon suddenly spun
around – he was aware that the chancellor was listening.
“You want to keep it safe, do you?” The chancellor said, his voice
distant and airy. “I think it may be safer with someone else.” His eyes
were wide and round, like his head. “As your authority, I say you
should hand it over to me…” he opened his palm.
Enon raised his eyebrows and curled his lip. “Get lost,” he said.
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The chancellor reddened again, and he bared his small tight teeth. His
temple had begun to throb dangerously close to bursting point. “Give it
to me you damn filth!” Zylas could see the chancellor’s hands
quivering, and a muscle at the side of his mouth began to twitch.
There was a brief respite, but Zylas just knew what was coming. The
chancellor roared like he never had before, and kangarooed forward,
drawing his sword. Enon’s reactions could rival most anybodies
however, and he drew Leaf, spinning round to meet the oncoming
assailant. At that split second, almost as if time momentarily froze,
Enon and the chancellor stared at each other. And then their swords
clashed like the rap of lightning, and the chancellor’s blade splintered at
the hilt, the recoil knocking him clean off his feet and flat onto the
sandy grass.
He lay there panting – winded – still clutching the fractured handle,
with shrapnel scattered nearby. Enon stood over him, his face deathly
serious. “While you’re just lying ‘ere,” Enon spat, “just listen to me. I
don’t know who you’s think you’s are but you’re a worthless parasite.
So worthless that you’s ain’t even worth the effort to kill you’s. Jt stay
away from us.” Enon stood back and let the chancellor climb back to
his feet. “Don’t make me regret not killing you’s, because I may feel a
little more vengeful if anything like this happens again.”
Then something clicked in Zylas’s mind as the chancellor climbed
silently up. “It was you weren’t it!?” He yelled, his body temperature
soaring. “It weren’t Wight at all – you tried to steal the ediug!”
The chancellor didn’t answer, he was breathing deeply. But his deepset eyes were wide and fish like, the irises just visible beneath the lids.
Enon looked round. “You’s!?” he gasped. “You’s! You’s…son of
a…I should have known. Shifting the blame onto Wight so suddenly –
all that sneaking about. You’s heard me talking to Diadon about leaving
the ediug in my room, didn’t you’s? You’re supposed to be a member
of The Council!”
“What’s the point in fighting a battle you’re going to lose when you
can change sides?” The chancellor rasped He spoke slowly but barely
audibly.
“What you on about!?” Zylas shouted, heart pounding, “Tyran will
not win!”
“And how on earth can you think that you drivelling squat of worm
vomit? Tyran has already massed an army at his wishing of over five
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million – you cannot believe that a few thousand rebels could stop
him.” He laughed to himself at the thought.
Zylas gulped. Five million? Oh dear. “You have been ordered to find
the ediug so Tyran can crush the rebels in their fortress?”
The chancellor smiled, as in ‘yes’, and then he suddenly drove his
palm onto Enon’s chest. Enon’s face seemed to go suddenly pale, and
he shivered under the touch.
“We have him, Lord,” the chancellor hissed. “Give me the ediug –
give it to me…” A captivating, snake-like appearance glazed Enon’s
eyes, and he slowly reached into his inside pocket, almost as if he were
being controlled by a foreign phenomenon.
Zylas reacted suddenly and bounded forward, spearing the chancellor
around his middle. The impact sent them both off balance, and they
toppled backwards, the chancellor landing heavily on him. He wasn’t
exactly a person you’d want landing on you.
“Forgot you had a sword, did you?” the chancellor screamed, and
Zylas couldn’t believe his own stupidity. How could he have attacked
without drawing Snake’s Tooth? The chancellor laughed, pinning
Zylas’s arms. “Did you also forget what you were carrying?” Zylas’s
heart leapt, and the Dias seemed to shudder at its movement. “The
Leader would be pleased with the ediug…” he shot a glance at Enon
who had collapsed shakily to the floor, “…but think how pleased he’d
be with the Dias too. All his problems solved by one man. Me.” He spat
in Enon’s direction. “For such a clever kid you’re unbelievably stupid.”
Zylas’s heart was doing somersaults. He tired to move but the
chancellor’s adrenaline had provided him with unwarranted strength,
his fat hand reaching to Zylas’s neck and his fingers brushing the metal
chain. “You can always remember,” the chancellor said, “it was you
who provided Tyran with world domination…”
But before the chancellor could lever the Dias into his grasp, they
heard the gentle slosh of disturbed water, and then an incredible cry.
“Chancellor!” Som bellowed from the boat, and the chancellor
loosened his grasp to spin around. Zylas reacted instinctively, striking
him twice in his cheek and then squirming away. The chancellor
grunted and fell to his knees, but still managed to twist round and grasp
at Zylas’s escaping ankle, pulling at it desperately.
Som had been injected with vigour. He leapt from the boat into the
shallow rock pools and raised his right arm. “Zejrahasj!” he
commanded, positively brimming. The very earth shook, and it
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burrowed up from where the chancellor was wrestling, flinging him up
into the air then rolling him down the crumbly sides and onto the sand.
Zylas scuttled away, clutching the Dias and drawing Snake’s Tooth.
Som was heaving with rage. “What the hell is it that you are doing!”
The chancellor climbed methodically to his feet, and he looked up
from under his eyelids. “The world has had too much good for too
much time. We have to join the new order – not fight it – it is inevitable
– joining Tyran is the only way…”
“Tyran will bring only death and misery!” Som stuttered, slightly
overcome.
“Death is inevitable,” the chancellor said, walking slowly closer to
Som. “It’s how we choose to die that makes us what we are. I choose to
die within a denomination of the new world. It seems you wish to die
defending the old one.”
“Stop there!” Som yelled, drawing his sabre. “Chancellor – you have
sworn an oath!”
“Yes, yes. My heart bleeds.”
“It will! You know too much and have betrayed us beyond anyone
could possibly forgive… your life must be ended!”
The chancellor sighed. “Tis a shame. Still, as I don’t particularly want
to challenge any member of The Council in my current state of
health…” and he scarpered at a speed that must have been the fastest
he’d ever run. Enon, who had slowly regained his composure, would
have had no trouble hitting the sizeable moving target ordinarily,
though he was weary and rather blasé about the whole thing, and
couldn’t even train his sight. The chancellor had dived into the river
before an arrow had been loosed.
Som swore and hurried to the water’s edge. The chancellor was out of
sight, swept away by the current further downstream. “He’s gone…”
Som said heftily. “He’ll be far away before anyone could catch him.”
“Should we follow?” Zylas asked, walking shakily over.
“Can’t,” Som muttered. “The rapids’ll cut us to pieces that are shreds.
Hopefully they’ll have done so to the chancellor.”
“We’s can hope,” Enon said slowly. “He put fear in me you’s know –
like Red Rat does to make ‘em susceptible to Hipnosee – he nearly got
the ediug ‘ere.”
“And then he nearly got the Dias,” Zylas said slowly, watching the
river weave away.
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“But he got neither. And it is true that we need to see Eshlow and the
other Beast that is a Dragpy. Come to the boat. We’ll have bad news to
tell, so we shall.”
Enon was still breathing heavily, and was shaking and still pale. “That
filthy fat mutt – I swear, Leaf’ll pierce his guts if it’s the last thing it
does.”
They had to fight the current as they struggled back up river, and they
were weary from new developments. There was no conversation, even
though everyone had a lot to so say. Eventually Som broke the silence.
“I’ll have to change things again – rebuild. The chancellor knows most
of the passwords. One learned man is more dangerous than a thousandstrong, uninformed army.”
“What do you mean ‘rebuild’?” Zylas asked, and then the questions
flowed from him like the torrent from a burst dam. “I’ve never seen you
use that magic before – there was rumours of course – and what
language was it? And how come your sword was so strong?” He had
turned to Enon.
Som slowed him with his palm. “Slow down, Zy. You will be told
that certain information in a time period that is good.”
“But how did you… what did you… do? To the ground I mean…”
Zylas was clawing for answers.
“I come from The Roan-Roe Region, Zylas. You know the three
jewels I indeed did tell you about? Well we have the one of natural
ability – I can control the earth – boulders and soil. I carved much of
The Council in about three weeks with my mind. I mean, people are
influenced my magic that is of their native jewel to be true. My people
can control nature. People here in The Shallows control mind.”
“So I can use mind magic – Hipnosee and the like – but not natural
magic?” Zylas asked.
“Tis true. If you go visit The Roan-Roe Region you will gradually
become influenced by natural magic and you can then indeed learn –
though it would be quite a trip!” Som laughed at the thought of trying to
navigate The Great Storm. “The only reason I can use Hipnosee is
because I have been here for a time that is very long. Among this mind
magic for so long. Indeed of the fact,” he lowered his voice, “there is
one who has travelled all over this world. To The North too.”
“Who?”
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Som gave a wry smile. “The only person capable of such a journey.
Wight indeed. His bodily strength and reflexes are inhuman to say the
least. He can move like the most agile cat – the only reason he didn’t
kill Totan is because he did not wish to kill the rest of us. We could not
have stopped him.” He lowered his eyes to Enon, the sun glaring upon
his face. “I’ve seen him catch an arrow out of mid air. And then we all
know he can manipulate wind and the air currents. It is true that that is
from his trips to my homeland. You wouldn’t want to face him is all I
can possibly say.” He watched the fish darting past on the stringing
current, the ripple-tips of the water pricked with glare. He raised his
head once again. “But what I want to know the answer to,” he looked at
Enon, “is all this about your sword. You split the chancellor’s like a
stick of wood!”
Enon, who was slowly looking perkier, managed a smile. “You’s are
not the first person of dark skin who I’ve met. Years ago, when I was
trekking through the mountains I saved a man from a Venerius
Muscarium – you’s know – those black man-eating plants that we’s saw
in Poden. Hannas was his name. I saved his life and he repaid me by
blessing my sword. I was slightly taken-aback – canny remember being
so surprised. Anyway, now Leaf is unbelievably strong.” He tapped the
scabbard gently against his leg.
Som nodded, eyes half closed, as if memories had come back. “Ah
yes. I remember Hannas to be true. We all came over here together of
course. Had the power of strength. Shiva. He obviously did what is
hardening your sword.” He twiddled the water in his fingers, the boat
gradually moored once again at the entrance and they were readmitted.
They ate lunch quickly before anyone could ask where the chancellor
was (few actually would have anyway), but then went to address the
point soon after. Arton, one of the important leaders was brought to one
side and Som whispered in his ear. Zylas could see Arton’s expression
darken to worry as he digested every word, his mouth hanging slightly
open and his eyes widening and narrowing repeatedly.
“You sure?” Zylas lip-read Arton’s anxiousness. “Just one thing after
another isn’t it…” Then he called the chancellor something that made
Zylas stifle a grin.
“I knew he was trouble,” Enon said quietly beside him. “You’s canny
understand people like that can you’s? It makes me sick to think of
him.”
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Arton hurried away down a corridor, and Som wandered back to
them.
“He is ringing the bell that is for an emergency meeting, he be.” Som
rubbed his forehead. “Then it is true that there will be a swarm of
people to the main meeting room. Come, let’s go now before we get
lost in the crowd.”
They sidled silently and swiftly over one of the porcelain white
bridges that spanned the indoor canals, the water streaked with darting
rainbow fish and the mottled marble basin clear and splendid. The
sunbeam plants sprung from sprees in the walls, their leaves tough and
fiery orange, their sepals stringy and sharp.
The meeting hall Som led them to was colossal to say the least. A fire
was burning harshly, the room warm and fragrant, and the seats were
soft and gold beaded. They were all relaxing back in them when a shrill
bell rang three times, and, after a moment’s contemplative pause, a
stampeding drone of movement progressed.
“Here they come,” Som said, “from all over in dribs and drabs. That
bell is an important one so it is.”
People began to sidle into the room, tentatively, their expressions half
set. They looked inquisitively at Som who smiled sympathetically back
for some reason. Then Arton appeared, and he strode the length of the
room to the head, his ginger curls flushed with flickering firelight.
He paused a moment, waiting for the contingent to sit and for the
stragglers to creep apologetically in. “We are gathered at a bad time,”
he started, his eyes sweeping the table, “for even more bad news.”
Everyone sighed as if to say ‘what now?’. “A traitor has been among
us. A friend. An ally. Someone who has been a part of The Council for
years. It appears that the chancellor has changed sides.” There was an
exchange of rueful looks. Enon looked like he had been force-fed soap.
“The chancellor knows our secrets, and he escaped to the enemy despite
an effort to end his life. If he has found the power of the enemy he will
tell them everything about us. Hell there’d be a breach in no time now
Rayshnov isn’t here to protect the entrance – he knows every single
password to every single room in this entire complex! And what’s
worse,” his voice was stone hard, spouting over the shocked and deadly
silence, “we can’t even change the blasted passwords! Wight is the only
one who can do that and we unfortunately haven’t got a clue where he
is!” He sighed somewhat. “We need to find Wight as quickly as
possible. I don’t know about the rest of you, but the people who most
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insisted on locking Wight up were Diadon, Totan, and the chancellor.
And as none of them are longer with us, we must try and reappoint
Wight to our midst as soon as humanly possible.”
“But we don’t know where he is,” Som said, “I’m all for it, it is true,
though in the mean time…”
“We must fortify the entrance with as much man power as we can
afford. It may even be worth you redesigning some, Som. Anyway,
Wight knew things – important things about this terrible war – and we
need him here to tell us. We simply cannot afford to push Wight into
league with the enemy. Then we would be finished.”
“Wait a sec…” Zylas said coolly, “we already do know what he said.
We went to see him remember.” He looked across at Som.
Arton raised his head. “So you did. Did you pay him any attention?”
Som laughed. “The things he said were of a captivating and terrible
degree. He said that Hipnosee runs on fear so he did, and that Tyran is
Hipnotizing anyone susceptible – turning them into barbarians.”
There was a momentary pause, and them an outbreak of chuckling.
Arton wiped his brow. “Here we come across a problem, Som.” He was
still laughing. “Tyran is in the unfortunate predicament of – one; not
being a Hipnotizer, and two – being dead!”
The table laughed harder, apart from Som, Zylas and Enon who
looked at each other solemnly. “I don’t think this is a particularly funny
situation, Arton,” Som said quietly.
Arton stopped laughing quite suddenly, his face drawing in. “That’s
what Wight told you? That Tyran is Hipnotizing everyone? Despite
being dead!”
“Don’t you remember Arkön the Great’s Rhyme of the World? It said
this would happen.”
“I’m sorry,” Arton said, somewhat sarcastically, “I just don’t
understand how a dead man can Hipnotize anyone – rather fundamental
to me….”
“He’s dead only in body, Arton.” Som said quietly again. “His mind
has been preserved by the ice of The Abyss – and his aura is intact and
is in the situation of being continually enlarged. His magic of the mind
– Hipnosee – is spreading through the aura, Hipnotizing anyone it
comes across who is susceptible to it – has fear in the heart that is
theirs.”
Arton’s mouthed dropped open like a fish. There was a deadly silence
around the table – no one was laughing now were they. He cleared his
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throat and set his hands out in front of him. “I think you better explain
that again and tell us what the hell is going on.”
“So that’s it then? Tyran, or his aura or whatever, can Hipnotize anyone
susceptible in a given area to do his bidding?” Arton rubbed his eyes.
They had been sitting for the past half hour going through everything
Wight had said with a fine toothcomb.
“That’s the short of it,” Som nodded.
The shadows had lengthened considerably, and only Arton’s red hair
was vivid. “But that means he could Hipnotize half the population of
Laizwerth…”
“And he probably has,” Enon said slowly. “Apart from the coast and
mountaintops which will be hit last – the chancellor said something in
the region of five million…”
“Gö-d…”
“Yes, we’ll need Him on our side to be sure.”
“The rebels have quite a task – there are many with fear in their
hearts, especially at such dark times.” A porter came in to stoke the fire.
“The task would be an impossible one if the rebel fortress is ever
infiltrated.”
“Luckily the chancellor didn’t find out…” Enon stroked his hand
through his hair, “…he’s been after my ediug ever since he’s known
I’ve had it.”
“It is a big fear,” said Arton. “If the enemy allocate an ediug they will
destroy the fortress before a force can be gathered. That must be the
thing they’re really after.”
“It’s not.” Zylas had spoken, his voice grim and his heart damp. “It’s
the Dias they want. What he wants more than anything.”
Arton leant back in his chair. “Really? Why?”
“Wight didn’t tell us,” Zylas remembered, the memory vivid. “He
was just about to – he said it had something to do with fear – then
Diadon hit him and that was that.”
Arton smirked. “Still, our chances are bleak. Hipnosee can touch
many.”
Zylas was suddenly jolted with a question. “Wait a sec – I thought
that everyone in The Council was tested to make sure they weren’t
susceptible to Hipnosee.”
The table nodded back at him. “They are,” Arton said.
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“Well what about the chancellor?” Zylas asked quite hurriedly. “I
know he could put fear into people, and therefore make ‘em susceptible
to Hipnosee, but he surely can’t have injected himself!”
Som sighed before anyone else could speak. “The chancellor is not in
a state that is Hipnotized, Zylas. He is acting of his own free will, which
is a thousand times worse. We know that Tyran’s power is attractive
enough to lever allies from us.”
Zylas lowered his eyes. “Well, what ‘bout Diadon? What we gonna
do about him? Who was he fleeing from? There’s no sign of a fight is
there – no enemy bodies.” Thoughts were imploding his mind. “There
was no infiltration – the murderer originated from the inside.”
“Are you saying that the chancellor was directly responsible? That he
didn’t just let the enemy in but he committed the murders himself?”
Arton frowned.
“Impossible,” said a weapon’s expert. “The chancellor wasn’t exactly
included because of his combat ability. He couldn’t kill a rabbit let
alone two Elite guards and a Minåt!”
“Maybe not – but he could get someone else to.” Zylas was hit with a
sudden thought and he felt his stomach drop incredibly. “…Could have
put fear into someone and made them susceptible – got them to carry
this out…”
“Anyway,” Arton sighed, rubbing his head and not really answering
to Zylas. “The Dias is what concerns me. If Tyran wants it above all
then he can’t get it.”
“But why does he want it so much?”
“We did indeed tell you the answer to that specific question! Wight
was going to tell us but he indeed did not have time…”
“Hold up, hold up…” Arton raised his palm and the room silenced.
“The Dragpies are here. We shall ask them about it as they are the ones
who made it. If they don’t know then I don’t know who will.” There
was a respectful silence. “I’ve heard from the vetinary that they are
recovering remarkably quickly. Diadon once said that the Dias could
track Totan – and the Dragpies’ll know how to use it. Totan is held
hostage somewhere in Laizwerth – he was last contacted in the middle
of barbarian-controlled land. Totan went searching for the route of this
whole fiasco, and we must find him to see what he discovered. Though
the Dias must not fall into enemy hands. Hopefully the Dragpies will
teach us how to use it; we’ll find Totan and find out how to use it
against Tyran himself.”
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There was a sigh of acceptance around the table. Zylas would have
preferred a vote of confidence, but supposed acceptance would have to
do.
Arton stood. “You three,” he pointed to Som, Enon and Zylas. “You
went to the Dragpy hive and you brought them here. It’s best that they
see you again – the Dias is a bond between humans and Dragpies,
probably the only bond. When they’re well you’ll need to go and see
them.” Arton rubbed his hands together and adjourned the meeting.
“Can you believe it is Year’s End tomorrow? I certainly can’t. I just
hope nothing else goes wrong in the mean time.”
The day seemed to drag, and Zylas’s mind was so congested with
thoughts that he thought he might burst. The chancellor could have
injected anyone in The Council and then they’d succumb to Hipnosee –
he only needed to find someone gifted enough with a sword so that they
physically could dispatch of two Elite guards. Zylas had his suspicions
too, though didn’t exactly feel like spreading them.
That afternoon he, Som and Enon visited the vetinary to see Eshlow
and the other Dragpy. They were both heavily strapped and bandaged,
and drips ran into their veins. Both had their eyes closed.
“Have they been sedated?” Zylas asked.
Som nodded. “But the nurses and doctors are struggling with what to
give them. Humans very rarely tend to Dragpies, and cûllan mist causes
very unusual burns to be sure.”
Zylas pulled a face. “Surely a burn is just a burn – can’t you tend to
‘em with oil like usual?”
Som shook his head. “It is true that they are not normal burns. No, no
not at all. We don’t know what cûllan mist is or how to treat it. It only
harms the Dragpy.”
“Who invented it then?” Zylas asked.
Som laughed. “A piece of irony for you: they did.”
“The Dragpies?” Enon raised his eyebrows. “They invented a mist
that harms only them? Seems rather silly to me.”
Som chuckled. “It’s the harpy blood in them. Although harpies
weren’t intelligent they had splendid vision and imaginations – and
when they merged with the dragons, the most gifted of all magical
creatures, they found they had the ability to put their visions into action.
Now it is true that they hated the fire in their stomachs. They were
constantly uncomfortable – they’re too small to be made for such
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magic. And so they wanted to get rid of it.” Shadows began to wane
across Som’s face, and he lowered his voice. “For months they worked
on a concoction, and thereby founded the potion that is of name cûllan
mist. They will regret it for the rest of time.” He sighed. “The enemy
has obviously discovered its formula and is intent of taking the
Dragpies out of the present equation.”
“What does the cûllan mist do?” Zylas asked intently.
Som swallowed. “Well, we can say that their goal was achieved – the
fire is removed from their stream of blood. But not in a way they’d have
wanted.”
“What happens?”
Som swallowed again, and glanced at the black and bubbly-taut skin
of Eshlow’s arm. He looked hard at Zylas. “The mist chases them – it
only lasts for seconds in air but that’s long enough in an enclosed space.
It is absorbed into the bloodstream where it does indeed tell the magic
to escape. And it does. Through the skin. The flesh rips and the magic
erupts into flame on impact with the air – as it does when it comes from
their mouths. They ignite from the inside.”
Zylas’s stomach did several flips and he felt like retching. Enon
pursed his lips very tightly.
“The mist was destroyed when they found its destructive power, and
it was never made again – indeed, it hasn’t been seen for hundreds of
years.”
“Until now.” Enon swallowed thickly.
Som nodded. “How on earth did the barbarians find that formula?” He
sighed very deeply. “Already the majority of Dragpies in The Shallows
have been rendered to the realm of death.” He rubbed his eyes, and
began to walk away from the ward. “It’s been quite a time for you, Zy:
Inherited a sword; learnt your father’s still alive; been captured by
Tonders; been to The Council; met a Minåt, Wight and a hive of
Dragpies and now you’ve seen cûllan mist which no living person today
has seen. Bit different to life at Hayden.”
“Very,” Zylas smiled sympathetically. “And hopefully it won’t end
there.”
The following day, the morning of Year’s End, was only slightly mild,
and the ground was wet with rain more than snow. Morale was high for
the occasion, despite the recent run of misfortune, and Zylas noticed an
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unusual number of porters dashing about with various decorations and
orders.
He had heard on the grapevine that the kitchen was again going to
serve its annual feast – he had spoken to the head chef himself and been
told that, if anything, it was the perfect time for a celebration to raise
spirits. It was also the case that the amount of ale had quadrupled (in
case anyone wanted to detach themselves from reality, Zylas thought).
Rag had finally had the results from his tests, and had been let out the
stables to roam the complex as he liked. He had, apparently, had to
endure some atrocious sounding investigations – Zylas appreciated the
injections and blood tests but didn’t quite believe he had been subjected
to a full-body biopsy. It was certainly clear that Rag didn’t plan to revisit them, anyway.
Zylas was being constantly nagged by two things now: The visions
with his father and Hesta, and the whereabouts of Diadon. He decided
to consult Som once more.”
“Som?”
“Yes?”
“I want to use the communicator.”
Som looked up slowly into Zylas’s determined face. His eyes were
sparkling. “I believe I already know the answer to the question I am
about to ask but, why?”
“To try and communicate with Diadon.”
“Look, keep your voice down…” They were walking to lunch with
Enon and Rag and the corridor was by-no-means empty. “I’ve already
tried again the morning of today, but he would not comply. He
wouldn’t let me in.”
“Can he see who’s trying to communicate with him – I mean, would
he have known it was you?”
“Yes, you can see the transmitter.”
“Then let me try! He may talk to me…”
“Sshh!” Som hushed sharply. “The problem isn’t you getting through
to Diadon – I’m sure you’re quite capable – it’s that only members of
The Council are permitted to use the communicator, and although
you’ve settled in well you haven’t settled in that well.”
“Why – how come others can’t use it?”
“There are people here who live and work here, but are not actually
part of The Council. The porters and cooks for instance. Obviously they
aren’t permitted to the really important stuff.”
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“There are restrictions within The Council?”
“Yes. Much. We cannot have anyone Hipnotized if they know all
there is to know.”
“What about the chancellor?”
Som stopped walking. Zylas saw Enon clench up in disgust at the
name. “The chancellor did know everything.” Som sighed. “Like I said,
he has been swayed not by Hipnosee, but by the promise of power.”
“Yes, it was obvious how greedy he was…” Enon spat.
Zylas swallowed. “Won’t he tell Tyran about the secret weapon?”
Som smiled. “He knew nothing about it. Like most of us, he knew
there was one, just not what it was. Wight was the only one who did.
The chancellor actually said that Wight should be forced to complete
the weapon and then be executed. He obviously planned to wait until it
was completed and then steal it to hand over. Luckily he got over
excited and gave himself away. He took nothing.”
“I suppose that’s a kind of relief. Oh, hold on,” Zylas had a sudden
and horrible thought. “Couldn’t the chancellor Hipnotize Wight? Then
Tyran would have the most powerful person in the world on his side…”
“No, thank goodness. Wight’s will is exceedingly strong; the
chancellor would not have enough power to sway him. That’s why he
wanted him dead and out of the equation. But Wight’s disappeared
anyway.” Som rubbed his eyes. “We’ve got the black powder – that’s
all sealed and finished – but it wasn’t what the chancellor wanted.
You’ll be seeing it in action tonight actually.”
“What? The black powder?”
“Yes. It’s a…what was it…an explosive, remember? And then there
are reactive metals that indeed glow and…well…you’ll see tonight.”
Zylas got quite excited and looked forward to the spectacle –
picturing the vivid colours, glowing luminous – painting a picture from
Som’s description. Then he saw a feverish lightning gold, wavering
hypnotically through his darkened imagination. And then he saw the
girl, her hair so metallic and bright, and he felt his heart thump against
his ribcage.
After lunch, Som led Zylas away and down a deserted corridor. They
came to a large, metal-plated door, very much like the one that housed
the ‘weapon’ powders, that required a password. Even though there was
no trace of anyone, Som looked sheepishly around before pushing Zylas
through.
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The room was small and white washed, and there was a dazzling
light-globe on the ceiling. On a glass pedestal in the centre was a
communicator, and Zylas’s heart began to race.
“Right,” Som said quickly. “Firstly, do not tell anyone you’ve been in
here – save for Enon and Rag.”
“Okay,” Zylas nodded, anxious to get hold of the magnetic grips.
“Good. You haven’t brought the Dias with you, have you? You know
what could happen.”
‘No, I left it with Enon in the other end of the complex like you said.’
Som nodded and picked the communicator up. “Right – that should be
far enough away from us. Let us indeed hope so, anyway. Sit down and
get comfy – I am not in the know of how efficient you are with it.”
“I can remember,” Zylas said reaching out. “I won’t be here all day.”
“No. Just watch what you say and don’t be surprised if he doesn’t
speak to you.” He handed it to Zylas and the metal was cool on his skin.
The magnets seemed to warm at his very touch however, and he closed
his eyes and sank into a deep relaxation, as if he were pillaged with
sleep. ‘How did I do this last time?’ he thought, and then realised that
thinking was rather defeating the object. You had to not ‘think’ – to slip
into a state of meditation. He gradually focused on his breathing; the
rhythmic exhale through his nostrils, and the slight intake of air. It was
hypnotic – a sedative that filled his head. And the mist finally came,
and he was again racing through darkness with cloud whipping past
him. Shapes became clear – faces propagating through the silver wisps,
but he knew which one he needed to see, and he sought him until he
found him. Slowing to a stop in front of the aged face of the King.
There was a moment’s silence where Zylas wondered what he should
say, and then Diadon spoke himself. “I was actually expecting you.”
“I didn’t know if you’d speak to me.” Zylas felt strangely woolly, and
he had become light-headed.
“Well it’s true I didn’t speak to Som. And now it seems that he’s
broken the code to allow you to speak to me.”
“I needed to know what happened, to speak to you.” Zylas had his
assumptions and he didn’t like them one bit.
“And I need to speak to you too so its all worked out dandy hasn’t it.”
“About the incident? The chancellor betrayed us you know. He tried
to say it was Wight but it weren’t. The chancellor wanted the ediug so
the barbarians could wipe out the rebels in the fortress.”
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Diadon was strangely silent. His face looked uneasy. “I don’t really
want to talk about it. The chancellor or anything… though the
barbarians are intent in wiping out races aren’t they – the rebels. The
Dragpies…”
“You know about that?”
“No. That’s what I want to know. What’s happened to that hive?”
Zylas stuttered, his head beginning to throb. This wasn’t what he
wanted to talk about at all. “Cûllan mist. Barbarians had loads by the
sound of it…”
“Yes, I’ve heard that they’ve got mist now. What about the survivors?
The Queen?”
“Eshlow survived. We’re looking after her here. There’s one other
with her…”
“But the Queen’s alive?”
“Yes. Look, my heads really…”
“That’s good news. That’s all they wanted to know.”
“What? Who’s ‘they’?”
“Look, I’m going to go now, Zy. I hope I see you soon. Look after
yourself.”
“But…” Zylas stammered, but Diadon’s face vanished in an instant
and Zylas was left staring at void, with his headache slowly growing in
intensity. He opened his eyes gradually, and was surprised at how
dazzling the light was.
Som noticed that he had returned, waiting fretfully nearby. “Was he
there? What is it that he said?”
“Nothing…” Zylas stammered, blinking repeatedly and trying to wish
away the pain. “He said nothing about the killing’s – he wanted to
know about the Dragpies.”
“The Dragpies? You mean the assault on the hive? Well it is known
to me that he had made friends with a Dragpy from that hive…”
“He was talking about Eshlow…”
“Eshlow?”
“Yes but,” Zylas rubbed his eyes. “It was Eshlow who he was
concerned about, and he said something – ‘that’s all they wanted to
know’, as if someone else had told him to find out. I’m worried Som.”
Som raised his head slightly. “Well who is it that ‘they’ could be?”
Zylas swallowed hard. “The chancellor couldn’t have killed those
Elite could he?”
Som cocked his head to one side. “No, but…”
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“He could have got someone else to – Hipnosee could have made
them do it. The assailant was already inside, Som. He killed the Elite
for the chancellor, and then killed Rayshnov in panic, when his back
was turned. I don’t know many people who had such skill with a sword.
But they’re Hipnotized at the moment.”
Som’s eyes widened. “You don’t mean…”
“Yes. ‘They’ are the barbarians. It’s happened Som – Rayshnov was
killed when he fled. He wasn’t chased away at all…”
“But…” Som stuttered, “Tyran can’t possibly have persuaded the
very man that struck him down in the first place…”
Zylas swallowed, his stomach like lead. “He has. We’ve lost another
ally, Som, though this time it’s an important one.”
Later on, at the time of late afternoon, a bell sounded among the
complex, stirring everyone from their current positions to the main
Entrance Hall. Som, Zylas, Enon and Rag had been sitting upon one of
the northern verandas, and they descended quickly. The sky was
darkening above them, and Null was just visible, faint upon the
darkening blue. The waterfall was fresh and natural, the splashing
pleasantly calming on the ear, and the thick green plants huddled close.
For a minute or so, they were the only ones there, and Zylas was
wondering whether Som had taken them to the right place. Though the
room gradually began to fill, and they had to huddle closer as the space
was gradually filled. A hum of voices was breaking through the room –
excited chitchat, and Zylas’s heart was warming with expectancy.
Apparently, the smell from the kitchen that day had been so
intoxicating that the corridor had been closed to stop people getting
addicted. And Zylas had noticed crates being carted down the corridors
toward the red valley, ‘DANGER’ engraved upon them.
After a few more minutes there was movement on the balcony above
them, and all heads turned to see Arton standing over them. Silence
gradually fell.
“Is he in charge all of a sudden?” Zylas whispered.
“Yes. Well it is true that he is third in command behind Wight and
Diadon – and as they are not here…”
“Welcome friends!” Arton shouted, and his voice echoed clearly.
Even the waterfall had seemed to quieten to listen intently. “Despite
these dark days, I’m sure you’ll all agree it’s fitting to celebrate the end
of the year.”
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There was an outbreak of applause where Arton didn’t expect, and he
smiled to allow it to die down. “And this celebration will be better than
last year, and the year before that, and long before anyone can
remember. We have been through a lot, and no doubt we will go
through more.” He paused slightly, though no one stirred. “But we will
be ready. We will be ready.” His voice had quietened to a war-like hiss,
and he gradually built it back up. “Anyway, it looks as if the rain will
keep away, and that’s good for more than one reason this year. We have
something special – perfect for this occasion – and nothing will stop it.”
There was more clapping, slightly mild.
“I ask you to join me in the Red Valley for the feast, and you shall at
last find out what the hell I’m going on about!” Some polite laughing.
“I also ask you to remember absent friends – friends that have been
through a lot, but friends never-the-less – Wight and Diadon.” Zylas
and Som exchanged nervous glances and Zylas felt slightly sick. “Now
if you will, please make your way outside and begin.”
He disappeared back down the corridor, and the contingent began to
move away. Spirits seemed to infinitely rise, and an excited buzz
hummed through the direct corridors. They made their way as one, like
herded cattle, finally breaking into the fresh air with an eruption of
laughter and friendly banter.
Many tables, laced with meat and veg, spuds and bread and sauces,
lay propped on the red-matted dirt. Porters stood at them; slicing meat
and frying flower petals in the open air, smoke escaping from under the
covering canopies. And butlers walked importantly with trays of fine
wines and ale, the night splendid above them.
Som, Enon and Zylas sat down together, as everyone else was
beginning to do, and Rag sat at their feet, hungrily eyeing joints of meat
and thankfully accepting one when Zylas noticed him.
Music began to play among them; traditional tunes harmonised with
stringed harps and bows. The musicians were very good, but then again
that was to be expected, and they blended into the atmosphere
wonderfully. As the meal progressed and plates began to empty,
stomachs began to fill, the music became fast and merry – a folk song,
and clapping to the beat broke out. Sensing that they had an audience,
the musicians got considerably louder and faster, demonstrating their
virtuosity, and the contingent became included in the song. It finished
in a flurry, and everyone stood, clapping. Enon whistled through his
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fingers and Zylas pounded the tabletop. They seemed to become
slightly bashful, and the next performance was slow and quiet.
Soon after, the tables were cleared, anticipating desert, and bodies
became slouched and lazy as people do when they’ve eaten too much
carbohydrate. In the mean time Arton had stood in front of everybody
on a raised platform. Candles had been lit as evening drew in, and red
dust fluttered in the flickering light. “You’re probably sick of my voice
already,” he started heartily, “but I promise that you won’t have to
endure it much longer.” There were idle cheers at this, and everyone
broke into laughter. Arton smirked with them. “I know, I know.
Anyway, I couldn’t resist addressing you all again as the night is now
so splendid.”
“Ah, Arton you soft touch!” Came a bantering reply.
Arton chuckled. “Good, good. I just need to congratulate you all on
how you’ve handled this situation. How you’ve pulled together in this
time of need.” He looked straight at Zylas, beaming pointedly, and
Zylas blushed. “I have heard from the vetinary that the two Dragpies
will make full recoveries. For those of you concerned I’m sure it is
welcome news. For those of you who don’t know what I’m on
about…too bad.” There was more laughter. Zylas, Som and Enon
nodded towards each other with relief. “Now,” Arton continued,
“before we over indulge ourselves with pudding,” (for the tables had
been set with calorie-caked desert-dishes) “lets come together for the
old favourite ‘Old Year’s End’. And the band will provide the music.”
And so they stood as one, many with hands on hearts, and sang:
‘May past elations be withheld
Despair allowed to mend.
May past elations be withheld
At the time of Old Year’s End.
At Old Years End you’ll hear,
At Old Year’s End.
Look to the future, know no fear
At the time of Old Year’s End.’
And they all broke into applause, beaming, and then even the fire-flies
glowing in the candlelight danced – danced heartily beneath the moons
until they could dance no more.
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When midnight was only a short breath away, and the many fires
were golden among the inky black, star pricked dome, Arton stood in
front of them all once again. He had become greatly merry, his eyes
wide and his ginger hair unruly. He wasn’t quite tottering on his feet
though he had a distinct swagger. He held a quartz-stone clock in his
hand and ushered everyone to silence.
“I won’t take much of your time,” (more ironic cheers), “mainly
because I’m finding it hard to not slur me words.” There was an
outbreak of laughter and Arton grinned toothily. “Seriously though – I
can’t take much of your time because it’s only two minutes to
midnight!” There was expectant cheering at this, and glasses were
clutched in anticipation. “And tonight we’ll see a show never witnessed
before…” and he gestured to the red space behind him where sticks
were being lodged vertically in the ground, trailing rope. “Now look,
I’ve been told to make sure you’re all a safe distance away so I don’t
want no-one past this point.” He stamped where he was standing, and
everyone in front of him scuttled aside. “When midnight strikes, they’re
gonna be lit…”
“What the hell are they?” a doctor yelled.
“I’ve been told they’re ‘works of fire’, whatever that means.” Arton
peered at the clock.
Zylas nodded appreciatingly among the crowd. “Works of fire, eh?
Sounds interesting.”
Arton suddenly began shushing and flapping his hands. “Hold…”
There was an expectant silence. “Ten! Nine!” A chorus countdown
broke out among the excited contingent. “Three… two... one… Happy
Year’s End!” came the celebratory cries, and everyone cheered,
bouncing where they stood and clapping. But anticipation soon
enveloped every person and they watched the red dust expectantly.
Arton turned to the ‘works of fire’ men and nodded. They struck glass
paper, igniting the rope trails and ran hastily away to watch from a safe
distance.
The fire works were lodged upright in the ground, and they hissed as
the flames reached their bodies. Everyone held their breath. Then there
were several tremendous fizzing sounds, and the fire works soared up
into the air billowing smoke, and then exploded in showers of
shimmering colours. There were woops and cheers, and the colours lit
the sky so all from miles around noticed.
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Chapter 17:

THE ROAD IS FORTH

Morning had broken and the air was swift and fresh, the grass long and
seedling strewn. The sun was still low, the distant Henden-Laizwerth
mountains red-radiant with its rays. And the sky was blue and clear,
though, with the progression of winter, free of bird-song. A little
southwest of the Dragpy hives that had been cleared no more than three
days earlier, atop a grassy knoll, overlooking the road west through
Hayden wood, stood a figure. He was looking back along the road, long
hair blowing in the wind and his cloak rippling. He had been waiting
for hours, but patience was one of his many virtues, and he needn’t wait
much longer.
He heard the marching from the tree thickets and knew immediately
who it was – it was certainly no barbarian band. Sure enough, the army
broke through three trees, following the road, and the chief was clearly
recognisable. Rat walked proudly just off the front line, and his
followers kept appearing from the trees edge.
Wight did not go down to meet them, he waited for them to reach
him, and they stopped when their faces were almost perfectly clear.
Wight smiled. “I beat you,” he said. “Wondered if you had bothered
coming.”
“Ay, but you had a head start,” Rat said back. “And there’s more of
us to move.”
The army must have wondered who this guy was whom they’d
travelled miles to see. Especially since his first words to them had been
‘I beat you’. But then Rat climbed wearily up and shook his hand, and
they both laughed out loud.
“Haven’t seen you for a while, my friend,” Rat said. “Not for a long
while.”
“That’s because they locked me up, presumably.” Wight said, his face
warming. “Unless you’re going to say that they did allow visitors but
you couldn’t be bothered to come.”
Rat laughed. “That was sadly out of the question.”
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“And I haven’t thanked you face to face for helping to free me, have
I. Thank you.”
“You’re welcome,” Rat said. Then he gestured to his army who had
been waiting silently behind him.
“This is it then,” Wight said, coasting his eyes over the formation.
“Rat’s army as it were. Do we have an exact number?”
“No,” Rat said. “We didn’t have a volunteer to count!”
Wight smiled, and the aged lines on his face creased. “I suppose
Year’s End could have been better.”
“Maybe. But we just sat and watched a display that looked as if it
were coming from the Red Valley. Colours and flashes of light – what
did you call it – explosions – I’ve never seen magic like it.”
“That’s because it wasn’t magic,” Wight said plainly. “I saw it too – it
was science to be sure. My science at work. The black powder finally
used as an explosive and propellant. There’s something in that which
shall be invaluable in the future.”
“But what about all the colours?”
“Reactive metals – calcium and magnesium. Even copper gives off a
greenish tint. Yes, no magic in them,” he smiled. “Can’t afford to waste
magic now – running out you know.”
Rat’s smile vanished. “There was a display of magic some nights
back. Rumours from the forest – from the Beasts that aren’t hibernating
or Hipnotized. About the Dragpies?” Rat winced, waiting for the
answer,
“Cûllan mist,” Wight nodded. “Gallons of it by what I saw in the sky
– at least ten bubbles.”
“Gö-d!” Rat clasped a hand to his mouth. “Ten?! Where did the
barbarians get ten cûllan bubbles? It was the barbarians?”
“Yes it was them. I thought that the mist had been destroyed – they
must have found its formula. But how? Its secrets have lay dormant for
a hundred years…” He shook his head, sighed. “The hive’s been wiped
out, Rat – I went there myself – there’s no survivors.”
“No survivors! But there were loads of them! Weren’t they the last?”
“Yes, they were the last. There may be small hives dotted among the
mountains, but Dragpies are near extinction.” Wight thought for a
moment. “It’s obvious what the enemy wanted. The Dragpies were a
threat; they had bonds with Totan and Diadon and didn’t want to have
to fight them. They wanted them out of the equation, and the mist can’t
be outrun whilst in an enclosed space.”
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“And what about Aretroth?” Rat had lowered his voice, and there
followed a momentary silence.
“They are out of out reach. We must equate for Aretroth being out of
the question – better to find something you didn’t know you had than to
find you don’t have something you thought you did.” Wight paused.
“Unless it’s a disease.”
“Right,” Rat said, having to rerun the message subconsciously to
actually interpret. “But there’s always hope.”
Wight smiled. “Yes there is. But we need more than hope – we need
belief, and that may be a long time coming.” He took a swig from his
water skin.
“You want your sword back?” Rat asked finally, drawing a scabbard
from his waistcoat.
“Oh, to be sure. Dorn and I need to catch up.” Wight took it, drawing
the blade, and it glinted silver. “Never been without it for so long.”
“Well you have it now. I trust you shan’t let it slip you again.”
Wight paused. “The vultures were circling the hive earlier this
morning.” He turned to look over his shoulder where the rolling hills
were visible in the distance, sitting in the wake of the border mountains.
“I watched them to see what they were doing and then blew them into
the mountain side. They weren’t very happy about that.”
Rat chuckled. “Well, what were they doing?”
“I believe they were scouts.” Wight spoke calmly, though his words
were hard. “They were making sure the hives were free of resistance.”
“Why?” Rat was worried.
“Because they are of extreme strategical position. They have a maze
of passages – only one entrance. If the enemy capture them they’ll have
a major stronghold in Henden. One that can be defended on cue. And
the zone of influence will extend to a stone throw from Hayden. Soon
the whole west of the country would fall. It would be high on my
agenda if I was Tyran.”
“Great,” Rat said sarcastically. “What shall we do?”
Wight paused for a minute. A biting wind began to build up and he
stopped it with his palm. “You should take the hives now and fortify
them. It’ll be of more help to the rebels than if you joined the fortress.”
Rat thought for a moment, and he heard the murmur of his army
behind him. “We’d take the hives and defend them from an onslaught?
Like a second fortress?”
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Wight nodded. “Then there’d be a stronghold in Laizwerth’s
mountains and these Henden hills. The food store is virtually full –
though you’d have to cook the meat. And there’s an irrigation channel
that they built that goes right into the hive from Henden River. You’ll
have to fortify it and defend from the barbarian attack that I feel is
destined to come.”
“I know how to fortify a stronghold.” Rat turned to his troop, the
frontline listening intently. “We have a new purpose!” he yelled, and
his voice was loud and powerful which rather contradicted his
appearance. “We shall fortify these Dragpy hives, make them our own
and protect them from the barbarian hounds. We’ll have our own fort!”
There was a roar of approval, which was a great relief to Rat, and he
smiled with authority at them. “Here at the beginning of a new year
dawns a new era – and we are part of it!”
There was more cheering, and Wight took the opportunity to address
Rat on his own. “They’d follow you to the ends of the world,” he
mused quietly. Rat smiled in response. “There are holes in the roof and
floor, quite understandably. So, seeing that you can’t fly, you’ll need to
construct ladders. And also,” Wight said even quieter. “Think of their
families – Poden will be like a ghost town at the minute – the women
and children will hide in doors whilst the rest of the town burns itself
out. You may be able to have them live in the hive with them – at the
bottom away from the conflict and near the food store.”
Rat’s eyes widened. “That’s a great idea!” he hissed.
Wight shrugged as if to say ‘what else did you expect from a man of
my calibre’. “Check if it’s suitable. You’ll have to make it hospitable
anyroad, but it’ll lift morale no end if it is at all possible.”
Rat nodded. “I’ll make it possible.”
Wight smiled. “I thought you might.” He looked towards the sun as it
peered above the distant mountains. “I’m going to go to the fortress like
I said. I’ll tell them what you’re doing here, and then I’ll carry on to
find Gemina and Gemia. If the enemy don’t find them first.”
“I fancy those girls to put up one hell of a fight,” Rat said with a wry
smirk.
“Oh to be sure. But then again I thought that about Thor.”
Rat looked sharply at the ground. “Still, the world does not stop
turning.”
Wight laughed out loud. “Let us hope it never shall. Because if nature
gives up the fight then we are in a bad way!” There was a calming
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silence where only the wind talked. “So we split again,” Wight said
eventually, straightening out his beard.
“Ay, we do. Though it be the whim of Gö-d so we better obey him!”
Wight smiled firmly, taking a grip of Rat’s hand and shaking it. “So
long, once again my friend. I hope it shan’t be for as long this time.”
“As do I. You’ll have to make sure you stay out of prison.”
“Oh believe me, I’ll try my best.” Then he turned. “Don’t let the
barbarians know they’ll have a battle. The element of surprise is vital.
Now I must go. Farewell.” And Wight bowed to Rat and to the troop,
then ran from the hilltop, conjuring a wind that whisked him high and
far and away.
*
There was a New Year buzz around The Council that morning – the
complex was brimming with adrenaline, so much so that Zylas had
barely slept even though he had retired long after midnight. His eyes
were red and puffy, and his body was as though it were made of lead.
His mood yo-yoed from high to low - the celebration had been enough
to conjure happiness in even the bluest person; though he wasn’t overly
ecstatic over everything that was happening with his father;
grandfather; that silly vision with Hesta and the girl; and the possibility
that he may now be sent home.
And that’s how it went for a few days – sustained periods of grief
followed by excitement and ecstasy. He, Som and Enon were still in a
click together, though nothing out of the ordinary really occurred. He
asked many questions, persevered in silent meditation for long stretches
while the moon was high, practised with Snake’s Tooth and went
through his fencing techniques with Som. He also spent hours in the
library, reading up on things he hadn’t been able to read up on for what
seemed like an Age: physics, chemistry, astronomy, astrology and
divination, psychology, Ancient linguistics and mythology and
everything else he had a heart for. He also watched Som, for Som had
begun to redesign the passage from the river, creating fortification
alcoves and arrow slits to guard the entrance. Security was at its
optimum, as the passwords couldn’t be changed without Wight, and the
chancellor knew them all. Two Minåts from the vault had been drafted
in to replace Rayshnov, and were told that they were not to let anyone
in who didn’t know the password designated that day. The increased
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security was annoying, though it was frustratingly necessary. Zylas
certainly didn’t want The Council to be attacked whilst he was there.
The next morning, the fourth day of the year, Zylas heard promising
and very relieving news concerning the Dragpies. He had bumped into
one of the vetinary nurses just before lunch.
“Any news on the Dragpies?” Zylas had asked hopefully.
“Yes, and good news at that,” the nurse replied, ushering him away
into the corridor, “But we can’t have you spreading germs, can we?”
“Sorry,” Zylas said quickly, stepping back. “What’s happened? Are
they both alright?”
“Yes. They’ve both recovered really well – remarkably in fact. They
obviously don’t enjoy being ill because they’ve taken no time at all to
get ‘emselves right.” She began sponging the floor, splashing water,
and Zylas had to tuck backwards to keep his shoes dry. “They can be
discharged tomorrow – we’ll let ‘em rest tonight, though there’s
nothing more we can really give them. Eshlow has a nasty scar on her
arm and Shasa, she’s the other one as far as I could tell, will have a
constant limp because of her stomach wound.”
“Can I see them?” Zylas asked quickly.
“Not yet. After lunch – with Som. He’s already been to see me. I
suppose you’ve much to talk about.” She stopped mopping, and her
eyes rested briefly at the spot on his chest where the Dias hung.
Zylas nodded, slowly levering back, as if to try and avoid her
reaching gaze. “Arton’ll want to come too – we’ve got a meeting
tonight and no doubt he’ll want this on the agenda.”
“Yes, yes,” the nurse badgered, and the dewdrop candle flames
flickered at the movement. “I’ll expect you some time this afternoon
then.”
“Yeah, we’ll be there.” Zylas waved goodbye, traversing an arc
around the spreading water pool, and hurried back down the corridor in
search of the others.
And he discussed it over lunch with Som and Enon. “I went to the
vetinary earlier,” he said through a mouthful of pasty and cabbageweed.
“Oh yeah?” Som said, taking a swig of fruit-wine. “What is it that
happened? What did they speak of?”
Zylas swallowed thickly. “The Dragpies’re gonna be discharged
tomorrow. We can speak to them this afternoon.”
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Enon raised his eyebrows. “Oh, moment of truth. I’ll write it ‘ere in
my diary.”
“Arton gonna come?” Zylas asked, wiping his mouth with the napkin.
Som nodded. “We do have a meeting that is with him before evening.
Lets just hope the Dragpies have something positive to say.”
“Yeah,” Enon said, slightly prudently. “Like, all we’s need to do is
destroy the Dias and the spell will be broken.” He waved his hands with
a distinct air of ‘as if’.
“I doubt that is an event that shall happen.” Som poured more
vegetables onto his plate and laced them in malt sauce.
“I wonder if Dragpies snore,” Enon said thoughtfully. “Be funny if
they breathed out too deeply and set fire to their bed wouldn’t it?”
Zylas laughed. “Barbecued Dragpy eh?” Then he realised it was in
bad taste and shut up quickly.
After lunch Som led them to find Arton, and he was in an office
pawing over papers. There was an assortment of candles hung by a
chain to the ceiling, and mirrors multiplied the provided light.
“Oh hello you three,” he muttered, decidingly weary.
“Arton, we have news.” Som said, hanging at the threshold.
“Oh right. Do come in.” Arton stood half upright – still caught in the
notion of sitting. “What is it?”
“The Dragpies,” Som pressed. “They’re virtually fully recovered. Are
being freed tomorrow.”
“Freed?!” Arton chuckled. “Is our vetinary suddenly a prison? I’m
sure they haven’t been kept here against their will – asking for our help
as I can remember.”
“No – well – we wouldn’t let them leave if they wanted to.”
Arton raised his eyebrows. “Oh – why’s that?”
“Because we had an agreement. I said we’d help them if they helped
us – with the Dias.”
Arton’s face broke into a wry smile. “Ah, Som. Your ingenuity is as
strong as ever so I see. So the Dragpies need to uphold their end of the
bargain.”
“And they will,” Som said. “I am sure of it. A Dragpy’s word is one
she holds.”
Zylas wanted to get to the point. “We’re seeing them this afternoon,”
he said. “Do you want to come?”
Arton thought for a moment. “Yes…I want to hear what they have to
say – about the Dias and all. We’re having a meeting tonight, aren’t
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we?” He continued before anyone could answer. “It’d be useful to
know about this Dias – we can really talk about it…”
“So you’ll come?”
“Yes. Come back here in an hour – let me finish these papers. Then
we’ll go and see them Dragpies and drag the truth from their bony
hides.”
The vetinary was spliced with fragrant flowers and opal spices to ward
off unpleasant Beast smells – it even had its own air extractor. The
candles were burning from their silver ornaments, and a fire was
sparking under the rose-marble mantle-piece. The ward was long and
wide – glazed in white and free of dirt impurities. Placements lined
either side – not quite beds (they were only for Beasts), but comfy and
linen-set. They passed Tonders with broken limbs and an Elom who
had forgotten how to burrow, but other than that there was nothing.
Indeed, the nurse they were following didn’t seem to have to do a lot,
but Zylas thought that that was probably an unfair evaluation.
The Dragpies were at one end, curtains circling them, and the nurse
enclosed the group within the blue fabric once they were there.
“I suppose this is not a social call,” Eshlow said immediately. “The
nurse has closed the curtains. You want privacy.”
“Good day to you too,” Arton said irritably. “I don’t suppose you’re
going to thank us for our hospitality.”
Eshlow gazed at Arton, pondering. She looked slightly weary, Zylas
thought, though her breathing was quite steady.
“Who is this man?” Eshlow demanded in a hoarse rasp.
“I do not answer to you, Dragpy!” Arton bellowed. “You answer to us
whilst you are under my roof!”
Som began to fidget, as if he thought that insulting the Dragpies
wasn’t the best way to make friends. He tried to steer the conversation
to a friendlier note. “We’re just…”
Eshlow interrupted, her stare harsh and direct at Arton. “No human,
you answer to me when it’s my knowledge you seek.”
Arton went slightly red. “Ungrateful cow…” he muttered.
Som stepped quickly in front of him. “Queen,” he said slowly, “we
have kept our end of the bargain, it is now your turn to keep yours. Tell
us about the Dias.”
Eshlow laughed. “I do not answer to you either.”
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Som was slightly taken aback. He stuttered, looked over at Shasa who
had remained silent till then.
“Don’t look at me,” she said, “I had no agreement with any of you.”
“Eshlow,” Som began, “we did indeed have a deal – you swore if I
helped you you’d help me…swore you did – is the Code of the Slllan
suddenly non-existent?”
“I did no such thing.” Eshlow was serious, and she leaned forward.
Zylas saw the inflamed black scar on her arm.
“You’s did, Dragpy,” Enon said, and his hand seemed to waver at the
hilt of Leaf. “We’s all heard you’s.”
“I do not answer to you either, Laizwerthian.” Eshlow bared her
fangs, as if goading Enon to challenge her. “I swore on the Dias, that is
all.” Smoke slithered from between her lips, and Zylas was suddenly
aware that she could toast them all in an instant.
“Exactly!” Arton yelled. “You admit that you swore on the Dias! We
are now commanding you to fulfil that oath!”
“Stop your ignorance, human!” Eshlow was vile, but there was
something about her words that was raising Zylas’s temperature, and
the hairs on the back of his neck were prickling. “I swore on the Dias
and you are not the one with it!” There was a tense silence, though all
eyes gradually turned to Zylas who felt himself blushing. “Zylas is the
one with the Dias. Zylas is the one I shall answer to.”
There was a slight moment of confusion. Arton furrowed his brow. “I
beg your pardon?”
“The Dias is a bond between Dragpy and human. I shall answer to its
bearer.”
Arton blinked, and there was surprise circling the party. Zylas had
gone stiflingly hot. Yet he had known – deep down he had known
everything would come right. But why?
“You only answer to me?” Zylas’s lip had begun to quiver.
“You inherited the bond between us, child. You tell me: what do you
want answering?”
Zylas paused for a moment, though all eyes had turned to look
incredulously at him. Mainly with mouths hung open. “I want you to
show me how to use the Dias, so we can find my father and learn
everything he had found out. I wanna know what it does – why Tyran
wants it – and how we can use it against him. I wanna be taught
everything.”
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Eshlow smiled. “You are brave, boy. But I cannot teach you how to
use it.”
“But… you said…”
“It would take years, Zylas. And that is time I doubt you have.”
Zylas panicked. “We need to find my father! And the war – if the
Dias can end it – we could end it today!”
“We can do nothing about the war – it requires a mind that is
unbearably powerful to Hipnosee to concentrate for years.”
Zylas frowned. “Why? What does it do? Wight said something about
the chancellor…”
“The Dias can manipulate fear in people, Zylas – make them
susceptible to Hipnosee or make them not,” Eshlow nodded. “Yet you
must be careful – an untrained mind could lead to making yourself
susceptible, which is not something you want to be doing.”
There was a contemplative silence. “Of course!” Zylas said. “Wight
told us – he said that it has the same magic as the chancellor and
Drater…”
“Tyran wants it so he can manipulate fear in the people that are
everyone else,” Som said thoughtfully. “Wight said he needed to find a
way to Hipnotize the rest of us – us who cannot be Hipnotized – the
Dias could do this!”
“Hold on,” Arton said. “You mentioned about how Tyran has
Hipnotized everyone susceptible… are you now saying that if he gets
the Dias, he’ll be able to Hipnotize everyone else? The Shallows will be
his?”
They all nodded at him glumly. “But it doesn’t just put fear into
people,” Zylas said, somewhat hysterically, “it can expel it from them
too, can’t it?”
Eshlow nodded at him. “It manipulates fear in people.”
“Well doesn’t that mean that we could, sort of, Unhipnotize all the
barbarians? That we cold expel the fear from their hearts?”
“In theory, yes.” Eshlow looked at their excited faces. “But there is a
small problem – you don’t know how to use it, and like I said, it’d take
years to teach you. I’m talking a decade.”
Their faces dropped instantly. “But my dad!” Zylas yelled suddenly.
“He can use it can’t he!? If we find him – if we free him – he’d be able
to Unhipnotize everyone!”
Eshlow nodded again, and their excited expressions returned. “And
we can go about finding him too.”
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Zylas looked up hopefully, his eyes growing.
Eshlow paused for a moment before she spoke. “There is only one
person in this world who can use the Dias. And unfortunately he is the
person you are trying to find. We Dragpies cannot use it – we made it
for a mind capable of Hipnosee, and we do not have such minds.”
“Lets get this straight…” Enon said, “first you’s invent a mist that
only harms you’s, and then you’s invent an object that you’s canny
use?”
“Shut up human. Our reasons are far beyond your comprehension.”
Eshlow cleared her throat. “We cannot use the Dias directly, though we
can read it like a map. Traces are left upon the particles after they have
been with someone for so long, and we know how to read these
particles. We know what to look for. You don’t”. She paused again for
slightly longer. “I’ll take you to your father. You cannot read it but I
can. I’ll guide your way.”
Zylas’s heart bulged. “Thank you. But what about the war?”
“Like I said, Totan’s the only human who can use it at the moment.”
“If Tyran gets it – couldn’t he force my Dad to use it? Or couldn’t he
learn to use it himself – or get someone else too?”
Eshlow shrugged. Enon was completely lost.
“We cannot take the chance of the enemy getting it – then they’d
Hipnotize everyone. We need to… just in case… we need to learn how
to destroy it.”
“Destroy it, eh?” Shasa watched them leave. She turned stiffly to
Eshlow, nursing her cramped stomach. “We gonna tell them how to
destroy such a precious object?”
Eshlow nodded, inspecting her scar for the hundredth time. “We
must. And I am not entirely surprised. The humans are petrified about
the barbarians and I don’t blame them.”
“I suppose not – not after… well – the attack.” Shasa peered at the
Queen. “But what about what Arkön said? He said that the Dias would
be the savour of the world… that it would be the key to finding The…
well, you know.”
“Arkön also exterminated Ttordâk, Shasa.” Eshlow paused for a
moment. “He said that it must be made. And it has been. Whatever it
does now is out of out control.”
“But the war! Surely Arkön wouldn’t have meant that it’d decide the
fate of this continent? How can it find him if it’s destroyed?”
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Eshlow shrugged. “Arkön said that if it was made, it’d find him. We
must believe that.”
There was a cold silence. “How are your injuries?” Shasa said
eventually.
“Okay – could be better, obviously. Could be rather worse. Time will
tell I suppose. What about you?”
Shasa looked at her disfigured mid rift – where the feathers had been
tarnished to the skin – and to her left leg which was now at a slight
angle. “I’m still alive I suppose. I count myself lucky. But it’s you
who’s said you’re gallivanting off on a rescue mission, not me!” Shasa
laughed to herself as if imagining mixing with humans. Eshlow laughed
also, but for a different reason.
“Don’t get too complacent, dear,” she said sweetly.
Shasa looked up, smiling. “Why?”
“Because you’re coming too. Might need assistance reading the Dias
mightn’t I.”
After dinner, Som, Enon and Zylas were fetched by a porter and led to
the huge meeting room they had used previously – the one with the
domed-glass ceiling. Evening had furrowed the sky in star-pricked
velvet, with bulbous purple clouds beyond the trees’ stretching canopy.
Null was particularly bright, shedding a luminous silver on the table,
and the figures that sat round it were silhouetted with moon-shadow.
Arton sat calmly at the head, with the head vet and the head physicist
either side of him. The defence and foreign ministers were also present
but they were the only ones. Apart from Som, Enon and Zylas of
course.
“Eight.” Arton began, somewhat solemnly. “We are slightly thin on
the ground, are we not?” He gestured to the empty seats. “This war has
barely begun and has already taken important allies from our midst.
Diadon; Wight; Totan; the chancellor; our Laizwerthian Representative;
professor Undor. Larlan is in hiding in the Laizwerthian Mountains. I
believe the list will get longer. And so I move onto the agenda: where
do we go from here? As far as we know Henden is still standing apart
from Poden and the Dragpy hives – but if Hipnosee has reached this far
I dread to think what’s going on in the villages up north. Laizwerth is
teetering on the brink of collapse. The barbarian forces are expanding
rapidly, and they have touched everywhere bar the coast and highest
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mountain ranges. As I said, we have not made contact with Larlan for a
week. I ask us what we are to do.”
“What are our options?” the foreign minister asked, somewhat
reluctantly. “We cannot work until Totan is back with all he has to say.”
A depression seemed to hold the atmosphere.
Arton sighed. “We really have only one…”
“Easy then,” Enon said, “…not a difficult decision to make at all…”
“We have to do it,” Arton continued, “but I’m not confident. Like you
said, we need to find Totan – and the Dragpies will lead us there.” The
light from the wall candles had begun to creep web-lattice like upon the
table edge, and Arton bent his head forward so his face was illuminated.
“There has been some speculation about Zylas and his future here – he
will come with us – the Dragpies will have it no other way. And I
suspect Som and Enon won’t either. The Dias is the key – and it is his
to hold.”
Zylas found himself smiling involuntarily.
“The Dragpies have confirmed its worth – the Dias can manipulate
fear in people; make them susceptible to Hipnosee or make them not.
Just like the chancellor and Red Rat can do. Tyran wants it, so we
believe he can use it somehow. If he does – we will all be susceptible to
Hipnosee, and thus fall under the influence of it, according to Wight.
He will have twenty million slaves, and we won’t know anything about
it. We also know that Totan can use it. If we find him, we may find the
key to expelling fear from everyone’s heart, and this fiasco will end
once and for all.
There was a distinct sigh. “Looks like we’s need to find Totan, then.”
“There are three possible endings as I see it,” Arton continued.
“Either, we find Totan and get him to use the Dias to Unhipnotize
everyone who is Hipnotized; or the enemy gets it and we are all
Hipnotized to the whim of Tyran.” There was a brutal pause.
“That was only two.” Zylas reminded him.
Arton sniffed. “The third, is that the Dias is destroyed, and we have to
fight their millions of troops.”
Enon laughed. “What a choice.”
“Obviously finding Totan is our prime objective, but we cannot let the
enemy get the Dias through our reckless searching – we must destroy it
before then if that is the path that opens before us. And if we die at their
hand, then we die fighting. Not leached upon the earth as a slave – we
fight. For the world.”
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The table was possessed with smiles, and Zylas followed suit, though
a little reluctantly. It was easy for Arton to say - Zylas didn’t fancy
either scenario, thank you very much.
“Lets start with the first task – finding Totan.” A cloud passed in front
of Null and Arton was disfigured by shadow. “The Dragpies are going
to guide us to him. As this mission is of an espionage nature, we will
send an espionage team – as many people sitting here who can be
afforded. This isn’t exactly a considerable number. There is only I,
Enon, Som and Zylas in fact.” That wasn’t a considerable number at all.
“You other four are needed for research and diplomacy.”
“You should take some black powder with you,” the head physicist
said, silently relieved that he hadn’t been drafted into the war zone. “An
explosive.”
“It will be of use?”
The head physicist raised his eyebrows. “It’s an explosive.” He
repeated. “You light it in an enclosed space and kablamo.”
Arton sighed. “Very well. You’ll have to talk to me about it
tomorrow morning. Before we leave.”
Zylas raised his head sharply. “Tomorrow?”
“No time like the present.” Arton clapped his hands together,
apparently unaware that the present wasn’t quite the same as tomorrow.
And he was the Leader.
Zylas slept till late the next morning, for nature had reminded everyone
it was winter, and had very unpleasantly chilled the earth. He found it
difficult enough to muster energy to stoke the fire, despite being able to
reach from within his sheets, and would have rather been thrown into
one of the mountain ice pools than actually ‘rise and shine’. In other
words, he didn’t fancy getting up. But after another half hour, the fire
had managed to dismiss the cold, and he swung his feet out tentatively.
Luckily, the mat he touched was warm, otherwise he may never have
risen at all.
Som and Enon had obviously slept in too, because they didn’t call on
him for breakfast till he had been long washed and dressed (in several
fur layers to brave outside). He was inspecting Snake’s Tooth – the
sparkling blade and the vibrant silver skull – when there was the
familiar knock at the door; rap-a-tat-tat, but without the last ‘tat’. But
Som had always done things differently.
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The dining hall was nearly empty, most people having already eaten.
They must have had jobs to do or something. There was still plenty of
food however – surplus by far in fact. Zylas thought it might be a waste,
though it was quite obvious where the leftovers went if you looked at
the chef.
“We’re leaving today, Zylas,” Som said.
Zylas, who was piling his plate with more than was probably
necessary, stopped piling. “I hadn’t forgotten,” he said, launching into
another helping.
“Guess what it is that the weather has gone and done.” Som expected
the silence, and put some bread and egg white in his mouth.
Enon interrupted. “Ooh! It’s blown the mountains down, hasn’t it!”
Som shook his head majestically, as if Enon was being serious. Then
he pointed upwards to the glass dome, and Zylas and Enon craned their
heads. They had noticed the flaming candles when they first entered
that morning, but hadn’t thought anything of them. Now they knew
why they were lit – the glass dome was smothered in a layered
darkness, all natural light forbidden.
“Oh great,” Enon tutted. “Had all winter but it waits until we’re off
travelling before it snows like the legendary blizzards.”
Zylas exhaled heavily in exasperation. “Yeah, well – it’ll make
walking a little more interesting.”
“You’s saying I ain’t interesting to walk with?” Enon quirked.
“Hope the Dragpies like the cold. Why today of all days?”
“Gö-d’s obviously got a sense of humour,” Enon chuckled. “He
obviously did want to make it more interesting.”
“Well he needn’t have bothered. It was interesting enough as it was.
And we’re gonna have to take them packs too, en’t we?”
Som nodded, smiling. He was amused.
“I’ll make Eshlow carry mine,” Enon said, and his face lit
sarcastically up. “I have a feeling she likes me.”
Zylas laughed, though the journey was starting to seem less
appealing. Two thousand years without a major war and then his family
gets thrown into the middle of two in the space of thirty years. Why did
Tyran have to be so world-conqueringly selfish?
Arton appeared soon after, obviously looking for them, and went
over. “Found you, finally,” he muttered. “I’ve just been to see the
Dragpies – yeah, they didn’t escape in the night – and they said we
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should leave after lunch when the ground will have thawed. Gö-d
knows how they knew it had even snowed.”
“Dragon blood…” Som shrugged.
That was a get out clause if ever their was one; haven’t got a clue how
the Dragpies know something so blame it on their dragon blood. It
made you seem cleverer than you actually were.
“Whatever it is, I’m surprised they actually talked to me.”
“Oh it is true that they’ll speak to you. They just won’t be climbing
over themselves to help you.” Dragpies climbing over each other? That
wasn’t a pretty thought.
*
It was windy upon the coast. Well it should have been, had Wight not
deemed it uncomfortable and put a stop to it. It was midday, and the
ground was webbed with a lattice of melting snow, the ground muddy
beneath it. And the bare trees were silver-lined and bead encrusted.
Wight had spent a second night in the mountain passes, and found the
hospitality far from that of the rebel fortress from which he had flown.
And the local inhabitants were scuttlingly annoying and immune to
Wight’s reach. They were the size of bugs too. Mainly because they
were bugs. The fortress had had disturbing news from Ræon too – fatal
news. Vayu was… well…
Wight was slightly weary now, after the traversing of the rocky scree
and steep gradients. He had travelled painstakingly through the
mountain passes and out the other side to the eastern coast, as invisible
as he could visibly be. The sun had climbed to its highest on the milky
blue, and Wight found himself at a pinnacle, staring out to sea to the
east. His breath accumulated in front of him, heavy at his excursions,
and his eyes glistened at the beauty.
“Beauty does still last,” he said to himself, and it seemed to provide
him with surplus strength and quash any doubts that were running
through his mind. “But I doubt I am a beauty in my present state!” He
looked down with his war-torn face at his dirty robes and matted grey
beard. The fur he was wearing was wet and clammy with dew, and
looked in danger of becoming alive again. That worried him – he didn’t
think that having a wild mountain bear on his back would be
particularly useful.
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The fields before him stretched down, grass blades poking through
the snow-crest, to an empty road. And woodland followed, finally uprooting at the sandy beach where the waves met the shore. He looked
north, to his left, where the hills pricked the landscape, and the cliffs
were white with chalk as they fell to the sea. He could see his
destination on the horizon – on the northern most hill. Little houses
protruded from the landscape, dainty as the village they belonged to,
and as of yet, free of barbarian activity. Hon was its name (the village),
and was small and quiet – greatly unknown. That was the reason why
the twins lived there – Gemina and Gemia – because they despised the
busy hustle and bustle, and disliked the hassle over their unusual ‘gift’.
And Wight was going there to hassle them over just that – for
immigrants of The Roan-Roe Region had very useful magic indeed, and
he was a swift couple of days walk from them. Trouble was, he wasn’t
the only one searching.
*
The packs they were going to take were substantial to say the least.
They were each taking rations of bread sticks, soup, Yokra leaves and
water skins, glass paper and an assortment of tools. They were also
taking the remainder of the ReadyRelief, even though Zylas’s scar had
numbed to a mild ache – it was still useful to take it, Som had said.
There was also a debate over whether to take a compass. Arton had
insisted that surely the Dias was the compass, but Som had argued that
it was no trouble to take it and it was better to be safe than sorry. This
seemed to be a sensible point (although describing anything as ‘safe’ on
their journey was not the most accurate thing to do), and Som was
secretly pleased that he had been the one who’d made it. Actually, he’d
been quite publicly pleased.
Someone Zylas hadn’t expected to see was the head physicist who
had entered whilst Arton had been explaining the items. He was
carrying a crate of satchels in his hands, and Zylas cocked his head with
interest.
“And what have you got there, dare I ask?” Arton said, presuming the
answer.
“It’s the black powder,” the physicist said, deciding sheepish.
“Remember… we were talking about it… do you remember…”
“Yes, yes.” Arton raised his eyebrows.
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“Well…” the physicist opened one of the satchels. “As you can see,
they’ve been corned…”
“No I don’t see. What is ‘being corned’? It sounds painful.”
“Oh no – hurt nothing – they don’t feel… well… er,” the physicist
seemed to stutter, as if anxious to impress. “We’ve found that if you
add ground wood chips to the mixture it combusts more fiercely…”
“I suppose you mean, what’s the word – explodes better.” Arton
shifted the grains with his fingers. “You didn’t grind up any furniture in
your experiments did you?”
The physicist was startled. “Oh… no, no sir – only timber from the
stock pile – I’m sure if it was too expensive you could take it out my
wages…”
“Relax, relax…” Arton said, raising his hand. “It was a joke, that’s
all.”
“Oh,” the physicist stuttered. “It was very funny…”
“Yes, yes. You can stop laughing now.” Arton peered closer. “So how
do you set this stuff off?”
The physicist seemed to anticipate success, and he was determined
not to let it slip. “All you need to do is light it in an enclosed space – set
it on fire I mean. You’ll probably want to stand back.”
“Oh alright. We’ll take them and you can have the grant. How many
satchels are there?”
The physicist was ecstatic. “Oh thank you! What, Sorry – oh, yes –
eight – two each!”
“Yes, I can divide suitably well in my head, thank you.” Arton
distributed the satchels evenly. “Alright, we’ve more stuff to add now –
find space…” he looked at the physicist. “Anything else?”
“Oh no, no, no – sorry – thank you. Master, sir.” He hurried away
quickly, as if afraid Arton might change his mind.
“What was the grant for?” Zylas asked.
“Funding for research on projectiles in Wight’s absence. With Wight
gone we spend much more money, you see – on experiments and more
manpower. And time too. Still, an explosive can’t be bad. Just as long
as it doesn’t fall into enemy hands.”
“Do you think we should keep the glass paper in a different pocket?”
Zylas asked. “Just in case it ignites.”
Arton nodded. “Very good idea – don’t want it going off when we’re
wearing it, do we?”
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“Ooh, dunno – might be fun – first powered flight.” Enon smiled at
his own joke and was surprised no one laughed.
Lunch was light, mainly because of the big breakfast they had eaten,
but also because adrenaline had replaced every other feeling. Hunger
wouldn’t have dared showed his face. The snow had thawed, just like
the Dragpies said, because the dome was virtually clear, with only rare
ice fractions sliding away to slush.
The Dragpies themselves were waiting in the main entrance hall for
them – and they looked stable enough.
Zylas though it polite to ask: “How are you both feeling?”
“We are not too bad – and shall heal quickly,” Eshlow indicated to
Shasa. “Though Shasa has a limp. Poor girl.”
“I would have asked too, had I cared,” Enon added, “but I didn’t think
you’s would answer me.”
“You do not humour us, human,” Eshlow growled. “Your wit shows
ignorance.”
“Stop it, both of you.” Zylas led them to the lift. “We need to all get
on here – we’re on a mission, not fighting each other.”
Shasa laughed throatily – like a gargoyle. “The boy is the most
mature out of all of them,” but she whispered it so they could pretend
they didn’t hear if they wanted to.
The Dragpies took the first opportunity they could to make sure they
hadn’t somehow lost the ability to fly, and so they soared out the tunnel
above the little boat as it pulled over to the riverbank.
“A bit rusty,” Shasa said as she landed, “though no ever lasting
damage.”
Eshlow stretched powerfully beside her, her bones protruding from
beneath her inky skin. The ground was wet with slush, and ice patches
hugged the river bend like shellfish to a weedy rock. Though it was
reasonably firm, if not a little muddy, and Zylas felt better as he
climbed to the shore and looked north to their destination. The
mountains were hazy in the distance, beyond the forest top, but the sky
was a boring and miserable grey.
“All right, no time like the present.” Eshlow turned to the group as
Arton had lastly joined the shore. “Give me the Dias please, Zylas.”
This was not the first time someone or something had asked for the
Dias, though they didn’t usually say ‘please’ afterwards. It was quite
heavy as Zylas dragged it into the open, which was a surprise because
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he wasn’t at all weary. The mist was a steady moving brown, spinning
clockwise, and Eshlow held it aloft so the sun caught it, and peered
deeply. She turned to look at Shasa, who nodded northward in
confirmation.
“North,” she said, turning to face the mountains on the border. “He’s
in Laizwerth.”
Arton scoffed. “We know he’s in Laizwerth! We want to know where
in Laizwerth – what damn city is he being held in!?”
“Hold your tongue, human, for the Dias will only tell a direction,
homing in as we near. And, you only assumed that Totan was in
Laizwerth because that was the last place you heard from him. We’ve
confirmed it. Now come, the road is forth.” Eshlow began walking
along the riverbank.
Zylas ran after her, closely followed by the others. “How does it work
then? How can you tell where my dad is?”
Eshlow smiled at the question, still holding the Dias tightly. “The
magic particles inside – the mist – has nothing to do with our task
directly. It’s magic that affects the mind – its primary function is to put
fear in people so they can be Hipnotized, nothing more. But when a
person has it close by them for years, like your father did, traces are
left. The magic aligns itself according to where the colours are – you
have to look at indirect signs in the particle movement and alignment,
Zylas. When the untrained eye looks upon it they see swirling mist and
beautiful colours…” (Zylas found it slightly ironic that the mist had
actually churned to a swamp-like brown) “…but when I look upon it I
see arrows – bearings and distances. It’s like a compass that gets
warmer as you get nearer.”
“Well I’m glad you know what you’re doing,” Zylas said.
“She doesn’t really,” Enon said with a laugh. “She’s blagging to try
and sound like she knows more ‘ere than she actually does!”
Eshlow turned promptly. “I know more than you think, human,
including about the Shiva Essence you have on your sword.”
Enon gulped. “The what what?”
“The strength of your sword,” Som explained, “Hannas blessed it
with Shiva Essence to give it its natural power.”
Eshlow screwed up her nose and cocked her head in Shasa’s
direction. “Didn’t think he’d know anything about Aretroth,” she
muttered, and then she spoke up again. “There’s a town right on the
border at the base of the mountain range.”
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“Yes,” Arton said, “Tünden I believe.”
“Yeah, that’d be right,” Enon confirmed, slightly more timid.
“It’s a little to the west of the Dragpy hives,” Som added quietly, as if
worried he’d offend the Dragpies in some way. They said nothing.
“We’ll make for it then,” Eshlow said eventually, “as it’s on our
route. We don’t want to sleep rough every night.”
“But we’ll have to tonight,” Arton said, “Because Tünden is a good
days walk from here, and that’s only if we walk into the night and rise
early.”
“That’s what we’ll do then,” Shasa said.
“I am suggesting that we do aim to reach the hills tonight,” Som
explained wisely. “Then we’ll be able to reach Tünden within the day
that is tomorrow.”
It sounded like a reasonable plan – and any plan was better than no
plan at all, unless it was a stupid plan. So they pressed north, following
the route they had ridden when they had first visited the Dragpy hives,
and Shasa and Eshlow remembered their struggled journey back after
the cûllan attack. And they stopped and looked over at the place where
the third Dragpy had died, but they couldn’t remember her name.
Night had appeared and was now vastly apparent, and the party finally
broke clear of the forest and looked upon the hills that housed,
somewhere within, the Dragpy hive. Null and Arön lit their way
substantially, though there were no stars out, which was kind of
depressing.
“And we’ve got here at last,” Arton sighed as they reached the first
gradient of sloppy relief. There was plenty of dry bracken and
sheltering passages around, and the snow had long evaporated.
“Do we set up here?” Zylas asked wearily, taking another swig from
his water skin.
There was a debated silence, when Enon spoke up, somewhat
sheepishly. “I hear the Dragpy hives ‘ere are good accommodation.”
Despite being in bad taste and absolutely outraging Shasa and
Eshlow, it was a good idea. The hives were warm, dry, and as far as
they knew, empty.
But Shasa and Eshlow were furious. “We sleep here tonight! Many
Dragpies died in that hive and you’re suggesting that we go back
there?! And the cûllan mist might still be lingering – then we’d die and
what would you do then? I don’t even want to look at it!”
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And so it was decided that they’d stay where they were at the bottom
of the hills, oblivious to the fact that if they’d climbed to the top
pinnacle, they’d have seen the last of a line of excited women and
children being led into the depths of the hive. And may even have seen
Drater at the entrance being blessed and thanked by every reunited
family who passed through.
The Dragpies woke the others early, just after dawn when the sun was
just breaking the horizon. Zylas had expected a quick breakfast of
breadsticks and soup, and so was surprised rather pleasantly when
Eshlow announced that they would be having meat, and slung three
gutted rabbits down in front of her. Arton was obviously pleased;
because he offered to re-light the embers of the fire with his glass
paper, only to be scoffed at as Eshlow breathed the flames effortlessly
back to life.
The Dragpies ate their meat raw and quickly, but were happy to wait
for the humans to eat theirs tender and cooked as the smoke billowed
away in the morning darkness. And then they were all packed and
away, heading west to Tünden, with spirits high and conversation no
longer strained. The morning was mild – still cold - but nature had
blessed them by keeping them dry bar the odd splatter of rain. The
forest on their left, back towards Poden, gradually thinned, and they
were able to look south along the clearing fields and to Hayden’s
neighbours.
They were eating a lunch of breadsticks and soup when they came
across a small village by the name of Ræon. Zylas recognised the name
though couldn’t remember where he’d heard it. To be honest, his head
had been filled so full that he hadn’t remembered much. Though Som
had seemed to quieten in some way.
There were fields to their right and left, and Enon felt no guilt in
dancing into them to pull up the odd root vegetable, distributing them
haphazardly, as if trying to refine their catching skills. Unfortunately,
their catching skills weren’t up to much (not helped by Enon’s over-thehead throwing), and most of the roots ended up strewn along the path.
Som had to have a stern word with him to get him to stop trespassing
and getting everyone into trouble for goodness sake. The streets were
deserted, though they were able to buy cakes and fill their water skins
in the small shop they came across.
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“You lot ain’t from around here ‘re you?” The village shopkeeper
said, only slightly pleasantly as they scanned the butter buns and
cookies. She didn’t seem the warm type anyway – her skin taut and her
hair white and frizzy, her eyes wayward. She wasn’t exactly the
quickest person in the world.
Zylas shook his head, mouth full of his purchase.
“Nah,” Enon answered. “These are Dragpies from these ‘ere hills; this
is Som from The Roan-Roe Region; that’s Arton from an underground
house on the river; that lad’s from Hayden and I’m from the netherregions of Laizwerth.” It needed a ‘glad you asked?’ at the end, really.
The shopkeeper pulled a face, unless that was her normal expression.
She turned simply to Som. “We used to have someone of your
nationality living here – dark skin, I mean. Vayu was her name. Was
she your sister?”
Som had lifted his head up, sharp of a flash. “No – I do know Vayu
though – indeed I do very well. I heard what happened with the farmers
and the bridge,” he spoke softly, “that they took their lives. Is she
okay?”
The shopkeeper smiled absently. “No. She is not. They got her, so
they did. The estranged men. Most of the village went up with them to
her little house – only last week. What a display it was – people being
blown from her rooftop. I watched from my window.” She laughed for
some reason. “They killed her, so they did. Burned down her little
house. Then they ran away and vanished from the village – to Tünden I
believe. They wanted to watch the Year’s End celebration.”
Som was looking stunned. “Vayu? Dead? No…”
“They didn’t do it very quickly. Fighting for an hour or more. Now
they’ve all gone and left me.” She began stroking the back of her hand.
“Why are you here? Are you going to leave me and go to Tünden too?”
“Yes,” Enon said, slightly timidly. “We’re taking these Dragpies to
the zoo.” He managed to keep a straight face.
“Oooh a Zoo! Someone once said that I should be in a zoo, didn’t
they Berty.” She had spun to the counter, where a small, ochre-coloured
cat was walking into the wall. Continually. She picked it up and the
cat’s legs maintained their walking motion. She held it up to her face,
frowning, and the cat stared back monotonously. “Now, Bert, talk to the
little people won’t you?” She seemed slightly taken aback, and turned
embarrassed to them. “Bert doesn’t talk when the shop has visitors,”
she whispered.
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Zylas didn’t exactly know what to do. “It’s a cat,” he said simply.
“An animal, not a Beast. He can’t talk anyway.”
“Oh nonsense you silly boy.” She set Bert down and it began walking
across the counter towards the wall again. “It’s not a he anyway. Bert’s
a girl.”
This was so incredulously stupid that they were all too surprised to
laugh. Either the woman had mistaken her cat for a girl, or she’d called
a female cat Bert. Either way, the woman was, what you’d call, off her
rocker.
She fiddled with some decorations. “Must be a massive carnival at
Tünden – no one’s been out of there for a week, I tell you. My delivery
men have abandoned me too, can you believe!”
Som was still struggling with the bad news, and the fact that she had a
female cat called Bert. “A carnival?”
“Yes, you’re going there then? Splendid. Have a nice time. Sorry to
be the bringer of bad news.”
Som smiled grimly. They hadn’t been short of bad news lately.
“Which road do we take?” Arton asked quietly.
The shopkeeper went to the door, brushing a side some streamers, and
pointed to the road to her right. “That’s our main road ‘out of town’. Or
‘out of village’ as the case may be.” She laughed at her own joke. “Just
follow it out and don’t turn off – it goes straight there.”
“Thank you,” Arton said, stepping onto the street.
She smiled, and then shut them out promptly.
They began walking again, though rather slowly, and Som hadn’t
uttered a word. They looked at him sympathetically, wondering what
would be the best thing to say, when he spoke up himself. “That’s the
second person from the place that is The Roan-Roe Region to have
been killed during this affair. First Thor and now Vayu – My people are
being targeted to be sure.”
“Why?” Zylas asked quietly, trying to be as sympathetic as he could.
“Because we have powerful magic, Zylas. Natural magic – Thor
could control lightning, Vayu could control wind, like Wight. They
were assassinated because of this.”
“They want you out of the equation? You should be careful.”
“Indeed I shall – though I fear for the others left: Hannas who we’ve
mentioned; Pollo; Theies; and the twins Gemina and Gemia. The enemy
must know where they are.”
“The chancellor? Did he know?”
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Som nodded. “The Council was allied with them – the chancellor
knows where each of them lives and so the enemy does too. I am lucky
he did not slit my throat whilst I was asleep to be sure.”
“But the enemy will be after you too.” Zylas had begun to get hot.
Som laughed. “To be sure they will. But I shall be ready for them.”
The afternoon began to draw to a close, and the sky was purple with
approaching evening – wispy cloud shards scoured the horizon. The
road drew to a bend, and at last un-veiled a welcome site beyond. As
the first of the mountains loomed close by, so that they had to crane
their necks to see the top, Tünden squatted at its base, built on the
scraggy slope.
The group felt like cheering, because their legs were beginning to
protest unbearably.
“Oh hooray,” Zylas panted, glancing up at the thatch and dormer
windows, and small surrounding fields. The streets were windy and
narrow, and there were only two gates – the south and the north,
because the two sides were open to mountain.
“Come on, still a bit further.” Arton had his hands on his hips, and his
breathing was quick and shone in air clouds.
The Dragpies were the only ones untaxed by the effort. “Come on you
un-fit little humans,” Eshlow growled in her lightest voice. “We have
the energy to walk back again and we were in the vetinary until
yesterday morning!”
“Have you’s the energy to carry us?” Enon laughed, and to his
surprise Eshlow did too.
“Of course, but we’re not going to!”
Nice enough, Zylas supposed. But his pack had begun to cut into his
shoulders and he was dying to release it. Or more like – he was dying
because he hadn’t released it.
They were there finally though, after another hours slog, and it was
bitterly cold at the mountain’s base – the chill rather unwelcoming. The
gates were open, as they often were, and they began to climb the steep
street, cursing at the slope.
But before they had reached the first row of houses, when there were
farming fields of cabbage and root leaf either side of them, Eshlow
halted them. There was a group of people a little further on, and Eshlow
was transfixed with the one in the centre.
“It’s him,” she said gruffly, almost in disbelief.
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“Who? Totan?” Zylas spun excitedly to look back at her, though
caught a sight he could have done without. In the field adjacent to them
were a band of men pointing at them and beginning to move closer.
Som had noticed too, and spun to look in the opposite field, where even
more men were gathered. They began running, their vacant expressions
becoming clear. They had swords.
Zylas panicked. “They’re…”
“Barbarian!” Eshlow yelled powerfully, so that the man she was
transfixed with noticed her. And boy did he notice her – he nearly
jumped out of his skin. “He’s the one – the captain!” Eshlow raged. “He
destroyed my hive!”
“It is him – you’re right!” Shasa’s face contorted with vile hatred.
“Let’s kill him!”
But the group had attracted unwanted attention, and rows of
barbarians had lined up from all directions.
“Tünden ‘ere has fallen…” Enon muttered, pulling out his bow.
“Of course it’s fallen…” Zylas said quietly. “How could we have
been so stupid? Hipnosee reached Ræon – it reached Poden for Gö-d’s
sake, so it’s certainly reached here! It en’t a carnival at all – all these
people – they’re barbarians!” He pulled out Snake’s Tooth, his hand
shaking ever so slightly.
“We leave… now…” Arton stuttered, drawing his sword.
But Eshlow and Shasa had already leapt into the air, literally spitting
fire, and soared towards their target. He didn’t look particularly thrilled
with his newfound popularity, and Zylas assumed the language he was
shouting to be colourful to say the least.
“Come back!” Som yelled, slowly huddling closer to his compatriots
as the barbarians began to close in.
“Oh to hell with this,” Enon spat, and began loosing arrows into the
onslaught, though the space left by each falling barbarian was quickly
taken by another charging one.
Som called in vain once more to the Dragpies before turning to the
pressing matter. He seemed to summon what strength he could muster
and bellowed, “Jsagsjza!” flinging his arms high into the air.
There was a deep rumbling, as if the very innards of the world were
stirring, and then the ground beneath their feet heaved and thrust
upwards into the air, raising them high above the charging mob, spitting
dust and rock shrapnel from its sides. Zylas stumbled to his knees as he
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was lifted, though didn’t roll down the sides, which he was rather
pleased about.
The dust cleared slowly, as yells and screeching echoed blindly, and
the group found themselves on a raised, circular, plateau, the barbarian
hordes hammering the rock face beneath them. They were encircled,
and the gate was far away – too far away.
Enon was still busy, because although the barbarians were a good
seven feet below them, they had begun to climb the jagged face. “Why
am I the only one with a damn bow!?” he yelled, flicking the barbarians
from their ascent like flies. “Get them Dragpies back ‘ere to char-grill
these spidery pests!”
“Where are they?” Zylas asked, huddled away from the plateau’s
edge.
“They’re rather conspicuous,” Arton yelled, spinning wildly.
“You’re low, Enon…” Som advised, his breathing taxed as he slowly
recovered.
“I’m taller than you.” Enon was worried though, because his quiver
was indeed lightening.
Som responded with more help – whether he had just realised what he
should do, or whether he had finally rekindled enough strength to do it,
no one knew, but they were glad of the assistance.
“Zssjeckh!” he yelled, and drew his hand through the air in a dart-like
movement. There was a rip-roaring rumble, and the gate and fence they
were planning to escape by rippled and toppled over as the ground
beneath them rose to the same seven feet. Then it began to trundle
forward towards the plateau, the barbarians scarpering at its wake, and
the two ridges collided with a sickening crunch. A raised walkway had
formed, leading a path directly to the exit, and Som had turned blue
with the excursion.
But he still had the strength to yell “Come on!” and he pelted down
the spit at a speed no one knew he was capable of.
The others didn’t need to be told twice, and they somehow found the
strength to run, packs and all, despite barely being able to walk.
And for one last trick, as they had cleared the town’s boundary, Som
mustered a last flurry of magic and raised the huge earth wall around
the gate, trapping the barbarians in their abode. He almost fainted
afterwards.
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The night seemed to be laughing at them as the dust began to settle,
and they rested at length at the roadside, weary that there was an entire
town anxious to get at them from beyond the rock enclosure.
“That should hold them for a few hours at least,” Som said
breathlessly. “Digging through or climbing – it will indeed take them a
while…”
“We’ll have to be away from here as soon as we can then,” Arton
said, “’cause I don’t want to be caught by that lot.” He shot a slight
glance at Som. “And after what we heard from Ræon, I don’t think Som
does either.”
“I think it may be a small problem if they get the Dias too,” Zylas
said, somewhat irritably – didn’t they know how precious it was or
something? He calmed down. “Where are the Dragpies?” Conversation
promptly stopped. Zylas was standing, staring at the huge rock wall,
imagining what was happening with in.
“What happens if they’re trapped? That their wings were broken –
they could be trying to claw their way out now.” Enon thought he had
said something funny.
He hadn’t, and it wasn’t true, because at that moment two shapes
soared over the wall – or was it three shapes?
“There you’s are, look,” Enon said, pointing. But then he frowned.
“What’s Eshlow got in her claws?”
Everyone realised what it was immediately, because it was still alive
and wriggling.
“It’s that barbarian en’t it. She’s holding him by the head…” Zylas
said breathily. “Oh my Gö-d what’s she doing!?”
There was a moment’s silence as they all watched the struggling
silhouette suddenly scream and spasm. Then there was a sickening
crack, and it looked as through Eshlow had just crushed an egg in her
foot talons – and liquid sprayed out. Then the body dropped and landed
with a thud a couple of hundred metres away.
“Didn’t like him them…” was all even Enon could manage.
They all looked instinctively at Eshlow’s foot as she landed – drawn
to it. It was significantly redder than normal. She flicked the entrails in
the corpses direction. “You posses powerful magic Som, and you can
use it well.”
“Oh… I… yes…” was all he could stammer, which was a shame,
because it’s not every day you get complemented by a Dragpy.
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“We were… erm… just talking about what we should do now,” Arton
said, intent on escaping the horde’s vicinity. “I mean, we obviously
can’t go through that mountain pass.”
“Are there other ways?” Zylas asked, trying to ignore the mangled
mess lying close by.
“There are mines,” Enon said. “There’re other passes of course, but
they are rather out of our way.”
“There’s always the sea…” Arton added.
“No – that’s even further out of our way, and the viltures will spot us
coming a mile off.”
“Well they know we’re here now – we better get moving, whatever
we do.”
Eshlow had borrowed the Dias from Zylas again, much to his
annoyance, and she was looking northeast. “Totan is not a million miles
from here – he is over in the east of the Laizwerthian Mountains.”
Enon cocked his head slightly, following her gaze. He produced the
ediug and spun a circle; presumably to see which direction the fortress
lay. He stopped to look at virtually the same place Eshlow was looking.
Arton raised his eyebrows. “Totan is in the fortress?”
Enon shook his head. “Doubt it. There’s a major city quite close to
the fortress. Goes by the name of Omær.” He smiled at them. “Totan’s
in the capital.”
There was a silence. “Or nearby,” Arton added, and Enon shrugged.
“We need to stop off a the fortress whatever. Enon, you need to restock
and we all need a proper sleep and a proper meal. I don’t think the
enemy will exactly hand him over either – we’ll have to fight to get
him.”
“Yes, yes,” Som said irritably. “But whatever it is that we are going to
do, we still need to get away from this damn town!”
“Yes.” Arton shot an anxious look towards the mound-encircled
Tünden. “So, how? We obviously cannot go the usual way, so, as Enon
said, there’s the old mines or the passes further on. Our options don’t
seem good.”
Zylas had noticed Shasa and Eshlow exchanging glances, and they
seemed to confirm something.
“Well lets just get us away from this town!” Som yelled.
“There is another way,” Eshlow said mysteriously. Everyone turned
to look at her. She pointed at the sky, where a huge, familiar cloud was
slowly moving above them.
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“You’s mean ‘fly’?” Enon said. “They’d shoot us down over the
border and we’d be spiked on this ‘ere mountain top.”
“They wouldn’t if they couldn’t see us,” Shasa said pointedly.
“What, Dragpies have invented an invisible potion have they?” Enon
asked, a little sarcastically.
Som had been listening intently. “Are you talking about that massive
cloud?”
Eshlow nodded, smiling.
Enon sighed with a roll of his eyes, casting his head up. He looked
down again with raised eyebrows, and then back up to the colossal
black mass. He once again looked down at them with a wry smile.
“IT’S A CLOUD!!!” He bellowed suddenly. “Or are you’s saying that
it’ll rain on Tünden and blind all the barbarians?”
“Don’t be ignorant,” Eshlow commanded. “For it isn’t a cloud at all.”
“Oh yes, I’m sorry, because I’ve never seen a cloud before, I could
have easily mistaken it…”
Som had gasped in awe, taking a couple of skips towards it.
“Aretroth…”
“Aretroth is correct.” Eshlow looked to the skies.
“So the legends are true – a city that is full of Dragpies?”
Eshlow nodded again.
“The flying city – it indeed has been visible all this time – it was just
disguised!” Som seemed to be having a heart attack.
Enon raised his eyebrows. “A flying city?” he nodded around them
sarcastically, and looked up once more. “IT’S A CLOUD!” he bellowed
again.
“It is not!” Eshlow bellowed back, “And if you keep on I may decide
not to take you.”
“You’re going to take us there?” Som gasped, “To Aretroth?”
“Yes, Aretroth is moving over the border in the direction of Omær.
When the time is right we’ll fly back down. Simple.”
“And hundreds of Dragpies live there?” Zylas asked, beginning to
brim with excitement.
“Yes. Well, maybe not hundreds…”
“Well why do you live in a hive on the ground?”
The Dragpies exchanged nervous glances, and then Eshlow raised her
eyebrows slightly. “Scared of heights,” she said seriously, but in a way
that wasn’t entirely believable.
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Som was still amazed. “We’ll be like, the only humans to have been!
Aretroth – I am not believing this…”
“That’s not strictly true,” Eshlow said. “We had Wight up there, many
years ago. And the Rats.”
“Now look, I don’t want to be staying anywhere with a rat problem,”
Enon said humorously.
“The Rats?” Zylas frowned.
“The Rats were a family of spies – adopted father, son, father, son
business. They worked closely with Wight and he brought them to see
us. They had anagrams of their names – they were all different colours
you see – Blue Rat, Green Rat and so on. So they rearranged the letters
for everyday use: we had Tralube and Gartrene, and the most
humorous, Olleywart. Then there was Drater of course…”
“Drater!?” Zylas exclaimed, “Red Rat!”
“Yes, yes, rearrange the easy one why don’t you…”
“No, no – we know Red Rat don’t we – he helped Wight escape from
Acõth…”
“Well you wouldn’t know the others because they’re dead,” Eshlow
explained. “Except Olleywart who’s an old man now. But yes, we
remember Drater well. He stole some of our Shiva essence just to prove
that our security wasn’t as it should be. So we told him we didn’t
usually admit spies. I have a feeling he didn’t return it all though – that
he kept a globule and still has it – one was missing you see.
Unaccounted for.”
“You have globules of Shiva essence!?” Som yelled.
“Course we do. We’re descendants of the Kings of Magic remember.
We have them all – Boreas essence of wind; Poseidon essence of water
and Gaia essence of earth – like you possess Som. And then there’s
Shiva essence of strength, Asclepius essence of life and Sedah essence
of death.”
“I didn’t realise how gifted you were.”
“You will. Aretroth will wow you. Get on.”
The Dragpies squatted, and they had to climb onto the cold and bony
backs; Zylas and Enon on Eshlow, and Som and Arton on Shasa. Then
both of them kicked into the air, the wind whistling with them, and they
ploughed up to the dense cloud of Aretroth.
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Chapter 18:

THE CITY OF WINGS

Darkness had engrossed everything: the sky; the gardens; the pond –
and the thrushes were disturbed because they were squawking
something rotten.
“They’re indeed spooked, Gemina,” the twin said to her sister,
anxiously, turning her head to look through the small windowpanes.
Her reflection was all she could see by the dim candlelight; vibrant
black hair framing her coffee skin.
“Come away from the window Gemia,” Gemina said back, “because
the thrushes are not the only ones to be being spooked. The glass isn’t
strong and I am not wanting you to be sniped and leavin’ me fend all
alone by myself.”
Gemia heeded the advice, hopping across the front room and
scattering herb fragrance from the fire. “Are you packed?” she asked.
“My case hasn’t unpacked itself in the ten minutes since you last
asked. Listen: I’ve packed. Alright?”
“I’m just trying to think of things to say,” Gemia said, watching her
sister. “Because the nights are the longest and I don’t want to think
about the things that could indeed happen.”
“You won’t be having to after tonight will you?” Gemina said,
buttering some bread. “We’re leaving early tomorrow – we’ll be long
gone ‘fore tomorrow night.”
“They might come tonight – catch us on the eve of our escape! And
kill us – like they killed Vayu and Thor… they may be on their way this
minute…” There was a distinct sound from outside – footfalls and
brushing plants. The twins exchanged horrified glances. “…They may
already be here…”
There was a clank and a rapping on wood. Gemia leapt to her sister’s
side. “Damn, Gemina – what be that sound?”
Gemina left the bread, and furled up the sleeves of her purple-blue
gown, her deep brown eyes darting to the door leading to the hall. The
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smoke from the fire was slowly drifting towards the back of the room;
there was an unusual draft.
Gemia joined her side once more as they approached the hall, hearts
pounding, creeping stealthily. The rapping became more frequent, and
they huddled close to the wall, edging silently along it, slowly peering
around the frame… But they froze when they got to the hall, because
the rapping was not someone knocking, it was the open front door being
blown against the sideboard, and the night stared in at them.
Gemia swore, sending a torrent of fire through the doorway to scorch
the porch’s vicinity and kill any suspects lurking there. But no human
figures were illuminated by the blast – indeed, the only thing that
caught light was the doorframe. Gemia swore again. “Gö-d, Gemina I
tell you – they’re in here.”
“Yes, and it’s lucky I am after what you just did to the porch. What in
the blazes are you doing, you silly girl!? Setting fire to your own
house!”
The twins spun blindly around in a second to confront the man sitting
comfortably on the stairs. They blinked in surprised. “Oh Gö… what
the… Wight!?”
“Oh nice to see you too!” Wight said, straightening his dirty beard. “I
know I’m a bit travel-weary but I surely don’t look that bad!”
“How did you… when did… why did you leave the blasted door
open!?” Gemina smothered the doorframe with the welcome rug and
slammed the front door.
“Ah, you’re Gemina then. Oldest by ten minutes. Could never mix up
your purposefulness. But I don’t know what exactly the big deal is…
just an old friend popping in to see how you were.”
“Big deal? Big deal?” Gemina was heated. She pointed her finger at
him. “You broke into our house!”
Wight waved his hands sarcastically above his head. “Ooooooh, lock
me up. Again. Just not in Acõth, I’m slightly sick of the sight of it.”
The twins weren’t amused. “No, why is it that you are really here?”
Wight sighed, as if fretting being serious for a moment. “I believe you
are in danger.”
Both twins raised their eyebrows simultaneously. “Well-I-never,”
they said together in a sarcastic, monotonous drone. “How-did-youfigure-that-one-out?”
Wight pursed his lips in the silence. “And I’ve got some bad news…”
“Oh, so that wasn’t bad news?”
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“About Vayu and Thor.”
The twins dropped their eyes. “They’re dead, we are in the know.”
Gemia was cuttingly to the point.
“You know?”
“Course we do. The barbarians are killing us all. And somehow they
know where we live.”
“There was a scandal at The Council,” Wight explained. “The
chancellor’s changed sides – told the enemy everything, including
where citizens of The Region live.”
“The chancellor?” Gemina scoffed, “The ugly, fat man?”
Wight chuckled. “If you like.”
“And why is it that they targeting us exactly?”
“Because your magic is exceedingly powerful.”
Gemia chuckled. “Yeah, I know really, I just wanted to hear you say
that.”
Wight pressed on. “You are also allied to The Council.”
“Oh I see,” Gemina said. “You want us to fight with you.”
“Unless you plan to fight for Tyran, then I’ll have to kill you.” Wight
smiled.
Gemia smiled back. “You haven’t lost your wit.”
“Neither have you.” Wight paused for a moment and cocked his head
on one side. Then he seemed to shake himself free. “I can feel many
Hipnotized souls – the barbarians are coming this minute…”
“You sure you aren’t just saying that?”
“Do you honestly think…” Wight stuttered – something had
interrupted his aura. He went to the door, opened it and peered out.
Then he swore quite calmly, withdrew his head and shut the door again.
“Revised statement: They’re here.”
“What!” Gemina jumped to the window.
Wight had run to the kitchen at the back of the house to inspect the
back lawn. And he nearly had a heart attack, because a dozen arrows
were fired through the glass. He had to react instinctively, sending a
stream to repel the shards, and he blew them back the way they had
come.
“Get away from the window!” he bellowed, darting back into the hall,
blowing closed the kitchen door and then hearing delicate thumps on
the other side, decidingly like arrow-heads on wood. “Is there another
way out?”
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“This isn’t a flaming fairy house!” Gemina scolded. “We haven’t any
secret passages!”
Wight tutted and looked upwards with a sigh. “Oh well, ‘bout time I
kicked some butt again – been quite a time.” He drew Dorn with a regal
elegance. “Up the stairs, ladies.”
The twins scampered to the landing, Wight walking slowly backwards
behind them, focused on the door. A couple of arrows crept through the
front window, and he had to deflect them both with his sword. How he
managed to swing Dorn so fast as to hit them both simultaneously, even
Gö-d’d have to guess.
He reached the twins. “Ignite the bottom of the stairs,” he ordered.
“You want us to set fire to our own flamin’ house?!”
“Yes. I want you to set fire to your house and then it will be flamin’.”
Gemina rolled her eyes, flicking her wrists in the direction of the
lowest steps. This was no time for jokes.
Yellow flames blossomed along the first few steps, hall carpet and
banister, flickering among the darkness. Wight looked upwards again.
“Alright. Now we need to get onto the roof – is there a way?”
“Don’t you think you should have asked us that before you told us to
blitz our escape doors?” Gemia was rather tense.
Wight sighed. “I suppose I should. Well?”
Gemia growled in frustration. “There’s a skylight we indeed use for
star gazing,” she said, dragging Gemina from the landing towards it.
“Open it then.” Wight said, rather calmly. The front door was
subjected to a torrent of abuse, and it split from its hinges, the draft
sparking the fire into a frenzy. Surely it would have been easier if they
had just opened it. The glow illuminated the barbarians on the porch,
their expressions as vacant as if they were dead. Wight conjured
another air stream, and it spread the fire with roaring speed across the
hall and onto the barbarian clothing. There were yells of pain and anger
as they tumbled in a fiery mass, illuminating the hordes that had
gathered on the lawn.
“We can’t open it!” Gemina yelled from a nearby bedroom.
Wight turned to look at her, as smoke began to rise to the ceiling. “It
can’t be that taxing, woman!”
“You indeed come and do it then!”
Wight rolled his eyes. If you wanted something doing, do it yourself.
The barbarians had forced themselves into the hall – they had obviously
got in through the kitchen too – and were fighting to traverse the fire on
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the stairs. Wight blew them from their ascent and then went to see to
the twins.
“Move out the way,” he muttered, standing below the skylight.
“Bôrll!” he commanded, and the skylight was blown into the night, the
glass fragmenting from the force. “Keep the stairs burning, Gemia!”
Gemia ran to the landing and had to immediately blast a couple of
intruders back down to the depths. She wasn’t very forgiving of
intruders at the best of times, and this wasn’t a particularly good time.
“And watch for arrows!” Wight was creating a vertical vortex of
ascending wind, the column spiralling through the skylight. He turned
to Gemina. “Step in,” he urged.
“You crazy? You’ll blow me to the moons!”
“Oh just get in – you’ll be able to step right out. Hurry! I can’t hold it
there forever.”
Gemina did as she was told, and a gentle floatation slowly lifted her
up and into the night. She screamed at the sudden cold.
Gemia had been forced to retreat from her place at the top of the stairs
because she had accidentally ignited the landing and the fire was
spreading towards her.
“Gemia! In the vortex!” Wight bellowed, fighting to maintain it.
“You sure…” she began to mutter.
“Get in!” Wight’s eyes were hard and she didn’t argue, being whisked
to the roof like her sister. And then Wight followed them, perching on
the sloping tiles and searching for the flat section. The night was dark,
but the ground below was a torrent of movement – about three hundred
furious barbarians and waves of striking firelight.
The roof was stable – tiled, with an intricate array of slopes and
angles – with two dormer windows and hipped and mansard features.
Nevertheless, Gemina stumbled on the tiles and had to quickly steady
herself.
“At least it’s not thatch!” Wight yelled, and Gemina managed a laugh
in response.
But the ends of the roof – where gables were usually popular – sloped
low to the ground, and the barbarians were beginning to clamber onto
them. Smoke billowed up from the skylight, and flames danced in the
bedroom below.
“Our cases were in there!” Gemina yelled. “All our clothes!”
“Clothes can be replaced, even if they are as strange as yours – you
can’t.” Wight had drawn Dorn again, because the barbarians were
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stupid enough to challenge him. Twelve against Wight was insanely
unbalanced – they hardly got a chance to attack before they were sent
on a roll down fiery rooftop. They wouldn’t have been particularly
thrilled at the place where they landed either, had they been alive. But it
did save the job of manually cremating the bodies afterwards.
When flames were beginning to eat into the roof, and the tiles were
hot and were crumbling away under their feet, Wight decided that this
silly nonsense had gone on for long enough. He dispatched of the mob
he had been personally attached to, and called the twins (who were
rather hot under the collar themselves) to him. “Get either side of me.”
They met on the flat centre pitch. “Aim at the moons, girls.”
The fire emitted in a vertical torrent above their heads, and Wight
created a horizontal swirling wind that caught it and slung it outwards,
igniting the barbarian circle around them. And they dropped like
burning flies, smoke trailing as their bodies fell, the night rented with
cries and flickery sparks. And when the three defenders were atop the
highest point, fire surrounding them, Wight conjured a mighty wind,
and blew them clean away of the danger and into the night.
“Well Dagan, how did it go?”
“Well… erm… not as smoothly as Thor and Vayu, dark Leader, sir…”
“And what do you mean by that? The twins are dead?”
“…Well… not as such…”
“What!”
“Well… you see… they had help…”
“Blistering idiot! Hundreds of barbarians can’t even kill two stupid
girls!?”
“They had help, Leader, sir… I’m afraid, Wight made an appearance
before all the souls were Hipnotized. The barbarians were no match for
him.”
“Wight!? Damn that man! He always ruins everything! This would all
be sorted if it weren’t for his meddling. I should have killed him when
he was first locked away – when I had the chance. Slit his throat whilst
he was sleeping…”
“Indeed. Though you may have been exposed.”
“I already am, to a degree. Let us just hope the chance comes again. I
will not make the same mistake twice.”
*
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If Zylas ever did make it home and he told his peers he had ridden a
Dragpy (and they believed him), he would be the awe in their eyes for
many moons to come. Seeing one was rare enough; speaking was
exceptional; and flying upon one was just plain taking the biscuit. They
would shower him with questions like “Did you actually want to be
taken, or were you abducted?” and “What was it like?” The answer to
the latter was not anything glamorous, because Zylas hated the
experience and never wanted to ride one again. Unfortunate then, that
they were his only passage off Aretroth, not only his passage on. But
that was to be worried about later.
The air among the clouds was so cold Zylas thought he may be frozen
solid in his current position, which wasn’t anything graceful, and
wasn’t exactly comfortable. Eshlow’s back was so bony that it was like
sitting on tree roots, and her wings beat so loudly that it gave him a
headache. And he wasn’t overly keen at shooting through the air at a
few thousand feet, with only a couple of unreliable Dragpy feathers to
cling on to.
But he forgot everything, as when they ploughed through the dark
cloud, emerging clammy and damp, he saw a sight of total wonder and
amazement. His ears were already exploding, and he was having
enough trouble breathing as it was, but the sight of a floating city was,
well… not something you see everyday. There was a tremendous rocky
keel, like the base of a ship, being held aloft by a zillion shimmering
particles, and upon it were hundreds of Dragpy settlements, gardens and
parks. At either end were colossal funnels, spouting a stream of the
colourful particles that kept Aretroth aloft, and in the very centre was an
even bigger one, and from it the dense cloud poured, encircling the city
and concealing it from view from the ground. Yet it was clear to the
heavens, the evening black looking down upon the cloudy basin, and
Zylas just assumed that it would be pointless to cover the top as no one
would see it anyway.
Zylas forgot his discomfort – hooked by the splendid architecture and
landscaping. The buildings resembled honeycombs in short – and were
made from a chemical resin like stucco. But they were the most
beautiful honeycombs, and rather obviously the largest. And streams
wavered round them, bubbling in brooks or churning down waterfalls
through channels of blossoming evergreen and bare deciduous – Zylas
wondered how the buildings didn’t get washed away. Eshlow had
slowed her speed, her wings beating calmly, and she looked down upon
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the green and earth and grain fields, and her heart did a thousand turns
beneath her rib cage.
They flew low over the earthy mounds, gliding to the cobbled
roadsides where they landed heavily. So heavily in fact that Enon jolted
off and landed flat on his back in one of the grain fields. There was
something about Eshlow’s laugh that suggested it wasn’t entirely by
accident.
“You’s should come with a warning,” Enon moaned as he climbed
back to his feet, “‘Liable to spontaneous accidents’. Flamin’ women
drivers…”
Eshlow’s face turned sour as Zylas dismounted of his own accord,
almost bow-legged. “If you’re not planning to ride me,” she asked,
“how do you propose to leave? Jump?”
“I’ll probably do less damage to myself.”
Shasa swooped in low behind them a little way off, her talons
skimming the ground as she landed with a trot. “Hey Enon, get your
dirty hands off our grain you lout!”
Eshlow started laughing again as Enon trudged to the roadside, hands
on his hips and dusted with grain seeds. “Believe me, if I had to make a
list of everything I would like to eat, this seedy scree would come
somewhere at the bottom.”
Som, Arton and Shasa had begun to walk over (the human pair rather
stiffly), wry smiles on their faces.
“Quite a place,” Zylas said, scanning the vicinity. They were on a
road in the middle of some fields, and some tall, earth-mound buildings
rose a short distance away, entrances studding every level. The air
swum freshly by, and he gestured to them. “They look important.
Carvings of dragons?”
“It’s the great Igor dragon clan,” Eshlow said, “the clan that spouted
us Dragpies. The centre piece is Igor himself.” She seemed to shudder.
“They’re government buildings. Well, I suppose they still are, I haven’t
seen this place for years – we better go and reintroduce ourselves…”
she looked over at Shasa, and they weren’t exactly brimming with
confidence.
“You have your own government?” Enon asked.
“Course we do. We don’t follow ignorant human laws – we have our
own: The Code of the Slllan. Arkön himself wrote ‘em down once…
and get out of the grain fields, we’ve already told you. We have to eat
from there.”
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Enon darted onto the road, kicking seeds out with him. “Do you
actually eat that?”
“Well, we’re not growing it to look pretty.”
Zylas could see why – he’d never seen grain like it, and he wasn’t
particularly impressed. “What exactly is it?”
“It’s a GM crop,” Eshlow explained, “‘Grown Magically’. Real crops
won’t grow at this altitude so we inject magic into them. They’re
entirely edible.”
“We wouldn’t grow things that we couldn’t eat, would we?” Shasa
said.
“Dunno; you’s invented a mist that could only hurt you’s; and you’s
invented an object that you’s couldn’t use. I have to wonder whether
you’s grow food that you’s canny eat.” Enon raised his eyebrows as if
he were really wondering.
Eshlow ignored him. “We better go to HQ. Show them that we’ve
come back.”
Shasa nodded timidly, looking over at the grimy grey, multileveled,
intricately sculpted government buildings. “They’re not going to like it.
Come on then.”
The road was straight, leading directly to the ground level, central
entrance of the largest building, and the grimy Igor glared at them as
they approached. Enon began humming, looking at the sky as he
walked. It was obviously grating on Eshlow, but before she could turn
and rasp at him to shut up, Enon spoke himself. “All this cloud being
spouted to cover this city, and you’s forget to cover the top.”
Eshlow was anxious enough without Enon probing their intelligence.
“It doesn’t need to cover the top. The cloud stretches high enough so
you can’t see Aretroth from the ground.”
“What about viltures? They can fly.” Zylas had said this.
“Only just,” Eshlow scoffed. “We’re far higher than any other
creature can fly. No vilture could come across us simply because they
are physically unable to fly high enough.”
“Light weights,” Shasa added with a smirk. Zylas suspected that
Dragpies and viltures weren’t the best of friends.
Eshlow continued. “You don’t think we’d go to all that trouble to
cover the bottom and the sides and forget to cover the top?”
“I did wonder,” Enon said. “First you’s make a mist that only
harms…”
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“Are you saying that Dragpies are the only creatures that can fly this
high?”
“In the present world, yes. In Ancient times the phoenixes may have
made it – and the dragons could have easily. And probably the Flamefeathered Eagles, until you flew them into extinction.”
What about the harpies? How high could…”
“Oh here we go,” Eshlow interrupted with a sigh, looking ahead.
Zylas saw five Dragpy shapes flying towards them, apparently from
one of the upper entrances of the government buildings. They swooped
low, skimming the ground in front of them. “Esl Shlla □fsh
eksh∆llsss?” The leading Dragpy bellowed as she landed in front of
them. “Shaaal Aksh∆… and you’ve got humans with you! Better speak
so they can understand us too; flying through the security cloud is
illegal without a permit! And bringing humans here?! Who are you?”
There was a royalness about her. Eshlow and Shasa winced.
“Good to see you too, Arshall,” Eshlow said quietly.
The Dragpy she was talking to frowned, though her eyes warmed with
recognition. “Well I never. It’s been some time, Eshlow.”
“I know – twenty years…”
“Why have you come back? You were made Queen of that hive by all
your criminals – but you are not Queen here.” Arshall didn’t exactly say
‘I am’, but it was obvious that she was. “You can’t just swan back
when you like – you had a fifty-five year sentence…”
“It’s complicated.”
“Cûllan mist is complicated. And so are humans, as you very well
know.” Arshall looked at the four humans. “You know the Code. And it
looks like you’ve broken another of the laws. This better be good.”
“Like I say, it’s…”
“Complicated, I see. It’s also another twenty years – you may be dead
before you’re allowed back here. Don’t you know the Code? Has the
attack rendered you completely stupid? I didn’t want you banished in
the first place but you left us with no choice…”
“The attack was one hell of a shock – and I want to know how the
barbarians got their filthy paws on the cûllan formula.”
“So do we. Maybe you can tell us.” Arshall’s stare was hard.
“Are you suggesting? Someone from the hive?”
“There are only two species who’ve ever known the cûllan formula,
and one of them is extinct. That means that a Dragpy gave it away, and
I’m not going to be happy with the culprit.”
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“It destroyed my hive! How could it be one of my…”
“You’re all criminals, Eshlow, don’t you forget that. And now you’ve
broken another of our laws today. I ask you: Don’t you want to be let in
to Aretroth ever again or something?”
“I had to bring them – the Code accounts for special
circumstances…”
“You just better hope your circumstances are deemed special
enough.”
“Wait a minute…” Zylas started, “criminals? You’re a criminal?”
“Yes. They both are.” Arshall spoke before Eshlow could answer.
“They have been banished from Aretroth for breaking a law of our
Code.”
“I don’t want to talk about it,” Eshlow said quickly. She turned to the
Queen. “Arshall, please – keep my trespass amongst us.”
Arshall pursed her lips. “As you wish. And what about them…” she
shot a finger at the humans. “You realise if they stay here too long
they’ll loose the ability of their limbs, haemorrhage repeatedly, and
eventually suffocate?”
Eshlow dropped her head. Enon raised his so quickly he almost got
whiplash. “What the hell did you’s just say?”
“Oh, so you haven’t told them.”
“What’s all this?” Enon was frantic.
“We’re thousands of feet high…” Eshlow said, “oxygen is low at
such altitudes – the air is unforgivingly thin. We have to produce more
of it – replicate oxygen atoms so we can comfortably breathe. Clone
them. Though you’re not used to the Cloning System – you can only
stay here a short time or you’re body will reject the magic. Your red
blood cells will wise up to the fact that it isn’t real oxygen they’re
carrying, and you’ll stop respiring. That’s bad.”
“And were you’s going to tell us exactly?” Enon asked, his pitch
rising.
“Of course I was.”
“Enough. Come with me, all of you.” Arshall looked directly at Shasa
and Eshlow. “You’re both in big trouble.” She began to walk back
along the road to the grimy building, her silent minions at her side.
The others began to follow despondently, dragging their feet
somewhat. Zylas wasn’t overly keen on this new information. “How
long can we stay here – safely I mean?”
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Arshall answered, but without looking at him. “To be safe, forty
hours. Any longer and you’ll permanently damage yourself. Around
sixty hours you’ll die. That’s if you have the option to stay that long.”
“Well, how far into Laizwerth will we be in forty hours?”
They came to the entrance of the huge earth mound and stopped.
“About forty miles. Now, all of you follow me.”
The passages were brightly lit, and adequately comfortable. The
rooms were all identical – bare and musty, studded with holes. Arshall
stopped outside a large hall, the floor carpeted with vine leaves. There
was a stone lintel above the door, and it declared a message: ‘Es Shlaaa,
Aslllas∆h l□ssh Elllonslh’.
The hall was bare apart from a large slab in the middle of the room
and a fire in one corner that flamed beneath a grate in the floor. Though
the walls were awash with carvings and pictures. Arshall went up to one
of the tablets and hammered it with a fist. “This, Eshlow, is The Code
concerning Humans. Written out beautifully for you to see.” There was
a list of nine laws, written in Dragpy, and at the end of each sentence
was a picture illustrating simply what was forbidden. Enon scanned his
eyes down them, and stopped suddenly a third of the way down.
“What the hell’s going on with that picture in law Three!? That’s
totally disgusting. I always thought you’s looked at me differently
Eshlow.”
Arshall rolled her eyes. “I don’t think that is a law that Eshlow will be
breaking.”
“Especially with you,” Eshlow growled, her teeth bared.
Enon raised his hands. “Hey, hey. I didn’t scrawl the filth on your
walls…”
“Shut up and sit down.” Arshall had had enough, and perched on the
end of the central slab, her minions standing close by. “Eshlow, if you
could please answer me. Why have you brought these humans to
Aretroth?”
“Because they were in need, Arshall, and it was the only way,”
Eshlow said, her voice slightly shaky.
“I am confused,” Arshall growled. “Why are you helping them?”
“Because I owe them.” She looked across at Shasa. “We both owe
them. They had my word, and so I’m fulfilling law four.”
“I see. And what have you agreed to do?”
Eshlow wavered. “I’ve agreed to help them find the boy’s father.”
“And how do you propose to do that? Do you have a map?”
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Eshlow smiled. “In a way, yes. We have a map.”
Arshall’s expression hardened. “What kind of map?”
“Well, more like a compass, actually.”
“A compass?” Arshall’s expression changed again, as if something
had clicked in her mind. “Can you show me this, this compass please?”
Eshlow turned to look at Zylas. She nodded at him.
Zylas reached into his furs and drew out the Dias, and he felt the
atmosphere in the room shift..
Arshall’s expression had not changed, but her eyes had grown soft
and warm. “Well I never. I have heard much about you – and what
happened with Wight…” Arshall smiled sympathetically. “To be
honest, his sarcasm grated on me. But you should steer clear of the
other government members because they were very fond of him. And
the Dias…” she looked at Eshlow. “The very reason you were banished.
Returned to see us…” she looked as if she may cry. “You can stay as
long as you wish – obviously you should leave after forty hours – but, if
you’d prefer to take your chances with the haemorrhages… well, isn’t
this just grand.”
There was a shocked silence – Zylas had known that the Dias was a
kind of ‘bond’, but Arshall had had a personality transplant over it.
There was one more surprise too. “Oh, and another thing,” Arshall said,
moving to the threshold. “Follow me. You needn’t look any further for
your father. He arrived here this morning.”
Zylas’s heart leapt into his mouth, and he sped off after Arshall
leaving the others to drag behind. His father? Here? Unbelievable – but
Arshall seemed pretty sure of herself. Luckily, they stayed on the
ground floor, so Zylas didn’t have to be lifted through any of the holes
in the ceiling, and anticipation was building as he hurried on through
the passages.
Arshall had stopped a way down the following passage, staring
through a doorway. “I’ve got a surprise for you,” she said to the room –
or rather, to the person in the room – his father. “Your son’s come to
see you.”
“My son?”
The reply was instant, and Zylas had finally reached the doorway –
and he knew the voice. He knew it! But it wasn’t his father’s voice. No,
no. Not at all.
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“Granddad!” Zylas stood transfixed in the doorway looking at his
grandfather’s well-kept white beard and rose-satin robe that he hadn’t
seen for what seemed like a decade.
“Zylas?” Diadon squinted – standing up from his make shift bed.
“Zylas!”
“Gö-d how are you?” Zylas asked, running and hugging the King –
remembering his royal fragrance.
“Better than I was a minute ago! How are you, Zy?”
“Wait… wait…” Arshall had flown in with them. “Who –
‘Granddad’? ‘Zylas’? Diadon, who is this?”
“Arshall, this is Zylas, my grandson.”
“You are not Totan?” Arshall looked hard at Zylas. “Totan was the
Dias-bearer.”
“Totan’s my dad,” Zylas said. “He’s the one we’re trying to find…”
Zylas’s heart had taken a sudden drop after discovering it was not his
father he would be seeing. It was rather nasty considering, but his
grandfather just wasn’t the same.
“And how on earth did you get up here in Aretroth?” Diadon asked.
“We – that is; me, Som, Enon and Arton, were taken here by two
Dragpies, Eshlow and Shasa. We helped them after the cûllan attack on
their hive.”
“They’re here?” Diadon said, jumping slightly, but he froze as he saw
the doorway, because they had finally caught up and entered.
“Diadon!” Som yelled. “So this is where you have indeed been hiding
away!”
Diadon seemed to blush, and he hid it well. “I’ve had to have time to
think…”
“Think? You mean review the events.” Som nodded knowingly, and
Zylas could have kicked him.
“The Council,” Arton interrupted. “The attack. The infringement. The
infiltration. Whatever you want to call it. What happened?”
“Wait one second,” Arshall growled, raising her arm. “You’re not
Totan? Then who are you?”
Zylas was pleased of the distraction, but concerned over Arshall’s
interest. “I said. I’m Zylas. Son of Totan and grandson of Diadon.”
“I trust they are all welcome to stay,” Diadon said, anxious to move
from the subject of The Council.
Arshall nodded quickly. “Yes, yes. Any friend of yours is a friend of
ours and all that. But how do you have the Dias? Totan gave it to you?”
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“Yes. Before he left on his journey. I guess he had been warned that
the enemy may want it. Didn’t want to walk it into their hands.”
“And what are you planning to do? You’re going to do just that in
trying to find your father?” Arshall put her hands on her hips.
“My father holds the key to end this war – if we find him he could use
the Dias to end it right there and then. But we will not walk it into their
hands. It’ll be destroyed before that can happen.” Zylas stared hard at
Arshall, without flinching.
Arshall raised her eyebrows. “Oh, I should have known it’d be about
the war. It’s all you humans are capable of. And you…” she looked
long at Eshlow. “Law six – ‘A Dragpy must not join, or otherwise help,
a human side at a time of war’. You know that. Is it your sole aim to
break every one of our laws or something?”
“Technically, all I am doing is helping a boy find his father. What
happens after that has nothing to do with me – my oath is fulfilled.”
Arshall smiled then, which was kind of a relief. She turned her head
slightly. “I’ll show you to your rooms. Follow me again; there are
rooms around here. But I advise you only go explore if Eshlow, or the
other one [Shasa glared], is with you – we don’t want any unnecessary
accidents.”
Som looked as though he wanted to continue quizzing Diadon, but
Zylas gave him a hard stare and ushered him away, leaving Diadon
alone to curse and fret among the fragrance of petal wash.
Zylas’s mind was berated. He lay alone among the straw-fabric and
cloth, staring at the grey-brown ceiling and thinking far too much. They
had found Diadon – but why he was in Aretroth no one could tell, and
he was yet to be questioned about The Council. He kept thinking too
about his dream – with Totan and his mother and Hesta – and then the
vision with the girl from the orb of Etaf, and the fact that he had been
called Oweny, or something. His head hurt, but that may have been
because of the altitude.
It was now approaching the early hours, and Zylas was yet to sleep.
His eyes were heavy and the make shift bed was somehow very
comfortable. The smoky candle fragrance was calming and there was a
suitable silence – calming and suitably silent…
He woke suddenly, in a sweat – there was smoke and branded
footprints – and vibrant, lightning-blonde hair… He sat upright,
breathing heavily, but still weary. The window was emitting fresh
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morning air – the sky that was visible above the smoke-cloud horizon
was opal – streaked red with dawn, and the breeze was gentle.
Enon slept still across the room, curled among the unusual garments,
Leaf nearby and the ediug ever on him. Snake’s Tooth lay where it had
been left, and the Dias was apparent upon his neck. Zylas looked upon
the fields where they had landed the previous evening, and noticed
Dragpy shapes moving among the GM crops, picking or inspecting or
something. He got up steadily, having slept in his clothes, and pushed
his head through the window and into the breeze.
The wind seemed to clear his mind, as well as ruffling his thick hair,
and he noticed how thirsty he was – it was as if he had a mouthful of
sand. He looked back towards the room’s door and out into the corridor,
noticing their packs lying close at hand.
There was an early-morning silence, broken only be Enon’s rhythmic
breathing. How early in the morning Zylas did not know, for there were
no time-keeping instruments at hand, and dawn was unpredictable in
winter.
The corridors were empty, their walls clear and grainy through the
natural light, and the candlesticks were knobbled and stumpy, yet to be
lit. Zylas was huddled within his furs, for the complex was cold and
airy – there were many windows from which the wintry air entered. He
looked only half-heartedly for Eshlow, and was pleased when he didn’t
find her – it was no fun exploring if you had a guide with you. Rather
beside the point, actually.
A way along his nose caught the welcome scent of baking food –
Dragpies ate meat raw, but they often cooked grain and baked various
breads. It obviously wasn’t difficult when your mouth was an oven. He
followed the scent through the passages and saw no one, or, more
accurately, no thing. His senses were enthralled and his mouth was
watering, when he came to a hole in the floor and noticed the smell
coming directly from it. He cursed. It wasn’t necessarily a long way
down, but he didn’t know how he could get back through. Why was the
kitchen below ground level? Stupid Dragpies. But a kitchen also meant
water, and he was desperate for it. So he carefully got down on his
hands and knees and lowered himself until he was hanging by his
fingertips. Then he dropped and landed nimbly, stumbling, but careful
not to make a noise: a kitchen also meant a cook. And it was just his
luck that the cook was the grumpiest and most aggressive Dragpy alive.
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The corridor opened out into a large, pillared room with various
alcoves and sections. There were crates of fruit and vegetables, and
bags of flour and more GM crops. Zylas could hear the cook over the
hiss and fizz of boiling water – singing, in an ambiguous sort of way.
She was hidden behind an alcove, though Zylas could see her wings
jutting out, and smoke flurried around her and out through a hole in the
ceiling into the open air. Dough lay in lumps on the nearby table, and
Zylas stepped carefully over, wondering whether to interrupt or not. But
before he could decide something caught his eye and he turned,
retching at the sight.
There were dead animals, skinned and red dripping, hanging from
stakes on the ceiling. Their flesh was runny and string-like, and bones
protruded from severed limbs. The cook had obviously heard him;
because she stopped singing and popped her head round to look. She
was not a pretty Dragpy, which was saying something, and Zylas felt
like retching again.
“Who are you?” she rasped in human, spittle looping from her lips,
which was rather unsanitary given her job.
“Me… I’m…” Zylas stuttered, stepping back involuntarily.
“You are?” She began walking towards him.
“…Ju… just leaving…” Zylas stammered.
“I don’t think so. A human! Snooping around my kitchen! A spy
coming to steal my recipes!” She put a strong arm on Zylas’s shoulder.
Zylas would have said that he would never have bought her
cookbook, had he not been petrified. “I just wanted a drink of water!”
The Dragpy’s lip curled. “Oh I’ve got something better than water…”
She lifted him clean off his feet and carried him to a putrid-smelling
barrel. “We’ve ‘ad your kind ‘ere before – stealing our globules!”
Zylas closed his eyes, because the smell was enough to raise his
stomach to the back of his throat and he didn’t particularly want to look
at it too. “I’m no spy…”
“Course you’re not,” she snapped, “you’re just here to look at the
pretty flowers, aren’t you.” She was somewhat sarcastic. “Nothing to do
with our Essences or Grown Magically crop, is it?”
“Let him go, Brash.”
Zylas was panting slightly, hoping that he wasn’t ‘let go’ into the
barrel.
“I’m going to – give me a minute and we can have spy soup…”
“Not into the barrel, Brash. Put him down.”
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It was Arshall who had come to his rescue, standing hands-on-hips in
the rooms centre. Zylas was lowered to the floor, his knees shaking.
“I thought he may be a spy,” Brash said gruffly.
“Oh yes, because human spies can really fly up to Aretroth on their
own, can’t they.”
“We’ve had ‘em before.”
“Yes, but he was invited. And there’s no real evidence that…”
“I’m not talking about him. Have you forgotten about the princess?”
Arshall bit her lip. “The theft of The Stones was a one off. I won’t let
anything like that happen again.”
“Well I’m sorry if I’m not filled with confidence.” Brash raised her
eyebrows.
“Stop being difficult. Zylas is one of our guests.” Arshall took him by
the arm, and he was rather grateful to be led from Brash’s clutches.
“Then you should keep your guests under control.”
Arshall looked hard at him. “I thought I had.” She lifted him under
the arms and floated upwards through the hole in the ceiling and out
into the grain fields. Their relationship was strained when they landed.
“I thought I said not to go anywhere without Eshlow.”
Zylas looked at the floor, somewhat disdainfully. “I know, I’m sorry.
I couldn’t find her and I needed a drink.” Plus Arshall had only advised
it anyway. Zylas decided it would be better if he didn’t mention that.
Luckily, Arshall smiled. “Weren’t thinking of animal blood though, I
bet.”
Zylas laughed in relief. “Well, it wasn’t the first thing that came to
mind.”
Arshall led him to the wall of the building where a tap sprung. “Water
is tapped off at the side of every building directly from the creeks – it’s
perfectly pure.” She turned the tap and water cascaded into the first of
an assortment of shells. She gave it to him.
Zylas took it gratefully. “Thanks. That cook whats-her-name – Brash
– is she, well… actually a she?”
Arshall laughed. “Yes. Just about. Dragpies are all female –obviously
mostly harpy, since the Igor dragon clan were all male. That’s why
Aretroth is so efficient.”
Zylas thought it polite to laugh.
“Though we’ve been having trouble with the entire Cloning System
lately – the pressure’s been steadily building – we hope it’s just a frozen
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pipe that’ll thaw soon or something. The oxygen’s still replicating, so
that’s the main thing.”
“Oh great,” Zylas said sarcastically. “Can I have a look at it?”
“You wanna what?”
“Have a look – at the Cloning System – I’m interested, that’s all.”
A pained expression doted Arshall’s face. “Well, you’ll see
something else that you probably won’t like. Something even you
humans won’t find humane.”
Zylas raised his eyebrows. “Like what? And, well, this has been
bugging me; if you’re all female, how do you… I mean… how are you
born?”
Arshall swallowed thickly. “That is what you won’t find humane.
Follow me.” And she said it so tentatively that Zylas had to wonder
what on earth they were doing in Aretroth.
She led him over a hill of maize, where a huge lake lay serene in the
distance, and over to a gigantic earth building. There was the same
engraving on the lintel at the entrance: ‘Es Shlaaa, Aslllas∆h l□ssh
Elllonslh’, and Zylas was going to ask what it meant when Arshall
spoke.
“To answer your question, Zylas,” she led him down a slope into the
gloom. “…We’re not.”
“You’re not born?” Zylas’s eyes fought to get used to the darkness, as
there were no windows.
“We’re freaks, Zylas. Remember that.” Zylas hadn’t forgotten. They
walked a little further and then Arshall stopped. Zylas could barely see
a thing, though he was aware he was now in a spacious arena. “We’re
like GM crops ourselves.”
Zylas was going to say; ‘what, ugly with hard shells’ though decided
it wasn’t the time. “What? GM crops?” He managed a frown in the
darkness.
“We’re grown, Zylas. Grown with magic.” And Arshall ran her hand
over a light orb she was standing next to, and the whole arena was
illuminated by a gigantic globe. Zylas nearly yelled out at what he saw.
He was standing at the edge of a colossal pit, where gloom festered in
every corner and clung to the things that were clustered within. There
were about a thousand elliptical, pod-like eggs, made from a thin
organic fabric that clearly showed their contents. In each pulsing
capsule was a pale orange liquid goo, and within that was a small,
biomechanical shape.
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“Gö-d…” Zylas gasped, looking around, shocked.
“Yes indeed,” Arshall muttered. “That’s exactly what we’re doing:
playing Gö-d.”
“You’re right,” Zylas began, feeling sick to his stomach. “This is
inhumane.”
“Lucky then that we’re not human.” Arshall had spoken with an
insensitive tone. “Wonder what humans’d do if they were on the brink
of extinction.”
Zylas looked hard at her, his eyes soft. She did have a point – the
other choice was to slowly die out one by one, which wouldn’t have
been much fun, he supposed.
Arshall cast a longing look over the capsules. “Each one contains an
unformed Dragpy. Cloning Bacteria, the same stuff that clones the
oxygen, is pumped in with them to make them grow and develop.”
“They’re growing at this minute?”
“No, not now. Aretroth can’t take any more weight – the magic
holding us up would buckle and that would be interesting. The Cloning
Bacteria aren’t being pumped in yet – they’re all focused on replicating
the oxygen now. Not doing a very good job though – Like I said,
something dodgy is going on with the Cloning System.”
“So the bacteria – they just get pumped in and the Dragpies start to
form?”
“Yes. Three months it takes them to grow – This lot’ve been
unchanged for a few months now.”
“Can I see the Cloning System?”
“Can you see it? I suppose so – it’s below the arena, though I don’t
know exactly why you’d want to. And it is playing up like I’ve said.”
“Yeah, yeah – I just want to see it. You know – see what magic can
do.”
“Follow me then, careful not to fall.”
There was a long, winding ramp that curled downwards to the
stippled ground and through a hole in the floor. The pods passed
unnervingly close, and the unformed Dragpy organisms leered mutely
through the viscous liquid. The thin fabric pulsed as they passed, and
shivers ran down Zylas’s spine.
“They make me feel sick,” he muttered.
Arshall seemed to take offence. “Yeah, well human foetuses aren’t
exactly oil paintings themselves.”
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Zylas averted his eyes to the pod-floor, where a network of the same
organic piping and tubes ran the room’s length, branching into the
metal bottom of each pod. They all originated from the same spot too,
disappearing through a hole in the centre of the room and into the
depths below.
Even though the sight was sickly and stomach churning, Zylas found
himself hanging back at the threshold, captivated in an insanely
engrossed way, and Arshall had to steer him gently through.
“Come now, the System is just a little further down here. I hope the
warden’s in a good mood – she probably won’t like you being here.”
“Is that where those tubes were disappearing to?”
Arshall nodded. “They carry the Bacteria to each single pod.”
Zylas was going to press another question, though he was cut short by
something as unwelcome as it was unexpected. Just ahead was a
gigantic, chrome coloured barrel that looked like a boiler, and it was
fizzing with steam at a rate duly deemed dangerous. Arshall spotted it
and her eyes widened like a fish’s. But before she could move, the
chrome boiler-thing exploded in a flurry of sparks and boiling water,
thrashing the walls with flame, rain and shards of shrapnel. There was a
screech of pain from around a corner somewhere unseen, and a siren
whirred to life as a fountain jetted high towards the ceiling from the
clawed metal remains of the boiler-thingamajig. There was also Arshall
swearing rather loudly in a number of languages at its wake. She ran
forward, as the water continued to spout from the flaming innards, and
Zylas hurried after her towards it.
“Ward□lsh!” She yelled as she rounded the corner, and found the
Dragpy warden strewn over some piping, studied with shrapnel.
“Ward□lsh! Are you OK!?”
The warden rasped back at her in Dragpy, probably saying how nice
the weather was or something.
“It’ll be fine – we’ll get you sorted out…” Arshall was flapping her
hands, water puddling at her feet with the siren continuing its whining.
“Why are you talking in human?!” Ward□lsh hissed, in human
herself, as if worried Arshall could no longer talk Dragpy. “That bloody
pressure gauge! I’ve been telling you it weren’t right for weeks! Ever
since you put all them extra Bacteria in the System – and now it’s gone
and blown up next to me!”
“Calm down dear, it’s a reversal. That’s all that’s needed…” Arshall
hopped an arc around the flaming mechanism to an array of levers.
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“Arshall, don’t ‘calm down’ me! If you don’t release some of that
steam pressure then the whole System will explode and then I will be
annoyed!”
Arshall began to sweat, scanning her hands over the different
coloured levers. Zylas had joined them slowly, in a trance-like shock.
The System was a mechanical array of pistons, shacks and cylindrical
rotundas, pumps and particle capsules. He was sure there must be quite
a bit of flammable liquid in it, and so wasn’t overly keen on seeing it
explode. “What is the steam pressure control?!” Arshall screamed
frantically. “Where’s the system override?!”
“It’s the red and yellow crank for mercy’s sake!” Ward□lsh meant
business.
Arshall turned the crank frantically around 180˚ and the hissing and
alarms finally subsided, the fountain and bubbling froth calming down
to a shallow rippling pool. There was an exhaustive silence where the
two Dragpies panted in exhaustion. And Zylas just stood looking rather
perplexed, though he supposed he must be happy that it hadn’t
exploded next to him.
“And now,” Ward□lsh panted, “would you mind pulling out some of
the metal that’s serrated itself in me!”
There was a flurry of movement from the arena floor above them, and
frantic Dragpies rushed in to see what on earth had happened. Gasps
and muttering encapsulated them as they saw the jagged remains of the
pressure gauge, and Enon had somehow fought his way with them to
the front. “That canny be good,” he said. He was probably right.
“Slllan!” Arshall yelled. “Hekshhh Ward□lsh mainshanensh! Get her
to the vetinary!”
Dragpies pushed past Zylas, pressing him to the wall, and they
scooped Ward□lsh up carefully and levered her away back towards the
arena floor.
“Queen! Arshall!” A Dragpy of considerable size pushed towards
them. “What the hell are these humans doing here? I hope for their
sakes that you know them. And what happened with the System? We
need that to live!”
Arshall shushed her. “Senator, get the riff-raff out of here. I want
government members only – and the humans. They are friends. Go and
get Eshlow and Shasa too.”
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The Senator raised her eyebrows. “Eshlow? She was banished for
fifty years, if you remember Queen – this has obviously been a big
shock to you…”
“No! She’s here. She brought the humans with her – I’ll explain after,
but we need to sort the System as soon as possible.”
The Senator pulled a face. Eshlow? Fooling around with humans
again? She hoped law three was still unbroken – that would be going
too far…
“Senator! Hurry!”
The Senator shook herself clear and began ushering the ‘riff-raff’
back out the way they’d come. There were audible protests, but they all
sidled out rather quickly – Zylas wondered whether there was such
thing in Dragpy law as the guillotine.
“Are you’s OK, Zy?” Enon asked quietly, fighting his way up to him.
Zylas nodded slowly. “Suppose – but that thing controls the oxygen
levels – if it goes kaput then we all go kaput.”
“Zylas!” Arshall yelled through the whining. “Where are Som and
Arton? The time we really need members of The Council here and
they’re still in bed I bet!”
“I’m sure they’ll be here soon. What happened?” Zylas and Enon
joined Arshall at the main rotunda, looking at the chrome.
“The pressure got too high. It’s been building ever since we withdrew
the other half of the Cloning Bacteria back to the System to help with
the oxygen replication. I don’t understand though – There wasn’t
enough of them to cause this much energy… it coped with them all at
the start.”
“Arshall! What is it that is going on?” Som and Arton had been led
down to them by a concerned looking Shasa and Eshlow.
“The Senator said something about a rupture in the System?!”
“The pressure was too high – it blew a gasket.” Arshall was meek.
“There must be too many Cloning Bacteria in there then. Did you put
even more in?!” Eshlow’s voice had risen in pitch.
“NO! The system should have coped with it fine…” Arshall began to
unhinge a metallic flap on the rotunda, levering shutters apart. “The
Cloning Bacteria are all in this capsule,” She flicked a switch and the
twin wings of the rotunda lifted and parted. “There isn’t a dangerous
number at all look… oh… … Gö-d damn…”
The cylindrical glass capsule was throbbing with a green mass of
submerged organisms, plastering every inch of the transparent surface.
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There was a shocked silence, where everyone turned to look at Arshall.
“That looks like a rather dangerous number to me,” Eshlow said slowly.
“No wonder the pressure gauge blew.”
“But… I don’t understand… there was never that number before – the
little gits must have multiplied!”
“They’re Cloning Bacteria for Gö-d’s sake!” Enon yelled.
“They’re not supposed to clone themselves!”
“But they’re bacteria! Bacteria do multiply!” Zylas yelled. Hmm, so
his biology lessons had taught him something.
“Yes,” Arshall said quietly, “usually. That’s why we use them –
they’ve got a special knack for replicating, and making things grow and
develop. They have minds – rather simple ones, but they know what
they’re doing – they’re alive, you see.”
“So what is it that has gone wrong?” Som asked.
Arshall shrugged. “We had them all focused at replicating the atoms –
that’s what was in each little mind – ‘make more oxygen, make more
oxygen’. Don’t know what went wrong – why their populations
suddenly exploded.”
A group of Senators had made it to the top of the ramp, and were
hurtling down towards them. They didn’t look best pleased. “Arshall!
Arshall! We’ve got a problem!”
“I was aware.” Arshall raised her eyebrows as they approached.
“No, the Air Tunnels have shut down – the oxygen levels are falling
rapidly.” The foremost Senator stopped suddenly when she saw the
green mass in the glass capsule. “Oh my gosh, what’s happened here?”
“Did you just say the Tunnels are down? We have no more oxygen?”
“Yes – no more oxygen is being produced. What’s all this mess?”
Arshall sighed deeply. “The reason. The Cloning Bacteria have
somehow multiplied. The energy was being harboured and conducted
through the rotunda, and the pressure soared, then blew the gauge.”
Zylas shook his head disdainfully. “The Bacteria; they’re replicating
themselves, not the oxygen. I suppose it must have disturbed everything
when the rest of them were added, and they got confused. All they’re
thinking now is ‘replicate ourselves’.”
“Great,” the Senator hissed sarcastically. “Well we haven’t got long
to sort them out. We’ll have breathed it all in soon enough, and the
plants don’t photosynthesise fast enough.” She whispered closer. “If we
don’t get these Bacteria back on track, we’ll all be dead by the
morning.”
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“By the morning!” Enon yelled. “How much oxygen do you’s need?”
“A lot,” Eshlow hissed, “we’ve many cells that need to respire.”
“Well isn’t this good.” Arton folded his arms. “The day we come to
Aretroth, the life-support machine snuffs it.”
“That isn’t helpful,” Eshlow hissed. “Come on, two members of The
Council – we need a way to get these Bacteria to think about replicating
the oxygen again.”
Zylas rolled his eyes. This was just perfect. He walked closer to the
capsule, and left the others to argue behind him. ‘Think, Zylas think’ he
told himself, there must be a way to get it working properly again. He
looked down at the pulsing Bacteria, and slowly put his palms against
the glass. At the point of contact, he felt like he had been shocked, and
a wave of nausea enveloped him, and he could hear little voices in his
head… ‘Replicate and multiply; replicate and multiply’ like persistent
pigmies that dogged his mind. His mind… the stupid Bacteria had
minds! Course they did – like Arshall had said. He was already been
subconsciously drawn into a trance-like state, as he felt a surge of
power over the little green goo-men. And they kept chanting at him…
‘Replicate and multiply; replicate and multiply’…
Stupid Bacteria, he thought. Don’t you know you’re not supposed to
be doing that? You’re supposed to be replicating the oxygen, not
yourselves.
‘Not true’, they chanted back. ‘We like multiplying now.’
That’s because you’re afraid that you’ll die out. Trust me, you’re
scared of multiplying now – you want to replicate the oxygen.
‘But some of us will die!’
Even better. There’s too many of you in there anyway. You must start
replicating the oxygen again, and never do anything different.
‘We should?’
You should.
‘We will’.
Zylas felt the glass go stingingly cold under his hands, and he
withdrew them sharply, his head now clear. Well, that had been rather
strange. Though he had now at least Hipnotized something, just a pity
they happened to be Bacteria.
“What happened, Zy?” Arton said, breaking the argument ring the
others had been engrossed in.
“I… er…” Zylas rubbed his head. He had forgotten how much of a
headache it gave you. The pulsing had actually begun to subside, and
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already some of the green goo was melting away into the water. “I think
I fixed it.”
“What do you mean ‘fixed it’?” Arshall and the Senators crowded
round him, jostling to see the System. They nearly had heart attacks at
what they saw. “How the hell did you do that, human child?”
“Arshall said something about them having minds,” Zylas said, his
eyes pressed to try and decrease his migraine. “Said we just needed to
get ‘em to think about replicating the oxygen instead of themselves…”
Arton and Som looked as though they had both been electrocuted.
“Did you… you Hipnotized them?”
Zylas nodded, and he felt the room buzz with electricity. “I though it
was the obvious thing to do.”
“Check the Dias – Gö-d, you may be susceptible…”
But when Zylas withdrew it the mist inside was only a weak grey,
already beginning to brighten back to its normal colour.
“It didn’t take much to Hipnotize them,” Zylas said. “I don’t think I
could have activated the Dias’s magic.”
“Good job.”
“Arshall, the Air Tunnels are open again!” One of the Senators yelled
from the back as the pipes began to rattle back to life.
The Dragpy Queen stared at Zylas. “I tell you, I don’t know what
you’re doing up here kid, but I’m mighty glad you are.” The oxygen
beacons re-lit. Arshall looked back to him soundly. “Zylas, you just
saved every life on Aretroth.”
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Chapter 19:

TIME OF THE DRAGPY

Zylas now sat outside, with a churningly proud stomach (and a rather
throbbing headache), with Enon, Som and Arton whilst some kind of
Dragpy debate roared on in the building behind them.
“What do you think they’re talking about?” Zylas asked, flexing his
thumbs anxiously.
“How about the weather?” Enon said sarcastically. “They’re talking
‘bout you’s, dummy.”
“Wish I knew what they were saying,” Zylas said, his voice jumping
slightly.
“I’ll just get out my stethoscope and have a listen ‘ere shall I?!” Enon
laughed at his own sarcasm.
“Maybe a reward!” Arton said. “You deserve one for saving
Aretroth.”
“Nah, they mentioned boring stuff like politics. Dragpy politics ‘n all.
I’d rather talk about the weather.” Zylas cupped his chin in his hand.
“Yes, the weather,” Enon sniffed the air in an exaggerated way.
“Laizwerthian air, you’s know. Paradise.”
Zylas raised his brow. “Smoggy,” he said, and Enon cuffed him on
the shoulder. “Enon, the altitude’s getting to your head.”
“I know, it’s brilliant. The Dragpies should bottle it and sell it on the
ground.” Enon lay back against the grimy wall.
“Do we know how far we are into Laizwerth?”
“Fifteen miles.” The voice came from behind them at the building’s
doorway, where Diadon stood. “It’s just after noon.”
“Granddad!” Zylas yelled, climbing to his feet. “How come you were
allowed in a Dragpy meeting?”
Diadon smiled. His beard and shoulder-length hair were well kept,
and he wore the same royal red he had worn the previous day. “I’m
special.”
“Special needs?” Enon laughed to himself.
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Zylas and Som automatically exchanged glances. If Zylas’s inklings
were true and Diadon had attacked The Council then he needed all the
help he could get.
Diadon ignored him. “They want to see you. All of you.” He managed
a smile, but Zylas didn’t feel any warmth, and the edges of his eyes
didn’t crinkle.
“Now?” Som spoke for the first time.
“Yes. Come. I’ll follow.” Diadon pressed himself against one side of
the doorframe to give them room to pass. “I feel like you may be
interested in what they have to say.”
They didn’t have to travel far – the harsh Dragpy voices were near
and easily pinpointed. They were in a large room with a jagged-edged
granite table and chunky stone-wedge stools that resembled keystones,
and The Code was again carved into the furthest wall. The windows
were elongated and the cold wind rushed through. Indeed, Zylas
thought it colder inside than out – the Dragpy city sure was weird. But
any city with earth-mound houses, camouflaging cloud and that floated
would be.
“Take a seat.” Arshall sat at the head and gestured to a collection of
empty spaces. Zylas looked hard at the knobbly, uncomfortable-looking
seats and nearly said that he would rather not. Enon took it a step
further and knelt, pretending he was sitting. If the Senators noticed they
were prepared to overlook it.
“Well Zylas,” Arshall started. “It seems you are making allies among
us all.” Zylas went red, but kept a painfully straight face. “You are
bonded already to us with the Dias, have befriended Eshlow and Shasa,
and have now saved all our lives. The last law of the Code concerning
Humans, states ‘if a human saves a Dragpies life, then that Dragpy is
forever indebted to that human’. We are all in your debt.”
Enon raised his eyebrows. “You’s shall be useful acquisitions.”
“Just because we are passing over your homeland does not mean that
you somehow have authoritative control. And sarcasm is the lowest
form of wit.”
“I didney know I was being sarcastic.” Enon leant back with an
innocent expression on his face, and nearly fell.
“Ignore my friend,” Zylas said quickly. “He’s rather simple.
Laizwerthian you see.”
“I have no intention of listening to him.” Arshall didn’t even look at
Enon as he gasped sarcastically in horror. “Zylas, your stay in Aretroth
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was to take you over the border, and you’re due to leave in the early
hours. You are still to leave at that time because you’ll die if you stay
any longer, but you’ll leave with more than you bargained for. There is
a war, and you lot are in the centre of it – the trigger being the Dias.
The Dias that was given to you humans by one of us.” Arshall paused
for a second, and Eshlow blushed silently. “Us Dragpies are part of this
war whether we like it or not. And now you have saved Aretroth, we
are forever in your debt, which is why we have decided to break one of
the laws of The Code.”
Zylas stole a sneaky look at the wall; scanning his eyes down the
pictures to see which one they would be breaking. He hoped it wouldn’t
be law two – it looked painful.
“Law six,” Arshall said slowly. “‘A Dragpy must not join, or
otherwise help, a human side at the time of war’. It is our duty to help
you, as you have helped us. And we will join you, when humans fight
for their right to survive – your cause is now our cause.”
Zylas was gob smacked – and he let his mouth drift open in the
silence.
“The enemy believes the time of the Dragpy is over, but the time of
the Dragpy has just begun.” She hammered the granite. “And we feel
vengeful.”
Zylas supposed he should say thank you, though his brain was so
surprised that he lost the ability to speak and just managed inaudible
fish motions.
Enon, who had never lost the ability to speak in his life, found this
situation no exception. “Wait, so what you’re saying is – you’re going
to fight against Tyran? Aretroth’s going to war?”
“We’ve deliberated long and hard. A human has saved all of us.”
Arshall made a wide sweeping movement with her wing, her coarse
feathers blowing in the wind. “Though you will have to give us time.
Aretroth is not home to a thousand Dragpies – there’s only slightly
more than a hundred of us now. And most of us haven’t attacked
anything for, well, ever. But there are a thousand pods beneath us.
Zylas saw them himself, and so we are going to restart the growth. In
time, you will have a Dragpy army of over a thousand strong.”
“How much time are we talking about?” Arton asked.
Arshall twitched a bit. “A month.”
“A month?” Arton’s eyes widened. “That’s quite a time…”
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“It is the best we can do. And it’s better than a slap in the face with a
wet fish.”
“Oh, I dunno – there’s some mighty fine fish out there…” Enon was
cut off promptly.
“We will be planning to rescue Totan before then,” Zylas said,
drawing his hands together on the table. “We are so close to him…”
“We understand that,” Arshall said. “Shasa will stay here – she is
being hounded with her wound – she’s in the vetinary at the minute.
You did a good job, but we need to pump more Dragpy blood into her
so she can heal effectively. I will go with you and Eshlow in her place.”
Zylas smiled. Two Dragpy Queens. What an arsenal. “But what about
Aretroth? You said you had halted the growth because Aretroth
couldn’t take the weight.”
Arshall pursed her lips. “We do not know what will happen to
Aretroth.” She paused then, and tossed an object across the table, and
the little silver trinket halted in front of Zylas. It was a chromed whistle.
“Blow this, and you will call the wrath of Aretroth to you. We will hear,
you will not. But we will come; if you give us a month.”
Zylas picked it up tentatively. So he had got a souvenir from Aretroth.
“You will know where I am?”
“Of course we will. Now, I trust you are hungry. Go to the kitchen.”
Arshall stood and strutted out, closely followed by the Dragpy
contingent that had said nothing whatsoever.
“Er, meeting adjourned, I guess,” Enon said, climbing slowly up and
watching the Beasts leave. “Kinda curt ain’t they?”
“No, just efficient.” Diadon was waiting at the threshold. “You heard
them: to the kitchen.”
“We still need to talk to you, when you’re up for it,” Arton said as
they walked past him and into the corridor.
“Of course you do,” Diadon said, his voice weak. He waited for Zylas
to pass close by him. “I need a word with you after lunch, Zy.”
Zylas looked at him, his stomach lurching. “I need a word with you
too.”
The lunch was not particularly humane. Indeed, the food was
unrecognisable due to the fact that they were for a Dragpy diet and had
been grown magically high in the air. And cooked by Brash. Zylas had
heard that the Dragpy diet was similar to the human one – the meat was
fine, if rather overcooked (Brash obviously hadn’t had much practise) –
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though the grain foods looked like they had already been eaten. And he
wasn’t overly keen on the taste either.
So he waited nervously with Som at Diadon’s door afterwards,
stomach already queasy from the unappetizing appetizer. Som had said
nothing, though had eaten very little, so Zylas assumed he wouldn’t be
going back for second helpings. In fact, Brash was quite a rubbish cook,
come to think of it.
Diadon appeared at the threshold, his face rather pale, as though
enveloped in nervousness. His pained expression seemed to multiply
when he saw Zylas hadn’t come alone. “Som?”
“Yes. Zylas asked my to come.” Som walked in, although uninvited,
and Diadon spun helplessly after him. Zylas frowned, for he had not
asked Som to come at all, and had had to have a stern word with him to
control himself.
“Well I… I’m not sure…”
“It’s okay, granddad.” Zylas sat himself next to Som in front of the
fire. “He suspects what I do.”
Diadon sat down opposite them, the scarlet satin thread in his sleeves
frayed. “You are clever, Zy. I believe you know what I am to talk to
you about.”
“The Council?” Som asked, warming ever so slightly.
Diadon’s breathing raced. The drapes at the window bloomed against
the wind. “Everywhere is dangerous at these times. Everyone is in
danger. No-one is safe if the Dias is near.” His eyes fell to the visible
bulge at Zylas’s chest. “The Council was attacked by Tyran… yes, I
can do nothing but accept Wight’s theories… but through me. It was the
chancellor who put fear in me and I attacked those people. They died at
my hand.” There was a deathly silence, and the drifting smoke was the
most audible thing. “The chancellor wanted the ediug off Enon. I heard
that, thankfully, he did not succeed. The fortress is safe for the moment.
I, however, am not. And no one around me is. My mind is so frail that if
I were on the ground I would be Hipnotized helpless in a second. The
Dragpies are making a formula for me to try and rebuild my aura. But
until then, I will stay here.”
Zylas had a moment to digest his confirmations. “How will you stay
here? The altitude…”
“My blood won’t reject the magic because my mind’s too weak to
notice it. But you must leave in the early hours of the morrow, for the
rebel fortress. I just hope I can join you a little later on – but I am no
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use to anyone at the moment – a hindrance in fact.” He sighed then,
barely able to move, and Zylas was overcome with pity. “That is it
then,” Diadon continued. “I am ill and immeasurably so. I must wish
you luck now because I doubt I shall see you again before you leave.”
Zylas and Som both stood, moved with sympathy. At fifty-six, he was
no spring chicken, but he had never looked this old and frail. And he
didn’t even have his sword. They left quickly and quietly, as if afraid he
may attack them. Zylas had been right. All along as he always was.
Damn how he hated that.
There was a large assembly later in the afternoon: word had spread
about the ‘growing’ and every Dragpy was talking about it in one way
or another.
‘Bout time too. We can’t just ignore what those barbarians did to the
hive – even if it was full of criminals’ was one answer.
‘Yes, but we don’t know what’ll happen if we grow all of them – if
the System actually works after he messed with it’.
‘He is the one who saved us all. We owe him’ blah blah blah and so
on.
Brash had started a rumour that Zylas was actually an evil wizard in
disguise and that he was leading Aretroth into a trap. This comment was
mostly ignored, except by Arshall who was seen leading Brash away
for a stern word.
At four hours past midday, the Aretroth contingent gathered along the
plentiful walkways overlooking the pods. Zylas stood in fascination
between Eshlow and Enon, watching the walkway that bordered the
room fill with a hundred Dragpy shapes. The room was so extensive
and gloomy that Zylas could barely see the opposite end, and only grey
flickers of movement caught his eye.
There was no speech from Arshall, she merely flew into the room’s
centre and bellowed “Es Shlaaa, Aslllas∆h l□ssh Elllonslh!” Or more
accurately, bellowed something that Zylas assumed was ‘Es Shlaaa,
Aslllas∆h l□ssh Elllonslh’. A rasping chorus replied the statement and
shivers ran down Zylas’s spine. Enon caught his eye and began to make
imitative wet, spluttering noises. Zylas tried not to laugh. Then a chant
began, a sharp riddle in the human tongue who’s content was as cold as
the voices that uttered it:
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Before the tide of hell can turn,
We’ll be as one and hell can burn
The sword, the spear, the axe, the staff,
Face us now and face our wrath.
Let them hear, let them learn
That they shall die and they shall burn.
Come this year when we return
We’ll make them die; we’ll make them burn.
This war cry made Zylas feel slightly ill, and the atmosphere was
suddenly hot, claustrophobic and hostile. And he was on their side!
Enon had gone slightly pale, and was certainly not doing his slobbering,
spluttering Dragpy impression now. Even the great dragon clan of Igor
would have felt uneasy had they been alive to be there.
Then there were huge metallic clatters from far below as if a gigantic
mechanical monster was waking up from a deep slumber (in a way, it
was). Everyone seemed to hold their breath as an air of anxious
anticipation descended, and all eyes turned to the hole where the fabric
tubing disappeared to the System. Then, with a rush, a stream of rustic
particles flowed through the piping, blooming out into the orange liquid
as it found a pod and circling the unformed Dragpy shape within. There
was a brief period where minds clicked onto the happenings and then a
victorious roar of relief filled the chamber as it was registered. Zylas
found himself smiling too – after all, it was for his benefit that the
Dragpies were being grown. Well, his and the world’s.
After another fruitful meal where Zylas had had to decline as politely
as possible most of the food on offer, Arshall called the four from their
rooms. Eshlow was with her.
“We have to get to the important stuff now,” Arshall said when they
met. “You’ll be off in a few hours and we need to get it sorted.”
“What important stuff are you talking about?” Arton asked as they
walked under the descending sun, the tips of the bubbling cloud tinted
pink.
“We’re breaking another law for you.”
“Not the third one is it? Like I said – I thought you’s looked at me
funny…”
“Oh shut up, Laizwerthian, you’re the only one obsessed with it.
We’re going to give you some of our magic.”
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The air was pinged with a tone of coldness, but that sentence seemed
to warm them all up. “Your magic?” Zylas inquired.
“Just follow me – you’ll soon see for yourself.”
They climbed a very steep walkway, the stone hard under there feet,
and up to a circular tower room. A Dragpy guard bowed them through,
opening a large metal portal that was set in the grainy mud. Gloom met
their eyes as they entered.
“Now I warn you,” Arshall said seriously, “no messing around in here
– no funny business.” She looked warningly at Enon, as if daring him to
make a wise crack. “I am not joking when I say if anything goes on in
here you may return to earth without a Dragpy pilot.”
The room was shallow and cob-cracked. On a pedestal in the room’s
centre were eight glimmering indents, and in each one, glittering
globules lay.
Arshall looked fondly upon them, the multiple colours shining at her
face. “These are the Dragpy Essences. You must not touch them,” she
swept her arm protectively over the pedestal, and then picked up a
globule from each little indent. “They are very important to us. And are
dangerous – only us Dragpies know how to control them. And we don’t
want a repeat of what happened with Drater. You must never come near
here.” She turned promptly and ushered them away. “Go now, we don’t
want them to suffocate.” It was as if she was talking about babies, it
really was.
“You’re taking some with us?” Zylas asked, turning back round.
“Yes. The most powerful magic ever formed. Now get out!”
When they were being hounded back out into the cold, Zylas noticed
the same message ‘Es Shlaaa, Aslllas∆h l□ssh Elllonslh’ carved into the
door’s lintel. He felt it was about time he asked about it.
“That message, I see it everywhere. What does it mean?” he asked as
his skin felt the open air’s cruel sharpness.
Arshall sealed the door behind them before taking the lead. “It’s a sort
of motto.”
“What does it mean?”
Arshall didn’t stop walking, and she didn’t turn her head. “It mentions
the world’s Savour. The One who will bring the light. We don’t really
know though.”
Enon raised his eyebrows. “You’s have a motto that you’s don’t know
the meaning of?”
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Zylas’s eyes widened slightly. He didn’t think it a good idea to insult
the Dragpies motto.
“I said it was a sort of motto.” Arshall was irritable. “Like I said, it
mentions The One. Igor himself wrote it in his own secret script, you
see - we can’t really translate it. He used the divination of astrology.
We have to worship it because we know in our heart of hearts its
meaning is special.”
“Has it ever been translated?” Zylas asked.
“Arkön the great wizard did. He was good friends with Igor and
carved the translation in a stone tablet.”
Zylas looked hard at her. “Didn’t Arkön the great wizard… well…
merge the clan with the harpies? Not something you’d really do to a
friend…”
“He didn’t mean to. The stupid harpies attacked the dragons in the
Naynonese Mountains – when Arkön was visiting Igor. Arkön didn’t
like harpies, and he blasted them all in on shot. Unfortunately, the clan
got caught up in the middle of it. And look how we turned out.”
There was an embarrassed silence. “What happened to Arkön?”
“He was upset, of course. And he didn’t want anyone to get their
hands on Igor’s prediction, so he buried the tablet somewhere in the
mountains. It’d be in the Ancient language, of course, but it could be
translated, if it’s ever found.”
“Where in the mountains?” Enon looked probingly at her.
“If we knew that we’d go and get it.” If it were possible for a Dragpy
to grit her teeth Arshall would have then. They began to walk back
down the hard slope. “No. Arkön mentioned its location in his riddles.”
“His riddles?” Zylas was again entranced.
“Yeah. He had riddles about everything. Even his own predictions,
and about The One and even Tyran. Everything. What was it now – I
can remember it:
No sun nor moons can see its face,
A demon of hell doth guard the place
Of rest – the heart of all despair,
All hope abandon, ye who enter there.
And that was it. That riddle’s supposed to say where the translation
tablet is.”
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Enon tapped his forehead in an exaggerated way, as if suddenly
shocked with the answer. “I’ve got it! It’s in hell. Good luck.”
Arshall’s eyes narrowed and she pursed her lips. “Gee, thanks.”
*
Far below the grassy hilltop knolls, among the catacombs of sculpted
honeycomb and recent stairwells, an assembly was being held. There
were watchers on duty, standing at the mouth of the gloomy entrance
passage and staring into the evening twilight. But most of the male
inhabitants were far below in a large and impeding chamber where
burning fires around the walls offered only a little comfort. Stalactites
garrotted the damp-black ceiling and stalagmites knobbled the floor.
The river dived in from above, and its running water muffled the
practical sounds of the women working in the improvised abodes
beneath them still.
A large pool weaved silent away from the main stream, reflecting the
short, round-faced man standing at the assembly’s front. He stood high
on a rocky ledge, the pool a stone’s throw away, looking over the
hardened faces of his gritty warriors.
“I call you here in front of me,” he said, and his voice echoed around
the silent walls, “to further our quest and to strengthen our walls.”
All eyes were fixed with interest. They had all been summoned and
told to bring their weapons and armour – this usually meant that the
enemy had been sighted, though another reason had triggered this
meeting. And the reason was held aloft by Drater, the silver-grey sphere
clasped between his thumb and index finger.
“This,” he bellowed, “is one of the Dragpy Essences, taken from the
floating city of Aretroth itself.” There was an outbreak of mumbling,
not because anyone had heard of Aretroth or the Essences, but because
they had heard of the word Dragpy. And Dragpies were legendary. “It
is that of the Shiva, being of phenomenal strength and power. You will
come one at a time and your weapon and armour shall be blessed.”
There was more mumbling – some cheers. “Our time is now, and we
have more tricks up our sleeves than the enemy can know.”
Then Drater outstretched his hand over the water’s surface and
lowered it gently. And, when the Essence was submerged, he squeezed
and the resin-like globule skin ripped. A silky, grey mist drifted across
the surface like the spiralling curdle of submerged paint, and a glow
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shone from it as it sprawled, as if a light had been lit from the depths.
A hush had gripped the assembly, everyone craning necks to try and
catch a glimpse, and Drater looked over them proudly. Then he took up
Steel, his sword, and lowered it gently into the wash. It looked no
different when he lifted it out, but the chamber was still encapsulated
with awe.
“See the power,” Drater commanded, “of the Shiva magic…” and he
set an old breastplate of body armour against the rocky wall for all to
see. Then he swung Steel, and there was a hiss as if the very fabric of
air was being sliced, and then a tremendous clanking crunch as Steel
met the armour. The front plating crumpled at the impact, bludgeoning
inwards, and Steel burrowed so far it became wedged in the rock wall
behind. Drater eased it free, and the top half of the breastplate toppled
over, cut cleanly in two, and pinged satisfactory down the rocky scree.
Awe filled the space as the event was digested and Drater stood
knowingly above them with the invincible sword. “Now come to me.
Come to me and receive the power of the Shiva.”
*
Zylas had never seen the moon of Null so close before. Its orbit had
taken it close to the world and, as Zylas was already several thousand
metres high, he could see its intricate shadow shapes and dry canyon
valleys. A cold wind ripped at him and he shivered under his furs.
Dawn was on the horizon; the distance tainted pink and mottled with
creeping-cotton clouds, though the ground was still in slumber. Arshall
and Eshlow stood close by, nattering swiftly to each other in Dragpy.
Enon looked at them, bleary eyed, his collar turned up.
“It’s rude, don’t you’s think?” he muttered sleepily.
“What?” Arton kicked the dirt with his toe.
“To speak when they know we’s canny understand them.”
Arton decided to ignore him, and looked at his toe as it busily
chiselled a hole in the soil.
“It is a city that is theirs,” Som yawned, hands in his pockets.
The conversation seemed to trail into silence. Their packs stood at
their feet – they would not leave for another half hour or so and it was
pointless bearing the weight. And it was quite a weight at that, what
with all the tools, food and satchels of black powder. And then they had
their swords too; and Zylas had the Dias and the Whistle.
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“Why did you’s make us get up so early when we’s don’t have to
leave yet?” Enon moaned.
Arshall frowned. “So you weren’t late. We’re leaving it tight enough
– too long and the starvation of oxygen will kill your brain. If you had a
brain to kill, of course.”
Enon was too tired to acknowledge the answer and he just turned
away. But the half hour passed quickly, and before long Arshall and
Eshlow were moving over.
“Okay, it’s time. You’re heading to the Rebel Fortress aren’t you.
Where exactly is it?”
Enon took out the ediug, and spun his head down to look at the
ground. “It isn’t too far at all – the ediug’s getting warm.” He pointed
towards Laizwerth’s easterly mountains.
“We can’t take you all the way by flight because we’ll be seen by
Omær and quite possibly shot down.” Arshall rubbed her palms
together. “But there’s a small mountain town close by that the fortress
is apparently near. And, due to its height, Hipnosee hasn’t penetrated it
yet – it’s free of barbarian activity. It has a small forest that we’ll land
in, then we’ll make for the town on foot. And then press further to the
fortress in the next couple of days.” Arshall bent to the ground. “Okay,
come. This may be the last time you see Aretroth so remember it.”
Then they were flying, cutting through the surrounding cloud and
back into the open. Zylas’s breath was again taken at the sight. The
mountaintops were just visible far below them, and they sped down at a
hair-raising speed. Then the town and forest came into view, coming up
fast, and they ploughed into the treetops, skidding on the air and
landing very hard indeed. But they were on the ground. Back on the
ground at last.
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Chapter 20:

SWORD AND OIL

The ground, frost hard now they were back on it, was strewn with sharp
twine and fallen bracken. The trees were of skeletal decay, black with
the morning dew, and the breeze was slight but bitter. There was much
cursing as they found their legs, which were stiff and aching.
“Not the easiest thing to ride, you’s lot.” Enon moaned, massaging his
lower back.
“And you’re not the easiest thing to carry,” Arshall spat, even though
Enon had in fact ridden Eshlow. He failed to mention the point, getting
out the ediug to check they were going to go in the right direction.
“Yup. That town we’s saw is right on the way.” He was terribly
weary, and began to stumble in that direction. The others followed,
progress destined to be slow, and the mountaintops surrounding them
leered mutely in the darkness.
Rabbits and other wild creatures littered their path, prancing away in
fear at their arrival.
“See, that’s a good sign,” Eshlow muttered. “Shows us that evil has
not yet penetrated this area. Just like we said.”
“That is a relief,” Som said. “I am not wanting a repeat of Tünden.
But I am fearing that it is only a matter of time, and time is always
against us.”
The trees began to thin, and they came across a road that could only
lead to their destination. It was welcome relief to be on the flat, because
their legs had begun to protest as they ambled over the tufty grass. Soon
after, the trees broke into a clearing, and they saw a giant wooden
beacon torch set upon a hill not so far off. It was unlit presently, and
they supposed it would be a warning signal as the invasion progressed.
It was around breakfast time, and they ventured off the road a short
way so Enon could catch them a rabbit. He did so without a fuss, with a
clean and sublime shot that was rather marvelled over.
“Ah, t’was nothing. I had to make it anyway – running out of arrows
ain’t I.”
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The Dragpies declined anything, though were happy to ignite a fire so
the rabbit could be cooked. They sat around it and talked merrily as
they ate and drank, the flickering fire warming the sodden earth. But
their voices eclipsed the rustle of approaching, and it wasn’t until they
were surrounded that Zylas noticed something was wrong. He spun
round wildly, and came face to face with an arrowhead as it stared at
him from an archer’s bow.
“Freeze,” the archer muttered coldly.
The others turned, staring at the group that were training bows at
them, the archers’ faces hidden by shadow. They were surrounded, and
were in a right pretty predicament. Zylas swore, his hand brushing
Snake’s Tooth, but he knew he’d be cut down before the blade had even
left the scabbard. All this way they’d come – all this way to be sewn up
good and proper as they ate breakfast. Damn oh damn. The Dragpies
cocked their eyes to the side, as if edging to see what lay behind them,
though Som warned them down with his iron stare.
“Don’t try anything ‘ere Dragpies.” This came from the leading
archer, the one trained on Zylas, his face corrupted with shadow.
Though his voice sounded familiar. “It is unusual times indeed.
Members of The Council with Dragpies? Whatever next?”
“You may well ask,” Som said, his face rather warm.
“Indeed. You’re slipping old boy. I wouldn’t have got near you’s
usually.”
“Well, you’re a little too close for comfort, I must admit. That’s why
your sword’s no longer with you – I wanted an unfair advantage.”
The man looked down at his waist, and found it free of a scabbard. He
spun round and found it lodged in a mud knoll some metres away, and
laughed loudly. “Still up to your old tricks I see!” He gestured to the
archers. “Lower them guys – we’re amongst friends! It’s been
sometime Som.”
“So it has, Larlan.” Som laughed in response.
Zylas’s heart was pounding as he watched the archers lower their
bows. And then the figure moved forward to take Som’s hand and it
was Larlan indeed, the Laizwerthian King.
“And you’s Arton, you’s look… er… well…” Larlan was smiling
broadly.
Arton laughed in relief. “After just having a heart attack!”
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“I haven’t seen you’s all since I left Hayden,” Larlan said, the blue
tint in his hair quite vivid. “And Zylas, it’s good to see you’s again. If a
little surprising.”
Zylas bowed his head slightly. “And you, though our circumstances
are no happier.”
“This is true so it is.” Larlan looked hard at Enon. “And you’s sir? I
am afraid I have not had the pleasure ‘ere.”
Enon was full of awe and wonderment. “I… I am of Laizwerthian kin
myself, your highness. Am serving you’s as a rebel fighter. I am Enon.”
“Enon ay. The fortress speaks highly of you’s so they do. The
Archer.” Enon blushed as Larlan continued. “You’s have found
yourself ‘ere amongst authority. I welcome you’s with open arms. So,
Som. Why are you’s here?”
“We’re on the way to the fortress,” Som said. “What town is that,
may I be asking?”
“It be Läet. I trust you’s wish to pass through – the fortress is not far
from here.”
“That would be our intention. How come you are here?”
“Well, I said I was in the mountains – I have been at the fortress in
fact. Though I heard this town was defiant against the barbarians so I
came to fortify it. Then we’s heard something plunging into the forest
and wondered what it was. And it was you’s.”
Zylas waved his hands in the air. “Surprise,” he said bluntly. “Are
you staying in Läet at the moment?”
“Yes, like I said, we’re fortifying it. Come along, I don’t know where
you’ve been – maybe I don’t want to know – but you’s must need a
decent rest. To be honest, you’s all look shocking.”
They packed up and began continuing along the road, escorted by the
archers who didn’t really understand what was going on. The trees
thinned finally out into the open, and Läet was near, the town walls tall
and imposing. Villagers had gathered anxiously at the gate, waiting for
news. They were surprised at the escort, and quickly hurried inside as
Larlan passed through, followed by the dark-skinned stranger and
Dragpy Beasts.
The houses were pert and cosy: stone and stucco dwellings with
gently sloping roofs and oval windows. Each one had a large,
cylindrical chimney that emitted blusts of smoke, and the gardens were
tiny but well kept – the grass trimmed despite the cold. The streets were
wide, humping in the middle slightly, and they passed carts and
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carriages as Larlan led them beyond the gate. The street branched
suddenly as a ‘T’, ending in a low square that ran to the sheer
mountainside. An entranceway lay in the rock face.
“Is there actually a way through and out the other side?” Arton asked,
concerned.
“Yes. That passage leads right through the mountain – it’s a disused
mine you’s see – and onto the plateau beyond. But stay a time, I ask
you’s.” Larlan took them off the street and led them to a large
communal building of carvings and pillars. The inside was warm and
inviting, and Zylas longed to stay, what after the blustery outdoors and
cold drafts at Aretroth. Fires flickered in the timber-bayed alcoves, and
the tables were dark rose red. “This is a cultural inn,” Larlan explained.
“Very posh as you’s can probably imagine; etiquette of very delicate
taste. You’s must stay here at least one night and get some proper sleep
– you’s all look exhausted.”
“That is true,” Som said. “And we may get re-supplied.”
“Precisely. I insist.” Larlan turned to Eshlow and Arshall. “Forgive
me, but I cannot suggest accommodation that would… well… suit your
needs…”
“We can sleep in stables just as well as any other Beast,” Arshall
grunted.
Larlan bowed. “Of course. Please, what be your names?”
“I’m Eshlow,” Eshlow said. “This is Arshall.”
Larlan raised his eyebrows. “We’s have the King of Laizwerth and
the Queen of the Dragpies in the same room – both if you’s count the
hive. And where is the King of Henden? Where be Diadon?”
“He’s ill,” Zylas said quickly. “It’s rather serious. He’ll be away for a
while.”
“Oh dear – that’s too bad.” Larlan said. “What’s been going on?”
“He was shaken up pretty badly,” Enon added.
“Ah, yes,” Larlan said coldly. “I heard about the attack.”
“The fortress knows?” Arton asked. “How? As far as we were
concerned, they had little going concerning communications. Why, I
was taking them a communicator. Don’t say they’ve already got one,
because the weight’s really been hounding my back, and I don’t want to
have taken it there for nothing!”
Larlan smiled. “Oh, believe me, I was surprised at who arrived to
reveal all these ‘ere revelations. It was Wight. ‘Scaped Acõth and went
straight to the fortress! They didn’t want to arrest him though – I was
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powerless as you’s know, never did anything against me. Terrible
things he told us of. Cûllan mist? Traitors at The Council?” Larlan
shook his head in disbelief. “Then us Laizwerthians told him about
Vayu; and he wasn’t best pleased. He up and offed after the twins and
we haven’t heard from him since.”
Arton grunted. “If you ask me, he should never have been locked up
in the first place.”
Larlan raised his brow. “But didn’t he…”
“Yes, yes,” Som fretted. “And I’m not making an excuse, though
Totan was behaving in manner that was strange. Wight is a great man –
we all know it – and I do not know why he did what he did…” he
rubbed his forehead with the back of his hand. “Though Diadon insisted
he should be punished – understandable given the circumstances…”
“There was something about Wight…” Zylas had spoken, and
everyone quietened to look at him. “He tried to kill my dad, but there
was something about him that I couldn’t help but like – couldn’t help
but trust…”
“‘Tis a shame that he had that moment of madness,” Arton muttered.
“The only black mark on a perfectly pure, and rather vast, slate. We
must be thankful that he is still on our side, and didn’t wipe the fortress
clean whilst he was there!”
“But he is - well…” Larlan’s eyes flickered to one side, “mad?”
Som chuckled. “There is indeed a fine line between madness and
genius. Thankfully, he is still very much a genius.”
“But he said things to us…” Larlan pulled a face, “…strange things.
About Hipnosee, and something about Tyran coming back from the
dead!” Larlan laughed suddenly as the others dropped into a lead-heavy
silence. “If that’s not mad I don’t know what is! Now, how did we’s get
so distracted ‘ere?” He began to proceed onto the next subject, unaware
that everyone had turned suddenly pale and solemn. “Like I said, I
came ‘ere to Läet to help fortify it. Them barbarians ain’t gonna stick
their ugly fingers up at ole’ Larlan so easy! But I am only one brain,
and I trust you’s lot are all rather knowledgeable, so I ask if I can go
through the strategy with you’s – see if you’s feel it can be improved?”
Larlan looked inquiringly at their blank faces. “It won’t take long, and
you’re still staying tonight?” He took the silence as a ‘yes’. “That’s
splendid then…”
“Wight was indeed telling the truth.” Som had interrupted, his eyes
drawn and long.
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Larlan blinked in surprise. “I’m sorry, he was telling… he what?”
“Everything Wight told you is true.” Arton had continued.
“Everything he said was happening is happening.”
Larlan’s expression changed – it darkened and drooped – and his
voice tumbled in pitch. “What did you’s just say?”
Arton sighed. “What Wight said; about Hipnosee, about the
barbarians, about our torrid future – it’s all true. Never before has our
existence looked so meek.”
Larlan’s mouth dropped open. “I think you’s need to tell me exactly
how.” He looked quickly around to see if the room was indeed clear. It
was, though there was the distant clatter of food preparation from the
kitchen and he lowered his voice. “How on earth can this be anything to
do with Tyran? The little mutt’s dead, which makes any plans for world
domination rather difficult.” He spoke through gritted teeth somewhat.
“The story is a long one,” Som sighed. “And if you don’t know
what’s going to happen to this town when… well…” He too stole a
glance around to make sure they weren’t being earwigged. “Your
strategy is most probably full of holes.”
Larlan was looking dumbfounded. “What do you’s mean? You’s
know nothing of the strategy – I want to talk it through with you’s…”
“Oh we’ll need to, I can assure you.” Som’s eyes had grown hard.
“Let us get rested and fed. A proper meal I have not had since we left
The Council; we are all in need of one to be sure!”
Zylas stomach leapt at this suggestion, and Arton and Enon both
nodded quickly.
“Very well,” Larlan said, his voice slightly disheartened. “I’ll show
you’s to some rooms, and then you’s can have lunch. I’ll talk you’s
through the strategy after that; but I don’t like what you’re saying,
about Tyran and all.”
Arton lowered his gaze. “You haven’t heard the half of it.”
They again had a room each, large and luxurious with tiled bathroom
suites and satin-red bedroom furnishings with silk dressing and sashes.
The Dragpies flew onto the roof to perch, but Larlan was too anxious to
care, his head buzzing. He called around a few hours later, after Zylas
had washed, changed and had a nap, and they went for lunch.
It was nice to eat some proper food again: meat and three veg. And
the sauces were spice rich and the bread flour-white and crisp and
Laizwerthian. The delicacy was to eat little and ‘savour the flavour’,
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and so Zylas was only partially full by the end. And was also why there
weren’t many fat Laizwerthians.
They were given more furs to brave the cold as they wandered out
into the square – posh and expensive wolf skin that Zylas nurtured
carefully. The Dragpies pulled faces at them from their rooftop perch,
the local wildlife hanging limply from their mouths, and Zylas pitied
the servant who would have to go and clear the remains from the roof.
“This is Zinon,” Larlan said, ignoring the provocative squawks and
placing his hands on the shoulders of a man sitting nearby. “My second
in command. He’s helping with the defence ‘ere.”
Zinon smiled, not warmly, but politely. He reminded Zylas very much
of Enon, except his hair was peanut-blonde and he had a goatee. And he
was wearing plates of armour.
“Zinon,” Larlan continued, “these are friends of The Council: Som;
Arton and Zylas…” he pointed them out. “And this is Enon. Yes, the
Enon that the fortress was talking about.”
Zinon raised his eyebrows and offered his hand. “The Archer? Your
skills are almost legendary among the other rebels, Enon.”
Enon shook it, a grin spreading across his face. “It’ll be nice to see
them again. We’re going off to the fortress tomorrow as it were.”
Zinon looked slightly disheartened. “You’re off so soon?” He scanned
a look at the others. “What about the strategy?”
Larlan looked fretful. “That is what we must discuss. Now, if you’s
have eaten.” He shot a sideways glance. “I trust we’s are to be told
some interesting news.”
“That you are.” Arton placed his hands on his hips, the gate framed
golden by the sun up the street behind him. “Tyran is responsible for
these skirmishes, in a way you wouldn’t believe.”
Zinon and Larlan exchanged hypothetical glances. “Er, forgive me for
being ignorant,” Zinon said shortly, “but, well… Tyran happens to be
dead.”
“Only in body he is,” Som insisted, his voice dropping in volume.
“What did Wight say? He said that Tyran is frozen within the ice blocks
of the Abyss – that his body is dead though his mind is not… his mind
still lives…”
“The mind is a part of the brain,” Zinon argued with a chuckle. “A
dead brain means a dead mind. I think you’ve been out too long in the
sun ‘ere.”
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“No, no,” Arton hurried. “The magic particles of his mind didn’t die
off with him – his brain and spinal column are still intact and therefore
the magic can still flow within it… his magic of the mind is still
abroad. This minute.”
There was a stumped silence. “I beg your pardon…”
“When Tyran died, his heart stopped pumping and his brain halted its
workings, though the magic particles did and still do exist – the only
living remnants of him. What we’re seeing today is his magic
Hipnotizing every susceptible soul it comes across.” Arton paused for a
second. “The barbarians – they’ve been Hipnotized by the last seeking
memory of a man bent on evil, to do his bidding. Even in death, Tyran
is Hipnotizing The Shallows.”
There was another silence. Larlan raised his eyebrows. “This all
sounds very dainty, but I can use Hipnosee myself; the aura stretches
mere metres – not a hundred miles! I ask you’s how Hipnosee could
stretch so far away from the Abyss?”
Arton thought for a minute, though Zylas was the one who spoke.
“The aura is bound by the heart, Wight said. Tyran’s heart has stopped;
therefore his aura has no bounds, and the magic particles will and have
slowly ventured away randomly. And every time a barbarian is
Hipnotized, the zone of influence widens. Soon, the whole of Henden
will succumb, and every living thing with fear in their hearts will be
Hipnotized unto his whim.”
There was again an unearthly silence. Larlan had gone pale. “You’re
saying that every barbarian who attacks my country ‘ere has been
Hipnotized by Tyran? That they are merely puppets doing what they are
told?” He looked around the others, and they nodded. “Gö-d – well
what has fear got to do with it?”
“That was indeed another of Wight’s theories,” Som said quietly. “He
said that Hipnosee only affects minds that are fearful. We can only
Hipnotize things that have fear within their hearts.”
“It is also why there have been traitors in every city,” Zylas said.
“When the barbarians reach a city’s walls, they bring Hipnosee with
them, and the fearful inhabitants are Hipnotized also, becoming
barbarians themselves.” He looked heavenward, solemnly. “The cities
fall from the inside out.”
“Go-d, oh Gö-d, oh Gö-d. Excuse me – I feel a little weak…” Zinon
rubbed his brow.
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“You’s are not bringers of good news,” Larlan said bluntly. “And
what about you’s? What’s going on? What does he hope to achieve?”
Zylas felt the Dias brim beneath his fur. “He wants the very thing that
I carry.” He lifted it free slowly and carefully, cautious of its invisible
power. “The Dias – it’s the key to everything. It manipulates fear in
people, and if he gets it he could make everyone fearful. And then he’d
Hipnotize us all and that’d be that. No fortress, no war – no freedom.
We wouldn’t even know we existed.”
“He’s looking for it?” Larlan’s voice blossomed in pitch. “He’s
looking for it and you’re taking it deep into his territory!?”
“We do not have a choice,” Som muttered. “You know that Totan is
missing – we have tracked him to somewhere near Omær. He can use
the object that is the Dias, Larlan. He could use it to Unhipnotize
everyone who is currently under the whim of Tyran – we’d win, Larlan,
we’d win. Without ever needing to go to war. That is why we must find
him.” Som’s eyes had grown strong.
Larlan and Zinon sighed simultaneously. “What the hell is going on,
dear Gö-d; what the hell is going on?”
The deep blue sky was punctured with clouds, and a bird chorused in
a nearby yew tree. Zylas squinted against the sun, its warm rays
refreshing and strong. “We’re fighting, Larlan. Fighting desperately for
our freedom. And if we lose, it’s over. Mankind will never be free
again. Ever.”
Larlan gave his head a sad shake and cast his eyes to the scraggy
gravel. “This canny be happening… I canny believe it – it isn’t true…”
“Larlan,” Arton said, “it is happening. And we must not ignore the
truth. For ignorance of the truth means you are ignoring your own
existence. And if you begin living a lie,” he breathed deeply, “you’re
already doomed. Now, what is this strategy?”
Larlan shook himself viciously, as if desperate to rid himself of a bad
dream. Zinon climbed mutely to his feet, the atmosphere a sombre
graveyard. “The strategy? If what you’ve said ‘ere is true…”
“There are indeed massive holes that need repairing.” Som nodded,
finishing the sentence in his ambiguous way. “Luckily, we know that
the holes are there, and we can begin to repair them.”
Larlan nodded, looking gravely at Zinon as he sprung on his feet, the
blue tint in his hair speckled golden with the sun. “Alright, I’ll go
through it with you’s. Zinon, if you’s please…” he led them up the
street, back towards the gate. “I heard that Läet wanted to fight the
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barbarians if they attempted a breach – to the death if needs be.” He
turned his head. “But you’ve said that the only reason there were
traitors in the other cities is because the townsfolk were Hipnotized
when the barbarians appeared. Some of my people ‘ere will be
Hipnotized too?”
They nodded glumly. “Probably as many as the fraction that is half,”
Som said, and Larlan looked away bitterly. “Where will your troop be
based?”
“Well,” Larlan began, “there’s only one gate into this town – the
opposite end is the passage through to the plateau, and the sides are lost
to mountain. The barbarians will enter the same way you’s did – there
is no other way.” He seemed to get petulant. “Unless they’ve also
sprouted wings and can fly now.”
There was an embarrassed silence as they walked, the air stung with
sudden bite. A raised, wooden walkway rose on their right, ending
abruptly near the gate in a circular stone tower. Larlan gestured to it.
“This ‘ere is the War Walk. We’s were to have a troop of archers
hidden along it. When the barbarians reached the gate we’s were going
to open it, as if we’s were surrendering, and then fire upon them as they
came down this ‘ere street. The barbarians would be pushed down those
side streets,” he gestured to them on their left, “where they would be cut
off by another troop, pushing them back. Then we’s had a troop that’d
come from down there,” he pointed back towards the square and the
passage, “pushing them back towards the gate. On signal, our last troop,
hidden in the forest, would appear at the gate and they’d be completely
surrounded.”
“So simple,” Zinon said, “until now.”
They stopped walking. “The troops’ll be thrown into disarray when
some of them get Hipnotized – they’ll run amuck and even skirmish
among themselves.” Arton was meek. “The gate’ll be opened whatever,
but your troops won’t be around to halt the barbarian progress. Some of
them will be barbarians themselves. And the archers; that’ll be dodgy in
such a strategical position. Barbarians with bows… dear lord…”
“Well what can we’s do? Can we’s tell who’ll be Hipnotized and who
won’t? Remove them from the troop?”
“We can’t screen every single person in this town. And we don’t
know how deep Tyran’s hand can dig – I can tell who I can Hipnotize,
but I’m damn sure Tyran’s influence is greater than mine.” Arton shook
his head slowly. “That idea’s out of the question.”
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“Well we’s need to do something!” Larlan yelled.
“The light is dim at the end of this tunnel,” Som said wearily. “The
town will fall.”
Larlan growled in frustration. “It can’t! I’ve worked so hard for this
one victory…”
“Sir,” Enon had interrupted, softly, his eyes glum. Larlan turned to
look at him. “I’ve been in this situation before. Kin, my hometown –
you’s don’t know what it’s like to be faced with a barbarian band;
beside your own friends and family; to have them turn against you’s in
the blink of an eye. We’s didney even see it coming – the town was lost
to the barbarians before they reached the gates.” His eyes had grown
hard with the memory. “You’s don’t know what it’s like to come face
to face with people you worked with everyday; with nothing in their
eyes – as they attack you’s as the enemy. As you’s flee for your life
with the others who aren’t affected – and watch the town, your town
aflame in the distance. You’s don’t know what that’s like. And I hope
you’s listen to us to make sure you’s never shall.”
There was silence following this, and the amber leaves jostled around
them in the void. Larlan’s voice had grown weak, almost with shame.
“What should we’s do?”
“I know it might sound merciless,” Som said, “but if we know the
town is going to fall anyway, we should leave at the time that is now…”
“Are you’s saying we’s should pull back to the fortress now, and
leave the town empty to them?” Larlan raised his brow. “I know we’re
in a pickle but…”
“We can’t do that,” Arton warned. “We cannot permit anyone in the
fortress who could bring it down from the inside – like you said, there is
a significant number here who will be susceptible to Hipnosee. Our
numbers are bleak as it is – we can’t have internal losses if Hipnosee
eventually reaches it.”
“That’s very true,” Som muttered.
“But you’s said you’s can’t tell,” Larlan muttered. “How are we’s
supposed to make sure we’s don’t let any of them in if we’s canny tell
who’ll be susceptible and who won’t?”
“Hold up,” Zylas said, and everyone did instantly. “We do know
what’ll happen – that people will be Hipnotized and turn against us –
that we cannot fight and win. But Enon said when his town was taken –
when Kin fell - the townsfolk turned before the barbarians reached the
gates.”
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“Yeah, that’s right. We’s were strategically placed when we’s had to
flee the lynch mob that appeared. They opened the gates before the
barbarians got there.”
“So we will know,” Zylas continued. “We will know who’s
susceptible and who’s not, and before the barbarians get here. We just
won’t have much time to do anything about it…” he scrubbed the dirt
with his foot as he pondered. “But we will be able to make a strategic
retreat through the passage.” He began to talk more animatedly. “Seal it
and be gone before the barbarians get here.”
“And just proceed to the fortress?” Arton asked, and he nodded in
understanding. “And we’ll only be left with those who can’t be
Hipnotized.”
“But what about the women and children ‘ere?” Zinon interrupted.
“They’ll be in the passage anyway – we’s won’t know if they’re
susceptible or not…”
“To be honest,” Enon said, as this realisation hit them like a bullet,
“the women Hipnotized either collapsed or just went slightly faint…”
“Women are not easily held in a Hipnotized state,” Arton added.
“And children are rarely susceptible at all – I’ve never met a child who
I’ve felt an influence over.”
“The protection of the innocence of childhood guards them from any
fear,” Som said coolly, and he left them trying to decode what he had
just said.
“But what about the town?” Larlan said eventually. “Are we’s to just
leave it to them? Surrender another stronghold without a fight?”
“The boundary will increase further,” Arton warned. “Hipnosee has
taken this long to permeate the mountain ranges, but if the barbarians
get a foothold here then the mountains will be awash with its influence.
And I dread to think at what dreadful creatures live in the caves and
passes.”
“We’ve heard some real terrible stories from the townsfolk,” Zinon
said. “About how they never stray from the path, and how they never go
out ‘ere at night. Stories about Trolls and Ogres, Bear-boars and
allsorts.”
“It’d also reach the fortress,” Arton added. “I’ve stressed the
importance of keeping it free of susceptible souls, but a few may have
slipped the net. It’d be safer to keep Hipnosee away from the fortress,
just in case.”
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“But we’ve just been discussing the fact that we can’t!” Larlan was
restless that his well-laid plans had unravelled in the last ten minutes.
“We’ve accepted that we’s canny hold the town! We’ve said we’ll have
to flee and leave it ‘ere for them!”
“We don’t have to hold the town to make sure the barbarians don’t
take it,” Zylas said, looking up slowly, the wind catching his hair and
framing his expression. “We burn it.”
Larlan looked at him hard. “What?”
“They can’t hold anything that’s burnt.” He looked around at their
perplexed faces. “Look, we know that we can’t hold this town – it en’t
possible. But we also know that if the barbarians get it then Hipnosee
will penetrate the fortress, and every Troll cave and Bear bog within
these mountains. So, we can’t use it – we should make sure they can’t
use it either. We should wipe this town off the map.”
“This is ludicrous,” Larlan muttered, the wind picking up. “In half an
hour, the strategy ‘ere has been reduced to fleeing and burning.”
“But it’ll work,” Som said, speaking up slowly. “My Gö-d it’ll indeed
work! It’s happened before during a time that was war in The Region –
I can’t remember when… the invaders probed deep into a country, and
the defence just kept retreating, burning everything they left behind.
Soon the invaders’ supplies did indeed run out and they were stranded
to starve! The barbarians can’t stay here with nothing to live on – and
therefore Hipnosee can’t either!”
Excitement had begun to brew for some pyromaniac reason. “Burning
this town is the best way of defending it?!” Larlan raised his eyebrows.
“You’s expect me to raze this town ‘ere to the ground?”
Som answered after a moment. “Yes. The barbarian’s territory can’t
expand if they do not have the town to base in. You have oil?”
Larlan and Zinon looked hard at each other. Finally, Larlan sighed.
“Damn you’re like the apocalypse. Yes, we’ve got oil, but it’s all in the
passage at the moment – along with most of the food and supplies.
Barbarians ain’t stealing nothin’.”
“Bring it back. This town needs to burn and it needs to burn good.”
Larlan shook his head in disbelief, sighing loudly. “Ok. Zinon, send
word back: all the oil must be brought back ‘ere to the town’s centre as
soon as possible. Answer no questions. And ask none.”
Zinon nodded. “Yes sir… it’ll take time though I trust – and
organisation. The rail tracks will have to be re-installed which will take
much of the afternoon.”
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“Then we’ll work through the night to get the oil back ‘ere by the
morning. Get the engineers in to get the tracks back up and running.”
Zinon nodded again, chuckling lightly. “Dagan won’t be happy – his
engineers have only just taken them out!”
“Let them be unhappy. Just make sure they do it. And only the oil –
leave the supplies where they are.” Larlan nodded at him, and Zinon
bowed and hurried away. He didn’t even say goodbye.
“I don’t suppose your armoury ‘ere is open,” Enon said quietly,
“though I’m quite desperate for another round of arrows. My quiver’s
never been so light.”
Larlan nodded. “We’s thought we’d need it open up until the day,
considering the strategy. Come, I’ll take you’s to it.”
“And armour,” Arton said. “We’ve been travelling for a month so we
haven’t bore the weight, that’s why we’re so lightly protected.”
“Yes, yes. Complementary of course. Come with me, it’s not far.”
Larlan led them back down to the square, the sun on their backs. A
few paces past their cultural inn, where the Dragpies screeched
annoyingly from the roof as they passed, was a blacksmiths – the
building an ancient rustic timber, and the sound of metal work
resonated from inside.
The heat hit them like the inside of one of the huge oven-kilns back at
Hayden, and the smoke was thick and eye stinging. The smell was of
burning and brazen metal, an unusual aroma, and metal war pieces lay
strung-up everywhere.
A plump and bristly man stood with his back to them over an anvil,
hammering glowing metal into shapes. He seemed to sense their arrival
because he stopped hammering and turned, his bearded face round and
beaded with sweat.
“Larlan!” he yelled throatily, “What a pleasure.”
“And not so unexpected I trust.” Larlan smiled. “It’s not the first time
I’ve been down here.”
“Yeah, like, not the first time today.” The blacksmith laughed. “More
‘ere willin’ to bash them slimy half-wits?” He gave the anvil an
enthusiastic wallop with his hammer.
Larlan laughed nervously. “Sort of…”
The blacksmith set his hammer down, wiping his sweaty palms on his
musty-beige overalls. Zylas trusted they had once been white. “I don’t
know eh, you’s ushering Zinon to wake me in the early hours because
of some disturbance in the forest ‘ere…”
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Zylas and Enon exchanged glances, knowing that they were the
disturbance.
“All this talk of phantoms and monsters sent by the devil. Did you’s
find out what the things were? Dreadfully ugly I heard…”
“Yes, yes,” Larlan spoke up, laughing nervously all of a sudden as if
trying to prevent the others from hearing what had just been said. It was
lucky that the Dragpies were still perched on the inn’s roof.
“You’re no oil painting yourself,” Enon muttered, so only Zylas could
hear. “Well, maybe one where the colour’s run.”
“I don’t know who’s been telling you these tales,” Larlan laughed to
try and hide his embarrassment, “but the ‘things’ as you’s put it were on
our side. They were these four here.” Larlan gesture, going scarlet.
The blacksmith raised his eyebrows. “The things flew. And, forgive
my ignorance sir, but they don’t look like the flying type. You’s gonna
say they fell from the heavens?”
Enon laughed at the prospect of seeing Aretroth as heaven. It was
certainly out of this world. “We arrived on Dragpies, sir. Flying
mutants. That’s where the term ‘ugly’ came from, I imagine.”
“Dragpies?!” The blacksmith’s voice rose in pitch. “I ain’t never seen
Dragpies before in my life.”
“That’s probably just as well – sight for sore eyes,” Enon laughed.
“They en’t a million miles away you know, keep your voices down,”
Zylas warned.
The blacksmith looked slightly taken aback. “‘Tis strange. A boy
among us kinsmen ‘ere. And from Henden too.”
“Oh believe me,” Zylas said, consciously tilting his hips so the hilt of
Snake’s Tooth became visible at his side, “I have been taught well.”
“So that he has,” Larlan said warmly. The blacksmith wasn’t usually
so rude.
“Oh, I am sure he has,” the blacksmith continued. “Him being around
royalty and so forth.” Zylas’s heart took a turn, and he had to take a
second to realise the blacksmith was talking about Larlan as the King of
Laizwerth. His connections with the throne of Hayden were still very
much under wraps, thank goodness. “‘Tis still strange that…” the
blacksmith caught sight of Som and stopped abruptly. Although it was
gloomy his dark skin was clear. “That is strange also. You’s are far
from home.”
Som nodded. “Yet home is where your heart belongs. And my heart is
indeed very much with The Council.”
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“The Council? You’s are from The Council?” They nodded at him,
and he shook his head in disbelief. “And what brings you’s gentlemen
to Läet – you’s surely know about the barbarian threat?” The
blacksmith thought about perching on the end of his anvil, though
decided that sitting on glowing iron was probably not the best thing for
his rear end.
“They’ve come to help us with the strategy,” Larlan said. “They’ll be
off to the fortress tomorrow, but until then…”
“I thought the strategy was finalised.” The blacksmith’s thick brow
rose into his fringe. “We’s haven’t much time, you’s know.”
“It needs… revising slightly…” Larlan’s voice wavered. “But we
need armour for them – and Enon needs some more arrows.
Complementary.”
The blacksmith slung a round out in front of him, the stems tapered
with vine, the heads polished golden. “There. One hundred: Yokrastemmed. Bronze headed; Mountain-falcon feathered. The best. You’s
won’t find a more accurate flight in any other, ‘cept for the Sunseteagle tapered tail-feathers, but you’ll be looking a long time for such a
set.” Enon took them, slipping them into his quiver and bowing. The
speckled-purple flights protruded up behind his head. “Now,” the
blacksmith continued, “armour wasn’t it…”
“I suggest chain mail,” Zylas said quickly. “We need manoeuvrability
over anything else.” There was a chorus of agreement about how he
was right. Zylas rolled his eyes. It was about time they realised he was
always right.
“Okay, fine, mail it is.” The blacksmith began to wander to one wall.
“It is more subtle, though it ain’t as strong as plates.”
“Oh that won’t matter,” Zylas said, and there was something about his
tone that suggested he was gripped with an idea.
“Alright. Come up to be fitted, the lad can go first as he’s so
enthusiastic. I’m worried about the state of The Council if they’re
letting kids in.”
No one bothered to explain that in fact Zylas wasn’t a member of The
Council, he was just a fantastic and fantastically intelligent warrior. He
was dressed snugly, for he wasn’t exactly tiny, and they had sizes
enough to fit him. He didn’t exactly enjoy being too close to the
blacksmith however, because it was obviously sweaty work. Som was
the only one who had any trouble, and the blacksmith had to rustle
around in a back room before they found anything suitable. The mail
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was basically a shiny, metal-linked jumper that covered the arms, and
could be pulled on and off quite easily if care was taken not to grate it
along the skin. Zylas felt quite important with it on, though he had
ruffled his clothes and decided he would wear it underneath them in
future.
It took the best part of an hour to fit them all, and everyone was
willing to leave the stuffy atmosphere by the end of it. Even the biting
cold couldn’t take the pleasantness from the refreshing breeze. The
Dragpies swooped down to them as they lumbered away, and Enon
caught the blacksmith’s eye as he saw them from the open doorway.
They both concealed a laugh.
“Was there a reason,” Arton said, turning to Zylas, “why you said it
wouldn’t matter how strong the armour was?”
“Oh yes,” Larlan said, walking backwards to look at him. “It is better
to have more manoeuvrability if you’s have enough skill with a sword,
but it can still be pretty important to have armour that can actually
protect you’s.”
“What?” Zylas frowned as he walked. “Oh, yes, I remember…”
“He said that the mail ain’t as strong as plates,” Enon interrupted,
“then you’s said that it wouldn’t matter, as if you’s didney care whether
you’s got pasted or not.”
“Oh, I certainly do,” Zylas assured him. “It’s OK, I remember why I
said it…” They had to retreat into the gutter to avoid an oncoming cart.
They were hidden by shadow from the over-hung timber of a nearby
stable, but instead of moving out, Zylas halted them and beckoned the
Dragpies over too. “I had a thought,” Zylas said in a whisper.
“Careful, you’ll wear yourself out,” Enon laughed.
Zylas ignored him. “It’s about the Essences. The Shiva one –
strength?”
Eshlow and Arshall both nodded.
“Well,” Zylas started, “can’t we use it to make our armour and
weapons stronger?”
There was a sudden buzz of interest as they realised that this was
entirely feasible. And Zylas didn’t care that he’d just volunteered the
Dragpies out of some of their Essence.
Arshall nodded anyway, deciding that such a use would be viable for
her little precious globule. She even thought about saying she’d had the
same idea. “That would be possible. I suppose it would be a suitable use
too. Funnily enough, I’d had a similar…”
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“Great!” Larlan said quietly – or as quietly as it was possible to
exclaim. “Though I haven’t got a clue what you’re on about ‘ere. I
don’t think I’m actually acquainted with Mr. Shiva, oddly enough.”
“It’s a type of magic,” Zylas hissed, “contained in a globule. Gives
phenomenal strength to whatever it’s used on. Mr. Shiva is a good
acquaintance to have.”
“Well, how would it work? Rub it on our armour?” Larlan asked
inquiringly.
“Your armour would be blessed,” Eshlow said. “We do it by breaking
the globule in some water, and bathing your armour in it.”
“What about the rest of the troop?” Larlan asked suddenly.
There was a silence. “What about them?” Arton asked bluntly.
“Well, we’s don’t know which ones will be Hipnotized, do we’s?”
“I warn you,” Arshall said quietly, “the more people we use it on the
less powerful it is – its strength gets spread about you see.”
“We’ll have to forget about them,” Som said. It was the most practical
thing to do – everyone knew it – but it sounded terribly heartless. “Use
it on us only. And Zinon, when he returns to us. Like you said, we
won’t have any problem involving Hipnosee.”
“It is the only thing – but it is callous…” Arton murmured.
There was a congealed silence. “But it is all we can do,” Zylas said
eventually. “At a time of war, humanity has no ethics – there’s only the
basic instinct of survival. We regress to the state of wild animals.”
“Speak for yourself!” Enon tried to lighten the tone. “Look, it is damn
well imperative that the Dias continues its journey. And, as we’re the
lucky ones assigned to assisting it there, I think it’s damn well
imperative that we’re given all the help we’s can get.”
“He’s right,” Arton said. “We can’t feel guilty for taking a helping
hand – our journey’s more perilous than any citizen here can ever
imagine. I trust we’d get few takers if they had the chance to swap
roles.”
“Fine – it’s sorted,” Larlan said, turning to the Dragpies nervously.
“Er, what do you’s need to do it?”
“Your weapons and armour would be a good start.” Arshall smiled.
“Of course. There is nothing else?” Larlan had gone slightly red.
“What? Like a magic wand?”
“Fine, fine,” Larlan rolled his eyes as they all laughed. It was unusual
for a Dragpy to make a joke. It meant she liked you. “Ok, will the inn
‘ere suffice?”
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The Dragpies nodded simultaneously. “Arton’s room has a large
window that we can enter by. And it doesn’t overlook the nosy street.
Go there.”
Larlan nodded, looking back towards the inn. “Ok. You’s go up to
Arton’s room and I’ll go and find Zinon – he’ll probably be in the
passage.”
Larlan left them at the inn door and hurried over to the party of
engineers who had cluttered around the passage’s entrance. The others
went inside, leaving the Dragpies to fly around to Arton’s window. As
the humans crossed the reception area and into the bar they noticed a
solitary man smoking in the corner. Zylas wasn’t sure what it was that
caught his attention, but he didn’t like it. They passed him and his stare
followed them as they climbed the stairs.
“Who on earth was that?” Arton hissed out of earshot, looking back
down the way they had come.
“He’s not your average Laizwerthian, I’ll tell you’s that,” Enon
whispered. They heard a door slam below.
“What was that?” Som jumped.
“It was a door slamming,” Enon said seriously, as Arton led them to
his room. “Nothing spectacular. See…” he closed Arton’s door behind
him. “Same noise!”
“Yes, yes, I meant…”
“Quiet!” Zylas hissed, and they both fell silent to look at him. He had
crossed to the window that overlooked the back alley, and was staring
down at the mottled ground. Partially hidden by shadow was the same
man they had seen downstairs, the wreath of smoke a give away, and he
was talking quietly to a winged shape at his feet.
“Is that a Dragpy?” Zylas whispered, squinting to see.
“That isn’t a Dragpy,” Som gasped as he joined Zylas at the sash.
“That’s a vilture!”
“A vilture!” Zylas gasped violently. The man seemed to nod to the
Beast and then ran off out of sight, leaving the vilture alone in the
shadow.
“Shoot it Enon – but not to kill – then we can see what that was all
about. Humans don’t talk to viltures. Not proper humans…”
Enon immediately reached for an arrow, and Som began to lever the
window open gently.
A few moments later, just as a big enough gap had been created, the
vilture seemed to pause, and his head snapped up.
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“It’s seen us,” Som muttered.
But the vilture was looking higher than the window, and it suddenly
sprang to the air in panic. Enon raised his bow, cursing, but before he
could train a sight a huge black shape torpedoed out of nowhere. It was
Arshall, and she ploughed into the vilture’s midriff, catching it in her
talons and mauling it with snapping jaws.
“No! Don’t kill it!” Som yelled, but he wasn’t heard through the
frenzy. Before long, the ragged black body, with scattered feathers and
dripping wounds, tumbled from Arshall’s grasp onto the dirty cobbles
below.
“Arshall!” Som yelled through the open window, and she heard him
at last and turned as she hovered, her mouth oozing with blood.
“What?” she growled. “It was a dirty, stinking vilture. Dragpies kill
dirty, stinking viltures. It’s my job.” She smiled, obviously unaware
that they hadn’t wanted to see their source ripped into tiny little bits.
“We needed to get information from it!”
Arshall’s expression changed and Eshlow dipped down to join her.
“What do you mean?”
“There was a man talking to it!”
“Man – what? Men don’t talk to… oh…” She was hit with a
realisation. “Where?” Arshall soared higher, as if to scan the
immediate vicinity.
“He was gone before you got here. But we were going to question the
vilture!”
“Ah,” Arshall said. “I see.”
“And it would probably have been more use to us if we’d questioned
it when it was still alive.” Enon put his hands on his hips. “I don’t know
how much it’ll be willing to tell us in its present state.”
They looked down at the bloody rag of sodden feathers.
“What would a man want to talk about with a vilture?”
“It en’t good,” Zylas said. “Viltures are Tyran’s damn buzzards en’t
they? Therefore that man was working for Tyran.”
Arton’s eyes widened. “Don’t frighten me! Hipnosee hasn’t reached
here yet, Zy.”
“Which is even worse,” Zylas said. “That man was working for Tyran
out of free will. Like the stupid chancellor. He’s already got a spy in
Läet.”
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“And he’s seen us all,” Som said. “That’s even worse news –
Tyran’ll know that the Dias is indeed here…” They heard footfalls
outside the room. “We leave then. Quickly. Before it’s too late.”
The door opened and Larlan entered, in conversation with Zinon. “I’ll
tell you’s, if he smokes down there the oil’ll blow him up!” Larlan
halted, as if just realising what had just been said. “Not talking about
leaving again are you’s?”
Som sighed, and decided to break the silence. “Tyran may know that
the Dias is here in this town that is Läet.”
“How’s that?” Larlan said, looking petrified.
“We saw a man talking to a vilture – a man who had seen us – and
most importantly, seen Zylas. Men don’t talk to viltures. Well, viltures
don’t talk to men for that matter. Unless the men happen to be in league
with Tyran.”
There was another silence. Zylas was getting fed up of them, he really
was. Larlan blinked, his mouth open.
“Are you’s just assuming that this man is in league with Tyran, or do
you’s know it?” Zinon asked.
“Like I said, men and viltures don’t mix. It’s a big chance, and I don’t
want to take it.”
“I see,” Larlan said. “Wait a minute, that would bring them here!”
There was another silence – a lip-pursing one. “Well, yes,” Enon said
bluntly. “That’s kind of what we’s were worried about.”
“That is why we must indeed go. I know we said we would stay
tonight but we must leave for the fortress.”
Larlan looked glum, but then he raised his head. “The fortress? But
you’s can only reach it through the passage.”
“So?” Arton frowned.
“It’s out of bounds,” Zinon said slowly. “Dagan, the chief engineer,
came down no more than five minutes ago and told our guards not to let
anyone in the passage – he blasts it with these poisonous chemicals
you’s see, to make the rails stick. The entrance has been doubly sealed
and made air-tight.”
Som was trying to digest this. “So we can’t go down there? For how
long?”
“Until the morning to be safe. I don’t know what the chemical is – it’s
some kind of magic formula that he’s just started to use. He’s immune
to it.”
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Zylas raised his eyebrows. “Are you sure he’s just not saying it’s
poisonous? How can he be immune?”
Larlan stifled a wry chuckle. “Oh it’s poisonous alright. When we’s
were puttin’ the oil down there in the first place the inspectors went in
too early. They didn’t come back up again. They didn’t look pretty,
from what the medics said. Dagan’s been locked in there for hours with
no side effects – but he costs us a ruddy fortune.”
Arton spread his arms in exasperation. “So now what should we do?”
“Well, stay here. Unless you’s want to leave by the gate.”
“That’d be pointless. We’d be further away from our goal and out in
the open.”
“Then stay – like you’s said you’s would. I know they now know
you’re here, but it’ll take time for them to reach us. They’ll have to
walk - viltures can’t carry humans – they’re too weak.”
Arshall and Eshlow scoffed at the pathetic weaklings.
“We will have time?” Som asked, worried.
“Oh, relax. The passage’ll be clear by the morning. Then you’s can go
merrily on your way.” Larlan smiled. “The barbarians aren’t due for
another few days yet.”
“What do you mean – due?” Zylas frowned at the statement.
“We’s know they’re coming,” Zinon said, clasping his hands together.
Then he changed the subject. “So what’s all this about a ‘strength
potion’ or something? Larlan was frantic when he came and got me.”
“Oh so you’ve come to it at last,” Arshall said, rolling her eyes. “And
it isn’t a flamin’ strength potion. It’s a Shiva Essence.” She turned to
Zylas. “Will you half fill the basin for me, Zy?”
Zylas looked at her bluntly, as if the last conversation had rendered
him useless. His head was spinning with all these comings and goings,
and stopping and startings, and doings and don’tings.
“So, have we’s decided what we’re doing ‘ere now?” Enon asked,
breaking the silence.
There was an exasperated sigh. “We’re indeed staying at the place
that is here for the time that is now,” Som said, trundling. “In the
morning, the passage will be safe. Is that right?” He looked for
reassurance from Larlan, who nodded.
“How do you know the barbarians are coming?” Zylas asked again.
“We didn’t see them on the way down.”
“Well we’s haven’t seen them either,” Larlan said.
“Then how do you actually know?”
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Larlan and Zinon exchanged glances. “Well, it’s a long story,” Zinon
said slowly. “Well it’s not really, but it’s hard to understand.”
“What is? Sorry Arshall,” Zylas added as Arshall rolled her little
white eyes impatiently.
“Well, we’s have information obtained in a rather unorthodox way.”
Zinon said carefully. “We’s have a Laizwerthian with a spectacular
talent working ‘under cover’, if you’s like. She happens to be a mind
reader.”
“Handy,” Enon muttered in the breath pause.
“She’s called Aria – and she’s been reading any barbarian she comes
across. She happened to come across a band leader who was due to
come here.”
“How hasn’t she been caught?” Zylas asked inquiringly. “I mean,
surely she must actually be around the barbarians she mind reads…
wouldn’t they have just… well… silenced her?”
“Aria’s special.” Zinon paused for a moment. “The barbarians just
assume she’s wandering aimlessly around – lost. They would feel sorry
for her, if they could.” He screwed up his face somewhat. “She doesn’t
look like a threat, you’s see. They ignore her mostly – she’s only, well,
fourteen.”
“Fourteen? That’s a year younger than me!” Zylas’s voice had risen
in pitch.
“That’s why she is not deemed a threat,” Som said. “She is saved by
the innocence of childhood.”
“What?! You all knew?” Zylas exclaimed.
“Of course they all knew,” Larlan said with a smirk. “We’ve kept a
very close eye on her – I visited her parents as soon as she was born,
told them exactly what the situation was.” He stared absently into space
as he talked. “They knew she was special, you’s see – knew there was
something, well, unusual. They weren’t too happy about us Council
members being so involved with her upbringing. I suppose they were
worried about her origins coming back to haunt them. But they finally
consented; and she joined The Council at the age of eleven.”
“Eleven?!” Zylas exclaimed. “A kid working for The Council?!”
Arton chuckled. “It took a hell of a lot of paper work, I can tell you.
Though Wight values the importance of spies.” He then caught Larlan’s
eye, breaking into a wry grin, and added, “she’s a real angel.”
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The wind picked up and Arshall closed the window a little harder than
was necessary to obtain their attention. “Are we going to do this or
not!?” She demanded.
There was a slight murmur of silence before Zylas spoke. “Yes right.”
He shook his head, as if ridding it, and took a moment of contemplative
meditation. “Half a basin full of water weren’t it?”
Arshall nodded with an air of satisfaction and Zylas hurried over to
the tiled bathroom. They heard the tap open and the gentle thud of
water on stone. Then he called them, and they all had to squeeze
together tightly, allowing the Dragpies as wide an arc as possible.
“You are all about to witness magic of the most divine order,” Arshall
said. Eshlow stood by patiently. “Very few humans have seen this.”
Arshall took the pale grey sphere from somewhere Zylas couldn’t
pinpoint. Its silky skin shimmered, reflected on the shallow water.
“There can only be a little water,” Arshall continued, “Because more
water means that the concoction is more diluted and therefore not as
efficient. When I break the surface the mist will flood the water and
turn it grey – do not be startled by its brightness. I shall then take your
armour and weapons in turn and coat them using this.” She held up a
Tonder-combing brush that had obviously gone walkies from the
stables. Then she dipped the sphere, so it was submerged, and carefully
pierced the resin with her claws. The grey mist curdled outwards like
spiralling paint, and the water turned a rich metallic grey, light
shimmering from the surface.
Zylas felt his heartbeat increase with anticipation and he began to
grow hot. So hot in fact that he had to remove one of his fur layers.
“Hold up, Zy, I think it’s be better if you all took your armour off out
there where there’s more room.”
Zylas didn’t bother to say that he actually wasn’t taking off his
armour; he just followed the others out of the door and into the airy
communal area. Then again he followed suit in struggling to remove his
chain mail; indeed, he was grateful of the assistance Enon gave when he
saw Zylas was in trouble.
They entered the bathroom in turn, presented their armour and
weapons to Arshall and watched in fascination as she coarsely scrubbed
the metal with her dripping brush. They seemed to dry almost instantly,
and when Zylas was given them back he noticed that they were barely
clammy – he had studied enough to know that metal didn’t absorb
water. But this was no ordinary water. He had also wondered whether
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Diadon would approve of Snake’s Tooth being blessed, but then again
it was his sword now, and he certainly approved.
His thoughts were interrupted by a very strange thing indeed – when
everything had been blessed, Arshall drank the rest of the water and ate
the combing brush. She laughed at their astonished faces. “What? We
can’t dispose of it in the gutter or a river can we? All those particles of
energy floating around – super-strength fish! Better to be safe than
sorry. And the Tonder brush – anything combed with that will be bald
in seconds!”
Enon raised his eyebrows. “Well you’d have to have strong stomachs
to eat some of your food.”
The Dragpies laughed. Yes, they actually laughed at one of Enon’s
derogatory jokes. “Don’t get indigestion either,” they said. Enon
laughed back.
They ate merrily together, Larlan even insisting the Dragpies ate
indoors with them. They made quite a mess, but the bar was empty, and
Zylas thought that the inn would be burnt down with the town anyway.
It was a very dark thought indeed.
They could hear mechanical noises from out near the passage, and
they went out to look once they’d finished eating. The sky was a deep
velvet as night drew in, but the streets were illuminated from the
candles through every oval window. And gnats buzzed, grey in the
candlelight. Scaffolding had been set up around the passage entrance,
and metal panels enclosed it brutally, forming an airtight sealant.
“A lot of trouble to go to,” Zylas wondered.
“Of course – we’s canny afford to let the gas escape can we’s?”
Larlan watched from a distance, the workers picking up their tools and
retreating away, and the guards positioned statuesque aside the
containment door.
“Have you had to seal the other end?”
“There are already blast doors in the passage – we’s just closed the
end-most ones. They are airtight, but we’s still have to be doubly
careful this side of the town.”
“Won’t the engineer suffocate?”
“No, the passage has enough air in it to last ten hours. He’ll be out by
then.”
The wind was still wintry cold, and Zylas was sure there were
snowflakes among the fluttering gnats.
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“It’s too cold ‘ere,” Enon moaned, hugging his body tight and
retreating into his collar.
“We’re in the mountains in the middle of winter,” Zinon said loudly,
as if to say ‘of course it’s cold’. “Let’s go in. Nothing interesting about
a chamber and a coupla guards.”
Zylas was pleased the suggestion was heeded, and he noticed his toes
had numbed once he had gone back into the warm.
“You’s should sleep if you’s are still planning to leave tomorrow,”
Larlan said as the inn door clattered shut behind him.
“We are so we shall.” Arton was assertive. “You understand our
reasons of course.”
Larlan sighed. “Of course. I am sad you’s are leaving is all. And
concerned over this new strategy.”
“It is brutal but simple. Coat everything in oil and then pull your
troops untouched by Hipnosee out through the passage and onto the
plateau. Light the oil as you retreat, sealing the passage as you go.”
“Yes, yes. Then take the troop back to the fortress, I know.” Larlan
sighed. “Well I suppose we’ll see you’s there then.”
“If everything goes well,” Arton smiled.
“And what about the sacred shelters – do we’s burn them too?”
“Yes. Tyran is above Gö-d.”
Larlan sighed deeply. “The preacher won’t be happy.”
“Larlan,” Arton said sadly, “by then, the preacher may be fighting
you.”
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Chapter 21:

THE BLACK POWDER PLOT

It was late when Zylas woke, the sun had climbed high and his room
was bright through the sashes. He had expected to be woken and told
that they had to leave early, but he could hear nothing from the
neighbouring rooms where his friends lay. He could hear noise out on
the street though: the monotonous, mechanical drone of work coming
from the passage.
The gas must have cleared by now, he said to himself. They must be
moving the oil.
The Dias and Snake’s Tooth were where they always were, at his
chest and by his bed respectively, but he still had to check – it had
become a persistent habit. He blinked to life, climbing from his bed and
washing in the bathroom – the cool water further wakening his eyes. He
had just finished putting on his wolf skin when he heard movement in
the adjoining room, and then a knock at his door.
Som and Arton marched in without waiting for an answer and headed
straight for the window saying, “can we just check…”
“Good morning to you too,” Zylas said, watching them cross the
room. But he knew something was going on because they both ignored
him, throwing open the drapes so viciously they fell off the rail.
“Yes look, something’s up,” Arton said to Som. “Larlan and Zinon
are in heated conversation out there. They don’t look happy…”
“The fact that there is something wrong with the passage is an
obvious one,” Som said. “I can tell – but what?”
“Maybe something to do with the gas. Maybe the chief engineer guy
did suffocate.”
“I don’t… hey what is it that the two Dragpies are doing down
there?”
“Arshall and Eshlow? What on earth?”
Zylas heard Enon enter too, having just arisen.
“Bit late ain’t I,” he said from the threshold. He frowned at Som and
Arton’s backs. “What’s going on ‘ere?”
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“We don’t know, that’s the problem,” Arton said without turning
round. “Something’s happening at the passage – something bad.”
“The passage?” Enon strolled to the window. “For Gö-d’s sake, that’s
our key outta here so there better not be a problem with it.”
“We better go down and see what’s happening.” Arton beckoned
them away with him. “This is just typical, this is.”
They hurried back down the stairs, through the bar and out onto the
street. Frost had developed in the cobble cracks and lined the timber
frames like icing delicately lining a cake. Larlan saw them but didn’t go
over – he waited for them to get him.
“What’s going on?” Arton asked as they met, his breath accumulating
in wisps around his head. Barrels of oil were clustered nearby, and the
metallic containment compartment had been taken down.
“Don’t say anything’s happened to the passage,” Som said heatedly,
“because we are in the need to leave by it.”
Larlan’s face turned hard. “I’m afraid it is impossible to leave by the
passage at the moment.”
“Look,” Arton said heatedly, “it can’t be gas-filled because you’ve
had people go right to the end and get the oil…”
“And they found a very big problem indeed.” Larlan spoke grimly.
He sighed. “The passage has been blocked.”
“What?!” They all echoed together.
“Yes, blocked. I’ve seen it myself. I was just going to take the
Dragpies to see it – see if they can do anything about it - so you’re quite
welcome to come along.”
They walked into the tunnel, torches lighting the way. “What do you
mean, ‘blocked’?”
“Well,” Larlan said, “there’s rubble everywhere – the tunnel’s
entirely impassable. About a stone throw away from the end at the
plateau it is – just after the last containment door.”
“This canny be happening,” Enon moaned. “How could it have
happened?”
“Landslide?” Zinon answered. “This side of the mountain could easily
have come away, flooding the plateau and also the end of the passage.”
“Or collapsed shaft ‘ere,” Larlan added. “This was originally a
prosperous mining site for iron – that’s why Läet has been founded
where it has, so I’ve been told.”
“This is a mine?” The tunnel widened into a colossal chamber, the
torches around the walls shedding an illustrious glow. “Where’s the
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shaft?” Zylas stopped walking abruptly, his eyes drawn downwards. He
had found the shaft. “Wow…”
“Be careful Zylas.” Zinon steered him against the wall, “you’s fall
down there you’s won’t be able to walk back up them stairs.”
The ground had disappeared into gloom, a canyon glaring at them like
a gigantic open mouth. And the bridge that spanned the gap was hardly
wider than a plank of wood.
“We’re supposed to walk over that?” Zylas’s eyes grew wide.
“Sure – single file. No messing about.” Larlan led them at a slow
pace. The Dragpies took off, complaining for some reason about their
aching wings.
The bridge widened as it reached the other side, joining the opposite
walkway. Zylas clasped the wall in relief as he reached it, his heart
doing double time.
“No wonder the workers weren’t too pleased when they had to wheel
the barrels back across this.” Enon would have usually played silly
beggars and pretended to slip or something, but he was unusually
careful.
“You said indeed that the way was blocked,” Som said from near the
back. “May I ask what with?”
Larlan shot a daring look over his shoulder. “You’s know – rock and
earth and stuff – whatever this passage is made of.”
Som smiled then. “Then we don’t need to worry about being trapped,
for I shall be able to unblock it.”
His words were like music to their ears. “Of course!” Zylas said in
excitement. “You can control the ground can’t you!”
“Yes, yes. All shall be sorted – no need to be in the state of worry. Let
us get there so I can perform such a task.”
They were full of relief as they finally traversed the span and looked
back the way they’d come, the darkness creeping up the rock face from
the depths. “Alright – all here?” Larlan said as they crowded along the
small landing.
“No, I’ve fallen off and died,” Enon laughed. No one laughed with
him.
“I wouldn’t joke about it. You’s never know what’s going to happen.”
The walkway cut a hole into the rock face once more, and Larlan
disappeared into the tunnel, the others shadowing him.
“How on earth are you going to get the women and children to cross
that bridge?” Arton said suddenly. “I mean – they’d be terrified…”
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“It’s okay,” Larlan said back, the torchlight catching the blue hue of
his hair. “Those steps Zinon mentioned – they lead to the cavern floor.
We’ll lead them down it and up the other side. It’ll take a time though –
took us an hour today to check for… well…”
“What?” They stopped in the passage, the torchlight flickering,
broadcasting their silhouettes against the back wall.
Larlan and Zinon exchanged soft expressions. “Dagan, the chief
engineer,” Larlan started, his voice sad, “he – well – didn’t come back
out of the tunnel you’s see. We’ve searched it up and down – he’s
lost…”
“How can he be lost?” Arton said as they started walking again.
“Easily…” The tunnel began to narrow until it ended abruptly in a
mass of grainy rock. They had to lower their heads to avoid the ceiling.
Larlan put his hands on his hips. “Here we’s are. The blockage – right
at the tunnel end…” He gestured to a metal shim protruding from the
ceiling. “That was the last door of the tunnel. A few metres on and we’d
hit daylight and the plateau.” He shot a grim glance at the rubble.
“Though this went and happened. And Dagan’s under it all ‘ere.”
“What? The engineer? He’s… dead? Crushed?” Zylas looked
horrified at the blockage.
“It is the only thing that could have happened ‘ere. He is nowhere
else…” Larlan sighed, nodding at the raised door. “He wouldn’t have
opened that unless something odd was going on. We’s suspect that he
heard something – a landslide perhaps – went to see what was
happening.” He swallowed thickly. “Got swallowed up before he knew
anything about it.”
“Gö-d…” Zylas gasped.
“We’s couldn’t believe it either.” Larlan gave a sad smile. “Always
thought he’d die because of his smoking. We’s all used to joke about it
– ain’t many Laizwerthians who do it, you’s see. But no…” He looked
bitterly at the ground, and there was a cold, sympathetic silence. Even
the Dragpies had dropped their eyes. “Anyway,” Larlan continued,
“Som – did you’s say you’s could reverse it?”
Som nodded quietly. “I’ll do it… you know… slowly, try to clear
everything off him. He may still get a proper burial. Come away. Let
me in.” They all jostled around cursing, spreading away to allow Som
access. “Give me a firm place to stand and I shall move the earth,” Som
said powerfully, closing his eyes. Anticipation began to build;
anticipation doted with a touch of sadness. And relief at the same time –
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they were leaving after all – escaping the barbarians never the less.
Then he bellowed “Zejrahasj!” and stabbed out his palm.
Absolutely nothing happened.
The rock didn’t even emit little puffs of dust as a mockery. Som stood
for a few seconds in a shocked silence, furrowing his brow. Then he retook his stance, closed his eyes again, and bellowed “Ekjrejhelj!” The
rock remained as solid as before.
Panic descended, a cold chill slithering down Zylas’s spine.
“You’s are obviously not standing on firm enough ground,” Enon
said. It wasn’t the kind of statement to help.
“I… I… don’t understand…” Som shook his head, eyes widening. “I
have been practising for forty years – I do know the right mantra!” He
went over tentatively, raising his palms and placing them on the
stubborn rock. His eyes ballooned. “Oh my Gö-d…”
“What?!” Their voices had become erratic.
Som turned to them slowly, his expression dark. “This is no accident.
This is magic.”
“Magic? What the hell do you’s mean, magic?” asked Larlan.
“This is Gaia magic to be sure – like my own…” Som shook his head
in disbelief. He looked past them at the Dragpies. “Arshall? Am I losing
my mind?!”
Arshall lumbered over, having to bend terribly. She laid a finger on
the rock face and her expression dropped. “No Som, you are not mad.
This is magic indeed.”
“That’s impossible!” Som had to stumble aside as Arshall fought
away from the enclosure. “It cannot be Gaia magic!”
“Why not?” Zinon wanted to know.
“Because I am the only one in the entire Shallows with such an
ability!” Som had to double-check the blockage. “This magic cannot be
reversed by anyone but the one who cast it! Like Tünden, we’ll have to
dig through – but how can it be?” He looked back at the Dragpies.
“Your Essences? Do you have such a globule?”
“We do have globules of Gaia Essence,” Arshall said, “but no human
could have got hold of any – you saw how strict we were…”
“Well somehow, someone’s got hold of the formula!”
“Barbarians…” Zylas said. “It’s them – it must be… They know
we’re here so they’ve blocked us in! We can’t leave Läet – just like
they want! They found out the cûllan formula somehow, now they’ve
discovered the Gaia formula somehow…”
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“Zylas,” Eshlow grunted, “no one alive today knows the Gaia
formula. The globules were formed by the dragons and they’re…”
“Extinct, I know. But somehow the barbarians have got it – maybe
flaming Arkön did a riddle about that too or something – but what
matters is that they know it.”
“Well where does this leave Dagan?” Larlan said.
Zylas didn’t heed him straight away. “They know we’re here – they
know the Dias is here because of that man in the bar who was
smoking…” He stopped abruptly, stung by what he had just said. The
man who was smoking. He turned to look at the door shim and frowned
in realisation. “That door can presumably only be opened from the
inside…”
Larlan and Zinon both nodded.
“Dagan… Dagan is the only person who could have opened that…”
Larlan and Zinon both nodded again. “So?”
“You said Dagan was smoking! The person we saw talking to a
vilture was smoking! Put two and two together people! Your engineer
saint, Dagan, isn’t dead at all! He’s working for Tyran! He saw we were
here; he closed the passage so we couldn’t escape and he’s gone and
blocked us in!”
“Dagan couldn’t use magic!” Larlan yelled, “How could he have
possibly…”
“I don’t know how!” Zylas’s breathing had tripled. “But if we can’t
get this blockage shifted, then it’s over. Just like that.”
There was a burnt silence. First the chancellor, now Dagan – why
couldn’t people just be reputable? The Dragpies looked at each other,
speaking up softly. “We should be able to shift it – but not from in here
– I can barely breathe…”
They all turned to look at Arshall and Eshlow who were looking very
uncomfortable indeed. The passage was too claustrophobic for a
human, let alone a large Beast.
“We could work from the other side, though,” Arshall added.
Enon laughed. “Er, I hate to tell you’s this ladies, but the problem is
that we’s canny get to the other side.”
Eshlow flexed her wings, “You can’t but we can.”
“How? Can you’s walk through walls?”
“Oh use your brains you bunch of ignoramuses,” Arshall spat,
fidgeting to get comfortable.
“Are you’s sure the plural isn’t ignorami?” Enon laughed.
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“We can’t stand it anymore we need to go back,” Arshall said,
manoeuvring herself away. “We’ll let you figure out what we’re going
to do. Zylas, we’re counting on you.”
“So are we’s,” Enon said, a wry smile on his face. Zylas was not
happy. Why did everything have to go wrong?
They watched the Dragpies flutter over the canyon and disappear
back through to the entrance. The tunnel was getting hot and stuffy, and
everyone was frustrated. They were trapped, and it was all because of
Dagan.
Enon had obviously forgotten his fear, because he did pretend to slip off
the walkway as they shuffled carefully along it. What made it funny
was that he really nearly did fall as he was fooling about and had to be
grabbed furiously by Zinon. He went ever so quiet after that.
The Dragpies were framed golden with light as they finally reached
the end of the stuffy dankness, and Zylas winced as the new brightness
juxtaposed the passage’s gloom.
“Back then?” They said, as if they’d been waiting for hours.
“Yep. And I know how you’re going to get to the other side of the
blockage,” Zylas answered. “You’re going to fly over.”
“Oh hooray,” Eshlow said sarcastically. “Three members of The
Council are present and they left it to the kid to figure out.”
Enon laughed at Som, Arton and Larlan, pleased that he wasn’t part
of The Council to be included in that ridicule. “So obvious now we’s
know the answer.”
Eshlow raised her eyebrows. “Quite.”
“What are you going to do? Fly over to the plateau, find the passage’s
exit and unblock it from there?”
“Precisely. Though it’ll take a few hours at least.”
“A few hours?!” Zylas gasped. All this time being wasted could be
used to find his father.
“Things take time, Zylas. And the air here is thin.”
“Wait a sec,” Zylas thought, “why can’t you just fly us over with you
– it’s the most sensible idea.”
“Like I said, the air is thin – we wouldn’t have enough energy to carry
you – we’d all plunge to our deaths.”
“You’s flew us up to flamin’ Aretroth!” Enon yelled.
Arshall shook her head, tutting. “You can’t exactly compare the
luxury pulling power of Aretroth to that of a rocky mountain plateau.”
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They looked back at her blankly and she sighed. “You just don’t
understand Dragpies, do you.”
It was a statement with a brute of finality about it, but Zylas didn’t
really see how it was an answer.
“I’ve thought of something else,” Larlan said coolly.
“‘Something else’?” Zylas mocked, “You haven’t thought of
something yet!”
“The strategy’ll have to be changed if we’s canny unblock the
passage before they arrive. Now we’ve discovered that Som canny
unblock it.” Larlan shook his head. “We’d be running into a dead end.
The Dias will be run into a dead end.”
“We’s may have to fight after all!” Zinon growled.
“It won’t work, we’ve dismissed this,” Enon warned. “There’s gonna
be hundreds of the little buggers ‘ere.”
“There may be nothing left to do! I’m not gonna die in some hole
without a fight!”
“We’s canny fight them!”
“We might be able to if there were less barbarians.” Zylas had spoken
with serenity.
They all looked at him. “Yes, but the problem is that there are a lot of
barbarians.”
“No, no. I mean if we could dispose of as many barbarians as we can
in one go.” Zylas was wrapped in thought. “The barbarians will come in
by that gate, won’t they – it’ll be open.”
“Yes – they’ll just think we’re surrendering.”
“Well, the tower at the end of the war walk’s very close to the gate
isn’t it?”
“Yes, but there are only so many archers we’s can fit in there… and if
you’s said that some will be influenced by Hipnosee…”
Zylas smiled. “I am thinking about firepower, but not that kind of
firepower.” He smiled to himself. “You’re gonna kick yourself when I
tell you what we could do…”
“Something with fire? And the oil?” Zinon had furrowed his brow
inquiringly.
“If we coat the area around the gate and tower with oil, wait until the
barbarians have progressed sufficiently…”
“And light it? I see what you’re saying, but it won’t necessarily kill
‘em – they’ll get burned, sure, but most of them’ll just dart away in
anger…”
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“Depends how we light the oil.” Zylas gave a sigh and looked towards
the gate. “They won’t be able to dart away if they’ve been straddled
with debris.”
“Debris? What do you mean debris?”
“We have satchels of black powder, don’t we.” He looked towards
Som, Enon and Arton, and their eyes widened in realisation. “It’ll
surely take out a large arc.”
Som’s eyes were fish-like. “Of course…”
“If we bury some in the tower’s walls, coat it in oil,” Zylas continued,
“wait until the barbarians are festering around our town’s gates – and
bang. We’ll detonate it.”
“That’s very interesting,” Zinon said, “but what the hell is black
powder?”
“It’s the first breakthrough in combustion,” Som answered. “An
explosive.”
“I remember!” Larlan said suddenly. “Wight got it sorted at last?”
“Oh certainly. It’s all ours. We should use all but a couple of satchels
for the moment,” Arton pressed. “Like Zylas said, detonate it in the
tower when the barbarians are around. Eat brick you dirty fest-pits, and
all. They won’t know what’s hit ‘em. And also, like Zylas said, we coat
the gate with the oil – they’ll be burning and blasted.”
“Wa… wait, wait – have we got enough oil to do that and burn the
buildings?” Larlan asked, matter-of-factly.
“That’s the point!” Zylas said excitedly, “We won’t need to burn the
buildings – the barbarians will have taken severe losses and such a
shock – we’ll only need to finish them off!”
“We’s could still save the town?” Zinon’s expression had brightened.
“We have a weapon that the enemy hadn’t bargained for – something
more powerful than, well, anything. We just need to use it.”
“The women and children will still have to wait in the passage. For
safety.” As Som spoke, the sun climbed to its pinnacle in the sky behind
him. “If things do get out of hand, we can still make a retreat that is
strategic through the passage ourselves. We’d need to hold it until the
Dragpies unblocked the end.” He made a sweeping gesture in the dirt at
the wake of the passage entrance. “We have trenches here to aid us if
needs be.”
“Yes – that could work…” Arton put a hand to his hip. “Though the
Dias is still here. And they’re coming for it.” He turned to look at the
Dragpies. “Should you both fly over and start to unblock it now?”
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“Are you asking us or telling us?”
“No, I agree,” Zylas said quickly. The Dragpies were so curt
sometimes. “We’ll still need to leave here as soon as possible, and we
can’t leave until that blockage is cleared.”
“Okay, fine, we’ll go and crack on with it.” Arshall shot a look over
the mountain. “But like I said, it’ll be hours.”
“Better hurry up and start then!” Zylas clapped his hands together.
“We’ll need to see this through, with the black powder and everything.
Come and get us when you finish?”
“Oh, we will. But don’t hold your breath. It won’t be easy.”
Zylas gritted his teeth secretly. Had they forgotten they were the ones
who had suggested it? “We know. And we knew none of this would be.
But we must all try.”
The Dragpies nodded. “Oh well, we’ll see you when we see you.”
And they took a couple of stuttering strides before launching into the
air, disappearing around the mountain at a lethargic pace. Maybe they
were finding it difficult to fly after all.
Larlan watched them soar out of sight, and then turned. “About all
this – with the powder and all that…” he lowered his voice. “Has it a
chance of working?”
Som seemed to gulp air. “There is always a chance. But a good
chance? I have no idea.” He looked wayward up the street, the tower
strutting high near the gate.
“It’s a plan at least,” Arton said. They all sighed simultaneously.
Larlan looked at the sun, clocking its position. “The sun tells me it’s
lunch time.”
“So does my stomach,” Enon said, in a sort of grumble.
“Well come then; let us be fed and watered ‘ere. Then we’s can do
something about this black powder, or whatever.” Larlan led them back
into the inn, the emptiness of the bar refreshing, though strangely
sombre too.
For some reason, they barely spoke as they ate, each mouthful
seemingly inflating in their mouths, and plunging like lead into their
stomachs. They had almost cleaned their plates when Zinon’s stare was
captivated by something out the window, and his expression froze in
mid-bite. He lowered his fork in a sort of daze.
“Er, Larlan,” he said slowly, his stare still fixed. “We’s have a little
problem…”
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Larlan looked at him, his fork halfway to his mouth. “What sort of
problem?”
Zinon lifted slowly from his chair, and made his way to the door,
pushing it open against the wind. The others mimicked his path,
gathering in the square and tracing a bead along Zinon’s stare. From on
top of the hill that rose among the tangle of forest, the huge wooden
beacon was flickering to life. Dancing smoke plumed from its summit
as flame began to eat deeply into the timber, the wood crackling to a
black crisp.
“Oh no, not now,” Larlan muttered, shaking of his head. “Why now?”
“Does that mean what I think it means?” Arton asked.
“The barbarians have been sighted on the Eastern Road,” Larlan said.
“You’s can see to the first mountain pass of Omær from that hill – we’s
do not have much time. Maybe half a day is all.”
“And that road?” Zylas asked, his heart rate increasing, “Does it only
lead here?”
“Yes, yes. They are definitely coming,” Larlan took a moment before
he became animated with a clap of his hands. “Right then, let’s get this
show on the road. Zinon,” he turned to his second in command, “arm
the troop and bring them out to the square ‘ere. All of them together.
When Hipnosee hits I want the susceptible souls to have easy exit
routes. And make sure your men don’t go into contact with them when
it does happen unless it’s entirely necessary.” Zinon bowed and scurried
off, a spring of adrenaline in his step. Larlan watched him for a second,
and then turned back to the others. “Alright, we’s need to work as fast
as we’s can. Get whatever you’s need for this explosion or whatever.
And we’s better put our mail on.”
The breeze became even more bitter and a bell began to ring. House
doors sprang open, anxious people gathering in their gardens, looking
mutely at one another for answers. Then every head gradually turned to
the flaming beacon, and every heart doubled its pace. This was it.
The inn was warm but strangely uninviting. They wriggled into their
mail, feeling its air of dexterity upon their skin, a slight twinge of guilt
reeling in their stomachs. Zylas fastened Snake’s Tooth to his waist, its
weight a comforting strength rather than a crippling burden. The Dias
was hidden snugly beneath his furs, the mist an inanimate though
provocative swirl of mystery, and he had to catch his breath when he
saw it. His pack was in one corner, and he emptied it completely,
stuffing what he could of the carbohydrate and protein snap-snacks in
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his furs. The rest would have to be left – he wasn’t going to lug that
thing through a battlefield. The memory of Poden came back to him,
the first time he had seen Hipnosee devastate a town in front of his very
eyes. And this was going to be exactly the same. If not worse. Then he
came across the chromed whistle he had been given in Aretroth and
fingered the cool metal. He only hoped he’d live long enough to be able
to use it – a month was a long time when you were harbouring
something an unstoppable evil was after.
“Ready Zy?” Enon had appeared at his threshold, his arms weighed
with a couple of satchels. Zylas drained the rest of his water skin, then
slugged over his own satchels, frowning at the weight.
“Oh great, how am I supposed to lug both these things all the way
there?”
Enon laughed in mockery, though the veins in his arms were strained
turgid with his own effort. “Oh come on, Zy. It’s only a bit of powder.”
Zylas decided that Enon must be totally untaxed by the effort, despite
the pain in his expression. Enon didn’t joke about anything, did he. “Oh
good, I’m glad you can cope.” Zylas struggled over and dropped one of
his satchels into Enon’s quiver. “How nice of you to offer.” Enon
wasn’t happy about that - his shaking knees were a bit of a give away.
But he tried to keep a straight face and managed a gritted smile.
Arton appeared next to them. “All set then?” He shot a glance at
Enon’s rugged expression. “Alright there Enon?”
“Fine,” Enon managed, grunting as he said it. “Okay then, let us go –
I’m sure they’ll start to get heavy soon, ha hum…”
Larlan was busy commanding workers to soak the ground around the
gate in oil, his face red, probably because of the fumes. They had to
fight their way over to him, the square now full of people. A line of
women and children were weaving their way into the passage, led by
frantic officials, their faces pale; and Zinon was busy gathering his
troop around him. Larlan looked up as they approached.
“We need to get into the tower,” Arton said, his arms full.
“Okay, come with me.” Larlan eyed the satchels nervously. Could
something so trivial really be the key to something so grand? If the Dias
was anything to go by, it certainly could. “Don’t tell anyone what
you’re doing.”
They crossed into a back street and climbed an outside staircase that
rose to the tower’s round base. It was windier up there, and the war
walk overlooked the main street and gate, the surface turning a dirty
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brown. The puddles left over from the irregular spats of rain were
coated in a shimmering rainbow spectrum, the different layers of the
thick oil separating upon the surface. A guard stood at the tower’s door
and looked worried at their arrival. A ring of keys hung from his belt.
“So we’s are to place archers in the tower ‘ere after all?” The guard
unhooked his ring of keys, clanking them noisily.
“No. This tower is out of bounds – go down to Zinon. You’s are
relieved of your duties ‘ere.” Larlan snatched the keys from him and
pointed back down the walk.
The guard obviously decided that his King was stressed and decided
not to question. He scampered off without looking back, his ill-fitting
armour jigging loosely on him like a cowbell.
Larlan’s hands shook as he turned the keys in the large metal door,
swinging it forth and beckoning them into the darkness. The only light
crept in slats through the narrow arrow slits, though barely pierced the
gloom and they had to wait for their eyes to adjust.
“Here we are then,” Som whispered, rubbing his hands together and
setting his satchels next to one of the walls. “You suggested burying the
powder in the walls?”
Zylas placed his satchel on top of Som’s, his arms grieving with
strain. “We need the tower to blow out that way, don’t we,” he said,
gesturing towards an arrow slit where the gate was just visible. “Catch
the barbarians as they enter.”
“That’s right. Line the powder up this wall then?”
“If we integrate some of it in with the mortar then the bricks will
fragment easier, won’t they?” Zylas tapped the cold stone. “I mean, the
joints will go too – forget your slingshots and catapults, this explosion
will have its own home made remedy.”
“Got that,” Larlan said, throwing a look at the satchels. “How are
we’s going to get it in the wall? The mortar’s pretty solid.”
Zylas drew Snake’s Tooth and ran its Shiva-blessed edge along the
cement. A trench was gouged effortlessly, as if it was being trawled
through butter, and the stringy remnants flitted to the floor in its wake.
It had delved up to an inch deep.
Enon’s right side of his face twitched a smile.
Larlan nodded in agreement. “Fair enough. Gö-d knows how you’s
befriended those Dragpies but I’m glad you’s did. Lets get it started
then.”
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Their swords scratched numerous tracks along the perimeter of each
stone brick, mortar flakes crumbling to the floor as the power of the
Shiva was demonstrated.
“We need to be careful not to chisel right through!” Zylas humoured,
etching the last of a trough line from the wall.
“Exactly how are we’s going to light it?” Enon dropped Leaf to his
side with a frown.
The others halted their work too. “Never thought of that.”
“No,” Zylas insisted, “it’s fine. It explodes on ignition in an enclosed
space – we just need to find a way to baptize this room in fire.”
“Oil? We’ve plenty of it still by the looks of it…” Arton had peered
through the slit at the gate. “There are still barrels full to the brim down
there.”
“I’ll go and commandeer one,” Larlan said, stretching his back and
disappearing out the door. They watched him through the little gaps;
trundle down the steps and address one of the chief workers, who in
turn organised a small band to haul a barrel up to them.
“What do you’s need it for?” One of the workers asked as the barrel
was lodged upright in the tower’s circular room.
“Never you’s mind,” Larlan warned, ushering them away and shutting
the door behind him. He turned to the others, who had begun to fill the
trenches with the powder in the darkness. “Okay, you’s ask, I provide.”
“Good, good,” Som mused. “If we coat this wall, the powder will go
up instantly when the oil’s lit. We just need to snake a trail away from
here to act like a fuse ao we can light it from a safe distance.”
“That would be preferable,” Larlan said. “Alright, if we’s lay the rest
of the powder against the wall in its satchels…” he picked up a stinking
ladle that the oil was being lathered out with. “I just hope this’ll be
good enough.”
They could hear someone shouting outside, someone from the gate,
shouting Larlan’s name. They exchanged glances – what could have
possible gone wrong now?
“Coat the walls – I’ll go and see what’s going on.” He opened the
tower door and stepped out into the breeze, the shrill cry multiplying in
volume. “Yes! What is it?”
“Larlan!” The breathless man had run through the oil, his shoes soggy
and his legs stained brown. “I’ve come from the beacon…”
“You’s lit the beacon?” Larlan skipped to the top of the steps so he
could hear clearly. “What did you’s see?”
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The man’s expression darkened, almost bent double with exhaustion –
he had obviously run all the way. “It’s bad sir – you’s wouldn’t
believe…” He took a humungous breath, his chest inflating. “There’s
about a thousand of them, Larlan. And they’re all riding Tonders.
They’ll be here within the hour.”
Larlan looked as though he had just been shot. “Gö-d – what?
Tonders? I never thought of that…”
The others had drifted to the tower’s threshold, sensing that yet more
bad news had been broadcast. Larlan sighed, turning to look at the rest
of them. “Tonders,” he said meekly. “They’re riding bloody Tonders.
Should be here within the hour.”
They couldn’t speak. That was soon.
“What do we do?”
“Hurry,” Larlan said. “No time like the present.” He cast a look over
to the square where the line of women and children into the passage
was slowly diminishing. He looked over at the tower. “You’s finished?”
Arton nodded solemnly. “All set.”
“Alright.” Larlan took a deep breath and looked wayward past the
gate and into the wild. The workers at the gate were slowing as they
finished, their heads light from the fumes. Larlan turned to the
messenger. “Join the troop,” he said.
The messenger’s expression faltered somewhat, and he was silent as
he trotted down to the square. Larlan shook his head disdainfully.
“Okay,” he said to the others. “We’s need to create an oil trail from
here to the square so we’s can light it away from the tower. If we’s take
it through the back streets – we’s don’t want it running the length of the
street ‘ere. We’ll have to wait for the women and children to clear…”
“What are they going to do? Just wait?”
“Yep. Wait in the passage until it’s unblocked – so we’s keep them
away from the fighting. Or until we’s call them back to the town.” He
bolted the door closed, the keys rattling in his hands as he turned them.
“And what do we’s do?” Enon had asked this.
Larlan began to lead them down the steps and into the back street that
ran parallel to the main walk, behind the first row of houses. “Well,
Som said something about a trench?”
Som nodded. “I can fortify us around the passage – so we’s can hold
it as long as possible if the need to be arises.”
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“We’ll stay within that. Wait for the troop to disperse, then we’ll pull
the troops we’ve got left – the ones unaffected by Hipnosee – in with
us.”
“I hope there’s enough of them.” Arton had begun scooping oil down
the steps behind them. “Come and help me – someone take the barrel.”
They reached the square some twenty minutes later, having negotiated
an array of filthy back streets, polluting them with a trail of oil. Zinon
came up to them as they approached, ushering the last couple of arguing
women into the passage’s gloom.
“Scared of the dark!” One of the women screeched. “And scared of
strangers! If you’s put me in there I’ll die of clusteraphobia!” What ever
that was supposed to be.
“I’m sure you’ll be…” Zinon started, though Larlan interrupted him,
fazed enough without silly old bats talking about their allergies.
“You’s can either die in there of clusteraohobia, or you’s can wait out
here and be cut into several pieces by the barbarians. It’s up to you’s.”
She hmmph’d and said “Well I never!” though disappeared into the
gloom rather promptly. Larlan was impatient enough, thank you very
much.
“Zinon,” Larlan whispered, almost in his ear, “push the troop a little
up the street for now – we’re gonna make a trench here – three sided
against the passage so we’s can hold it if we’s need to. When Hipnosee
hits, bring the remains of the troop back here and we’ll have a ramp or
something so you’s can join us. Then when the tower blows, we’ll be
able to defend ourselves against whatever they’ve got left.”
Zinon nodded and rubbed his hands together nervously. “I hope this
works.”
“So do I.” Larlan turned to Som as Zinon ordered his troops away
from the square. “Okay Som – you’s do your business. Make sure we’s
can still light the trail.”
Som nodded, waiting for the vicinity to clear of all the riff-raff. Then
he took a deep, meditative breath and closed his eyes. “Zssjeckh!” he
bellowed, drawing his hand through the air in a dart-like movement,
identical to the mantra he had used in Tünden to send that ridge hurtling
towards them. The ground groaned, almost painfully, bulging up like an
elongated molehill and beginning a circular track around them. It
foraged out straight then, raising a U-shaped wall of earth around them
and sealing the passage’s entrance within its boundary. Zylas looked
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around, an earth wall in front and to his sides, the mountain and passage
entrance behind. Som certainly knew how to use magic.
“Hold up, I am not done,” Som said, massaging his head and walking
up to his rock enclosure. “Help me up.”
Arton had to give him a leg-up, Som struggling onto the top of the
wall he had just created and looking at the square at his wake. The troop
was looking at him transfixed. Som had to smile.
“Jsshakreshlà!” he bellowed, raising his hands up above his head. The
ground at the base of the wall suddenly plummeted, dropping down
several feet along its entire perimeter. Now they even had their own
moat – even if it wasn’t full of water.
Som stood there finally, his breathing rapid and his head pounding,
the sun framing him at his precipice and the dismal trench forged in
darkness below him. “Welcome,” he panted, “to fort Läet.”
Just less than half an hour later, when Zylas was looking longingly over
the wall at the troop that lay before him, and the empty ghost town that
lay before them, there was the distant yet distinct sound of a barbarian
horn. His head snapped around in panic to the other four who currently
manned the stronghold with him, and they looked up in turn. Som
climbed to his feet, having been in a meditative, battery-recharging
trance since his last miracle. “It starts,” he said.
“It won’t be long ‘ere,” Enon mumbled. “Hipnosee will be among us
any second.”
They each joined Zylas at the wall to look out over the gate and troop.
The tower was lined golden by the sun against the skyline, its pinnacle
visible over the houses, the wind rustling past them as they waited. And
then everything stopped; the birds, the trees, even the wind. There was
silence for a second, like the preparing eye of the storm. Then it hit
them. Like a whisper delivered on the silky breeze – a wave of nausea
and sickening coldness enveloped them, and Zylas had to close his eyes
briefly to ignore it. Anarchy hit the troop – Zylas managed to open his
eyes and steady his mind using the techniques Som had taught him –
and he saw Zinon yelling something rotten to regain as much control as
he could. But the troop dispersed in an instant, the men succumbing to
Hipnosee breaking away and somewhat violently, running towards the
gate, intent on its opening.
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“Leave them!” Zinon yelled to the stomach-sickened souls who
remained, each drawing their swords in total confusion. “They’re gone!
Don’t go after them!”
“Lower the ramp!” Arton yelled from behind Zylas, his face pale and
his hands cold and clammy. He and Larlan launched the makeshift
piece of wood over the edge, bridging the moat and spanning the
ascent. Zinon led the remainder of the troop to them at a shaky trot,
traversing the ramp as fast as they could, hauling over the wall and into
the fort. “Get into your positions!”
The archers were busy aligning themselves as best they could along
the wall when the barbarian horn sounded again – it was close, and they
could hear the marching. In fact, they could see the heads of the pikes
and banners as they came up the hill.
The gate was now swarming with Hipnotized souls, and the huge
cantilevers swung in the mud as the pulleys were loosed, the gates
swinging apart and opening up the heart of Läet. And it revealed the
band of barbarians as they marched up the road towards them, and the
Tonders they had ridden walked beside them, robot-like, their jaws all
hinged open.
“Good Gö-d,” Zinon said as he saw them approaching. He swallowed
thickly. “Archers! I want your bows strung! Knights! Be ready to meet
them as they try to traverse this wall.”
Larlan moved swiftly to Arton, Som, Enon and Zylas. “I’ll go over to
the trail ‘ere. Be ready to light it.”
“When they reach the gates,” Arton said quietly. “That should make
the timing as sweet as possible. Just make sure you’s don’t fall off the
wall!”
“Oh believe me, I ain’t planning on doing that.” Larlan hurried over
to the right of the fort where the trail disappeared into the back streets,
and vaulted the wall. The sticky, putrid scent hit him instantly from the
moat far below him, and he picked up the un-lit torch that lay nearby,
taking out some glass paper at the same time. The barbarians marched
ever closer, the rhythm of their feet crunching on the road, and then
they were there – at the gate. This was it. Arton, Som, Enon and Zylas
caught his eye as he lit the torch, held it over the moat, and dropped it.
A trail of smoke wavered from it as it fell downwards, striking the oilsoaked ground and sparking it alight. The illustrious flames ate into the
trail, consuming the flammable liquid and retreating up its length. A
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few seconds now and the tower would erupt on them ruddy barbarians
and show them what hell was really like.
Then the barbarians stopped marching – just beside the tower –
perfect alignment! But there was a reason for it – a reason that no one,
not even the greatest divination expert of all time – Arkön himself –
could have predicted.
As the flames sauntered up the back street, the thick, black smoke
tracer issuing from it indicating its whereabouts, something erupted
from the heart of the barbarian band – something glittering with a blue
majestic brilliance – and it soared in a tremendous arc above the town.
“What the heck is that…” Zylas managed, his eyes drawn upwards. It
was in the shape of an eagle – though was colossally magnificent, blue
shimmering particles left at its wake as its wings bayed and it swooped
low. Swooped down towards the flaming trail…
They were all startled out of their captivated trance when the blue
eagle dived right onto the back street and exploded in a torrent of water.
The houses either side of it buckled under the force, the water
exploding through their walls and out onto the street like a radiocontrolled tidal wave. The waves twisted and turned, an arabesque
frenzy, rising insanely again, and the eagle’s blue head was visible on
the crest of the wave as it ploughed through more houses on the
opposite side of the street. Wood and mud-baked brick were tossed up
with it, the houses disintegrating to splintered smithereens and water
creeping down the street in the frenzy’s wake.
“What the hell!” Larlan stumbled from his wall-top post in shock,
being steadied by the entranced others in the fort. “This is impossible!”
Som was shaking his head in total shock. “It is natural magic once
more – the enemy has the formula of water. That eagle – it’s
Poseidon…”
“Poseidon?!” Larlan watched the water-eagle cascade into one of the
sacred shelters, water splaying from its centre in a spiral, fragmented
stone carried on the torrent.
“The ultimate power of water magic, is to conjure Poseidon
herself…” Som was talking absently. “We are up against something
only heard about in myth…”
“That stupid bird has extinguished the trail!” Larlan roared. “The
tower will not blow!”
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There was a strained silence as this was digested. “It will if I’ve got
anything to do with it.” Enon suddenly sprang atop the wall, taking out
an arrow and rubbing it with paraffin from one pocket.
“What are you’s talking about!?”
“That tower has to blow if we’re to buy as much time as we’s need.
I’m going to make it blow. Now give me your glass paper.”
Larlan didn’t argue, and Enon pocketed it. “Don’t miss me too
much,” he said in his way, and jumped from the wall and into the soggy
back street. Luckily he didn’t break his ankle.
“Enon! Where the hell are you going?” Zylas yelled, rushing to the
wall and peering on as Enon disappeared at a tremendous speed.
“Watch yourself!” Arton pulled Zylas away from the wall.
Poseidon swiped her wing through the air and an arrow of water was
slung towards them, plunging into the wall and sending vibrations
through the entire network. Parts of it crumbled, the earth blasted away,
and some of the archers went with it, disappearing into the water that
had gathered in the moat and not resurfacing.
“Away from the walls!” Zinon yelled, his knees shaking.
Zylas was barged into left, right and centre as the troop crumpled
together, and he found himself jostled under a collapsed corner, where
bits of tile and slabs were stuck in the earth.
Som was shouting something to Arton: “She won’t! If she sees fire
she’ll instantly attack it!”
Attack fire? But the Dragpies had Fire Essence didn’t they? Whatever
special name they called it… Zylas felt himself going dizzy, the air now
moist and flitted with droplets. Did Arshall have some with her? But
she wasn’t there and he couldn’t call her unless… his hand went
instantly to his pocket, and felt the little chrome coloured whistle he had
been given in Aretroth. The whistle that only Dragpies could hear… He
took it out without another thought, the shimmering body entrancing…
he put it to his lips…
“Zylas?! What is it that you are doing?!”
He blew it sharply, cheeks reddening, hoping there actually was
sound emitting from the little spout. If there was he couldn’t hear it, but
he had expected that. “We need help!” he yelled as Som hurried over to
him, putting the whistle back in his pocket. “Arshall had the Essences
with her – I just hope she’s got the fire one so Poseidon can have
something to get her beak into.”
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“I hope Arshall’s heard it,” Arton said as he joined them, water
pummelling the wall. He half crouched, blinking through the flurry of
dust. The Tonders were splashing towards them from the gate, their
eyes hungry.
Zylas turned and saw them too. They would churn the wall to mud in
minutes. “I hope she’s heard it too.”
The Dragpies had heard it – having been straining themselves with
the blockage, unaware that the town was in chaos on the other side of
the pinnacle. They looked up, exchanging arid glances.
“That was the whistle,” Arshall hissed.
“I know.” Eshlow shot a long look in the source’s direction. “What do
you think has happened?”
“Dunno. What should we do?”
Eshlow slung the rock she was holding aside, her breathing taxed.
“You carry on here – I’ll go and see what’s going on.” She flexed her
wings and took a run up. “Do you think Aretroth will have heard?”
Arshall nodded. “They’ll have heard alright. What they’ll do I’ve no
idea. Go on then – I’ll carry on here. The women and children are
waiting inside,” she pressed her ear against the rock, “I can hear them
talking.”
Eshlow nodded. “I hope something hasn’t gone wrong.” She took
flight quickly, unaware that she’d find that everything had gone wrong.
*
“Did you just hear that? Shasa! That was the whistle…”
“I know what it was...”
“What is the kid doing blowing it so early? The growth is only a few
days old!”
“I don’t know. The kid is strange.”
“We can’t answer them yet, Shasa! How can Aretroth go to war…”
“Oh relax. Look, you tell the others not to worry. I’ll go down and see
what’s going on.”
“You’re going to go down to them? Shall we alter Aretroth’s course?”
“No, no. I’ll risk flying the distance. It won’t be that far. You tell
them, I’ll need a few hours rest – I knew I shouldn’t have eaten Brash’s
regurgitated soup.”
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When Eshlow cleared the pinnacle and stared down at Läet she nearly
died of shock – the barbarians were already there, and the little troop
was isolated in a Som-constructed fort. And the town was full of
water… what on earth?
She flew low, skidding to a stop on the forte, tiles and slabs
splintering under-foot. Zylas was huddled in one corner, and she fought
her way over to him. “Zylas! Zylas! What’s going on?!”
Zylas saw her and his face nearly dropped – where was Arshall?
“They were early, damn it! On Tonders…” He gestured to the street,
where the Tonders were splashing towards them, up to their
underbellies in water.
Zinon had clapped his archers into action, and had them firing on the
approaching Beasts, shouting inaudibly through the roar of water.
“Where the hell has all this water come from?” Eshlow barked,
hovering a few feet above the ground.
“That’s what we need help with…”
“Eshlow!” Som had spotted her, sabre half-drawn, and he and Larlan
struggled over. “You are indeed not going to be believing this…”
“What? What’s going on?”
“It’s Poseidon, Eshlow.” Som had turned grave. “The barbarians have
got her formula.”
Eshlow turned frightfully pale in an instant. “Poseidon? What do you
mean? How the hell can Poseidon be here?”
Som gulped, being blasted with dust and spray. “I don’t know. But
she’s on their side.”
Eshlow turned her head in horrified lethargy, just in time to see the
highest-most wave-crest blossom in amplitude, taking the form of the
eagle’s head, and Poseidon’s wings splayed from the foam as she took
once again to the skies.
“Oh my…” Eshlow scampered to one side as a spiral of water
cascaded through the middle of the fort, sweeping some of the knights
off their feet and flooding the entrance of the passage. “How the hell
have they done that? The tower has not blown?”
“The trail was extinguished,” Arton said through the thunder. “Enon’s
gone to do it himself.” He was also grim.
“Enon? Where?”
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Zylas stood, fully exposed to the conditions. He pointed to the war
walk on their right. “There,” he said quietly.
From out of the shadows Enon the Archer crept. He perched behind
some soggy timber framing; the Tonder-infested water a raging river
beside him, the tower a sprint away up the walk. He ignited his arrow,
the paraffin leaping alight like a sparkler. He sprung it in his bow.
From her circular flight pattern, Poseidon caught the scent of flame
and snapped her head around instantly. She and fire didn’t go together –
there wasn’t room for flame when she ruled roost.
Enon, his hands shaking slightly, trained his sights on the narrow
arrow slit nearest him and closed his left eye. Gö-d that was narrow. He
steadied his hand for the briefest second, his mind slowing as it did
before every shot, the perspiration beginning to dot on his forehead, the
dancing flame a hypnotic beauty burning an imprint on his retina. He
took the shortest breath, just as Poseidon had begun her snapshot dart
descent, and loosed the arrow.
The flame streaked through the air like a tracer, Poseidon changing
her trajectory at breakneck speed to begin the chase. That silly, pathetic
flame was moving quicker than what she was used to. The troop from
the fort caught their breath, time momentarily stalling as the arrow
whizzed towards the tower, the barbarians standing next to it not
noticing its path, and Poseidon streaking in a blue fury after it. The
arrow entered the slit, burning brightly, Poseidon at its tail, the
barbarians standing mutely by. The shot was inch-perfect. The
consequences were horrific.
The tower erupted in a fury of fragmenting stone debris and spiralling
fire, catching Poseidon before she knew anything about it and blowing
her apart into a frantic, cascading mass of bubbling spray. The
barbarians in the vicinity didn’t know what had hit them before they
were exhumed by the blast, the ones nearest the tower disappearing
completely, the ones outside being tossed away with flames eating their
backs. But Poseidon had been caught in the middle of it, and that put a
dampener on things, quite literally. The spiralling flame was engulfed
with the water as it tried to make progress, fizzing to smoke, and the
waterfall that fell onto the gate spurned any chance of it being ignited.
The oil was rendered wet and useless, though the remaining barbarians
and Tonders were just rendered wet. They were far from useless. The
war walk buckled under the pressure and rose as its timber frames were
ruptured, Enon catapulted from it and landing hard in the shallow water
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as burning rock and wood cascaded around him. Though it was no
ordinary water – for it was part of Poseidon, and also happened to be
full of furious, yapping Tonders.
“Enon!” Zylas yelled, jumping to his feet. “Get out of the water! Get
out now!”
Eshlow halted him and took to the air, diving down amongst the
brazen ash towards Enon herself. If Poseidon got her grip on him he’d
disappear beneath the surface and no amount of struggling would set
him free. And she didn’t suppose having ten vicious Tonders gnawing
on your legs would be particularly great either. But there was only one
way she could tame the furious Beasts that had gathered around him,
and that would mean challenging the Water Queen herself.
As Enon struggled to his knees, the water whipping at him, and the
Tonders wading closer, Eshlow opened her mouth and released her
fiery fury onto their bristling fur. They reared in anger, dispersing, and
Eshlow swooped low to take Enon up in her talons. He felt himself
lifted free of the surface, though saw it stir in fury beneath him as it felt
the searing heat from the flying Beast ripple across its wake. Poseidon
decided she didn’t like that flying Beast.
Eshlow was suddenly overcome with a crippling weariness as she
burdened to fly with Enon’s weight, her breathing intensifying and her
muscles screaming at her. She was forced to fly low, her energy being
continually sapped and her wings losing their valour to beat. But she
was nearly there – the fort not too far now, very close in fact, reachable
in fact… she didn’t notice the water beneath her blossoming upward,
reaching out for her, or she may have managed a final surge. Its current
impulses reared and nabbed her tail feathers as she reached the wall,
and she was jolted back from her climb, Enon catapulting from her
talons and thudding heavily onto the fort’s splintered tiles. Eshlow felt
her energy leave her, and her wings refused to beat, Poseidon’s constant
force pulling her down. Eshlow’s front claws grasped the wall
desperately as she fell, and she struggled to pull herself over as the
water sucked to pull her into the depths. Zylas was with her in an
instant, gripping her arms with all his worth.
“Eshlow!” He moaned, as her hands began to slide from the wall top,
Poseidon’s final surge of energy insistent on taking Eshlow the fireBeast with her.
Eshlow’s eyes had grown melancholy soft, the blue iris pools
widening as she kept herself at the precipice with her last remaining
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strength. “Zylas,” she said, her arms shaking with intensity, “I want you
to know I’m sorry.”
“No! You’ve nothing to be sorry about!” Zylas felt her weight
increasing as she lost vigour. Tonders had gathered at the bottom of the
wall, intrigued by the failing Beast. One of them decided to jump on her
back.
“I’m sorry that I’ve given you this burden,” she managed to say, as
the Tonders began to traverse the wall. Archers launched arrows into
them, blood washing the water. Eshlow managed to smile. A last smile.
“Forgive me,” she said finally, and released her claws from the wall,
Poseidon’s last whim pulling her down into the moat’s watery depths.
“No!” Zylas screamed as Eshlow disappeared from view, the water
calming at her grave. He was bossed aside unceremoniously as knights
and archers met the Tonders on their ascent, the wall coming apart in
clumps and water trickling into the fort.
“Zylas!” Arton was at his side, dragging him under his arms away
from the front and back to the passage. “It’s over! Into the passage!
Now!”
Zylas felt himself ushered roughly back onto his feet, his heart
pounding. “Where’s Enon?” He looked round frantically.
“I’m here – I’m okay…” Enon joined him, his face bruised and his
shoulder straddled and dripping blood. “Where’s Eshlow?”
“She’s gone…” Zylas said quietly, “Poseidon got her…”
Enon swallowed thickly. After all he’d said to Eshlow and she died to
save his life. It was as if a stone had fallen into his stomach.
“Enon!” Larlan ran to them from one side of the fort, sword drawn.
“You’s did it! The tower blew!”
“Don’t celebrate yet, Larlan…” Som had backed up to them, his sabre
dotted with blood. He was entranced by the band coming down the
street. “There is indeed a fair few of them left…”
They all looked up the street at the mass of barbarians that were
approaching them.
“The blast didn’t wipe out as much as it should have…” Zylas said
slowly. “Poseidon watered it down. We do not have a chance…”
“In the passage!” Arton was yelling at them from the front. “Retreat,
damn it!”
Larlan took a deep breath, the wall crumbling to a mucky mess and
the Tonders pressing to scale it. “Zinon! Zinon! Pull your troop back!
Into the passage!”
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Zinon looked over from one of the ranks, his face covered in dirt and
water. “Sir?”
“Retreat! Now! Into the passage!” Larlan ushered Zylas into the
gloom without any further ado, and beckoned for the others.
Zinon gave the order above the roar of the disappearing water and the
rasp of furious Tonders. The troop began to close in, pulling away from
the front and disappearing into the passage’s darkness. “Go! Now!”
Zinon pulled away from the wall with the last of his men, turning his
back just as a Tonder scaled the ruin behind him. It struck him in the
back, the shock knocking him clean off his feet and onto the cracking
tiles. He fought desperately to yield his sword and protect his face, his
legs being sliced and his chest being pummelled.
“Zinon!” Arton jumped forward, batting the Tonder off him into a
bloody spin and fighting to haul Zinon away from the onslaught. He
turned to the others in the passage. “Close the door!”
Larlan and Som didn’t have time to ask questions; they began to spin
the wall-cog and the entrance portal of the passage began to descend.
The fort’s wall exploded under the Tonder assault and the rasping
Beasts scampered over it, their claws tapping on the tiles.
Though Zinon and Arton were clear of them as they stooped into the
passage, and the portal shut promptly before them, the furious Tonder
rasps diminishing in volume as they were shut out.
“Are you’s alright?” Larlan left the cog and ran over to them.
Zinon was bleeding from his waist and right leg, and he was breathing
heavily. The door was being fiercely pummelled from the other side,
the metal resonating dully. “Get me away from that door ‘ere and I will
be. Let’s get through the next one before we’s stop to have a chat.” He
was helped gingerly to his feet, blood dribbling from his wounds.
“The door won’t hold for particularly long,” Larlan said. “It’s not
made to stand full-on assaults.”
Som pushed over to him. “If you’re worried about a break in, I should
have enough energy to block the passage.”
Larlan looked up immediately. “You’s can do that?”
“You’ve seen what Gaia magic can do – look what’s happened to the
other end.” He didn’t expect an answer to that, and ushered everyone
away from the vicinity, Zinon limping gingerly. The constant thumping
was very unnerving in the silence. “Brekjaslj!” he yelled, his eyes
closed and his body tensed with effort. The ground crept up slowly,
blocking the door from view and muffling the dreadful pummelling
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sound. Som was shaking with intensity as he dropped his hands by his
sides. “Deary me, what is it that this stuff is made of?”
“This is mostly haematite,” Larlan said simply. “Rather hard.”
“You’re telling me! How on earth did you manage to cut a tunnel
through it?”
“Dunno. Ask the miners – they had the job.”
Som sighed wearily. “Well it certainly takes it out of you. Or rather,
takes it out of me!” He laughed simply. “Because it’s me who actually
does it.” He began to walk through the gloom. Zylas was glad the
torches were lit, because he wouldn’t have fancied the journey in the
dark. But Eshlow was dead – and he was the one who had called her
there in the first place, so he was partly to blame…
Zinon limped after them. “What exactly do we’s do now?” They fell
to silence, only their footsteps speaking. “We’ve lost the town, and are
trapped ‘ere.”
“We’s must wait until the blockage is cleared by the Dragpies…”
Enon was stung by what he had just said. “By Arshall, I mean.” He
massaged his bandage into his shoulder. There was silence again.
“We’s must hold this passage until then.”
“Can we’s hold it for so long? The fort fell after…” Zinon began.
“This is different,” Som said. “We’re blocked in by magic.”
“Can they dig through?”
“I didn’t see many shovels!” Som thought he had made a joke again.
“No, seriously, the barbarians will have to slug through manually –
Arshall can work faster than that, I am assuring you.”
“What about the Tonders? They’re claws look rather practical.”
Arton laughed wryly. “You’ll never get a Tonder to dig nowadays that’s one of the things they’re petrified about. They were phenomenal
diggers – when the Rurals were enslaved. But it obviously reminds
them of their plight – asking a Tonder to dig now would be like asking
it to remember its most dark period of history.” He sort of chuckled.
“Suppose it serves us right for enslaving ‘em in the first place.”
“I suppose that’s good news.” Larlan slowed them all to a stop, the
phenomenal canyon abyss opening up before them. “We’ll wait here for
now. That’s all there is to do.”
Zylas was pleased that he could allow his heart to calm down, and he
sat and took a few meditative steps, counting his breathing and drifting
into a calm yet focused awareness. And the Dias hung at his neck,
pining secretly, the mist in frustrated motion.
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Chapter 22:

THE PASSAGE

The clouds were heavy over Omær like they usually were, and the
Leader lay on the palace balcony looking up at them.
“Why do they haunt me so?” He muttered out loud. “Those dismal
clouds that block the sky; and leave me to breathe air so ash-branded
and dry – whilst retaining the sweet scent of a fresh breeze above us
fly…” He lay far back in the satin couch he had had lugged out for him.
“And render me alone with such lifeless entities,” he looked
despondently upon the barbarian filled streets, their eyes sadly glazed.
“So I have to make conversation with myself. As if overcome with a
stroke of madness.”
There’s a fine line between madness and genius.
“Oh to be sure there is.”
And you know which one you are.
“Like hell I do.
The Leader looked over the balcony rail at the pitted streets and
strewn rubble still remaining from Omær’s plight. And the bands of
barbarians stood in ranks along the street, statuesque like wooden
puppets. Then he felt the numbing sensation within his head – the
calling whisper between his ears that signalled he was being contacted.
He took a sharp breath, his stomach welling up in anticipation, and
closed his eyes.
Smoke ballooned through the darkness all of a sudden, forming into a
sharp, bearded face. “Ah Dagan,” the Leader muttered. “Well? The
boy? The Dias?”
The smoky face of Dagan winced. “It did not go as well as we’s could
have hoped.”
The Leader felt sick at these words. “This is not good news. What
happened?!”
“They’ve sealed themselves in the passage ‘ere.”
The Leader sighed. “Dagan, that troop was a thousand strong. They
had Poseidon!”
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“There was an explosion like never before, sire,” Dagan mouthed
sadly. “They have mastered combustion.”
“An explosion? Wight you clever git…”
“Poseidon was defeated in the blast. And the troop was disorientated.
But do not panic! One of the Dragpies was caught in the commotion,
and so it’ll take twice as long for the other one to unblock the end. The
Tonders have been set to dig right now – they’re making progress as
we’s speak.”
“That is something at least.” The Leader became serious. “Dagan,
we’ve lost contact with our base at Poden – and Tünden is still being
cleared so the Dragpy hives are not under our control yet. Aria is still at
large. Wight is free. We must not fail when we are so close. The Dias
must be mine.”
Dagan seemed to swallow. “The Tonders will be amongst them in
minutes, sir. Zylas cannot hide in there – you’s will have the Dias…”
“And you must remember Dagan, Zylas must not die. That is
imperative.”
*
The passage was beginning to get hot, and Zylas had to struggle out of
his wolf skin before it became too prickly. He, Enon, Som, Arton,
Larlan and Zinon were sitting at the foot of the narrow bridge,
messengers running errands between the ends of the passage.
“How long have we been here?” Zylas voiced out loud. “An hour?”
“Probably only half,” Som said back, hugging his knees. “We won’t
know accurately until we see the sun.”
If we see the sun, Zylas thought, though he didn’t say it, because it
would have been no help at all.
Then they heard footsteps coming at them from Som’s blockage,
hurried and uneven. In panic. A messenger appeared red-faced, panting
and looking at them breathlessly. They all rose as one. “It’s the
blockade at the city,” he struggled. “Dust is cascading from it
everywhere – we’s can hear them digging…”
“Dust?” Som shook his head. “That’s impossible – that blockage was
ten foot thick…”
“Well it ain’t no more. Come and see.” The messenger turned sour.
“The troop ain’t too happy about it.”
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“Show us!” Larlan demanded. He turned to Zinon who was sitting
uselessly, cradling his leg. “You’s stay here. Zylas, you’s stay here too
– we’s don’t want to lead you’s into any unnecessary danger.”
Zylas opened his mouth in protest, but shut it again almost
immediately – there was no point in his going too. He’d only be in the
way.
Larlan was pleased not to have an argument. “And keep away from
the edge,” he added. He looked at Enon, “You’s alright to come too?”
“Of course, sir,” Enon said, braving his injuries. “‘Tis but a scratch.”
Larlan managed a wry smile. “Of course. Just make sure your
‘scratch’ doesn’t mean you’s shoot us by mistake.”
Although the area was congested with anxious guards, and the passage
was gloomy and dark, it was clear that the blockage was slowly
disintegrating. The dust particles stuttered as they bounced, and the
drone was constant and heavy.
“Out the way!” Larlan ordered, to clear a space around the vicinity,
and the guards hurried back against the walls. “What on earth?”
A mound was building on the floor, rising steadily like a stalagmite
and the wall torch fluttered as the dust began to douse the flame.
“This is insane,” Som said, shaking his head. “Barbarians can’t dig
that fast.”
Larlan strained his ears against the surface, his eyes widening. “No,”
he said grimly. “Barbarians canny dig that fast, but them Tonders can.”
“Tonders? Don’t be stupid! You ever tried to get a Tonder to dig?”
The following silence was broken by the faint scrabbling of claws,
and the telltale Beast rasp from the other side of the blockage.
Larlan raised his eyebrows. “You’re saying that they ain’t Tonders?”
Som had gone pale. “You indeed do know that Tonders can dig – but
they don’t!” He looked desperately at Arton. “We can’t get Tonders to
dig for love nor money…”
“I know,” Arton hissed. “But we can’t deny it. They are Tonders.” He
moved sharply away from the blockage. “They’re Hipnotized aren’t
they? So doesn’t that mean that they know no fear? That they have no
feelings of their own – they just do what they’re told to?” Arton had hit
the nail on the head. Everyone realised suddenly that he was right. “I
mean, if you told me to jump off a cliff I would, very politely, tell you
where to go. But if I was Hipnotized, I wouldn’t exactly be able to say
no would I?”
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“He’s right!” Som hissed, drawing his sabre. The others followed,
drawn with anxiety. “Hell, Tonders can fight good and nasty too –
especially in such a passage…”
“They’re getting nearer,” Larlan said, and he was right, because the
digging drone had intensified.
“We’re still trapped in here, Larlan,” Arton warned carefully.
“Eshlow’s gone – Arshall won’t shift that rubble in time.” He looked at
Som. “Can you block it again?”
Som shook his head grimly. “Not yet. My aura is not yet fully
recovered.”
“Damn,” Enon moaned, stringing his bow. “We’s canny fight Tonders
in an enclosed passage.” He began to consciously back away. “They’ll
over run us. And Zylas still has the Dias.”
This seemed to register slowly with Som. “We must hold the passage
until Arshall can get us out. They can’t get the Dias – they can’t…”
Larlan winced. “There are two more doors between here and the
chamber. Enon, go to the next one along now – no argument. Leave it
open until I say.”
Enon looked hesitant, though knew he would slow them down if they
had to fall back.
“Right,” Larlan continued. “I want everyone to push back as far as
they can – to the bend so we’s can all still train a site on the blockage.
Archers – I want your bows strung for when they get through ‘ere.
Move.”
They all fell back about a hundred metres, the archers hovering at the
bend and the rest of the troop behind, swords drawn. Larlan watched
Enon shuffle away into the gloom. “Be ready to shut the door!” He
yelled after him, and Enon acknowledged. Larlan turned back to look at
the blocked end where rubble was now falling freely in several places.
“Draw your arrows,” he said. “Aim…”
The archers weren’t entirely sure what they should be aiming at, so
trained flexibly on the stuttering dust.
“I want the front row on their knees – loosing in a staggered motion –
front row first then back row. May only be time for one reload.” Larlan
waited as the front row collapsed to one knee. “Then fall behind the
knights about twenty metres and restring your bows. After that,
everyone’s on their own – fire at will.” He looked at Som. “Can you’s
block it again yet?”
Som closed his eyes, his breathing deepening. But he shook his head.
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Larlan didn’t say anything as he turned back to the blockage. “It is
imperative that we’s restrain them. They must not get past us. Now,
retain your positions.”
He was silenced by a thunderous crack, and claws burst from the
crumbly grain in turrets of dust and splaying rock.
“Steady!” Larlan warned, as the crevices widened and more claws
emerged in various places. Then there was a tremendous rush of falling
rock and Tonders burst forth in dust trail eruptions.
“Fire!” Larlan yelled, and the front row loosed, arrows thwipping into
the dust, catching Tonders traversing the walls and roof. “Fire!” Larlan
repeated, and the standing row behind them fired into the melee, the
rush of air stung by the sharp punctures as the arrows embedded in their
targets. “Front row!” Larlan yelled, the Tonders gradually pushing
closer. More arrows sauntered into the dust cloud, bodies straddled and
strewn down in their trundling, forward motion, the Tonders running an
obstacle course to reach their prey. “Pull back!” Larlan shrieked, as the
Tonders loomed closer, and the archers scuttled aside to be replaced by
the wall of knights.
Swords and claws clashed in furry, flesh sliced and diced, the troop
holding their ground as best they could amid the anxious yells and
rasping shrieks.
“Don’t let them pass!” Larlan bellowed, striking out against the
snarling faces, his armour taking a pummelling. “They must not pass!”
Men fell to the ground and were swarmed over by the pressing Beasts
as dust rose in the melee, choking the gloom.
“Som!” Larlan yelled through the sweaty roar.
“I’m recovering still!” came the abject reply from behind them all.
“Well recover faster!”
The archers had sprung far back, and had re-drawn their arrows,
watching the battle slowly approach them, sniping any Tonder who
happened to get past the troop. Though the Tonder onslaught was
thinning, the furious Beasts sent spinning into the rocky walls by frantic
sword stokes. The fact that Arton and Larlan were among the top
swordsmen in the world was probably a factor. And the fact that they
had invincible mail on.
“Against the walls!” Larlan commanded, spinning sideways. The rest
of the troop followed and the archers fired straight between them,
arrows thudding into the frosty skin and tarnished fur of the bloody
Tonders.
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Larlan found himself with time to take in the situation, the remaining
Tonders being picked off one by one. Why were there so few? When
the barbarians had got to the gates there had been hundreds of the mutty
things – at least ten times this number – a fair few had been killed in the
blast but… his stare was suddenly abducted by the burrowed hole in the
blockage. What the hell was going on there? He lowered his sword in
fact, his attention drawn exclusively to the burrow and the thing
struggling to squeeze through it.
“Larlan!” Arton jolted him to his senses, tumbling over to skewer the
last Tonder who had drawn a bead on the Laizwerthian King. “Wakey
wakey, for Gö-d’s sake! That one nearly had you!”
Larlan didn’t reply – he was drawn back to the blockage where
gigantic claws were pulling at the earth, and a huge Tonderish head was
protruding through the hole, its body straining to squeeze through.
“Would anybody mind telling me what on earth that is?”
Arton’s eyes widened as he saw the Beast gradually struggling
through, its limbs writhing in frustration. “Oh my…” he managed, his
breath stolen instantly. “It’s a chief! They’ve got a damn chief!”
Larlan was frozen where he stood, his limbs locked. That was where
the other Tonders where – they were trapped behind that hunk of lard,
unable to get in until it managed to free itself. And that did look a
certainty – all it needed was a little more time…
“Get us out of here, Larlan!” Arton yelled, beginning to stumble
backwards. “If that thing catches us they’ll be no second chance!”
Larlan’s line of sight was still frozen to the rustic-red fur of the chief,
though he did manage to lever his legs into motion. “Pull back to the
nearest door!” he yelled eventually. “Pull back to Enon!”
The rest of the troop had spun round to see the cause of his concern.
They didn’t like what they saw, and broke into a trot.
“GO!” Arton yelled, breaking out into a full sprint and ushering the
others into a panicked retreat. Som sprinted too, obviously deciding that
he could only use his magic if he was still alive. Just as they rounded
the last corner, they heard a rush of rock and a ferocious roar. Then
there was a drone of footfalls behind them as the Tonders swarmed into
the passage. Enon was standing not far off – about another hundred
metres or so, bow drawn and ready, near to the large wheel that
activated the portal door into a descent from the roof.
“Enon!” Larlan yelled, “Start to shut the damn door!”
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Enon dived for the wheel immediately, his palm slightly sweaty, and
began to turn it. Nothing happened. “Er, Larlan? You’re not going to
believe this but I think it’s broken.”
Larlan reached him breathlessly, face contorted in horror. “What!”
“Yeah, look,” Enon said, holding up a limp length of rubber that was
dangling from one of the cogs. “The belt’s snapped.”
Larlan screamed in frustration, inspected it himself, and then
screamed in frustration again. The troop were looking waywardly at
him, their breathing hard. Some bent double.
Larlan began groping with the bottom of the door shim that jutted
slightly from the roof, and then thrashed it with his sword in anger.
“I guess there’s something nasty coming…” Enon said absently.
An answer came, but not from Larlan. The deepest, throatiest, loudest
Tonder rasp echoed from the corner, and a gigantic shadow loomed
against the wall.
Enon swallowed. “Don’t tell me that that’s a chief…” he said, panic
bristling over his vocal cords.
Larlan grinned sarcastically. “That’s exactly what it is – how great.”
His face was scarlet. “Archers! I want the same staggered formation –
try to slow it down…”
The remaining archers hurried to position themselves as the roar of
hyena-ish rasps grew ever louder. Enon did so too.
“Som, you’s better close the passage…”
“I’ll indeed try…”
“You’s need to.” Larlan watched the length of the passage, his
breathing beginning to race with anticipation. Then, like a torrent of
sweeping water, the remaining Tonders erupted round the corner
snarling and spitting, and the huge chief was in the middle, snarling and
spitting more violently than the others put together.
“Oh my Gö-d…” Enon gasped.
“Take them down!” Larlan commanded, and the archers loosed their
arrows, snapping violently through the air. Some of the small Tonders
fell, catapulted from the roof and walls and rolling through the dust,
though the chief continued to bulldoze forward.
“Enon! Take him down!” Larlan yelled, and Enon fired into the
Tonder’s thick hide, but that seemed to only make it madder.
“His eyes!” Larlan screamed, “his eyes!”
“My shoulder’s blown in half!” Enon yelled in reply, “I’m flamin’
handicapped!”
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“Som! Block this passage!” Larlan turned his attention to the little
man at his side. Som closed his eyes and breathed deeply. “Som!” The
chief thundered ever nearer, so the troop could actually see the whites
of his eyes. “Som!”
“Brekjaslj!” Som yelled finally, intensity written on every crevice in
his tense face. He held out his arm, and it shook with the effort, as if he
was straining every muscle, every neurone, every organic thread of his
body to the cause. The ground rippled slightly as if wondering whether
to obey or not, then finally, when Som had concentrated every ounce of
his will so his head was screaming, it rose to the roof, filling the
passage just before the Tonder reached it. They heard it thud furiously
into the rock, snarling and snapping violently.
The troop looked at the blockage breathlessly. Enon had an arrow still
strung in his bow, pointed shakily at the rock. “Impeccable timing,
Som,” he said breathlessly.
“Quite,” Larlan said, the blue tint in his hair streaked with greasy
dust. “Glad you’s didn’t leave it to the last minute ‘ere – we’s might
have panicked.”
Som had bent over, his knees shaky. He raised his head and his
eyebrows. “Well, you know. Didn’t realise it wasn’t on our side until
the last minute. Had to make sure.”
“Well I can assure you it’s not,” Arton said, moving away from the
rasps and grunts issuing from the other side. “Let’s get away from here
– you know how fast they burrowed through the first one.”
Som sighed breathily. “Yes. Shall last maybe ten minutes is all.”
“The portal at the bridge should hold for about half an hour,” Larlan
said as they began to jog away from the furious tunnelling. “It can’t
burrow through the iron door, unless it’s a super-Tonder, and its
foundations are very deep. And the rock gets harder around the mining
site.”
“I hope it’s long enough.”
No one replied to this, they just continued running, torches flashing
past, careful not to stumble over the perforated stone surface.
Zylas heard footsteps returning, and he jumped quickly to his feet to
meet their arrival. “You’re back!” he said.
The troop lumbered to a stop, panting and catching their breath. Som
looked as though he were about to faint.
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Zylas’s eyes darted from face to face. “Where’s the rest of you?”
There was an uneasy pause. Larlan lowered his head and Zylas
understood immediately. “What happened?”
“Tonders,” Enon muttered. “Loads of them. The enemy’s got ‘em
digging. And there was a flamin’ chief with them too.”
“A chief?” Zylas inquired, furrowing his brow.
“Picture your basic Tonder,” Arton said.
“Picture Rag,” Som added.
“Yes, picture Rag. Now treble his size; give him thick, impermeable
hide and cover him in rust-red fur.”
Zylas pulled a face. “He was a match for you?”
“We couldn’t kill him,” Arton said sadly. “We trapped it and ran.
Som blocked the passage again.” He looked over at the wheezing little
man, bent double in exhaustion.
“Oh Gö-d – but it is trapped?” Zylas asked for confirmation.
“Here’s the best news,” Enon said, “In five minutes he’s gonna break
through and come after us. And we’s won’t be able to stop him.”
“No, here’s the best news,” Larlan said, “The belt-run for this door’s
been snapped too.”
They spun round to look at Larlan, who stood with a melancholy
expression next to the door wheel on the platform. There was a
distinctive air of disbelief.
“This is sabotage,” Som muttered, still breathless. “The doors have
been disengaged so we can’t seal ourselves in.”
Larlan clenched his fist and hammered the wall. “Dagan…” he
hissed. “Damn you’s Dagan!” He looked up, as if to the sky. “I trusted
him.”
Arton sighed deeply. “This war will take better men than him into its
midst. But how can we fight Tonders on this bridge?” he levered his
eyes unconvincingly onto the narrow span that ghosted over the gloom
nearby. “They are agile. Quick. They’d flood this platform in a second.”
“We’s are running out of options,” Larlan hissed.
“What about those stairs,” Enon said, pointing to the stairwell that
descended below them. “They go to the cavern floor ‘ere?”
“Yes. And it’d take an hour to descend them. And then that’d leave
the rest of the townsfolk in a rather large mess.” Larlan looked across
the canyon to the opposite platform where the faint sound of voices
played out of the tunnel there. But before he looked away, a messenger
erupted from the gloom in almost ecstasy.
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“Sir!” The messenger yelled. “We’s can see daylight! The blockage’ll
be cleared in another ten minutes or so!”
Larlan jumped animatedly. “Alright! About time too. Go and assist
the effort.”
The messenger nodded, face grimy, and disappeared back up the
tunnel.
“At last,” Zinon said, still squatting injured on the floor.
Larlan nodded excitedly. “Can you’s walk?”
“I can hop,” Zinon laughed.
Larlan nodded. “You’s two – help him over the bridge. Slowly now.
We’s can ill afford to lose anymore – especially like that.”
The two guards jumped to his assistance, Zinon accepted it gratefully.
“And you’s Zylas,” Larlan continued. “Follow him. Careful,
remember. Don’t drop the Dias what ever you’s do.” He turned to
Arton. “We’s need to hold this bridge until they’ve got out onto the
plateau. The Dragpy will be arsenal enough to guide them from there
on. But we’s must hold it.”
“It’ll be easier to say than it will be to do,” Som muttered, still
wheezing slightly. “So, where do we place the troop?”
“I don’t suppose you’s can block the tunnel again can you’s?” Enon
asked with a light tone. Som’s expression was a good enough answer.
“Didney suppose so.”
“It’s whether we stand on this platform,” Arton pressed, “and shoot
into the passage; or whether we stand on the platform across the canyon
and shoot as they cross the bridge.”
Zylas was half the way into his shuffle when he heard this, and he
stopped promptly.
“I mean,” Arton continued, “if we stand over the other side of the
canyon the Tonders’ll have more room to spread out, but if we fire
when they’re still in the passage, they’ll be on us in an instant.”
“The bridge is the only way across,” Larlan said. “Realistically
anyway. They’re not going to make the long trip down the stairs and
along the cavern floor; and they won’t be able to climb easily across the
walls. If we’s stand across the canyon and fire at them as they cross the
bridge – it’s a narrow span, and they’ll have to watch their speed…”
“Do we’s have enough archers ‘ere?” Enon said, sizing the troop up.
“If the bridge is the only way that is across,” Som said, “they can’t
spread out…”
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“If the bridge is the only way across,” Zylas voiced from the centre of
the canyon, “why don’t we just blow the blasted thing up?”
There was a struck silence as his words sunk in. He wavered slightly
on his feet; his wolf skin curled around one arm. “If there’s no bridge
they can’t cross it, can they?” He walked steadily back to them,
stopping with a smile on the platform. “So let’s blow it up.”
Larlan thought for a minute, questioningly. He spun an arc to the
others, the honey coloured grit crunching as he moved. They looked
back blankly. He turned back to Zylas. “That would have been a
splendid idea,” he began, rather shortly, “had we’s any of that black
powder left.”
Zylas smiled at him. Well, actually, more at Enon who was standing
behind. The Archer’s expression flooded with colour as realisation
dawned, and he un-slung his quiver. “Luckily,” Zylas said with a
bounce, a smile cutting his face in two, “all my splendid ideas have a
habit of working.”
Larlan frowned, following Zylas’s stare and turning to Enon, who was
fishing the remaining satchel of black powder from his quiver. The one
Zylas had so cleverly stashed there when he’d decided he didn’t want to
carry it.
“Well would you look at that,” Zylas said with a smirk.
It took a while for the others to accept that they weren’t seeing a cruel
mirage or something. Then their faces split into broad grins, and that set
the rest of the troop off too, even if they hadn’t got a clue what was
going on.
“We’s blow the bridge,” Larlan said steadily, gesturing to the sand
span. “We’s blow the bridge. Let’s see if them Tonders can fly.” He
was suddenly aired in animation. “Right then everyone, you’s heard the
lad! Lets get this bridge blasted.”
There was again an air of purpose consuming them, and Zylas was
pleased he had been the trigger. But then again he shouldn’t have been
particularly surprised. The troop had been ushered excitedly across the
span, their sapped energy replaced with adrenaline, and the others were
nattering quickly over how exactly to use the sacred combustive.
“We ignite it at the place that is the strongest,” Som said heatedly.
“Over the pillar…”
“No!” Zinon said with a flap of his arms. “Surely we’s should blow
the weak points.”
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“No, Som’s right,” Zylas said. “We blow the pillar and then the weak
points will fall anyway. You don’t kill each bird individually, do you –
you blow up the tree trunk and kill them all at the same time.”
“I have to say that I have never heard that saying before in my life,”
Arton said, a smirk spreading across his bearded face.
“Yeah, you’s wouldn’t kill ‘em anyway would you’s,” Enon
continued, “they’d all just fly off and find another tree.”
“I was only trying to illustrate the point at your remedial level,” Zylas
said with a roll of his eyes.
“Yeah, well the point is,” Larlan said, trying to keep to the point
himself, “that we’s need to ignite it over the pillar. Knock the pillar
down, collapse the bridge.”
Zinon rolled his eyes. “Yeah, don’t ask me, I’m only a general.”
They ignored him – this was no time for petulance.
“Right,” Arton said, clapping his hands together. “We need to gouge a
track in the bridge to make sure the powder’s in an enclosed space.
Then we can create a trail from it; light it and presto. Come on. Zylas –
Go onto the opposite platform and wait with the archers. I don’t want
you on the bridge while we’re messing with it.” He smiled and added.
“You only came up with the plan.”
Zylas smirked and turned away, holding his arms out to give him
balance as he crossed carefully, resembling a crucifix. He turned to
watch them as he reached the opposite platform, looking across the
canyon and to the opposite tunnel where that grotesque chief would
appear in any minute.
Som had gouged a track with his sabre, the rock being trowelled up
like butter, though he had to bend low and was anxious about toppling
backwards.
“Steady Som,” Larlan warned, “less speed more haste. There’s no
point in making a bodge job of this. Take your time.”
Som couldn’t decide whether his work had just been insulted, but he
slowed down all the same, letting his strained knees repent
momentarily. Then there was the faint splinter of rock from Som’s
blockage, and the chief’s triumphant roar pierced their ears. He was
right on time. Ten minutes to devour the blockage – Som should have
been ashamed of himself.
They stared as one at the tunnel’s gloom; imagining the Beasts
trundling closer, ready to burst round that corner and onto them in
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seconds. Som rose slowly, his eyes also fixed, his hand shaking. “He’s
through.”
There was a melancholy silence. But they were so close. “I have an
idea,” Arton muttered, his heart rate becoming more eccentric. “Forget
less speed more haste, lets have as much speed as humanly possible!”
He looked over his shoulder. “Zylas! Get in that tunnel!”
Zylas heeded him unenthusiastically, hovering in the tunnel entrance
so he could still see what was going on, the drone of the townsfolk just
audible beyond the nearest corner.
“Archers!” Larlan bawled, “I want you’s in a row to fire at will!
Knights! Behind them! You’s must not let anything in that tunnel!”
Enon drew his bow once more, and walked slowly towards the
passage as the scuttle of Tonder-feet grew in intensity. There was
vengeance in his hazel eyes.
“Enon!” Larlan yelled, struggling to pour the powder into the crack.
“What the hell are you’s doing?”
“That Tonder ain’t gonna get onto this bridge, sir,”
“Enon don’t be stupid! You’s ain’t gonna be able to stop the bloody
thing!”
“I can try. Hurry up and I won’t need to!”
Larlan’s hands were shaking, and the trail he made wavered like a
snake. Sweat trickled from his forehead, and he had to move to make
sure the drips avoided the powder. There were shrill rasps from the
small Tonders that accompanied their chief, and they bounded round
the corner and into view. Enon was ready though, and loosed arrows
into their flesh with sweeping circular movements of his arm: arrow
from quiver; into bow; loosed from bow; back to quiver again. The
Tonders stuttered and shrieked, straddled upon the rocky floor with redstreaked, grainy dust clouds at their wake.
“Enon!” Larlan yelled again from the opposite platform, the trail
before him dark against the rock.
Enon turned momentarily, but only for a split second. “Light it!” he
yelled, beginning to take a few tentative steps back. It probably wasn’t
the easiest thing to do – walking across that bridge backwards.
Larlan thought about arguing but decided against it. He reached into
his chest pocket and withdrew a single piece of glass paper, then rubbed
it furiously against the grain. The powder pranced to life in a hissing
flame, consuming the fuse trail along the bridge.
“Enon!” Larlan yelled again, “Come on!”
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Enon had backed onto the bridge and he turned once again. His eyes
were drawn for a split second to the fizzing flame eating its way
towards him, and he didn’t notice the chief come bounding around the
corner in a spitting frenzy. When he turned back to address the crisis he
was trying to blunt, he saw the blur of red fur balloon in his wake and
stumbled in surprise, the chief’s right paw swinging in a thrashing arc
towards his face with the intention to knock the Archer clean from the
bridge. Enon’s reflexes kicked in just in time, and he arched backwards
like a bridging gymnast, the chief’s claws splitting the fabric of space
just above his chin. But before he could lever himself away, the chief
was on him. Having missed with the right hook, the Tonder’s
momentum carried him onwards, and his right knee ploughed into
Enon’s midriff, the impulse knocking his bow clean off his shoulder
and sending a stream of arrows flying from their quiver. For some
reason, call it instinct, Enon grabbed for the Tonder’s rear legs as he
wavered over the void, strapping them together and sending the chief
into a calamitous stumble. And Enon held on as the chief bucked and
struggled forward, his body being bruised and scratched along the
sandy grain. Gö-d, it was worse than riding a Dragpy.
And then the bridge blew; the powder combusting inside the bridge’s
shell, and a shower of dust and sand was catapulted from the centre.
The Tonder leapt instinctively and carried most of the blast, shifting
through the furious wind and branding ash, Enon wrapped around its
legs as flame tore into his body. And the structure buckled, collapsing
along its length like an array of toppling dominoes. The chief’s
underbelly was seared black as the explosion reared beneath them,
Enon mostly protected by the roaring chief as their trajectory reached
its pinnacle and choking black smoke plumed beneath them… Enon
lost his grip in mid-flight, his eyes blinded and his senses on overload,
and he tumbled through the smoky cloud and struck rock instantly,
sharp jagged rock that punctured his thigh and straddled his armour.
There was ringing in his ears and his vision was dotted with darkness.
What had he landed on? He blinked desperately, paralysed in shock and
horror, feeling no pain – feeling nothing.
Through the mist of his eyes he came into focus steadily and his field
of vision widened. It took a moment to register his situation. He had
garrotted himself upon the central pillar, which had been blown into a
precarious angle, and he was staring into the abyss, the pillar wavering
dangerously. He heard someone shout his name – stars dulling his sight
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as the golden grain burnt his eyes – his ears like numb cloth that had
been pumped with water. Above him the cloud of thickening dust
bloomed towards the cavern roof, and struggling below it was a sight
that jolted his senses, rejuvenated his thinking and sparked him from his
dozy sub consciousness.
The chief had indeed ridden the blast and had out jumped its radius;
his momentum propelling him through the burning debris just enough
so that his front claws had hooked onto the remaining stub of bridge as
he descended. And now he swung there like a pendulum, his claws
lodged into the rock as the darkness loomed below him, bashed into a
groggy daze as blood slid from his branded wounds.
Enon’s eyes flickered instantly to clarity, pain searing across his body
like a streaking shock of electricity as his senses climbed back to life.
Larlan was shouting nonsense words on the platform, as the archers
stumbled away from the dangling Beast, and fumbled with their bows.
But Enon knew arrows would be no use against a Beast of such
vengeance - if the chief got onto the platform it would kill everything
on it. And then he saw Zylas out of the corner of his eyes, hovering
horror-struck at the tunnel entrance, his face the frame of innocence,
and the ghastly wind riffled his hair and clothing so that the Dias chain
was clearly visible.
Enon could see what he needed to do and he didn’t think twice. As
the chief reared his head suddenly, roaring as his senses came flooding
back, the Archer found strength from some reserve outlet of adrenaline
in his battered body and climbed steadily to his feet. The pillar groaned
at the sudden movement, a crack splitting along its weak joints further
down, and the rock began to shift. The chief had begun to move
upwards, claw-over-claw as he struggled over the precipice, his
shattered limbs beginning to operate with motive. Enon gritted his teeth
as he stood fully, pain crippling everywhere, though there was no pain
where he was going. No restrictions or poverty, only the singular
realisation that his life had been worth it – just for this one moment – a
moment that would elevate his spiritual being to the extreme. One
moment in time that would affect the entire expanse of eternity - an
eternity that he had played a part in to secure. He then realised exactly
what life was all about.
As the pillar began to subside, the little stump that bore him
beginning to topple, he felt a rush of white light entering his whole
body – not light that could be seen, but light that could be felt. Light
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that blessed every cell in his body and dismissed the pain in an instant.
And then the pillar toppled finally and Enon rode it, leaping at the
optimum moment as if guided by his inner mind. He seized the
Tonder’s ankles at the pinnacle of his leap, gripping them like an iron
shackle - nothing was going to make him let go. The chief roared as his
claws slipped down from the precipice, trenches gouged down the rock
as Enon’s full-weighted will pulled him downwards. Then, the chief
roaring from the rocky bridge-stump, his arms were consumed by
Enon’s weight and they both plummeted from the bridge.
A rush filled his ears and he closed his eyes, releasing the Tonder
finally and letting it twist downwards in a shrieking fury. A sedative
rushed his mind and he was at one with peace as he fell. There are no
ends, he thought, only a series of different beginnings. And he spread
his arms as he fell, the wind whipping his clothes, and had all the grace
of an angel as the darkness of the abyss consumed him.
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Chapter 23:

THE REBEL FORTRESS

The Leader sat quietly, alone on a stone bench between fir and
evergreen in the palace’s rear gardens. The sky was haunted with pearly
clouds and daunted in darkness; evening well into its journey to night.
The Royal Laizwerthian lakes were laced with grey-pigmented rose
petals before him, the water murky as it looked above at the dismal,
dreary dome, and was lined with salt-marbled walkways that
disappeared off towards the flowered pavilion that had been shattered in
the assault. Omær was cold and dark nowadays. Just the way you like it.
“Exactly how I like it.”
A winged shaped was visible on the horizon, its silhouette vast and
mighty, and the Leader stood in anticipation, his expression hard. The
shape swooped low, clawing the ends of the naked winter branches of
the tops of the trees, and landing gallantly, its wings bayed. The vilture
general, the biggest of its kind, bowed his head elegantly and folded its
wings up, a man dropping down into the cloaking shadows.
“Your expression is abject, Dagan,” the Leader said in a grim
monotone. “Well?”
Dagan’s eyes dropped to the feather-silk grass. “They escaped,” he
muttered. “The boy and the Dias escaped.”
The Leader remained perfectly still, but a vein near his temple began
to throb. “This is bad news. You had the Tonders! You had the chief!”
“The chief is dead, sir.” Dagan swallowed hard. The vilture next to
him cooed gently, flexing his wings. Dagan continued, “Som blocked
them in again.”
“What the hell do you think the Tonders were for? They could
burrow!”
“They were in the mine shaft sir – they crossed it.” Dagan’s voice had
become meeker.
“Oh, are you gonna say that the Tonders were too afraid to cross the
bridge? Did they lose their bottle?!”
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“They blew it up, sir,” Dagan said softly, and a stunned silence
followed. “They have combustion, like I said. They blew it up so the
Tonders couldn’t follow. The Dragpy got them out.”
The Leader had paled like an albino. He turned, sour as sherbert, drew
his sword and beat the stone bench furiously, screaming loud enough to
pierce the clouds. The vilture leapt in surprise, yelling in a ghastly
shrillness and flapping its wings in fear. Dagan ran over to calm it,
laying a hand on its bat-like skin. “Calm yourself Tyr,” he said softly,
as the Leader dropped to his knees in frustration.
“Vwhat is ze matter with him?” Tyr said, rearing back.
“The matter with me,” the Leader glowered, “is that that herd of
retards I’ve been left with can’t even capture one boy when he’s
trapped in a bleeding tunnel!”
Tyr lowered his wings. “And zat is our fault because?”
The Leader was about to lay in to the dumb vilture general when he
felt the swimming sensation within his head and sighed. Who the hell
was that? He closed his eyes in frustration – if he could have slammed
his lids shut he would have done it then. The bubbling mist swarmed
across his lenses as it arranged itself in the form of the transmitter. It
did not help the Leader’s mood. “What do you want, chancellor?”
The chancellor’s face was straining a smile for some reason. “I’m still
in Läet, sir…”
“Of course you are. There isn’t a vilture strong enough to carry you,
is there, so you are firmly grounded. Dagan just got back on Tyr.”
The chancellor didn’t flinch at the insult. “Oh, so you’ve heard from
Dagan have you. Didn’t bring good news, did he? With Poseidon as
well, deary, deary me.” The chancellor was protected by a twenty-mile
stretch, and so decided to be uncharacteristically bold.
The Leader was silent for a bit. He took a sharp breath, as if preparing
to blow the chancellor’s wispy features into turmoil. “I told you to stay
away unless you had some good news.”
“It is unfortunate,” the chancellor continued. “To be sure unfortunate.
Fancy Wight having developed explosives, and Som blocking them in
twice in the space of half an hour.” The chancellor took a petulant
breath. “It’s like the old saying goes – the toast always falls butter side
down…”
“Chancellor,” the Leader interrupted, “the only reason your toast falls
butter side down is because you butter both sides. Now was there a
reason for you contacting me?”
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The chancellor shut his mouth, eyes narrow and conservative. The
Leader was obviously not in a particularly great mood, though the
chancellor had got tired of gloating anyway. “You need to come to
Läet. As soon as possible.”
The Leader stole a moment to digest his words. “I need to come to
Läet? Why the hell’s that?”
“Because there is something very important that you need to see. Get
Dagan to take you on Tyr – he wouldn’t mind…”
“You expect me to just get up and fly to Läet at your command – on
Dagan’s pigeon!” The Leader raised the little voice that materialized at
his thoughts.
The chancellor gave a conservative smirk. “With respect sir, you
won’t believe this if you don’t come and see it.”
*
Zylas remembered little of the journey across the plateau. He had had to
be pulled away from the canyon’s edge as Enon plummeted into the
darkness, Arton whispering nonsense coos in his ear as his eyes burned
with tears. And now they had shepherded him along and out into the
moonlight quickly and silently, stumbling over the hilly grass as the
comforting reassurances passed unnoticed at his ear. Enon was dead;
the person who had been like a proper friend was gone and had left him
alone. He looked back at the unblocked opening, his face wet and his
eyes red. Smoke drifted high into the evening sky, its wafting veil
slowly absorbed by the starry velvet. Both Null and Arön were
concealed by cloud like a corpse’s shroud.
“We’re nearly there now Zy,” Larlan whispered. Zylas remained
silent, and so Larlan pressed. “Those trees at the base of that hill ‘ere,”
he pointed to the outcrop of firry evergreen that tangled at the base of
the climbing ridge. “The entrance is concealed within there. And that,”
Larlan continued, gesturing at the hill itself, “that is the fortress.”
Zylas looked at the hill closely. “Well I hope it’s more homely on the
inside than it is on the out.”
Larlan smiled. “What did you’s expect, sign posts!?”
Zylas managed to smile, trails still stinging his cheeks. “It is built
within the hill?”
“Indeed,” Larlan said softly, a gentle wind ruffling his hair. “Always
expanding too – the same science as was used to build The Council.
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Though it has the most amazing gardens too, on the other side from us
‘ere – hidden within the pinnacle’s dipping crater. I still canny believe I
was there only last week.”
“We lost the town,” Zylas said quietly, his eyes dropping to his feet.
Larlan swallowed beside him. “We’s lost more than that today. A
town; the Archer…” he paused to take a breath. “A Dragpy…”
He and Zylas took a glance at Arshall, who was walking in autopilot,
completely silent. She looked firmly at the ground, shoulders sagged.
Larlan tried not to be overcome with gloom. “Guards! Take it steady,
the watchers at the fortress will have seen us by now.”
The shadow of the trees was colder than ever, the firs prickly and
sharp, and the ground was dew swept and grey. A frost was glazing the
leaves and grass blades, descending like a smothering layer upon them
all, and Zylas had to put his wolf-skin back on, snuggling into it for
comfort. Silence was the predominant sound.
*
Tyr flew low to the mountain passes, invisible in the darkness, the
clouds sifting overhead as the stars revealed themselves. Dagan and the
Leader held on tight as the vilture’s gigantic wings berated them, a
dampening chill swarming like disturbed bees to freeze their bones.
Then Läet was visible in the distance, nestled at the wake of the nearest
pinnacle, and Tyr hung near to the ground as they approached,
skimming the skewed gate and pulling up half way down the street.
Läet was eerily quiet.
“Zat vwas mightily hard vwork,” Tyr said, stretching his long neck
and taking some deep breaths as his passengers climbed down.
“Good,” the Leader said, stalking a short distance towards the square.
He looked round at the deserted streets, rubble strewn everywhere, and
felt a distinct air of damp. The town hadn’t fared particularly well. “So,
what now, Dagan?”
“To the square I believe, sir,” Dagan said, leading Tyr along with
him. “Everything happened in and around the passage ‘ere.”
The Leader felt his eyes go cold as they rested on the passage’s
entrance; the remains of the fort protruding crudely like lumps of
flooded sandcastles. They walked steadily towards it. “And where is the
boy now? Crossing the plateau?”
“I assume so.”
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The Leader turned to Tyr. “Why can’t you fly us over?”
“Because ze air is too thin. I had enough trouble flying here – at
optimum height I vwas.” Tyr took a deep breath to emphasize his point.
Probably unnecessarily.
The Leader scoffed. “You’re joking right?”
Tyr scoffed back. “Dragpies can’t even fly zat high – do you not zink
zey would have flown over long before vwe had arrived if zay could?”
The Leader turned away. The bird had a point. He looked up at the
triangular precipice that soared up above them, jagged like a dagger to
pierce the sky. The passage entrance was a mess of tunnelled debris, the
excavation having unceremoniously flung rock fragments everywhere,
and the fort was a scraggy mess – pools of water still clogging up in the
shattered tiles here and there. “Where the hell is the chancellor?”
“I’m here, sir, don’t worry.” The chancellor had appeared from the
shadows of a side street on the right. He looked deciding weary, his
face blotchy and red.
The Leader flinched. “You said I needed to be here because you had
something urgent to tell me. I am here – what is it?”
“Actually,” the chancellor said, “I said I had something important to
show you. And I do.” Null emerged from behind a cloud and halfbathed his face in light.
The Leader frowned in the silence. “About the Dias?” he said
eventually. “You have let it slip me just today…”
“I have done nothing of the sort!” The chancellor looked horrified at
the accusation. “If you remember, I was assigned to find the rebel
fortress. Dagan was the one - how shall I put it - entrusted with
allocating the Dias.”
The Leader said nothing, though Dagan turned a beetroot red behind
him. “Oh yes, I recall.” the Leader turned to look at the Laizwerthian.
“Dagan, what are you doing to try and solve the mess you have
created?”
Dagan mumbled something uncertain. “I… well… the barbarian band
has been recovering the dead ‘ere – the chancellor insisted that he
should inspect the passage before we’s ‘made it impure’ as he put it.”
“Well I think it’s about time you took your band out onto the plateau
after the escapees, don’t you?” The Leader’s tone was hard.
Dagan bowed. “They are in the passage ‘ere at the moment. Dealing
with the injured Tonders – I shall lead them. But the bridge has blown
so…”
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“…You shall take them across the canyon floor.” The Leader finished
his sentence for him. “Now.”
Dagan bowed, eyes at the ground, and strolled towards the passage.
“Oh and Dagan,” the chancellor added cynically, “Keep your band
out the way of the Archer at the bottom of the canyon.”
Dagan’s eyes were like daggers as they met the chancellor’s, and he
disappeared into the darkness without another word. The chancellor
couldn’t help but smile. It had been like all his birthdays had come at
once when he’d found the Archer at the bottom – lying there, bloody
and broken. It had been most rewarding, oh yes. He patted the hilt of
Leaf as it hung at his waist, the magnificent sword a masterpiece of
craftsmanship, and the blade stronger than possibilities could allow…
to survive such a fall unscathed… But that hadn’t been the only thing
he had obtained from the filthy Laizwerthian, oh no…
“Well?” the Leader was getting rather impatient. The chancellor was
playing games with him, which he wasn’t overly keen about, and the
sooner his little secret was out the sooner he could be quashed back to
his belittled self.
The chancellor smiled. “Like I said, you asked me to uncover the
fortress.”
The Leader’s heartbeat began to race. “You – have the location?”
“Soon enough. To be sure.”
“You’ve said that before. And look what went and happened.” The
Leader still wanted to remind porky pig who was in charge. “You gave
yourself away.”
The chancellor grinned. “Enon outsmarted me.” He laughed. “I know
– the little freak outsmarted me. But he can’t outsmart me now. He
can’t outsmart anyone now.”
The Leader was getting cold standing around. “Why’s that?”
“Because he’s dead. He must have been on the bridge when it blew –
I found him at the bottom of the canyon, as still as the night. As red as
the rose…” The chancellor smiled sadistically. “He had something on
him. Yes. He had it on him.” And the chancellor reached into his pocket
and withdrew the tiny, pearly sphere – cloud rippling across the surface
like the tide of expectancy.
The Leader caught his breath, his eyes widening as the ediug was
drawn up to his line of sight. “Chancellor…” he breathed.
“Do not be too excited, sir,” the chancellor warned quickly, as the
Leader hurried over. “Unfortunately the fall was far and fast – it did not
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survive complete harm…” he spun the globe in his fingers until the
stippled crack across its surface was clear.
The Leader’s heart plummeted until he thought it might pass out
through his digestion. “Chancellor you fool! The ediug will not work if
damaged and humans cannot repair it! We’ve been through that!”
The chancellor had expected this and he smiled never the less. “We
also know what can repair it. So your trips to Naynon were worth more
than you think.”
The Leader took a moment to calm down. “Dragpies?”
“Precisely. Ttordâk’s own ancestors. Poseidon didn’t like Eshlow –
they had a proper girl fight out here so I’m told. It’s difficult to say who
won.”
“Eshlow and Poseidon both perished,” the Leader grunted. “I heard
what happened. The last dying embers of the sacred feminine…”
“That,” the chancellor said, his smiled spreading, “is where you are
wrong.”
The Leader’s stare grew stronger. “One of them is still alive?”
The chancellor beckoned, disappearing into the shallow streets.
“Come with me.”
The Leader was led over the cold cobbles, under a barricade of damp
timber framing and over towards a wooden, ancient-styled building. He
looked at the sign that hung festering above the doorway and raised his
eyebrows. “A blacksmiths?”
The chancellor nodded, ducking into the dim interior. “Only thing we
found with a suitable enough basement.”
The reek of brazened metal invaded the Leader’s nostrils, and his eyes
were affected by the atmosphere’s smoky concoction as it resonated
among the tools and timber. “Why do you need a basement?” he said,
inspecting the finely crafted instruments that hung on the walls. A
communicator lay on one workbench, surrounded by metal trinkets, and
the Leader ran his fingers along one side. “Why is this here?”
The chancellor turned his head for a second as he crossed the room.
“It’s from Tünden. Had to lug the thing all the way here – how do you
think I contacted you?”
“No, I mean, why is it just lying out?” The Leader thought about
scooping it up.
The chancellor shrugged. “Who’s going to nick it? The road’s
watched; the skies are watched… no one’ll be in Läet without us
knowing.”
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“And what about these?” The Leader had come across two football
sized blue spheres, their surface a thin resin fabric.
“We had them just in case there was a Dragpy threat.” The chancellor
picked up the miniature cûllan spheres tentatively. “Ah, look at the little
things, aren’t they cute?” He set them down again. “There was a
Dragpy threat, but Poseidon dealt with it quite reasonably. Now, shall
we?” He was slowly levering aside a bolt from the gigantic door that
was set in the furthest wall.
The Leader approached him with interest, multiple shackles being
flicked free from their latches. “This basement’s where all the iron ore
is kept. Where the iron’s extracted.” The chancellor hauled the large
door open, the hinges creaking with rust, and darkness stared at them
from beyond. “Turns out it’s a great prison, with all those grills and
chains and girders…” he began to descend the spindly stone steps,
twisting down into the gloom.
The Leader followed, taking each step carefully as they fell beneath
his feet. “Why don’t…” his sentence was silenced by a blanket of
humid heat and an arid smell of burning from further on, his senses
bombarded simultaneously. “Chancellor…” the Leader said slowly,
“what the hell have you got down here?”
The chancellor smiled to himself. You’ll see soon enough, sir, oh yes.
Not going to mock me this time are you, oh no… “I present to you,” the
chancellor said as he reached the bottom of the stars, a pale orange
glow lighting the room, “the answer to our problem…”
The Leader stepped cautiously out into the basement, the glare
startling for a second. But when his eyes adjusted eventually, the sight
before him was even more startling. “Oh my Gö-d...” In one corner
stood an old blast furnace, though it was somewhat disembowelled – its
various grills and levers used for, well, a rather different purpose. In the
opposite corner, next to slabs of limestone and iron ore, a Dragpy was
shackled completely to the wall and floor, pegs buried deep in the
ground to keep her lodged down, and skewers of metal pinning each
limb individually. The Leader gasped.
“Her name’s Eshlow,” the chancellor said, walking an arc around her.
“Irony would have it that she’s actually the Queen of the hive we
exterminated in the hills.”
The Leader wasn’t sure how that was irony, though was too entranced
to care. He found himself being drawn nearer to the Beast, as if she had
suddenly turned magnetic.
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“Her fight with Poseidon has rather drained her. She’s alive,” the
chancellor assured him, “but probably only just.”
Eshlow’s eyes were closed, and her head was bowed, smoke trickled
through her nostrils at every breath. Scars ripple across her flesh;
mostly burns and Tonder sears, though there was an oddly shaped one
on her forehead – one of a trident.
“Chancellor,” the Leader said with a sigh, “Dragpies are one of the
most strong-willed creatures on the planet – we’re going to try and
persuade her to mend the ediug so we can find and eliminate the
fortress?”
This sentence hit hard on Eshlow’s sub consciousness, because her
head snapped to attention immediately, and her eyes half opened.
The chancellor smiled, standing within an inch of Eshlow’s face.
“Like you said, Dragpies are one of the most strong-willed creatures on
the planet. So it’s lucky she’s far from one hundred percent.” He looked
into her pained expression, raising a palm. “Because this is going to
take a lot of work…” and he placed his palm upon her heart and felt his
eye lids flutter, his mind awash with intensity, his arm strained and still.
Eshlow’s eyes drooped again and her head fell as the chancellor was
enveloped with a searing ambition. Then, after a minute of fretful
concentration, the chancellor released his hold and moved away. He
placed his hands on his hips as his breathing intensified. “There,” he
managed with a pant, “you can now Hipnotize the ugly cow.”
*
Beneath a mound of bracken and broken branches lay a single stone
slab glossed in grass and berries. It could easily have been part of the
landscape, and Zylas marvelled the ingenuity – knowing that it hid a
world devoted to the rebellion against evil. Larlan pointed at the ragged
hill peak escalating before them. “Arshall, the fortress’s garden is at the
top of that pinnacle. I’m afraid you’ll have to fly up to it now – you’s
wouldn’t fit through this way.”
Arshall nodded, still silent. She took off without a word, exhumed by
the night as she soared up through the canopy and out of sight.
Larlan watched her go quietly, then knelt down and hammered on the
slab with the hilt of his sword several times. “Be easier if we’s had a
knocker, wouldn’t it,” he muttered. Then he lowered his face to the
ground and yelled, “Larlan wants to come in ‘ere!”
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The slab jostled about in its place before being lifted clear from
below, and a man poked his head out. “Back already, Larlan?”
“‘Fraid so, Creton. Barbarians caught us unaware didn’t they – came
up on Tonders. The town was heavily damaged but we’s escaped
through the passage. These are its town folk and the rest of its army.”
Creton gave a short sigh, his dark, shoulder-length hair ruffled by the
breeze. He hoisted himself out of the hole and dusted his knees down.
Then he caught sight of Som. He was obviously not Laizwerthian. “And
you’s, sir – you’s lived in Läet?”
Som shook his head. “Well – for a day, maybe.” He laughed to
himself. “We come to the fortress as a stop off – before we move on to
more pressing matters.” Zylas looked away. It was about time they
actually began the search for his father. All that time messing about in
Läet when Omær was right there on the horizon… “I come from The
Council,” Som continued. “As does Arton…” He gestured to the
ginger-curled swordsman on his right.
Creton’s face was hard as he noticed the man through the shadow,
and he felt his temperature escalate. “It’s been some time.”
Arton nodded. “It has. Nice to see you again.”
“Yes,” Creton said absently, “nice to see you’s too. Brother.”
Zylas and Som instantly exchanged glances. Brother? Arton had a
brother?
“What have you been getting up to?” Arton asked. “I’ve been running
The Council.” There was a smugness to his tone, almost a ‘beat that’.
Creton twitched, and he lost his smile. “Oh, you’s know, bits and
bobs.”
Arton sneered. “But nothing particularly important or courageous, I
see. A mere commoner. You’ve even adopted the local accent.” He
laughed to himself.
Creton looked away. “You’s canny expect me to walk in your shadow
all the time, Arton.” Zylas could feel the rivalry between them – it was
fierce.
Arton coughed, a little embarrassed. “I’m only messing with you.
Come on, I’ve brought a communicator – it be in the luggage barrows.
We understand that communications en’t been great – you being only
able to receive and not transmit.”
Creton managed a cold smile. Why had he come? They both knew
full well that Arton was the better brother; better in every damn way…
why did he always insist on trying to show his younger sibling up? “I’m
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sure it’ll be useful for the people able to use it.” His eyes were blurred
as he stole a glance at the wandering canopy, his heart racing. “You’s
sure you’s weren’t followed ‘ere?”
“Quite sure,” Som said. “We made it so the barbarians couldn’t
traverse the passage. And no sky-spy could assail those peaks.”
Creton looked unsure. “Alright then. I have to say, we’ve had some
unusual visitors today.” He tried a smile, though failed.
Zylas frowned to himself; Arton had never mentioned a brother
before. And by the looks of it they didn’t seem to get on particularly
well.
Larlan rounded up the remainder of the troop. “Take the citizens
down – and help Zinon too.”
Creton nodded. “Tis done. Actually, this week’s been full of strange
visitors – you’ll never guess who came back whilst you’s were gone.”
Larlan raised his head. “Mmm. I’ve got a fairly good idea. Anyway –
come on. Let’s not leave us hanging out in the cold.”
Creton disappeared rather promptly, without a second glance in
Arton’s direction, and Zylas frowned again as he crouched down to
follow. There were rungs pasted to the wall as they climbed slowly
down, and the slab was manoeuvred back into place so it was
dangerously dark. Zylas wasn’t in the best of moods to climb
precariously down a ladder in the dark, but he had hit the bottom before
long, a pale orange glow creeping from a narrow corridor before him.
He was jostled down it, his legs like lead and his mind whizzing sombre
thoughts, and the air was still and stagnant.
Larlan had said the fortress was like The Council, though if Zylas had
been expecting a tremendous dome of glass above the main entrance
he’d be gravely disappointed. The tunnel ended abruptly in a large dim
room. The walls were plain rock and the floor gritty dirt, and there were
doorways and stairwells leading this way and that. Zylas was greatly
reminded of the Dragpy hives, except the room wasn’t studded with
holes. He wasn’t overly impressed. And neither were some of the
women and children, who were crying behind him. Creton had
disappeared from their sights completely.
“Zylas, Som, Arton,” Larlan said, pulling them to one side, “none of
you’s have been here before, have you’s?”
The three shook their heads.
“Come with me then, we’s better go and find out who this surprise is,
as if I don’t already know. I don’t know who’s been in charge…”
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“The big surprise, funnily enough,” came a voice from a doorway
behind them.
Zylas recognised the voice and spun round, the wall torches leaving a
trailing, circular imprint on his eyes. For a split second he thought he
was looking at Diadon. But it wasn’t Diadon – the long grey hair and
beard, and the aged face didn’t belong to him. It was Wight.
Wight’s room was at the very pinnacle of the hill, and they had to travel
in a lift to get to it. “Only just been installed,” he said as they ascended.
“I had to sort it out of course – when I got here the stupid scientists had
put the magnets in upside down and the lift kept crashing into its
counterweight.” Zylas felt sick. “Here we are.”
The room was flushed in a dreamy fragrance – an airy, light aroma –
and it was set with glossy silk and satin. Then Zylas noticed it had
sliding glass doors at one wall, leading out upon a fantastic garden that
sprouted in the highest crevice. Arshall had found it, and was sitting in
despondent silence, alone under the moonlight.
Larlan was drawn instinctively to the glass. “I hope the Dragpy knows
Mithroa’s there. She’d have a nasty surprise in the morning.”
“Mithroa?” Zylas recognised the name, but only just.
“The Moonspray. My transport – completely invisible at the
moment.”
“Invisible to you.” Wight busied himself with herbal tea, humming
softly. The others looked at him strangely.
“See you’ve found the best spot,” Arton said, looking longingly upon
the darkened garden.
Wight chuckled, “one up from Acõth isn’t it.”
There was a pause and Larlan coughed, turning nervously from the
glass.
Arton didn’t flinch. “So how did you actually escape?”
“Wight chuckled again. “You’re forgetting who I am.” He spread his
arms, turning to them. “Me.” He floated a cup to Larlan who took it
from the air. “I got help, obviously.”
“Drater?” Som was wincing through the darkness.
Wight nodded, casting a cup in Som’s direction.
“Is your little friend not with you?”
“No,” Wight laughed. “I’ve left him in charge of an army in Poden.”
“Poden?” Arton raised his voice. “Poden’s deserted!”
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Wight pretended to look shocked. “No! Little blighter’s run amuck
already then.” He laughed into his tea. “He’s at the Dragpy hive.
Tyran’ll want to take them to get a foothold in Henden, so we’ve got
there first.”
“Bases at The Council, the Dragpy hills and this fortress ‘ere?” Larlan
let his tea cool.
Wight nodded and turned back to the pot.
“Why the hell are they all underground?” Zylas had said this.
Wight paused for a second. “The enemy can’t attack something it
can’t see.”
Zylas said nothing – he let his eyes drop to the bone-china tiles.
Wight eyed him carefully. Something was wrong with him. “So, what
about Diadon? Where be my favourite person?”
Zylas didn’t say anything. It was Som who spoke. “He is ill.
Immeasurably so.”
Wight tutted. “Presumed as much. He was stupid enough to hit me!”
It wasn’t funny. There was a short silence. “I apologise for the lack of
light by the way. Moonlight’ll have to do I’m afraid.”
“Where have you been, Wight?” The question had obviously been
troubling Arton. Wight looked hard at him. Arton set his cup down.
“Have you visited The Council?”
“The Council!? After what the chancellor did? Don’t be silly. I went
and found Gemina and Gemia in the coastal village of Hon.”
“The twins!?” Som shrieked excitedly. “They’re here?”
Wight smiled, coasting the pot across the worktop. “Been here a
couple of days. Got there not a moment too soon – me and the girls had
a wonderful time defending ourselves. All got a bit much in the end…”
“Can I see them!? Where are they?” Som hadn’t been this excited for
a long time.
Wight smiled. “Turn left out the door and follow the corridor to the
end. Their names are written on their door.”
Som looked rather shy to abandon them all so quickly, though did so
anyway, disappearing down the hallway at a trot.
Wight took a moment of peace. “So, that’s what I’ve done. What
about you?” He looked at Larlan. “They were in Läet?”
Larlan nodded. “The town fell. A terrible time we’s had getting away.
The enemy have decided to involve Higher Magic. Poseidon herself
made an appearance.”
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Wight actually looked shocked. “Poseidon?! How could the enemy
know how to conjure Poseidon?”
“Dunno,” Arton said with a sigh, “but they managed it.”
“Same way they knew how to use Gaia Essence,” Zylas interrupted,
his face still pale. “And about the cûllan formula.” There was a sharp
silence as they watched him, the wind berating the glass doors behind
them. “Enon died,” Zylas said eventually. “And he died to save us.” He
lolled down in one of the satin chairs, and stared hard at the webweaved mat that lay in front of him.
Wight looked inquiringly over at Arton and Larlan. “The Archer,”
Arton said softly. “Came with us when we visited you in Acõth.”
Wight’s expression turned sympathetic. “I remember. He had a
magnificent presence about him.”
Arton sighed silently, thinking it best to move on and allow Zylas
time to grieve. “Well we’re here now.”
“So you are.” Wight gave an encouraging smile. “Find the entrance
alright?”
Arton went red. “Yes. And we er, were received very well…”
“Your brother,” Zylas interrupted. “Didn’t know you had a brother.”
There was silence again. Arton coughed. “Well I have. We don’t
speak that much.”
“Why?”
“Because he’s a squealing little runt.” Arton had rasped loudly –
louder than he had meant too. He let his voice calm slightly. “He was
always mom’s favourite. Never got into trouble like me, oh no. She
always sided with him – he was younger you see. Thought he would be
the one to make something of his life. But look at him – he’s a failure.
A complete and utter failure. Mother would be so proud of her
insignificant nobody.” There was an embarrassed silence as Arton
stopped speaking. It was the first time they had heard him really lose it.
“I’ve brought a communicator,” he said eventually. “Thought the
fortress could do with one.”
Wight brightened. “Oh good. I was getting tired of only being able to
transmit to Rat. I don’t suppose you’ll bring it up for me?”
Arton mumbled something about that he supposed he could. Larlan
rolled his eyes – the barrows were all the way in the depths of the
complex. “I’ll take you. Come on.” They eyed Zylas, wondering
whether to invite him along but Wight warned them with his stare. He
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and Zylas had things to talk about. Larlan and Arton left silently, barely
letting the door sound as it closed behind them.
There was silence for quite a while, the moonlight painting patterns in
silver across the carpet. Zylas turned round eventually, his eyes aching,
his body weary and yearning for rest. He could have fallen asleep in the
soft satin there and then. “How could this have happened?” he said as
Wight walked over and sat on the opposite chair. “How can someone so
good fall victim to something so evil?”
Wight sighed. There were questions that even he could not answer. “I
do not know.”
Zylas was unimpressed. “He died to save us. He sacrificed his life for
us – for all of us. He made sure the Dias remained with me. Where it
belongs.”
Wight felt a sudden yearning for the object – Zylas didn’t understand
what he was holding – didn’t understand the true extent of the web of
lies that accumulated over it. “If he died to save us,” Wight said softly,
“then he is now happier than he has ever been.”
“He’s bloody dead!” Zylas screamed. “How the hell can anyone be
happy if they’re dead!?” He had grown frustratingly hot.
Wight smiled. “That is something you will grow to understand. Tam,
the greatest philosopher and leader of all time, illustrated the point
within his famous line: ‘You have found the meaning of life when the
steps you tread are left as footprints when you die’.”
Zylas frowned – that line seemed very familiar. He was sure he
hadn’t heard it before but… well, it was giving him a distinct feeling of
déjà vu. He pursed his lips stubbornly. “What the hell does that mean?”
“I can’t tell you, Zylas. It isn’t something that can be explained – you
need to live it. Tam said that it is everyone’s task to uncover the
meaning of this. And he said if you did, you would never really die at
all.”
Zylas scowled. “Then he didn’t know what he was talking about.”
Wight was taken aback. “Tam was the greatest human who ever lived,
Zylas. He certainly did know what he was talking about.”
“Oh right,” Zylas said petulantly, “Tam isn’t dead himself then? Can
you introduce me someday…”
“Don’t be difficult.” Wight paused for a minute, silence bathing the
room.
“Wight,” Zylas said eventually, “I have hardly ever seen any of
Tam’s teachings – have barely read any of his proverbs…”
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“Oh believe me, Zy,” Wight interrupted quickly, “Tam wrote much.
And no doubt you have been taught much of his philosophies. By Som
in fact.”
“What? All the Western teachings…”
“Revelled in by Tam. He even mastered the higher, spiritual
consciousness to such a degree that he could slip between states
instantaneously. He was neither in this world, nor in the higher
conscious world – and then in both together at the same time. You
probably don’t recognise any of his teachings because Tam is only an
alias given to him by folk of The Shallows. His Western name is Ow...”
“What do you mean, a higher conscious?” Zylas had stopped Wight in
mid-sentence, but didn’t register what he was about to be told. Instead,
he looked at Wight inquiringly.
“He was completely at one with the entire universe. Part of
everything. Part of everyone. And in a sense, I do believe he is alive
today. In some form, anyway. Maybe in a flower, or unpon the breeze,
or even as someone. Tam said that everyone must learn the state of
Heavé nlyoct urna lbliss, and that Gö-d would take them there when
they were ready…”
“He said that Gö-d took people to Heavé-n when they were ready!?”
Zylas was starting to lose control. “Enon was not ready to die! Gö-d
cannot just decide when he wants to ruddy abduct people! And if he
does then I shall hate him for all eternity!”
Wight was startled by Zylas’s anger. He let the atmosphere burn itself
out before continuing. “Tam did not present Gö-d as some supreme
being watching over the world from Heavé-n.”
Zylas was petulant again. “I don’t want a theology lesson.”
“To be honest Zylas,” Wight said, his voice steady, “I think you need
one.”
There was a bitter silence, where Zylas fried a hole in the far wall
with his stare. Who was Wight to go on about saint Tam preaching
about Gö-d? The Gö-d who had taken his best friend away?
Wight inhaled slowly, watching as Zylas inched back round to face
him. That was more like it. “Long ago Zylas, when the world was a far
less civilized place, millions of people died under the names of different
gods, which sort of defies the point in there being religion in the first
place.” He drained his tea and floated the cup into the basin. “Holy and
war do not go together.”
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Zylas raised his eyes to look at Wight. “There were different
religions? And they used to fight each other? Just because of their
different beliefs?”
Wight sighed. “Like I said, it was a far less civilized world. They
didn’t realise that they were basically following the same set of rules,
but these same rules were taught differently. I mean, every religion
that’s ever been has said Thou shalt not kill in one way or another. They
thought that just because some religion worshipped the sun god, and
another worshipped just one Divinity, they were worlds apart in their
thinking. They weren’t, of course. The fanatics were too caught up
trying to force their perceptions of these same guidelines on other
people that they went against everything they were supposed to be
standing for. Think of the Earthen Ancients – the first line in The Way
says ‘A life is to protect, not to take’. Think how many people died
when they went to holy war against the Divine Unity. Or how women
were persecuted in the Eastern Priory. Thousands over a decade. That
is the darkest thing.”
Zylas raised his eyebrows in surprise. “Women were persecuted?”
Some of the women he had seen on his travels wouldn’t have taken to
being persecuted lightly.
Wight nodded. “Their King even said ‘And Sangreal will reside under
a web of lies and deceit until the End of Days’.”
“Sangreal?” Zylas cast his mind back to his expeditions through
Hayden’s mountain of books on Ancient History. “That name’s
familiar.”
“Sangreal is a metaphor for the Sacred Feminine. The Ancients knew
her as Mâ Rymag-Dline. She carried the brunt of the Eastern Priory’s
discrimination against women.”
“Why?” Zylas looked concerned.
“Well, Naynon had been blessed with a fine philosopher, psychologist
and physicist. You have heard of Sejus?”
Zylas nodded. “I have heard of him. What has he got to do with Mâ
Rymag-Dline?”
Wight nodded. “She was a very powerful figure – his main disciple,
even.”
Zylas’s eyes widened. The Eastern Priory’s Holy Book rarely even
mentioned her – and she was supposed to be Sejus’s righthand…woman?
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Wight continued, a smile spreading across his face. “Turns out, Sejus
even wanted her to carry out his work when he died. Of course, the
Naynonese King didn’t like that. He needed power, and so his religion
needed power and that meant more followers. How could a religion be
reputable if it was run by a woman?! So he literally erased her from
existence when Sejus died. Killed her within the year and buried her
documents and all writings with her name. Branded her a prostitute.”
Zylas’s mouth fell open in shock. “The King killed her? And then
slandered her?”
“He had her killed and blackened her name. She just vanished.
Though as fortune had it, one of Tam’s followers had actually made the
trip to Naynon from The Roan-Roe Region. He uncovered documents
buried in an urn in a desert.”
“He told the Eastern Priory that their main prophet was not as godlike
as everyone thought? That he may even have been a mortal?”
Wight laughed. “Sejus was a great man. But he was a mortal. And
they found out, yes.”
Zylas was talking frantically. “Wasn’t their faith shattered? I mean –
what did their King call it – the End of Days happened?”
Wight smiled. “Yes. Except the people then referred to it as the End
of Dëyz.”
Zylas frowned. “What the hell does Dëyz mean?”
“It means lies, Zylas. The End of Lies.” Wight took a contemplative
second. “Sure, Sejus lost his godlike status, though people found it
easier to understand his teachings. They realised that they didn’t need to
perform miracles to reach the higher states – Sejus was a mere mortal
like them who had managed it – by following his guidelines, they could
reach it too. They began to believe, Zylas. Believe in themselves. The
human race had been blessed with a very significant thing when Sejus
was realised: Knowledge. Prosperity. Intuition. Belief.”
Zylas was now listening intently. “And that’s how Tam converted
people? By proving that their religion was not all they thought it was?”
His words were quite sharp.
“No,” Wight smiled, “Tam just shifted the gloom from the light.” His
contemplative ether resided for a moment in the silent air. “Born in
The Region just over fifteen hundred years ago – Tam taught the world
what Gö-d was really like – travelling to all three continents to do it. He
didn’t come shouting the odds – saying everyone was wrong – he said
everyone was right. He taught everyone that they were just overlooking
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one small fact – that they were all fighting over the same Gö-d. The one
that exists in everything. The one that exists in us all.”
“I don’t follow.”
“He said that Gö-d doesn’t belong out of this world; beyond the
stars,” he got up and looked up through the glass at the heavens. Zylas
joined him. “He said that Gö-d belongs here,” and he put his hand
straight to his heart. “That Gö-d resides in the heart of everyone, and it
is their own choice how they worship him. And that’s us nowadays –
whether we pray openly in sacred shelters, or alone, or not at all. Or do
as Tam did and meditate – bridging the gap unto this higher
consciousness.”
Zylas was still looking up at the stars. “Som taught me how.”
“As he did me. If people realised its benefits everyone would do it.”
There was a split second where they both just stood there, entranced
with the unknown. “What Tam said was ‘Gö-d exists in the people who
believe in him’. When you meditate, it is he that talks to you – advises
you. That is Gö-d.”
Zylas was thinking harder than he had thought for days. “You think
that Enon was happy to die because his Gö-d said it was his time?”
Wight smiled. “There is nothing terrifying about death, Zylas. We are
only frightened if we don’t understand it. Enon is still with us – he
exists where Gö-d exists. In everyone. Look at the stars,” he pointed to
the distant pinpricks of light. “They are like the dead souls of the past.
When you die your soul isn’t restricted to the limitations and
boundaries of life. It’s given the greatest gift of all.”
“What’s that?”
Wight’s face was half-covered in shadow, but his eyes were bright.
“Freedom.”
*
The night sky had turned a rosy wash as dawn flooded the horizon, the
silky clouds striped across it like stringy candyfloss, and the fading
impression of Null was sheathed like a hologram ghost. Shasa winced
as Läet stood silent below her, and she glided in a downward spiral, her
breathing heavy, looking down upon the shattered streets. Her heart
pounded. Zylas had called for help the previous afternoon, and she had
taken fifteen hours to act – and now the city was deserted. And broken.
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She skimmed to a trotting halt on the splintered cobbles, looking in
horrified wonder at the ruins that much of the town had been reduced
to. How could this have happened to a city? Her eyes were drawn to the
strewn rock fragments around the collapsed gate, and she scanned them
– being drawn to the fiery brand marks that licked their surfaces. What?
Destruction by fire? How could this be – as far as she knew there had
been no tectonic activity in the area. She looked round in disbelief,
walking down the pillaged street, her eyes swinging left and right as
different sights absorbed her.
The square at the end of the street was stranger still – the remnants of
a small holdout protruded from the shattered tiles, encircling a crudely
burrowed tunnel through the mountain! What was going on here? Then
her eyes were drawn instinctively to a deep, muddy gash in the ground
that seemed to line the broken fort. A mark was branded on the lowest
rock – she inched closer, peering into the grubby gloom – her eyes
widened. It couldn’t be - that was impossible… As she fell away in
horror, her inner senses were bombarded with different instincts – as if
they had detected something, something not right. Her head snapped
round to look at the street to her right, her stomach growing uneasy.
Maybe the town wasn’t as deserted as it looked…
She walked cautiously towards her hunch, passing under damp timber
framing and marbled masonry. She stopped outside the blacksmiths, the
gloomy interior intriguingly inviting, her body on autopilot as she
opened the door and stepped into the smoky workroom. She was getting
nearer – to what, she had no idea. Her legs just maintained their
progress, taking her across the smouldered floor and between the
torturous contraptions to the back wall, where a door lay invitingly
open. Stairs fell twisting below her, and she stepped down into the
damp and cold basement, drawn to the dull orange glow that spread
across the room. And she yelled out. “Eshlow!”
The Queen was chained methodically to the wall and ceiling, stakes
lodges as security pegs into the ground, and twisted levers skewering
her in place. And the mark – the mark she had seen in that gaping
trench – was branded on Eshlow’s forehead. Shasa could not move –
her metabolism had been sedated with shock, her limbs frozen as cold
as the rock she stood on. Then, when Shasa was fretting over whether
her Queen was dead or not, Eshlow raised her head slowly. Her black
skin was thin and taught, her eyes plastered half shut, and there was
helplessness in her expression. She let out a wet wheeze, opening her
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mouth a little and stuttered something, her throat groggy. “Run…” she
managed.
Shasa was too overruled to process this word; she stayed still in
shock, unable to do anything. She didn’t even react as a man moved
suddenly among the shadows, and a silky blue mist swirled from him,
sheathing her in a fiery frenzy. She was dead before she hit the floor.
*
Zylas had slept well that night – his mind greatly calmed by the
ingenious of Wight. He had had the adjacent room, which was nice – as
it had a narrow window that overlooked the garden, and was warm and
rich and comfy. He had woken late, the room bathed in natural light and
his mind at a steady ease. The day was fine – a colourful enigma of
blossoms gathered among the grass; the sun was crowning the hill’s
jagged peaks in gold and he had made it to the rebel fortress. It was
time to start believing again.
Over lunch, Som introduced him to the twins, Gemina and Gemia
who had, quite literally, flown hot-heeled from their rooftop to get here.
“One of the most uncomfortable rides I have indeed ever been on,”
Gemia had said as she stirred her tea one-handed.
Her sister scoffed. “I know! No really, it was an experience that was
rather terrible. Vayu could control wind, and she never had that, well –
bumpiness.”
There was a slight silence. Everyone sitting in the vicinity knew that
Vayu had been murdered because of that gift.
Zylas cleared his throat, speaking up tentatively. “So what ability
have you two got?”
The twins chuckled. “Oh, something better than what Wight can
manage.” She lifted a slab of rarely-cooked meat from her plate and
held her palm under it. The meat’s organic strands frazzled, a charred
blanket spreading up the piece until it was rather well-done.
Creton, who was sitting nearby, raised his eyebrows and they
disappeared into his dark fringe. “You’s can cook meat. Fantastic.”
The twins didn’t know if he was joking or not, and neither did anyone
else. They frowned at him. Then, with a roll of her eyes, Gemina held
out her palm, clicked her fingers, and a flame flickered from her
fingertips.
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Creton looked at her, the flame flickering like dancing yellow
streamers. “You’s can turn your fingers into candles? Impressive…”
“We have the power of Hesta,” Gemina said loudly, cupping her hand
and extinguishing the flame, smoke snorting from between her fingers.
Zylas suddenly found himself going hot. Hesta? The molten beast he
had seen in his dreams was the King of Fire? He would have liked to
introduce him to Poseidon.
“Oh, is that what you’s call it,” Creton said, lolling back in his chair.
“Hesta magic.”
“The King of Fire is not to be taken lightly,” Gemia scolded.
Zylas had to look away. You can say that again – that living volcano
had killed his mother. He was suddenly aware that Wight was looking
at him from across the table. He recalled the conversation the two of
them had had in Acõth:
‘And then I saw Hesta…’
‘How the hell do you know about Hesta!?’
Wight knew that Zylas knew what Hesta was – had seen him with, sort
of his own eyes. And now he knew that Hesta was the Fire Demon –
that he could only be conjured by people with such an ability…
The hairs on Zylas’s neck prickled, and he found himself asking the
question before he could stop himself. “Were you the ones that
conjured Hesta? That let him roam…”
Gemina scoffed. “We wish we could conjure him. I have indeed tried
of course – but it requires a great amount of magic.” She looked idly
across at Som. “I mean, I have never seen with the eyes that are mine,
Som conjure Gaia.”
Wight interrupted before Som could explain his blushes. “Thank
goodness you cannot conjure such a beast! Having him wander our
streets would not be good for tourism!” Zylas looked at him strangely
when Wight shushed him down with his eyes.
“Well,” Larlan said from nearby, “Let that be that. Come – I wish to
show you’s the garden. Believe me – you’s canny come here and
overlook its beauty.”
They stood, the sound of their scraping chairs accompanied by the
tinkle of cutlery as Wight levitated it away. Zylas was at his side in an
instant as they followed Larlan lazily towards the double doors at the
end of the corridor.
“What was all that about?” he hissed.
Wight shushed him quieter still.
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“There are few who know about Hesta – I would like to keep it that
way. Not even many of The Council members know it.” He let them
fall back to the end of the line, Larlan’s hearty guide-talk masking their
whispers. “Have you heard about the three Jewels, and how they gave
off the magic particles that keep this world awash?”
Zylas nodded, recalling the meeting they had had at The Council.
“And you know that we had them hellishly guarded to stop anything
happening to them? And that is sadly why we cannot get to them
ourselves to re-spark them?”
Zylas recalled how he had been told that the fire beneath the Jewels
had ceased, and that they couldn’t relight them because of how they had
had them guarded.
“Well Hesta is one of the guards.” Wight began to walk slower,
letting the others pull away from them.
Zylas stopped walking altogether. “Hesta? Is a guards of one of the
Jewels?”
Wight nodded. “In Naynon’s volcano caverns.”
Zylas was shocked. His dad had led his mother to one of Naynon’s
volcanoes? Not exactly a normal holiday. “Do you think my dad was
looking for the Jewel? That that is why he went there?”
Wight sighed. “Zylas, your father knew that Hesta would be there.”
Zylas shook his head. “Are you sure? Why would he lead my mother
into danger?”
Wight didn’t say anything for a long while. “I cannot tell you. As I
cannot tell you how Hesta was conjured. Not yet.”
Zylas went suddenly tetchy. “Oh, right. Like you can’t tell me why
you tried to murder my dad? I’m not ready, or something?”
Wight didn’t smile; he stood looking hard for a second or two. “If you
are not ready to hear the truth, how can you possibly hope to believe
it?”
Zylas waited a moment for its meaning to unravel within his
subconscious. “Is that saying another one of Tam’s?” He could only
smile.
Wight grinned. “No. That one is mine.”
The garden was jinxed with beauty, its exotic and rare plants flushed
with the lukewarm breeze, their colours vibrant and strong. The grass
was springy-soft, studded with the odd stooping tree, and the flowered
verges were plush and wild. Zylas’s breath had been taken away when
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he’d first walked out the double doors into the daylight – to be blessed
with the knowledge that beauty still existed. He had looked out upon it
the previous night, though the darkness had exhumed the crater like the
flooding of a tidal trench, and the only things he could make out were
odd flickers of moths and the stagnant silhouettes of the distant trees.
Now, with the aid of the light of day, he was standing in his own
paradise - Eden itself.
He was sitting on the banks of the crystal lake, a gnarled Yokra
shielding him with shade, the sunlight trickling across the surface like a
golden ship preparing to moor. Arshall was amongst the tree’s
branches; their tips budded as spring drew closer. “Never before have I
seen such beauty,” she whispered, casting a longing look towards the
dense forest that pillaged the furthest crevice. They had been warned to
steer clear of it.
Zylas smiled. “Poden’s famous parks were nothing compared to this.”
He took a look at the congealed congregation of trees that they had been
strongly forbidden to approach. “Wonder why we en’t allowed near
them?”
“Because,” Wight said, appearing at his shoulder, “You might get
eaten in there.”
Zylas was unsure whether he was joking or not. “Eaten? What, you
got a monster in there or something?”
Wight smiled. “Sort of. Well, monsters really.” He gestured to the
dense tangle. “There’s a path there that leads out onto the plateau. We
don’t want anyone venturing up and finding this…” He gestured to the
glass doors that studded the fortress’s façade. “A bit of a give away.
We’ve had to arm the path with dozens of Venerius Muscarium – you
know, the man-eating plants that you apparently saw in Poden.”
Zylas recalled those turgid black plants amicably. Being introduced to
their gigantic jaws was not an experience he would want to have.
“Do not go near that forest, Zylas. There’s only one way to sedate
Venerius Muscarium, and that involves a lot of persuasion.” Wight
laughed to himself, his eyes drifting upwards as if scanning a far-gone
memory. “I’ve only ever tried to Hipnotize a Venerius Muscarium once
– and that was out of necessity - when I fell down a wild lair in one of
my escapades. Took a lot of effort, I can tell you. Damn thing had eaten
half my robe before I persuaded it to let go.”
Zylas couldn’t stop himself laughing. “But it did let go?”
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“Oh yes, just about. Hardest thing I’ve ever had to Hipnotize. It’s
alive, but isn’t exactly blessed in the mind area. You try Hipnotizing
something’s mind when it hasn’t got one.” He suddenly thought that
confronting a Venerius Muscarium might appeal to Zylas, and so
carried on quickly. “On second thoughts, don’t. No really – I know you
can use Hipnosee, but you need to be able to master it if you come
across one of those things.”
Zylas smiled. “Oh believe me, I won’t be planning on doing that. It
was hard enough Hipnotizing those bacteria on Aretroth let alone…”
Wight raised his eyebrows. “Aretroth? You’ve been on Aretroth?”
Zylas felt himself go red. “Oh yeah. I’ve travelled.” He decided not to
say anything about actually saving Aretroth from extinction. That
would have been bigheaded.
“So I see,” Wight said, his eyebrows still in his fringe. “You must
have had the best guides.”
Zylas was hounded suddenly by the memory of Enon, and had to take
a deep breath. “And Enon was there all the way. Yet he didn’t make it
here – the place he so wanted to see but never saw.”
Then, to Zylas’s great surprise, Wight withdrew an arrow from within
his robes – hewed in yew and headed in gold. “Made by the rebels who
left you with Enon in Henden Wood.” He tossed it into the lake, the
arrow sinking to rest at the rocky bottom. “For Enon, a friend who
never made it here. Let rest be peaceful. For eternity.”
*
“Dagan, how the hell have you got a communicator too?” The Leader
looked into the smoky face that had loomed up upon his eyelids.
“Because, at this vital time, I thought it best that we’s kept in
contact.” Dagan’s face bubbled seriously. “There is also a
communicator with you’s at Läet…”
“I know there is!” The Leader was impatient. “What do you want?”
Dagan paused for a moment, his face bobbing ever so slightly. “You’s
need to get to us as soon as possible – a Dragpy was spotted entering a
mountain crevice last night…”
“So what? The stupid birds need to sleep…”
“No, I mean – when my troop emerged on the plateau they saw a
Dragpy, the Dragpy that was with the boy, fly around a hill and
disappear into a secluded canyon…”
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The Leader shushed him to silence with his hard stare. “A hill?” It
couldn’t be…
“Yes. A hill covered with forest at its wake. The refugees must have
disappeared into it – there was nowhere else for them to escape to in
such a time.”
The Leader was growing hot, with sweet anticipation. If he wasn’t
careful he’d lose his contact. He let himself calm for a second. “Could
the fortress be so close?”
The apparition nodded. “I’m sure that there must be a path up to this
crevice – who needs secret entrances when we’s can get in via the back
door…”
The Leader grew suddenly excited. “Are you still in the middle of the
plateau?”
“Yes. Like I said, I wanted to get you’s…”
“Well wait there. I’m coming.” The Leader opened his eyes instantly,
spurned on by an injection of adrenaline.
The chancellor, who had been standing nearby, looked inquiringly at
him. “Sir?”
“I want that Dragpy’s body moved out of the basement. I’m sure it
isn’t giving Eshlow a very bright incentive to work.” The Leader was
busying himself, as if to leave. “I want Eshlow guarded, and drugged –
though release her – all she can thing about doing now is mending the
ediug. Though hopefully it won’t be a problem any more.” He slipped
on his furs and made for the door.
“Why? What did Dagan have to say?” The chancellor was worried his
thunder had been stolen.
“I think we’ve already found the fortress.” And with that, the Leader
disappeared from the blacksmith’s and emerged on the shabby street.
His eyes fell instinctively to the huge figure of Tyr as the vilture lay
lazily on the street. “Tyr! Get up you lazy winged-pig.”
“Vwhat ze hell do you vwant?”
“Don’t speak to me like that. Get up. We’re going gallivanting.”
Tyr stirred, rising grumbling to all fours. He didn’t feel like
gallivanting. “Vwhere are you taking us exactly?”
“We are going to get onto the plateau.” The Leader began striding up
to the passage. “And, as you can’t fly over, you’re going to fit your fat
rear through that tunnel and escort me over the bridge.”
Tyr’s slitty eyes widened phenomenally. “You cannot be serious…”
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The Leader wasn’t in the mood for negotiating. “Oh I am.” He
pointed to the burrowed tunnel through the blockage. “Now get
squeezing.”
*
It got colder in the evening, the dew hardening to a crispy frost. Wight
said it would be for the last time because spring was here and it was
warming. Arshall said he had just taken an educated guess. Zylas
wished it would hurry up anyway; because the one draw back of being
able to look openly onto the beautiful garden was that he couldn’t have
the fire on in case anyone from the outside saw in. So he lay in his bed
quietly, cowering beneath the sheet in a ball to try and keep as warm as
possible. He wouldn’t wait till morning to rise however, oh no. The
Dias made sure of that.
Wight was sitting around a small office, the glow above his head
illuminating the formula sheets about him. He sighed, scratching his
scalp. “Glycerine with nitrogen and what?” he asked himself furiously.
“I must get my papers from The Council – I’ll be damned if I’m
working out all that again…” Then he stopped suddenly, listening. But
it was more like he was sensing something – a rippled whisper on the
wind. Something he didn’t like. In an instant, he jumped to his feet and
dashed from the room, out onto the deserted corridors - following the
irregularities in his aura. He descended a flight of stairs and dived for a
door on his left, throwing it open in an instant.
“You must not use the communicator when the Dias is here!” He
shouted so loud that Larlan jumped out of his skin, the communicator
toppling from his grasp. But Wight was too late – Larlan had been
broken from a trance-like slumber – the slumber you go into when
Hipnosee takes over. “You must not use Hipnosee when the Dias is
here! Zylas’ll succumb to its dastardly whim!”
Larlan was so shocked he could not speak – had Wight flipped again?
But Larlan didn’t know what was now accepted fact – that using
Hipnosee around the Dias would make its bearer susceptible to
Hipnosee themselves. Zylas was already gone.
With a furious sigh, Wight sprang from the threshold, skipping on a
wind he had conjured for himself, and disappeared towards the Royal
Suites.
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Arton and Som were out on the landing instantaneously as Wight
soared noisily along it, Larlan running at his tail. They looked at the
Laizwerthian King as he reached them breathlessly. “What in the hell
has indeed happened?” Som said, accelerating into a trot after Wight as
he stormed past them.
“I used the communicator…” Larlan said, maintaining his pace.
Arton and Som looked at each other, stung with horror. “The Dias…”
“Zylas… oh no…”
They found Wight standing alone in Zylas’s room, his robe blowing
gently against him. Arton lit a torch to illuminate much of the gloom,
but this infuriated Wight even more.
“Put that out!” Wight hissed, blowing out the flame with a flick of his
wrist. “Anyone could see us!”
And far below them upon the path, under the moonlight, where the
Leader and Dagan stood with a barbarian band, they saw the light
flicker through the darkness and smiled to themselves.
“Just because you can see in the dark doesn’t mean we can,” Arton
hissed back.
Wight stood perfectly still, his silhouette barely visible. “Zylas has
gone,” he said softly.
There was a moment’s silence. Som choked. “We didn’t see him
walking the corridor!”
Wight answered briefly, with style. He blew the drapes clean from the
rail, and moonlight flooded into the room, illuminating everything in a
silver glow. A chilly breeze blew through the open window.
“What… no… the window was secure – the keys hang from the
rafters…he couldn’t have…” Larlan was frantic.
“Well he has.” Wight picked up Snake’s Tooth and Zylas’s mail
armour that lay at his empty bed. “Zylas is out there. In his damn
pyjamas! We need to find him before he does something utterly stupid.”
And with that, Wight climbed out the window into the garden, leaving
the others to hurry clumsily after him.
Wight had stopped next to something on the spring latticework of ice
flakes that had speckled the grass.
“What is it?” The other three joined him at his side.
Footprints dogged the muddy web, disappearing off towards… “Oh
no…” Wight said.
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The Venerius Muscarium were dormant, sedated inexplicably by a
reason that would spark furious debate over the following weeks. Even
Zylas wouldn’t understand afterwards how he had passed through them
without being gnashed. His eyes were open, but they didn’t really see,
and his skin was being burned by the Dias as it hung at his chest. The
cool metal was injecting him with a new vigour – he didn’t know why,
but the Dias was pumping him with yearning – he was running to
somewhere – to someone. But to whom?
His feet began to hit crisp rubble as he hurried down the scarpy slope,
the moons luminous enough to guide his way. And with every step the
Dias grew stronger, as if its power was running through his veins,
pulling him unconsciously at its will.
He had been running for ten minutes, and his heart was throbbing
with expectation – the yearning in him so much he thought he might
burst. Then he heard the slow beat of a march in the distance and it rose
in intensity as he ran through the trees. When the marching sound was
clear, Zylas was filled with a sudden dread, and he tried to make his
feet stop running – he didn’t want to meet whoever was on the march.
But this effort spurned the movement in his legs, and he lurched
forward, as if the Dias had made a last gasp attempt to control him, and
catapulted down the hillside at a roll.
The barbarian band had got themselves lost – they came to a stop in
exasperation, scarp slopes either side of them, wondering what to do
and where to go.
“Well, we’re lost,” Dagan muttered.
“No! The path must be around here somewhere!” The Leader looked
round frantically.
“Sir, we’ll pick up the trail in the morning,” Dagan brought his voice
down to a whisper. “Sir, we’s know it’s around here, but if we’s go any
further off course…”
“We can still find it!!!” The Leader was hissing in frustration.
“Not tonight! He ain’t going to fall into our ruddy arms is he?”
There was a terrific clatter, and Zylas burst from the trees turning
somersaults, landing splayed out in the road. Stars hummed in front of
his eyes, but he could make out the barbarian faces looking down at
him – he was caught, and the Dias had led him there. Had he had the
energy, he would have sworn very loudly.
There was an initial moment of silence where Zylas just lay looking
up at the shocked expressions – well, the silhouettes – Zylas assumed
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they’d be shocked – everything was dark. Then arms descended to grab
him and he closed his eyes, the Dias protruding beneath his clothing.
This was not how it was meant to end – not how it was meant to end at
all. Though then, as he slipped from consciousness, he heard a distinct
yell of “Get away from him!” and frenzied sudden movement – almost
like the clashing of metal and startled cries… conflict? Rescue?
Savour?
He awoke a little while later, as he was set down at the wake of a
colossal carriage, Tonders scraping the dirt beside him. He could feel
the Dias was still with him – could feel the weight dogging his neck…
They hadn’t got it… he had slipped the damn barbarians yet again…
but who… he looked up dizzily, his head pounding. There were no
barbarians anywhere! Just the gentle wish-wash of the arching
branches, and the figure that looked over him – serenely… his
silhouette distorted with blur. “You saved me from the barbarians,”
Zylas whispered meekly, his head thumping. He knew he was bleeding.
“There are no barbarians here. You’re safe now.” His heart began to
race, perspiration pricking his skin. An unbreakable smile spread across
the Leader’s face.
Something within that frequency triggered recognition within Zylas’s
sensors – he knew that voice. “They were after me,” Zylas muttered,
lying on his back in the grass.
“Why?” The shadow’s familiar voice seemed wrought with concern.
Had Zylas been awake, he’d have detected it was fake.
“They want something…” Zylas didn’t think it wise to tell the
stranger about an object the enemy would do anything for.
“And why are you out here – all on your own?”
Zylas managed a whimper. “Because I’m trying to find my father.”
The shadow didn’t say anything. He sat in an anticipating air as the
moonlight beckoned him forward. And he leant a little towards the
light, his unruly dark hair and beard looming out of the darkness, his
hard features being unveiled. Zylas looked into the soft brown of his
eyes and felt his heart rate triple. “Then you’ve found him. You’re here
at last, Zy…”
Zylas couldn’t speak – he had grown terribly hot as he looked into the
eyes of his rescuer, the man he had thought had been dead for years…
his father. Totan. The true Heir of Henden. He jerked into a sitting
position instantly. “Dad? Dad!”
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“I’m here, I’m here,” Totan cooed gently, taking Zylas in his arms.
“Boy, you’ve grown strong. I’m so sorry I left you…”
Zylas felt tears burning his eyes. “I… I thought you were in Omær…”
Totan was startled by how much Zylas knew. “I was. I escaped. And
came looking for you as soon as I could.” Again, had Zylas been in any
fit state of mind he would have detected the faint sense of dishonesty in
Totan’s words. “Come on Zy. With me.” Totan helped him up.
“What about my friends in the fortress?” Zylas asked as he stood.
Totan’s eyes flickered. “It’s fine. I’ve sent some of my men to see to
them. Believe me.” He smiled to himself, his eyes narrowing. “Get in
the carriage, I’ll take you some place safe – can’t have you wandering
around when there are people so near to us intent on disrupting my
plan.”
“The Dias led me to you,” Zylas stuttered, “I knew it would – I knew
it’d reunite us.”
Totan looked long at the object. “Thank Gö-d it did,” he said deeply,
and he closed Zylas’s door. Walking round the front, he caught the
driver’s eyes, huddled in a cloak so Zylas couldn’t see him. He winked.
Dagan winked back.
“Here, have this,” Totan said, climbing into the carriage next to his
son and handing him a cup of steaming liquid. The wheels trundled to
motion, mud splaying up as they rattled forward.
“What is it?” Zylas asked, already drinking deeply.
“Just something to relax you.” Totan smiled. Let’s get onto the
important stuff. “What about the Dias? You have treated it well?”
“It’s here,” Zylas said, eyelids fluttering. “It brought us together.”
“I’ll just have a look at it if that’s alright,” Totan said with a smile,
and he gently unhooked it from Zylas’s neck. Zylas’s eyes closed and
his head lolled back.
“I’ll be able to have it back, won’t I?” Zylas asked, but he fell asleep
almost instantly, the drug consuming his body. He fell back in the snugwarm leather.
Totan smiled to himself. “No son, I’m afraid you won’t.”
The carriage raced along through the night, the Tonders pulling it
were strong and heeded the challenge, the night drawing into early
morning as they raced past Läet and onwards. Zylas slept all the way;
silent as they eventually slowed through the streets of barbarians, and as
the huge gates of Omær’s palace swung closed behind them.
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The Code of the Slllan part 7:

The Code concerning Humans
1)

No Dragpy must kill a Human unless provoked; in selfdefence; in protecting her hive; or in vengeance.

2)

All vengeance killings must be quick. A Dragpy must not
torture a Human under any circumstances.

3)

A Dragpy must not take part in any obscene or cross-species
practises with Humans.

4)

A Dragpy’s word must be upheld, unless rendered obsolete
by death; failure of the human to hold their word, or any
other exceptional circumstance distinguished by the
government.

5)

A Dragpy must protect her hive from intruders using any
means possible.

6)

A Dragpy must not join, or otherwise help, a human side at a
time of war.

7)

A Dragpy must not reveal the location of Aretroth under any
circumstances.

8)

Under no circumstances can a Dragpy provide, loan or
otherwise present Dragpy magic, or a Dragpy magical
object, to a Human.

9)

If a Human saves a Dragpy’s life, then that Dragpy is
forever indebted to that Human.

